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PRE PACE.

So much space has been necessarily occupied by the important matters
treated of at the beginning and E:!Ud of the present volume, that without

unduly increasing its already large bulk and further postponing its publica•
tion, it has been found impossible to print several papers of interest which
have been sent in.

The Editor feels sure that the publication of the Casemate and Shield
Experiments will be hailed with general satisfaction, and that he may
express the thanks of the Corps to Li.utenant-Colonel Inglis for the pains he
has bestowed upon these valuable papers.
Papers for discussion at occasional meetings will be gladly received.

C. S. HUTCHINSON,
Lieutenant-Colonel R.E. ,

Editor.

Rail way Department,
Board of Trade,
Jan,, 1870.

NOTE TO PAPER X
(On the Statical Pressure produced by impact of a falling weight.)
Owing to an oversight in the preparation of Plate II, the ordinates, representing pressures producing extension and permanent set in armour-bolt iron,
are only shewn to be about two-thirds of their proper amounts.

The mean extension of armour-bolt iron should be O·01 of the totnl length,
under a pressure of 1,728 tons on the square foot, and 0·10 of the total length,
under a pressure of 2,600 tons on the sq um·e foot.

The mean permanent extension should be 0·002 of the total length, under a
pressure of 1,550 tons on the square foot, and 0·06 of the total length, under a
pressurn of 2,500 tons on the square foot.

'fhe corrected mean curves are shewn in thick black dotted lines on Plate II.

The numerical results of the example, (page 136), with these data,
follows:Maximum pressure between bolt and supports, . , . , .• , •••• 106·75
Maximum extension of bolt . . . . . . . . • . . _ . ~.
0·178
:Maximum compression of supports ................... .
0·11
Work absorbed by bolt .................. , .......... .
15·06
"rark absorbed by supports .... , ...... , ........••....
5·88
Maximum pressure between bolt and supports, correspond- )
107
ing to observed permanent extension of 0·12 feet ..••

will be as
tons.
feet.
feet.
foot-tons.
foot-tons.
tons.

T. E.
16th December, 1869.
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I.

::IWNCRIEFF'S SYSTEM OF WORKING ARTILLERY.
BY CAPTAIN MONCRIEFF.
As the primary part of this system, viz., the Moncrieff carriage and battery,
in one form , is now pretty well knomi, it may be as well to direct attention to
a few of those developments of it, which have occupied my attention, particularly as some of the details connected with the carriage can only be explained
by duing so.
The system is not, as many suppose, confined to the carriage and battery
which now bears my name, but, among other things, it applies to a method of
disposing of these carriages and batteries in such a manner as to get the greatest
rt>sults from them; in other words, to obtain the greatest efficiency from the
smallest number of guns, men, and money.
It also embraces the tactics of defence for given positions, no unimportant
eltment of success, as the history of the na\'al operations in the late American
war will testify, and which has been, perhaps, too much neglected in this
country.
The dispositions for working batteries on this system would elways be
devised in concert with what has received more attention, viz. 1 the arrangements
for laying obstructions and firing torpedoes.
This is not the })lace to discuss the details of this branch of the subject, it is
enough to state that the possibiiity of working detached batteries in concert
with one another has been demonstrated in one of my experiments before the
Ordnance Select Committee, at Shoeburyness, and that simultaneous fire can,
therefore, be delivered from batteries on one, or both sides of a channel on an
indicated ship.
I am also }Jrepared to show, when the time arrives, that the position of
any Ycssel can be correctly laid down in each battery, at the same moment,
by telegraph, by a simple operation that at once givea the required range and
the lateral position of a vessel, enabling the guns, by means of that correct
B
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range, to be laid under co-re1· as well as e,·er they have been laid directly and
:,ingly.
. .
This part of the system might be applied with s~me ad\'antage to ex1Stmg
arrangements, but in a fnr more complete and sat1Sfactory manner to that
nrrano-ement to which it belongs.
Fr;m tht::sc remarks it will be obse1·vedthat the can-iage and battery are only
the means by which very important ends are sought to be ob_tained! amo~g
which ranks first a consistent and complete system of defence, in which artil~
lery is enabled to net under conditions of efficiency, cover, and economy, not
hitherto attainable.
The present circumstances of thii; country, the embarrassment connected with
the question of fortification, and also the enormous financial considerations
connected with it, all combine to show that the adaptation of the new system
to existing fortifications is the one that must first be taken up .
.In order to give some idea of the probable financial results to be looked for
by discarding the present system, (that is, the one for which the new works are
designed), and of applying the new system, as far as possible, to these works, it is
unnecessary to instance every case.
It would take too much space to discuss the appliance in connection with all
those magnificent works which our engineers have elaborated for the defence of
the great arsenals and dockyards, the vital foci of the force of England against
inYasion.
The most advantageous form of applying the new principle, in each case, will
be a problem in itself, and will require much consideration and skill to obtain
the best results, but for the present purpose, that is, to arrive at an idea of the
probable saving, it is enough to take an illustration from one case-let that be
the defences of the Thames.
The first line of defence of the Thames, after passing the Medway, consists
of three forts forming a triangle, the base of which is on the south bank. These
forts are Cliffe, Coalhouse, nnd Shorne; each is calculated to mount about
twenty 12-ton guns.
To complete the three forts on the present system, with iron tops, &c., for
which they have been designed, it would take probably about five years and
£300,000.

If the Moncrieff System is applied now to these works, it would save tho
expense of all the iron and a great deal of masonry, and enable the work to be
completed in one year.
This saving would not, however, be the measure of the gain by such a change
of plan i for the guns would command a larger range thau they could possess if worked through ports, and would be more powerful nearly in proportion to the increase of range. Be-sides which, on a sudden emergency, the same
guns would be oxailable for another disposition, if the necessities of war
required it; and if such a disposition was expedient, a certain number of them
might be mounted on the new carriage in rear of the sea wall, or elsewhere and
1
we rkcd there with eV"en greater effect, in support of the main position,
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If the correctness of this statement is conceded, it must be allowed that the
alternative alluded to has a higher military value than is expressed by the
more saving of money. That saving, however, is small ,vhen compa1·ed to
ndvantages which are within reach, when the works could be constructed
entirely on the new system.
To illustrate the saving on each Moncrieff carriage employed, take the case of
a battery placed so as to command a channel circling round its whole front; by
the present system this battny must ha\'e at least three faces, because the guns
on these faces, from the small angle which they traverse at present, only bear
on the space in front of them, and do not coyer the ground in front of the
others.
If these guns were mounted in one line on the Moncrieff System, they would
all command the entire circle, except the two dead points in prolongation of the
flanks.
It may, therefore, be safely asserted that in this case each gun is quite three
times as powerful as if mounted in cascmates or embrasures.
If this be allowed, it is equivalent to saying that each gun might in such a
cnse do the work of three guns, and it is not too much to say so; for although
it might not be true if the new guns only commanded three times the lateral
range of the others, it is so when the power of concentrating all the guns at
once on n<'nrly every point, and of firing to the rear is taken into account.
It follows, therefore, that in this case one Moncrieff gun is as -valuable as
three guns on the present system. It is not wished, however, only to compare
one gun with three, but a certain number of guns in a series of batteries, with
the increased number required to do the same work.
The estimate for obtaining the same results in each case would, therefore,
stand thus, and when the items are higher or lower than those quoted, the
sa\'iug per gun may be arrived at by the same process.
PRESENT SYSTEM,

3 iron casematcs, capable of meeting the fire of ships, with } £1 6,500
magazines, &c., complete at £5,500 each• ...•........
2,820
...... , •.•••.•..• , ••••••
3 12-ton 9-in. guns at £940
1,263
..••••.•... , ......... .
3 platforms and carriages, at £421
£20,583
MONCRIEFF SYSTEM.

1 Battery with magazines, &c., without iron ...• , ...... .
........................... .
I 12-ton 9-in. gun
J carriage and platform . . • • • • . . . . . . . • • • • .. , ........ • •

£2,500
940
1,000
£4,440

Saving on each 1Ioncrieff carriage

£16,143

• The Medway Forts, and such like, cost, with 1.5 inches of iron, not less than £5,000 per gun,
and with 20 inches of iron, not less than £6,000 per gun.
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'Taking n. less fo.vournblo case, say an open battery wit~ shields cosli~g
£1,200 each, and where the guns h rwe not to command so wide a range ns m
the last case, for example, Tilbury, Gravesend, Southsca Castle, &c.
PRESENT

SYs'rEM.

Battery accommodation for 2 guns, at £1,200 per gun
2 iron shields, at £1,200 ................ • • . .. • • • •· • • • • •
2 12-ton guns, at £940 ......................... •" • • • • •
" 2 platforms and carriages, at £421 . . . . • •• •• •...••••

£2,400
2,400
1,880
842
£7,522

MONCRIEFF SYSTEM .

Battery accommodation for 1 gun . . . . . . . . . . • .•... .
1 12-ton gun . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . • . .................. 1 carriage and platform, say .•. ... . ........••...........

£1,200
9JO

1,000
£3,140

Sa·ring on each Moncrieff carriage . . • . • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • .

£4,382

j

• A 2-gun tu:ret, mount~d on _a part of an existing work, with
£ 20,000
foundations, magazmes, iron, &c., costs . . • . . . . ...... .
A parapet'. magaz.ine accommodation, foundations, &c., for 2 }
31000
Moncrieff carnages, at most ..•• ••• •.• . •.....••••••.
£17,000
Saving on each Moncrieff carriage . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • • .
£8,500
It should not be forgotten, in any estimate of this kind, that the reduced
number of men required, is itself a great element of economy, and that skilled
artillerymen are not too numerous.
,vith regard to exceptional cases, where an earthen glacis is not possible, the
new carriage can always be made to act over a solid iron parapet. If this form
of construction is introduced, the battery would be demi-case0lated 1 as the iron
would be curved over the interior slope, and afford complete cover from curved
fire, as the form of the carriage admits of that iron being brought to within a
few inches of the trunnion in the firing position.
"'hen flank enfilade is impossible I there is no reason why the guns should
not be placed very close to one another; more especially over a casemated
battery, as one form of the carriage admits of suspended counterweight, in
which case the platform is not wider than the gun itself. Drawings of this
• It is. taken for grnuted that muzzlc-pirntting carriages are used in the turret, which would coilt
abo11t tbc same as Moncrieff carrfagcs.
·
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form have not yet been submitted to the Government, but no doubt it will work
as well as the others, and will be valuable in some of the exceptional cases
referred to.
Before dismissing this branch of the subject, it is as well to allude to the
splinter-proof covers that can be applied, similar to those proposed for naval
artillery, on the Moncrieff Principle, and which, no doubt, might be advisable
for batteries planted near a navigable channel, to protect the detachments from
musketry from the rigging of vessels. These covers, if strengthened, would
make a Moncrieff battery a casemate at a smaller expense than any other
devised, although it is confessed that it would be necessary in very few positions.
The plan and profile of a Moncrieff battery will be found to give very considerable facilities for placing and arranging the magazine accommodation, and
for getting bomb-proof cover.
It has been gravely urged against the proposed system by the advocates of
the present one, that the Moncrieff battery is not protected in the same manner
from assault as the iron forts, which have ditches, caponiers, &c.
The same objection might be taken to an iron shield, which is a still mOre
helpless thing, per ,., than n gun pit.
The fact is, that the new system is not only compatible with the old appliances for meeting assault but has also a few important advantages of its own
in this respect.
For instance, and confining the subject to coast defence, I should like to ask
what are the provisions in most of our coast batteries against attack on the
land side?
1f these batteries are capable of being taken in reverse, which, of course,
they would be, if possible, by an assaulting party, would they be in a better
position for self defence than if their guns were mounted on the l\Ioncrieff System? would it be any disadvantage to have guns that could open fire to the
rear as well as front ?
But even in defence of the front against assault, is it not something that
each gun is capable of sweeping the whole crest of the parapet, which is impossible with embrasures and casemates? ,vould the mode of assault by throwing
bridge ladders over the ditch (which has lately been recommended) , become a
more easy operation under this condition ?
It is scarcely logical to urge that because the new system is highly adapted
for temporary works where infantry lines and plenty of breech-loading ammunition is made to supply the place of permanent fortifications, therefore it is
not so secure as an iron work.
A proposal for massing artillery materiel at certain points, leaving it to be
a1>plied at need in temporary batteries, is slightly touched on in the following
remarks. This, in my opiuion, is second in importance to none of the other
considerations. From want of time, however, few of the designs for the appliances
and carriages required, are completed. It would take a long time to do any
ju!)tice to the work required for this purpose, but by no other known method
coulcl batteries strong enough to act against ships be extemporized.
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A11oth01· very important branch of the subject is omitted altogether, viz, the
system as applied to siege guns and ordinary guns of position in which mobility
is the main feature. In a future paper I hope to be able to take up, in a more
complete manner, this subject, along with others not yet touched on, I also
abstain, at present, from discussing the application of the system to gun barges,
floating forts, and ships. I have been in correspondence with the Admiralty in
regard to the last, since the 23rd May, 1868,
There is also one more application, which I wish to refer to on account of
its importance, that is the application of this system to the class of artillery
which is at present only represented by the 23.ton gun; but which, those
who ought to know best, appear to think will yet have heavier representatives.
It is impossible to exaggerate the importance of such artillery in coast
defence. A 23.ton gun is a power in itself, a power that threatens the existence
of the mightiest ship with a single shot. It is a weapon, the 1ike of which
man neve1· wielded till our own time ; and it is, therefore, very desirable that
so important an individual should be left to do as much as possible when
fighting for us. It is left to be decided by others, whether it is likely this
system is the best suited for such artillery.
Before concluding these prefatory remarks, it may be well to indicate a propensity which is always liable to be developed in time of peace, and to receive
its punishment in time of war.
This propensity is simply a tendency to overrate the power of fixed defensive
arrangements, and underrate the efficacy, for defence, of the power to attack,
The most formidable thing an enemy has to encounter is not the iron casemate or shields of a modern fortress-it is the deadly character of its fire-it
is the rapidity and dexterity of its artillerymen-it is the character of their
guns, and the completeness of those appliances which enable these guns to be
laid in all directions, and to be worked in concert by well devised tactics.
There is more real defence in this power of attack than can be got by cramping the fire with little ports, stifling the artillerymen in close casemates, and
trusting to ponderous and expensive walls of iron.
It m51y be most empbatical!y stated that the system now ad \"Ocated docs none
of these things. It is true it gives protection, but not at expense of efficiency;
and I know that British artille1·ymen will throw off the~e iron defences, as
gladly as they would tight tunics, for real action.
The vertical fii·e argument has been directed, with some assumed success
against the gun-pits, ns a diversion iu favour of casemates for coast defence. '
It is allowed to be rather difficult to hit a moving ship from the most steady
mortar battery on shore; but to hit a gun-pit, which is not one-thirtieth as
large an object as a shipi and th~t t~o from a moving mortar•bed on board ship,
would be an event that ~erhap~ 1t might be as well not to calculate on during
an engagement, but which might be looked for, with a sufficient number of
mortar boats, about once a-week. It is, therefore, not too much to call it an
assumed success.
If mottar practice i.s made at an object such as a town, or even a fort, it can
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be depended on; but a l\foncrieff battery, which occupie~ less space than any
other and is protected in rear as well as on the flanks, would not be a convenient
or profitable object to practice at for a long time, unless the mortar boats could
mnke themselves as invisible as the gun-pits, and had nothing else to do with
their ammunition. It ought also to be borne in mind, that a properly constructed Moncrieff battery or gun-pit is an invisible object, it cannot be seen
from the plane on which it is placed, the momentary glimpse of the gun (if
noticed nt all) and the curl of smoke are all that is observed; while every other
battery is a good standing target in comparison.
On a late occasion at Shoeburyness, 100 rounds were fired at 800 yards range,
and, with all the appliances of the place, without n hit, at a row of experimental casemates, which cover a much larger area than does a gun-pit.
The worst of vertical fire is, that the greatest error arises from a defect that
is incurable; that is, the impossibility of getting exactly the same results in
force from the same weights of gunpowder, while the smallest difference in the
charges, from atmospheric or other causes, affects the range considerably, and
the error goes on inc1·easing with the increased range.
,Vhile the power of direct fire hns been increased in the most marvellous
manner by late improvements in ordnance, vertical fire remains not much
better than it was in the iufancy of artillery.
One other important condition requires remark, that is, the rapidity with
which the guns can be fired. It will be easily understood that in the recent experiments at Sboeburyness the full speed was not attained. 1 undertake, when the
time arrives for doing so, to increase the rapidity of fire considerably.
It is the opinion of practical Artillery Officers, who have been handling the
present carriage lately, that they can work it as fast, if not faster, than the old
carriage. ,vhen the necessary alterations and appliances are added, both facility
and rapidity will be gained. Very excellent practice at the target has already
been made at the rate of 5 rounds in 4 minutes 40 seconds.
Before defining the mechanical part of this invention, it may be as well to
state the result• hoped to be obtained by it, and the principal difficulties that
had to be encountered.
The conditions desired were simply to obtain a system of firing over a solid
parapet, while preserving free lateral range, and neither exposing the gun and
detachment, nor involving the labour of raising and lowering the piece; in other
words, of gaining the a.d,antages of n barbette battery, without its defects.
The difficulties on the other hand were mechanical ones, but mechanical difficulties of a very serious kind, and which, no doubt, have often discom·aged
those who have been on the same track as myself; for it is impossible to suppose
that this itlC'a has not been entertained by many others. The advantages to be
obtained nre too important not to have often invited invention.
It was the consciousness of this that stimulated me to persevere with my
experiments at considerable expense, and under great discouragement and delay.
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Hcfore the end of the Crimcnn campaign I began to design lifts for guns, and
in the course of this work, the principle now adopted occurred to me; as soon as
it did so I felt I had nu nrrent suited for the purpose.
A me~hnnism for raisiai and lowering the gun might with comparative ease
be contrived were the strains statical, but they are Yery different, and those
who know most about the difficulties of meeting the recoil of modern heavy
ordnance on the platforms nnd slides now used, and tlie destructive effects large
charO'es produce on pivots and racers, will probably be most ready to appreciate
the difficulty I refer to, where, as in my case, the strain of the recoil has not to
be met near the plane of its own action, as in these platforms and slides, but far
below it.
The danrrer of the sudden strain imposed on the platform is remoYed by interposing a m0oving fulcrum between it and the gun, at the same time meeting the
energy of the recoil by a counterweight or some force of equivalent po wcr. This
arrangemC'nt reduces the initial Yelocity of the counterweight to a minimum
(without destroying equilibrium). The force of the recoil is conveyed to the gun
on the discharge taking place; the energy thus generated, in fact, the destructive power, is measured by the weight of the gun multiplied into the square of
its velocity. If, therefore, the velocity conveyed to the counterweight, is at first
almost disposed of, the vis inert1·ce of that counterweight has no longer a destruc.
tive action on the intermediate parts. It is by this !lleans alone that such enormous strains and weights can be dealt with in a structure possessing little more
strength than would be required.for statical support. Moreover, greater dura•
bility to material may be anticipated under continued action, than is obtained
with carriages on which recoil is stop11ed by friction alone.
In the proposed arrangement the recoil is stopped without injurious strain by
an arrangement of forces analogous to those which stop the rolling of a ship,
where the gradual rising of the centre of gravity of the whole structure puts a
limit to the movement in one dir~ction. The curve of the elevators can be made
to control the meta-centre 1 and express the same mm·ement, with nea1·ly the
same results.
Pl. I, Fig. 1, shows the general arrangement of a Moncrieff caniage for a 7•ton
gun. It consists of three principal parts, viz.:The Carriage Proper, A. : The Elerntors, B; and The Platform, C.

A

B

2 and 2 show the carriage and ele\·ators near the loading position.

It traverses on~ central pivot and a single circular racer 14 ft. in diameter,
and the platform _is about 16 ft. 6 in. in length. A countenveight D, sufficient
to balance the weight of the gun, is placed between the two elevat.ors.
In the firi~g position, the centre of gravity of the counterweight, and the fulcrum, on wht~h the elevators rest, are nearly coincident, and are both in nearly
the same vertical plane as the trunnions of the gun.
O~ the discharge of the piece the elevators roll backwards on the platform,
causrnp the gun to descend in a cycloidal curve, while at the same time the
counterweight rises (at first with an increasing velocity), The centre of gra"fity
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of both the gun and the counterweight together is also the centre of the circular
pert of the periphery of the elevators; this being the portion on which the
elevf\to1·s first roll after firing, it follows that the common centre of gravity of
the gun and counterweight travels backwards in n. horiMntal plane. And as
this circular part is about a quadrant, the dP.tachment is enabled to work the
gun for drill purposes, or to placo it under cover, from the firing position, with
ease, the whole structure being in a state approaching to stable equilibrium.
As soon, howe"'er, as the elevatcrs pass off the circular arc on to the greater
curt'o the leverage in favour of the counterweight goes on in an increasing progression, until it becomes sufficient to mret the utmost force of the recoil. Thus
the recoil is absorbed without necessarily using friction, end it \\ill be observed
how this al'l'angcment takes off that shock and vibration which prove so
destmctive to pi\'ots and masonry in the ordinary carriage, nnd which have led
to so much expense lately in making foundations strong enough for the platforms of heavy guns.
\Vhen the gun has recoiled as far as it will go, it is held in that position by
a self-acting pawle, and then loaded Ujlder cover. The elevation can also be
given to it in this position, if desired, as there is a trunnion•pointer with segmental scale on the check of the carriage.
If the pawle is lifted the energy of the recoil (stored, as it were,in the counterweight) raises the gun into the firing position, its movement upwards being
regulated by one gunner holding the handle of the friction band. Thus a
dangerous and destructive agent is tamed, and turned into a useful servant.
\Vhen the gun is in the firing position it can be laid either with the usual
sight, and in the usual manner, or it may be laid with my reflecting sight from
below. In the former case, No. 1 steps off the shelf in rear of the gun on to
another shelf at the side of the rail, he there can remain while the gun is fired,
nad the time taken to step from the one position to the other is less than that
required on a dwarf traversing platform. If the reflecting sight is on, the
laying can be checked from below.
In the latter case, viz.: where the reflecting sight alone is used no one ie
exposed, and as the elevating screw in that case can be worked in front of the
carriage and the traversing at the side of the platform, a new condition is
obtained, viz., the power of following a moving object, and firing at it while
the guo is actually in motion. In this case No. 1 does not require to guess the
distance before the object passing his front, as in laying the gun on a dwarf
traversing platform.
In this paper I do not go much into details, nor shall I dcsrribe any of the
other carriages, feeling that a description of one class of carriage is enough to
illustrate the principle which is common to all. By abstaining from this, however, I must leave very interesting ground, as the whole question connected
with siege guns must be omitted. In these the wheels are used for elevators,
and in some cases the counterweight is dispcns~d with, when its weight would
be inconvenient for transport. I must also leave untouched as belonging t.o th_is
branch of the sqbject, the new conditions that theao lighter guns would give 111
C
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resisting the landing of troops covered. by the he~vy _fire of shi~s-tht:!ir use in
covering the front of a permanent encnmpmcnt-111 siege operat10ns,_&c.
.
I ba,·e been engaged in the Royal Arsenal since the 13th of August m supcrm•
tending the manufacture of a carriage, &c., suited for a 7-ton rifled gun. The
Government decided to test my invention by selecting that application of the
principle, which I proposed to apply to this class of gun, and required th~t I
should produce n complete carriage, with every appliance matured for workrng
the new arrangement. This has taxed my attention to the utmost. I couducted
at my own expense an inductive series of experiments, which were commenced
in 1857-1858 with models, and which I carried as far as a 32-pr. 48 cwt. gun.
There is a great margin, however, between a 32-pr. and a 7-ton ~LL. rifled
gun. I believe l may confidently state, that in the history of mechanics a per~
fectly new principle bas not before been applied to control such enormous strains
and weights, with so small a series of experiments.
Before 6nishing the description of what belongs to the carriage and going on
to more important considerations, I shall briefly describe the reflecting sight
already referred to, which is an importai+t adjunct of the arrangement, although
not necessarily al ways employed, being quite a separate invention. It consists
of a reflector placed in front of the trunnions, and a fore-sight in front of the
reflector. A line through zero on the fore-sight, and parallel to the axis of the
gun, passes through two cross wires on the reflector at their intersection.
The fore-sight is graduated from zero down wards in yards to the extreme
1·ange of the gun, and is set at an angle to correct the permanent deflection of
the l'ifled projectile.
The field of vision is extended at pleasure by moving the eye. In laying
guns I ha,e observed that all men have not the same facility, although their
vision is good in other respects. I attribute this to the slow action in many
individuals of the muscles of the iris; their sight is impaired for the moment,
and its correctness affected by the effort to focus on distant and near objects at
once. I anticipate that bdter aiming will be obtained with my sight in many
cases, ns the back sight, or intersection of the wires is about the same distance
from the eye, as it is from the fore sight, while the object aimed-at is reflected
in the same plane as both. This conjecture, however, remains to be confirmed
by experience.
The carriage itself possesses a few advantages, but the real value of the system
is to be found in the new conditions it introduces.
The advantages which belong to the carriage itself are merelv such as that of
remo\•ing injurious horizontal strain from the platform, and ec~nomizi11g labour
in working the gun, by leaving the gunners to deal with only the difference
between the weights of the gun and counterpoise, instead of with the whole
weight of the gun.
I s_hall now ~ndeavour ~o indicate some of the applications of the system. Its
relative value 1s to be estimated by comparing it with others i and in order to
do s~, shall divide the subject under a few heads, that each point may be
scrutinized separately, and the balance in fasour of or no-ain,i;t the proposed
0
system ascertained in each case.
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I shall omit in this comparison some special applications, such as the use of
my proposed gun pits, o. method of mounting artillery made possible for the
firs~ time b1 the invention, its use _in ships, i_n whic~ c~se steam or compressed
air 1s u8ed mstead of a counterweight, also its apphcahon to heavy howitzers,
&c., &c., as the limits of this paper will not admit of them.
The heads under which I inYite discussion are the following :{!) Protection from vertical fire.

(2)
(3)
(4)
(~)
(6)

Protection from direct fire.
Lateral range,
Economy in construction of works.
Economy of life.
Maxk offered to an enemy, and power of being masked.

I believe the firat, viz., protection from vertical fire, is considered to be the
weak point of my system, but it is only at a disadvantage in this respect when
compared with turrets and casemates, which, of course, are very expensive; and
there is this to be said for it, that the space occupied by the platform is smaller
than that occupied by those of the present construction; the distance, for
instance, between the traverses on each side of the gun and between the interior
slope and rear of the platform need not exceed 21 ft. for a 12-ton gun; further,
this epace can be reduced by contracting the top of the parapet and traverses.
Vertical fire, moreover, is least to be considered, on account of its inaccuracy,
and also (as those who have experienced it know) because a few traverses generally enable the men to a,oid it.
Second. Protection from direct fire.
I take the liberty of quoting Captain Schaw, R.E., Professor of Artillery and
Fortification :-*
11 "1'he great difficulty in all fortification, at the present, is how to protect the
guns and gunners, and yet to give the fullest scope to their fire. In field fortifi ..
cation, barbettes and embrasures each have their ad·vocates, and some even
recommend blinded batteries. The last named clearly are inadmissible for the
same reasons that have been urged against timber blockhouses. Barbettes have
been found , in the experience of the late American campaigns, and in our own
experience in the Russian war, to be useless when the enemy's riflemen can
converge an effective fire upon the gunners; they are too much exposed when
crowded round the gun to serve it under such circumstances. Embrasures
restrict the lateral range of the gun, weaken the parapet, are open doors to let
the enemy's shot into the work, and targets for him to fire at, and are soon
destroyed and choked up by the combined effect of the enemy's fire and the ex•
plosion of the guns fired in them; moreover, they give but little real protection
to the men serving the gun from the enemy's artillery; but when supplemented
by mantlets they do protect the gunners from rifled small-arms, and are, therefore, a necessary evil at present,"
• Tran11actions of the noynl l1'nited Scrrice Imtlt.ntlon, Yol. X, p. 4.-l.6,
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Also from a paper of mine,• June 3rd, 1867 : " The protection which my system affords is of a character that has not as
yet been giYen to artillery. In working guus, two conditions which usually
conflict with one another have to be obtained; the one is to make the gun formidable to an enemy, and the other is, to have at the same time both it and the
men working it as little liable to injury as possible.
"The first condition is obtained by having appliances that expedite aiming
and loading, and also those which enable each gun to traverse as large an angle
as may be required. The second condition hns, until lately, received very few
improvements beyond the old and well-known method of the embrasure, &c.
However, improved casemates, the co11traction of ports by the use of nrmourplating, cupolas, and Lieutenant Bucknill's ingenious system of firing through
a false parapet or screen, &c., &c, have each nnd all their advantnges for certain
positions, but with one exception, viz., the cupola1 they all curtail the power of
the gun by contracting its free range; and, therefore, with that exception, what
they gain in safety they lose in efficiency, where range is required. 1'1:y system
has the happy peculiarity of combining these two conflicting elements in a high
degree.
"The embrasure necessitates the breaking and weakening of the parapet. It
also restricts its thickness for a gh·en number of guns, not to speak of the mark
which these embrasures present to the enemy. Armour-plating on land works,
at great expenditure of money, reduces these evils considerably, but by no
means entirely removes them; so that on reviewing the position of my invention in this respect, I feel my only competitor to he the cupola. Wha·t can be
said in favour of the cupola nearly applies to my system. \Ve are equal in our
power of traversing; and in the matter of protection, you will have to decide,
after I have stated the exposure in each case.
11 The cupola is always a mark, and is always exposed, and to very heavy
ordnance its invulnerability is still problematical. Its port, though small, is
liable to be hit for a certain time. Its gun detachments are annoyed, if not
hurt by the concussion of heavy projectiles. It is of enormous weight, and to
avoid a shot in the port, it requires to turn its cheek on the enemy after each
round, involving a good deal of labour. On the other hand, my gun, and the
men serving it, are absolutdy protected from direct fire, except that the gun
and one man are exposed while aim is being taken.
"\Yhen the gun is up to be aimed, it is more exposed than the cupola gun,
but the moml'nt it is fired it is safe.
11 If a scret.'n be used, the enemy cannot see whether the gun is up
or down;
I thus draw lJis fire, the corr1:ctness of which must be materially affected by
having no dLfinite object to aim at.
"The bc:st way, perhaps, of putting the question is this: ,vould gunners
prefer to be shut up in an iron box, only penetrable by the enemy's shot
through the port1 but liable to injury in other parts; or would they prefe1· to
fight their guns in the open air, and all uuder cover, except the man who aims,
• Transactions of t,be Royal United Service Instltution, Yol, XI, page 2!H.
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he being exposed only for a very short time and partially protected by the
massive breech of the gun P Are the chances of injury greater in my ca•e,
~·hero the gun is only liable to be hit during the few seconds required to lay it,
and is in absolute safety the moment it is discharged-or, as in the other case,
where the cupola remains a constant mark for heavy projectiles, and runs a
continual chance (though a small one) of receiving a shot through the port
itself?
11 It is obvious thnt the possibility of dispensing with a parapet, without
losing command of the front of the battery, would give an advantage of an
important kind. This advantage I seek to obtain in its greatest degree by
employing gunpits, in which all the vital parts of the carriage remain below
the level of the surface, and the gun itself is only exposed when it is going to
be fired.
"For coast bntteries liable to be opposed to the heaviest artillery in ships, a
very strong work is now absolutely required to protect the guns from the terribly
destructive effects of modern projectiles, which have a penetration far beyond
what was dreamt of when most of the existing fortresses were built; and as
accuracy of fire has increased, as well as its power, the guns cannot be mounted
en barbette.
"In order, therefore, to be efficient, coast batteries must be of great strength,
and proportionately expensive, especially when iron is used in their construction.
u I wish this to be borne in mind, while I point out that by taking advantage
of the natural undulations of the ground, scarping down the rear of hillocks to
make them into batteries, and applying the skill of our military engineers to
use whatever nature has supplied in each place, many positions might be
defended on my system from the attacks of the heaviest artillery, at a small
per-centage of the cost which is now required to construct batteries with iron
embrasures, cupolas, &c.; and that, notwithstanding the economy cf these works,
they would be probably as invulnerable as their more expensive rivals.1'
Third. Lateral range.
The lateral range of the guns is the same as of those in a cupola; this quality
would be valuable in guns on the face of a work, and of course still more so on
1111ients; in fact, it would make a few guns as valuable as a much larger number
mounted in the usual manner.
Colonel Gallwey, R.E. 1 comparing a two-gun turret with guns behind embrasure shields,• writes : " We may ask then, admitting the above comparison, if two guns in a cupola
can cover as much ground as six mounted behind shields, what would be the
number of guna in ordinary earthen embrasures that would produce an equal
effect, looking at the superiority of protection as well as range controlled? The
answer might be: If it be admitted that one gun behind a shield is worth three
behind ordinary embrasures (as it certainly would be), then the two in the
cupola would be worth eighteen in earthen embrasures, and this estimate is not
extravagant if it be closdy examined."
• Profeeetonal Papen of the Royal Enginem, Yol. XIV, p. "·
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Fourtlt. Economy in the construction of works.
.
The failure of ordinary embrasures on the one band, nnd of barbette batteries
on the other, nrisiug in the former from weakness of the parapet, and in the
latter from exposure of the gun and detachment, is due to the increased penetration and precision of modern ordnance.
The change in the conditions of fortifications inevitably produced by this
increase of power an<l nccm·acy in guns, is of a very serious character. There
is no way of meeting that change except by the use of iron. I need not dwell
on the objections to the general use of this material for land defences. It must
be borne in mind that those who advocate its use do so because it is the onlv
alternative that has presented itself. I would only remark that a two 12-ton
gun cupola completed costs, exclusive of the guns themselves, about £15,000, •
and the price of a sufficient armour shield is not yet decided on.
The expense of making sufficient defences on the system now proposed would
almost be defrayed by the intenst of the money required to be sunk in making
thoroughly efficient iron-plated works. The saviug is therefore prodigious, and
such as would be of the utmost consequence, and would even seriously affect the
resources of the wealthiest nation i and ns in war, cheapness has often the same
meaning as possibility, it is difficult to over-estimate this feature.
In the event of my system partly supplying the place of iron plated land works,
I hope the country will not forget what it has been relieved from. With mature
deliberation, and after every other resource has been exhausted, the Government
Lave been forced to adopt iron as the only material giving satisfactory results.
It would have been false economy, indeed, to have done otherwise. To have
left vital positions on our coasts insecure, whatever might be the expenditure
required to make them safe, would have been a grave error, and the system now
proposed, would not in every case supersede its advantageous use; it might
undoubtedly however, be employed in conjunction with the more expensive
batteries, and in certain positions would be preferable, while the expense would
be reduced materially whenever it could be applied.
Independent, however, altogether of the consideration of the first enormous
expense of building iron•plated strongholds, there are important military considerations to be taken into account in connection with them.
Such permanent and complete works, as I refer to, when once made have to be
taken care of and garrisoned; they must always remain a source of anxiety,
and a continual drain upon our resources in men and materiel: a certain number
of such strongholds are necessary, but they cost vast sums to complete them,
and much to maintain them, and after all if iron casemates and embrasures
alone are employed, they may be found at some future period insufficient to cope
,~ith improved artillery.
For these reasons it will no doubt be considered inexpedient to multiply the
• It has been pointed out to the Author, by Captain Coles, that this estimate is apt to mislead
The iron cupola itself costs little; the foundations, magazines, &c., make the price high. Colonei
Jervois, Deputy Director ot Works, in a paper read some months ago at the Ro:,nl United Service
Institution, estimated the price of n 2-gm1 iron turret at £20,000 tu J.:t5,000.
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number of such works. ,vhat is then to become of secondary positions of importance? Must they be left with defences th•t will crumble before the new
artillery of ships? Are English soldiers to have the forlorn duty of fighting
armour-clads from behind crazy embrasures? Or, are those positions to be left
to the mercy of any adventurous privateer? I sincerely hope that the system
now advocated may to some extent prove a satisfactory solution to these questions. Captain H. Tyler, R.E., • alluding to the requirements in future fortifications, saya,11 The great problem to be solved is, how to obtain all these advantages with
economy-not such economy as would deprive the works constructed of efficiency, which would not be economy at all-but such as will make fortification,
so to speak, possible, and will afford to it a maximum of efficiency, at a minimum
of expense.
11 In endeavouring to find the solution of this problem, I shall purposely avoid
laying down anything that can be called a system. As is well known, systems
have ah·eady been too much the bane of the science. Now more than ever,
systems of fortifications must give way to principles of construction i and (if the
word system be used at all) to systems of defence. No two fortresses ought to
be alike; but each work, and each collection of works, should be adapted to the
purposes, strategetical and tactical, which it is intended to answer i to the
pecuniary means and material at the disposal of the engineer ; to the exigencies
of its site j and to the circumstances of its topographical position."
If the system this paper discusses be thoroughly developed, it might be considered sufficient in many cases of coast defence to devote attention to perfecting the materiel of a powerful artillery, with every appliance that could make
it efficient. This artillery would be stored safely at points where attack may
be expected.
If this course were taken, an enemy would no longer be able to avoid our
defences by knowing exactly where they are, because we should ha~e the
power to extemporize them if required. But considering the suddenness with
which wars are now decided, it would be expedient to study the conditions in
each case very carefully, and prepare the ground for the reception of its armament, by levelling d0wn, or filling up. and forming the batteries as far as considerations of economy and expediency required; securing near plantations Qf
copse for gabions and fascines, &c., &c., leaving only such work to be done as
could be completed with short notice.
I go so far as to say, that Government might have in its possession private
reports from a variety of officers for each position. The data given to these
officers on which to found iheir reports being the amount of artillery and stores
set aside for a certain position, they might be required to give detailed estimatej;
and plans for putting that position in such a state that, say two batteries o!
siege artillery, a company of engineers, and 3,000 labourers, could complete the
work and mount the guns in a week satisfactorily, estimating time and expense.
• Profe@8ional Pnpen, Roynl Engineers, Vol. IX, p. 9i.
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I venture to make these su.,.aestions because they are particularly applicable to
the kind of earthworks no,~ 0advocnted, which would have, in many respects, the
1trength of permanent works, with the inexpensive character of temporary
ones.
Fifth. Economy of life.
I rejoice to think that there is reasonable cause_ to exp.ect a smaller wn~te of
life in gun detachments. The power of any ~r.m m relation t~ another will ?e
determined to a certain extent by this cond1hon. The late improvements m
small arms I do not think hove beeu in favour either of cavalry or artillery. The
exposure of gun detachments in defensive batteries under the fire of new rifled
artillery has not been much tested, since the latest improvements-immense precision and penetration coupled with the perfection of percussion and time fuzes
and the construction of shells-would lead. one to expect heavier casualties.
Where iron is used, of course the proportion is altered, but even in that case
the nuts and bolt heads have shown a disagreeable propensity to fly about; and
the exact injury from concussion in cupolas 1 where a heavy shot hits fair, is still
a matter of dispute.
None of these conditions affect the gunners in the present case, occupying EU!
they do the defiladed space in rear of a high interior slope1 and with all the
advantages of mantlets, but in n. higher degree.
The si:r:th or last head, ,,iz. "Masking," is one which, perhaps, is not likely to
be appreciated at first sight. No doubt it is an advantage which has not
hitherto been enjoyed afler guns hnd once opened fire; and, therefore, experience does not directly bear on it. I trust, however, that practical officers will
agree that the proposed system posesses no small advantage in this respect over
present ones, where guns are either in embrasures, in casemates, or en barbette.
It would be rather difficult I conceive to open a correctly directed fire on a line
of batteries which presentc>d nothing to the eye, and which had not a mark of
any kind to guide the aim.
If the ground were judiciously chosen for such batteries, it would be very
difficult indeed to determine the exact position of the guns, and ,,ery unsatisfactory work to direct a fire on them.
I cannot il!ustrate this better than by begging my renders to recollect the
case of the :hlamelou at Sebastopol, which fell by assault after its batteries had
been silenced. I watched very carefully the sort of fire which, gun by gun,
shut up this ,vork, un1il there was only one left to answer the bombardment,
and feel justified in saying that, had it not been for the embrasures, all the
artillery we bad in position on the allied front would not have produced the
10.me rE;sult in the same time ; and from the way the French fell back after
their first attempt, I am convinced the assault would have failed without
regular approaches bad there been a few guns to sweep the glacis.
As another illustration. Suppose the entrance to a harbour, the mouth of a
river near a large town, or other narrow waters, had to be defendtid against
1hips. If a few powerful guns were judiciously placed in "Moncrieff" batteries
c;:onncoted and supported by trenches for infantry, could anything more embar:
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russing be imagined for ships, than to receive a deadly fire from the most peaceful looking hillocks, and when they looked for their enemy, to see no mark of
his position except a cloud of white smoke passing gently to leeward, until their
attention was distracted by the same phenomenon in some other unexpected
quarter?
In connection with this subject, I beg also to direct attention to a proposal
which becomes possible, viz., that of using transparent screens.
These screens would be painted the colour of whatever happened to be the
back ground of the battery. They would be made of the lightest material,,
and would be used to decei\·e the eye of nn enemy when he discovered the
exact position of a gun (which however would very seldom be the case). A
screen of this kind, through which the gun could be laid, but ,vhich would
effectually obscure the view to an enemy, has the following recommendations:
it can in a moment be 1·cplaced; it forces the enemy in order to have the
chance of hitting the gun in the firing position, to waste his fire all the time it
is down; and ns that fire is utterly thrown away while the gun is down in the
loading position, it follows that an enemy, besides having to overcome the very
great difficulty of hitting the proper point at all, has to take the chance of the
gun not being at that point when he fires.
The officer, by watching the character of the enemy's fire, and selecting the
best time to lay his own gun, might make the enemy's task nearly hopeless.
I have here to offer a suggestion w bich relates to this view of the question.
In certain positions where a line is not exposed to enfilade, it might be of
advantage to have the platforms running on trucks on a line of railway in rear
of an extended parapet.
A proposal of this kind was made some year, ago for the purpose of defending parts of the coast. I need not remind my readers that such a proposal is
(with ordinary carriages) impracticable, as the strain across the line with modern
rifietl artillery, would tear up the rails. The case is now altered, however, as
far as that is concerned, as the interposition of a moving fulcrum between the
gun nnd platform would enable ordinary rails to carry a gun in action, and the
whole weight of a 23•ton gun platform and counterweight would be under that
of a heavy locomotive (60 tons). The guns could thereforn be pushed by their
detachment, to any point of the parapet at which they might be required, with•
out being exposed to Yiew.
To recapitulate shortly what has been said, I submit that my proposed system
is calculated to produce, to a certain extent, the following results:It absorbs the recoil in such a. manner that it is turned to useful account
insteacl of acting as a destructive force.
It tnkes away horizontal strain from the platform.
It gi vcs security from direct fire.
It increases lateral range.
,vith equal efficiency it effects large economy fo construction of works for
coast defence, &c.
D
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It economises life, and it makes batteries more invisible, nnd, therefore, more
easily masked before action, and more difficult to nttack in action.
For thirteen years great attention hns been given to the improvement of ordnance; in no country has the subject engrossed more attention than in England,
the best mechnnical skill which the nation possesses having been brought to bear
on it.
I hnve watched its progressive advances for ten years with n special interest,
and each improvement has ncte<l as an additional stimulus to the work this
pa.per discusses. Impressed more and more, with the urgent need of some
method of meeting the increasing penetration of projectiles, I struggled first
with the mechanical difficulties in my way, and latterly with the not less formidable difficulty an inventor has to experience, viz., passiYe resistance to new
ideas.

I hope, howeYer, that I have now, to some extent emerged from both.
Probably the eagerness with which improvements in artillery have been pursued has had some effect in withdrawing attention from the new conditions
that these improvements themselve:3 imported into the land service.
The problem presented itself most urgently, and in its most formidable aspect,
to the na,·y, and large sums have been expended, and are now being spent, in
solving it for this service.
The land service has been content to follow in the wake of the navy, and the
country is at this moment on the brink of a. gigantic expenditure for iron fortifications.
The imperative necessity for improved works, pointed out by Engineer
officers, who have clearly seen the dilemma approaching (some of whom are
quoted) is at last acknowledged on all hands, and there appears nothing for it
now, in order to protect our guns and gunners, but to borrow the unwieldy
armour which is necessary for ships, and clothe our batteries on shore with the
same expensive material.
I cannot help thinking that some method, such as mine, would in a great
many instances fulfil all that is required, and even occasionally enjoy advantages
of its own, independent of economy. These remarks apply with equal if not
greater force to our distant colonial possessions, I trust., at any rate, to be permitted to develope a system which promises to be successful, and which, if it
does succeed, will save millions to the country, and, what is of still more importance, will place our defences in a more satisfactory and efficient condition
than even the most expensfre of those methods that have been proposed.
A. MONCRIEFF.
A~mexed is a_ letter from General Simmons, C.R., ])hector of the Royal
Engmee_r Establishment, Chatham, dated 18th March, 1867, criticising in a
very lucid manner the results of my experiments at the date it was written and
the objections which, nt that time, were supposed to stand in my way.
'
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My denr Sir,

I have been looking lately witl1 much interest at the description nnd
plans of your proposed system for raising guns, so that they mny fire over a
parapet, and in their recoil, fall down below it, so as to be completely concealed
from Yicw. The object, the solution of which you have proposed to yourself,
is one of very great importance to the service, and one which, before I knew
you had turned your attention to it, bad occupied mine so much, that I had tried
to direct the attention of my brother officers to it, and I have also suggested it
ns a problem requiring solution to some 1\fechanical Engineers, thinking it
might probnbly be accomplished in a convenient manner by hydraulic power,
The importance which I attach to an invention of this nature is very great.
By it the gun is effectually concealed when not in action, and is kept under
cover for the gt·cnter part of the time it is in action. '!'he gun, when placed
behind a parapet or epaulment, or in n pit, presents no object upon which an
l!nemy can direct his fire; the importance of this, when exposed to l'ified guns
(both small nnd great) cannot be exaggerated, and, moreover, it disposes of the
difficulties attending the embrasures in earthworks, whether for attack or
defence. ThC'se difficulties are very great:
(1) The embrasures present a fixed and constant target upon which guns may
be laid .
(2) Embrasures weaken a parapet, and, as us11a1ly constructed, present the
most favourable conditions for bursting shells fired with percussion fuzes, the
thin part of the merlon affording just resistance enough to fire the fuze.
(3) The gun is always more or less exposed to injury from direct fire.
(4) No rt!vctment has yet been found for the cheeks of embrasures, which is
not l'Cadily d~stroyed, either by the fire of their own guns or those of the enemy,
thus shutting the guns up and necessitating repairs, which are among the most
dangerous duties of the soldier.
Various means have been proposed for palliating these evils, such as fixed
iron shields, revolving cupolas or towers,and many other schemes which lessen the
efficiency of batteries, by restricting their lateral ra.nge, and all of which, that I
have ever seen, are exceedingly costly, and after all are only a very partial cure
for the evils complained of.
It appears to me that the system of loadiug guns below the pnrnpet, which
may be of earth of any thickness, and, therefore, very difficult to destroy, and
only bringing them up to an exposed position at the moment of firing, gets rid
of all these difficulties.
Of course, any system which may be proposed for this purpose must have
objections of its own; but I confess that your scheme is more free from objection
than any I have seen; and having given it my best attention, I see no reason
why it shou1d J1ot succeed with guns of any weight, however great, that are
ever likely to be introduced into the senice. If successful, it will save an enormous outlay to the country in its fortifications-which in these economical days,
is almost more thought of by those who control expenditure than efficiency-
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at the same time that it will add enormously to their practical value " 'hen
gubmitted to their true test by nn enemy's fire.
Your scheme appears to me to present no mechanical difficulties but what
might easily be overcome, nod it gets l'id of one great mechanical difficulty
which hns not yet, I believe, been solved with guns as now mounted on the
most approved pattern of carriage and traversing platform. I nllude to the
horizontal strain brought by the recoil upon the various parts of the carriage,
platform, rncers, and traversing bolts. This action is a very serious difficulty
with guns on traversing platforms, whereas, according to your system, there
will be little or no tendency to force the turn-tablo or traversing platform back.
You may expect objections to be taken to the weight and bulkiness of your
counterpoise i but I don't think they need disturb you, as, when once the gun
is mounted, this counterpoise actually diminishes the labour of working the
gun, forming as it were a reservoir of power to run it up; and with regard to
its bulk, you may reduce that considerably by the employment of lead, cast in
ingots, so as to pack very closely, and still be manageable on the rare occasions
when it may be necessary to dismount the guns.
I see no difficulty whatever in constructing a proper turn.table, for, after all,
the weights to be dealt with are not greater than are to be seen daily on turntables on railways, and absolutely nothing compared to what may be seen in
operation on board ship with cupolas and revolving towers.
One great objection which may be raised to any system of this nature is, that
it is llOt compatible with the protection of the guns from vertical fire. The
question between guns protected in this way and others in casemates is there•
fore one of the relative danger of horizontal fire at embrasures and vertical fire.
For my own part, I should not hesitate to choose in favour of the system as
worked out by youi the gun being protected on its flanks and rear by traverses,
which would reduce the danger to a minimum.
There are many situations, however, where casemates are inapplicable, and,
when opposed to shipping, there is very little clanger to be apprehended from
vertical fire. In such situations I have no hesitation in saying, that some plan
such as this of yours, if it succeed, will be an immense improvement on anything
we now have, and will be invaluable. I hope, therefore, you will persist with
your system, and get it thoroughly tried.
(Signed)

I am, &c.
J. L. A. SIMMONS.
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APPENDIX.
On th e Curued Rack in Mot1criejf's Protected Barhette Gut1 Carriage.

The following paper, by the Rev. James White, M.A., on the form of the rack
attached to the elevators of the carriage, has been communicated to the Royal
Artillery Institution, and is published in their " Proceedings."
The curve is traced by n fixed point in a wall upon a cll'cular disc rolling
against it along a right line. As applied in the carriage the rack of its form
fastened to the elevators as they roll back turns a pinion on the rail by which
the friction and pawle wheels are moYed. But it is manifest that the curve is
not limited by the circumference of the wheel or circular disc generating it ; if
the plane of the rolling circle ( on which the curve is traced) be indefinitely
extended, the curve might be prolonged without limit. It is in this general
form that it is proposed here to consider it.
It should be remarked, to prevent misconception, that part of the curved rack
in Captain Moncrieff's carriage is generated by that portion of the elevators
which is not circular, but as that is very small, and also the form of this genera•
ting portion undetermined, it will not be taken into account.
'l'he curve can be obtained by reversing the supposition, i e., by considering
the circle fixed while the line carrying the given point on its plane rolls round
it. 'l'his will give one•half of the curve commencing from the point of it nearest
the centre of circle, the other half being equal and opposite. Thus it may be
defined ns the locus of a fixed point on the perpendicular to the normal of the
involute of the circle; or, in other words, the locus of the extremity of a tangent
of given length (p) to the involute.•
Taking the particular case in which the length of the tangent is equal to the
radius of the circle (p
a) the curve is the spiral of Archimedes, whose equation is p := aw, for that is the pedal of the involute, or locus of foot of the perpendicular from the centre of the circle on the tangent to its involute, and the
part intercepted on the tangent between that perpendicular and the normal is
evidently equal to the radius. From this the general equation for any length
(p) of the tangent can be easily deduced.
Let PQ be the normal, and QS the tangent to the involute of the circle PAD.
Then, let QS OP= a, and Sis a. point on the spiral p = aw, and l'R is the
radius vector. Pl. l 1 ~ig. 2.
* The subjoot of inYolutes has been ~cry exteni;ively pursued, partly in connootion wit.h the
cun-c llere treated ot, by Professor Sylv~tcr, Vide Philosophicnl Mngazine, Yol. X.XXYI, P• W.5,
October, 1868.
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Let QR= p and RS(= a-p) d, it is required to find the equation of the
locus of R. CS will bo its radius yector.
CR' CS'
RS'
a'w'
d',
consequently,
_ __
,/p'-d'
p'
a 1w~
d 3 ; .•. - - a - - = w,

=

+

but w is the angle made by CS with CD (at right angles with C'A), therefore,
in terms of the angle 0 made by CR (p) with CD,
w

=0-

L RCS

therefore 11 P

dj

2

or 0

-

a

=0-

=0 -

= sin- <!p + v p' a-

sin-•~;
p

11in-1~,
p

a'.

Professor Sylvester has proposed to call the rack of this form the " Moncrieffian," as it has been first used by Captain Moncrieff. The curves in general
he has proposed to call "convolutes;" their existence has been occasionally
slightly noticed, but their properties and application seem to have been entirely
overlooked till Captain Moncrieff employed a rack of this form in his gun
carriage.
Three cnses of the curve are worthy of notice:(1) Let p
O, that is let d
a, and then the curve becomes the involute of
the circle. This may be found by making the substitution in the equation •
given above, remembering that for the Moncrieffian curve 0 is measured from
CD, but in the equation of the involute as usually given

=

=

e
8 is measured from A C.
(2) Let p
a, or d

=
=

= ..J P a
2

-

az -

cos- 1 ~
p

=
=

O, then as before seen the curve is the spiral of
Archimedes.
(3) Let p
2a, or d -a, and then the curve takes a remarkable form,
which may be called the counter-involute. Taking its rise from B(the point diametrically opposite to A., see Pl. I, Fig. 2), its equation will differ from that of the
involute commencing at the same point only in the sign of cos

-11, but its

form will not be at all similar. The involute may be defined as the locus of a
point taken on the tangent to a circle making the length of the tangent equal to
the length of the arc from the point of contact to a fixed one on the circle.
The counter-involute admits of the same definition; but the tangent is taken in
the direction fi·om and not towards the fixed point on the circle. It may be
described as traced by the extremity of the line round the circle when rolled
off backwards tangentially, instead of unwound directly, as in the case of the
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inrnlute. This will be easily seen from the figure . Let VS
QS, and Vis a
point on the curve; draw VP' a tangent, and PCP' will be a diameter of the
circle: produce QC to meet VP' in Q:, nod CQ' will equal CQ, and the angle
BCQ' will equal ACQ: therefore Q' is a point on the iu-rnlute commencing at
B; and it is manifest lhat VP' is equal to QP which is equal to Q'P'.
The involute and counter-involute may be thus described as tan
± s ,· s
being the arc of the circle from a fixed point to the point of contact of tangen t.
'fhe lioncrieffian curve generally may be desc ribed as tan = ± ks; when

=

k

= j-, and s is the arc of a circle whose radius is d.

Fig.a.

This is evident from Pl. I,

BR= PQ =PA= k.BA'.
It may, therefore, be defined as the locus of the extremities of tangents to a.
ginn circle whose length is a given multiple of the length of the arc from their
points of contact to a fixed point on the cll'cle. The radius of that circle will be
d of the equation given brfore. "'hen p is greater than a, i.e., when d is
negative, the ta11gents must be measured from and rot tow-ards the fixed point
on the circle, and the cune will resemble the counter-im,olute, By a common
property of rolling curves, it follows that the normal of the curve is PR in Fig.
2, the line joining the point of contact of the normal of the involute with the
generating point. It will also be observed that the complete involute of a
circle (i".e. 1 when unrolled on both sides from the same point on the circumference) has a cusp, the counter-involute has none.
It will be remembel'ed that the l\Ioncrieffian cun-e is the locus of the
extremity of a fixed length taken on the tangent to the involute of a circle:
now the involute continually approximates to its tangent, for its radius of curvature is continually increasing up to infinity, hence it follows that all l\Ioncrieffians derived from the same circle are asymptotic to the involute, and, consequently, to each other.
A brief notice of the mechanical application of the convolute or Moncrieffian
curved rack may be added.
By a rack of this form a moving fulcrum can be controlled or applied i as,
however, tl1e fulcrum rolls, the rack will pnss through a fixed point, and therefore will net upon a wheel or pinion. Of the moving fulcrum, for which
Captain Moncrieff first employed this curved rack, most valuable and important
use has been made in his protected bnrbette gun carriage. The sudden and
violent strain of the recoil of a hea'\'y gun bas not only been subdued but also
utilized; and the principle may admit of many further applications to machinery subject to sudden strains and violent jerks. In some cases, moving fulcra.
might be advantageously substituted for pivots, so that the effect of the strain
instead of being confined to one point would be distributed over some space.
In the engines of war, where the destructive effects of great forces acting instantaneously have often to be provided against, this method may be found useful
in many other cases besides that in which it has been first and so successfuJiy
employed.
This cunc being of the family of spirals has an infinity of convolutions.
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Consequently, the rack to govern a moving fulcrnm may be of any length or nt
.
.
any distance from it.
'l'o illustrate the application of n rack of this form : were 1t fixed to nny
the circle ~lo_ng
roll
w~uld
groui:d-lino
the
from
p
circle, a pinion at the height
it; or if the cil'cle was the mo\•ing power as it rolled 1t would cause the pin10n
to revolve.
The monnel' in which this curvo has been obtained has caused the rack to be
sometimes called cycloidal. But this is a confusion of thought, as the cycloid
is generated by a point fixecl on the rolling circle, this cune by a 1)Qint in the
wall against which the circle rolls.
A small instrument by which this curve in its various cases may be freely
drawn has been devised. It consists of a simple artifice by which a ruler
carrying a moveable pencil is kept always perpeudic•,lar to a thread unwound
from a. cfrcle.

D IS C U S S I O N .*
MAJOR GENERAL FROME, I.G.E., &c., &c., IN THE CHAIR.
THE CHA.IR?.IA.N : Field Marshal Sir John Burgoyne having expressed a wish not
to take the chair, that duty devolves upon me. The subject we have met to discuss
is so well known, that if I were to go into any description of Captain Moncrieff's
invention, it would only be taking up time, and I should be describing what, no
doubt, many officers know more about than I do. I think then we had better proceed to read such portions of Captain Moncrieff's paper, as appear to bear most upon
the subject, and then leave it open to any officer to make such comments as he may
think proper to offer.
LIEUT, COLONEL HUTCHINSON read portions of Captain Moncrieff's pnper :The CH.A..IRMAN : Perhaps General Lefroy, the President of the Ordnance Select
Committee, if he feels disposed to offer any observations, will be the best person to
commence the discussion. I believe the report of the Ordnance Select Committee
is finished, and I hear that that report is in a gl'eat degree favourable to Captain
Moncrie:ff's system, as regards its mechanical construction. ~
MAJOR GEN. LEFROY, R.A. : I am happy to say that the report of the Ordnance
Select Committee does bear the character which you have given it, that it is entirely
favourable to the success of Captain Moncrie:ff's gun carriage, viewed as a mecha~
nical anangement, Entertaining, as I do, the most sincere admiration for the skill,
ingenuity, and perseverance with which Captain Moncrieff has developed this very
• Held nt tho Wnr Office, on the lit.h of November, 1868, Officers of the Royal Navy nntl Royal
.Artillery, nutl Captain Moncrieff being 1,rc&mt by lu,itation.
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DO\'el and origfoal idea., I trust that neither by him, nor by any other gentleman in
the room, shall I be understood as depreciating that invention, if I feel it my duty to,
in some degree, qualify or submit for your discussion, points which are not so favour.
able to it as those which have been advanced in the paper which has just been read,
I leave to the officers who are conversant with the estimates and constructions of
works whether Captain Moncrieff's estimates of expense are well founded or not.
But, as an artilleryman 1 I cannot admit that one gun upon a Moncrieff carriage will
represent three guns upon any carriage whatever. There are occasions, and never
more urgent than in the smoke and confusion and chance medley of a great engage..
ment, such as that alone in which we can conceive these guns employed 1 in which a
multitude of guns are indispensable to effect your object. Captain Moncrieff, judg.
fog from the success attained by the most skilful gunners and the most powerful and
able body of men that can be produced. 1 anticipates the use of this gun at the rate of
one round per minllte. l fear that is too rapid a lire to be calculated upon for a con•
tinuance, or under the ordinary circumstance of men less trained than those skilful
gunners a.t .Shoeburyness. The first trials were at the rate of one round per two
minutes and a lte.lf ; and if we may assume that as the ordinary rate of firing 1 I am
persuaded. it is as much AS will be realized in practice. A ship moving at the
moderate rate of eight knots per hour, alters her position by 600 yards in two
minutes und a ha.If. To meet the condition of a ship traYelli.ng at that rate, a
number of guns, and not one gun is necessary. \Ve cannot take one-third of
the number of guns as equivalent to the fu11 number.
The security of this gun against vertica.l fire has also, I think, been overrated by
Captain Moncrieff. It is true we have no great amount of data as to the chances of
hitting an object with a mortar at a great range ; but it is often a11.serted that the
greater the distance, the more accurate in point of range is the fire, inasmuch as with
a full charge of powder, there is greater uniformity attained than with small charges.
To quote a single instance, I find that in 80tne practice that was made from a mortar
boat attached to the Ezcellent, about two years ago, nine shells out of thirty-five,
that is about 25 per cent. 1 would have fa11en upon the top of one of the Spithead
forts, taking that as a circle of 200 feet in diameter. Assuming that nine shells, at a
di.stanoe little exceeding one mile, out of thirty-five that are fired, fall upon the top of
that fort1 how many may be expected, either by first impact, or by rebound, or by
rolling, to get into some of these pits ; or if they do not actually do so themselves,
how many sp]inters wiU fall in ? The security against vertical fire is not so great as
Captain Moncrieff supposes. Taking the narrowest limits of the pit to be 22 feet
against the 200 feet of one of the Spit.head forts, we should get about one shell in 400
to fall into any single pit aimed at. In the case supposed, we have a circle of several
pits round the point aimed at, If an enemy were to attack Spithead fort.s, or any
great eardinal point in the defence of this country, he has charts of the approaches.
and he will have as many mortar boats as he thinks will accomplish his object, If
ten will not do, he may have a hundred ; therefore, the probability is, that the
security of his guns in these recesses against vertical fire, is much less than Captain
Moncrieff represents. But it is not merely the shells that fall into the pit that we
have to consider. A gunner must have more than iron nerves, if he can see unmoved
A rain of mortar shells coming in the sky. Knowing the effect of them, it must make
him hesitate, and interfere with the rapidity and accuracy of the fire from the pits.
But besides the probability of direct effect from vertical fire, it is impossible tc, disre•
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ga.rd the effect of lnteral injury. Mortnr shells falling nnywhere in the neighbour•
hood, to the right or to the Jeft, and scattering large sp1intcra run.ny pounds in weight
with great violence on either side, will nttain the great lateral surface of these guns,
which is as much as 120 square feet-a. considerable target. And though it may not
happen that this shell or tbnt shell will llit it, yet if you keep on throwing she11s all
dny, and for two or three days running, as was done at Swenborg, a sufficient number
will attain the point to disable these guns. An enemy having that in view, and
ha, ing his mortar batteries in a position of entire security, will simply perform that
operation as a preliminary one i and having done that, be will proceed to do what
he contemplates next,
With regard to the actual working of these guns when exposed, as they would
btwe been exposed1 if1 for example, they had been introduced during the wars before
1815, I think one cannot altogether contemplate the continual efficiency of a great
structure, weighing, as in the case of the 7-in gun, three or four times the weight of
the 12-in., JO-in., or 9-in. service guns- a great moving structure weighing 50 or 60
tons-one cannot altogether contemplate that remaining unaffected by the injury of
time and chance, and of a thousand accidents. It appears to me very probable that
under the long continued steady weight upon them, some of these moving parts may
bend 1 the journals, for example; the effect of changes of temperature may throw out
the nice adjustments ; at all events, that the correct mechanism, the perfect working
which we have admired so much in the first carriage and platform of Captain Moncrieff1 may not be found after the gun has been on a work of defence for twenty or
thirty years, These three points: that you cannot often replace three guns by one ;
that these guns are not so secure against the effects of vertical fire 1 particularly in the
position in which it is contemplated to place them1 (I assume such positions as welldefined fort.sat sea) 1 that thf'y are less free from risk of injury, notwithstanding their
disappearance from the front of the parapet ; and that they are still much exposed
from lateral injury to casualties of every kind, are the points which, as an artilleryman1 I wish to impress upon the officers present There are, no doubt, other points
that will be spoken to, and perhaps Captain Alderson, who has bad practice with this
7 -ton gun, will tell us what his experience is ; but these are points that struck me as
most important in considering the use of this system for permanent works of defence.
That it may be applied to extemporised works, if its weight permit it, and that indi.
vidual guns Ecattered about may have all the ad,,antages that Captain Moncrieff
maintains, I freely admit.
THE CHAIRMAN : General Lefroy has mentioned Captain Alderson as being in
the room . I think the first point we have to consider is the efficiency of the gun as
a gun. That is an .ArtilJery question i and it might be well that Captain Alderson
should follow General Lefroy, and let us know his opinion of it as such. Then 1 the
next question will be its adaptation to purposes of defence. Perhaps, Colonel
Gordon, also, will tell us his experience with the gun.
COLONEL GORDON, RA.: After the remarks with which General Lefroy has been
favou:ing us, I do not think it would be desirable for me to take up your time.
Cap tarn .Alderson 1 who has actually carried out these experiments, will be able to
give you the benefit of h_is experience in working the gun. I have myself only fired
a very few rounds from it i and I would bear testimony to the ease with which the
gun has Leen w~rked, not by a skilled detachment of gunners, but by a party of
officers undergo mg the long course of instruction. Before sitting down, I would ask
7
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you to allow me to return thanks on the part of Colonel Elwyn and the officers of
the School of Gunnery for your kindness in asking us to come up here. I will not
d?tain you lon?er, ?ecause Captain Alderwn has carried out the experiments, and can
give you practical mformation upon the subject.
CAPTAIN ALDERSON, R.A. : Sir, with regarJ to the ease of working this gun.
ca1Tiage, which is one of the points mooted, I can only say that, as far as trained
gunners are concerned, nothing can be simpler. It can be worked not quite 80 fast
perhaps, as the service carriage, but there is very little difference between them_:
about one minute in five rounds. Captain Monl"rieff's has been fired at the rate of
.five rounds in 4 minutes 45 seconds ; with the ordinary carriage, the five rounds can
be fired in about 4 minutes.
,vith regard t-0 the danger from vertical fire, I must say for myself, I should have
no fear on that point, judging from the late practice at the experimental casemates,
\Ve were very lucky the first day. In 15 rounds we got three hits, and it took 120
rounds to get another hit.
AN OFFICER : ,Vhat was the range ?
CAPTAIN ALDERSON : 800 yards. With every app1iance that we could get, and
weighing the charges most carefully, I think it took 200 and odd rounds to get the
other hits we wanted. The part we wished to strike covered a very small area, about
the same, within a few feet, of what the Moncrieff pit would be,
Another thing in connection with the practical working of the gun is the loading.
There is a slight difficulty at present, because we have to uSe rope ram.mers and rope
sponges, such as tbey employ in the navy. These will answer very well with 7•ton
guns and light projectiles, but I do not think they will do at all when you come to
12 ton guns. \Ve tried the other day to Joad a 7-ton gun with the ordinary rammer,
and I found we could by giving 4° of elevation over the parapet. Then the question
is, whether you could load above the parapet, or with holes through the parapet, for I
think that it would be iruposaible to load a heavier gun than a 7•ton gun with a rope
rammer, with the mC'n placed as with the 7•ton gun. As far as the action of the
ca.rriage goes, and the wear and tear, we have fired up to the present time 130 or 140
rounds from the gun and we Lave only bad one accident ; and that arose simply from
inattention, or from not quite knowing what to do. And here, in my opinion, the
difficulty will arise with these carriages ·when you come to deal with heavier weights
than you have at present. Suppose that something happened to No. 1 (who is
the man that we attach to the break, the man who, in fact., looks after the whole
apparatus of the gun), or that he was not looking after his work, or was wounded,
and the break was let go, up would fly the gun with great momentum, and the
only thing to check it from dismounting itself at the present moment are a few
small screws in the cap squares in the axles, On the occasion I allude to, No. l did
not attend to the break in time, or he let the gun run up and appl ied the break suddenly when it was at its greatest speed; the result was that the whole strain was
suddenly thrown on the screws I mentioned, one broke and one bent in the ca,p.
square, the axle shifted, and the gun was put lwrs-de-combat. That would not have
happened perhaps with a 7 ton gun if there had been stronger screws I mention the
fact because when you come to heavier guns it will be a still more serious difficulty.
There is no provision in the present arrangement for checking the gun, should, as
I said, any thing happen to No. l, who is looking after the break. I ha\·e no doubt
that is a point that Captain Moncrieff has paid attention to. At present it renders
the gun liable to be put hors-de-combat in case of anything happening to No. l.
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As OFFICER : I should wish to ask Captain Alder.3on what was the angle of olevatiou with the vertical fire at Shoeburyness ?
CAPTAIN ALDERSON : Sixty degrees.
THE OFFICER : ThBt is higher than tho usual angle 1
CAPTA[l'.\ ALDERSON : Yes .
THE OFFlCER : It would affeot the aocuraoy of the practice ?
CAPTAIN ALDERSON: To a. certain extent, of course.
THE OFFICER: Not with regard to range 1
CAPTAIN ALDERSON : When the l'ange is known, I do not think it would affect if;
!O very much.
THE CHAIRMAN: CGlonel Wray would ve1·y likely wb1h to say something.
CotONEL ,vnAY: I ha.Ye very little to say, except that I have the greatest confidence in the whole thing, from beginning to enrl.
THE CHAIRMAN: Is there any other officer of Artillery, or any visitor, who would
like to speak upon the mechanical efficiency of the gun carriage, before we come to
any question of its adaptation to works. If not I will call upon Colonel Jervois.
CAPTAIN MONCRIEFF: \Vith your permission, Sir, I would now rep1y to some of the
J"emarks that have been made. In the first place I ~hou1d like to allude to the view
which General Lefroy takes of the artillery part of the question. The first part of his
remarks referred to a statement made in the prefaoe to the paper, about the possibility of the Moncrieff gun-carriage making one gun perform the duty of three, Of
course I am quite aware that in a great many cases that would not be the measure of the difference ; at the same time I do not think I overstated the matter. To
illustrate what I mean. Take the case of a battery placed so as to command a channel, extending along its whole front. By the present a1Tangement, this battery must
have three faces. If the guns of the present system are capable of doing the
same work', what is the use of the two extra faces? In my system you haYe
one face, and each gun commands the same range that all the others command. I do not pretend to say that that necessarily makes my gun three times
as powerful as the others to the front. Take another case, where the difference is
twice as great. I think it will be allowed that in the great majority of cases, you
would get at least twice as much range, or two-and-a-half times as much range.
Guns in cupolas or guns in Moncrieff batteries might be placed where they could
sweep round the whole circle ; therefore, it is a modest statement to say that a gun
mounted on the Moncrieff carriage might command three times as much range as one
in a casemate or embrasure. With regard to protection against vertical fire, I do not
require to make any remark, because that point has been very well an8wered by other
officers. With regard to the lasting qun.lity of my carriage, that is a matter which I
can speak to better than any one. General Lefroy seems to have an idea that because
my carriage has perhaps a complicated appearance, and so on, that it will not last
very well ; but I venture to tllink that if that question were properly investigated, it
would be found that the chance of lasting is mo1•e likely to belong to my carriage
than to any other ; for this reason ; the arrangement used for stoppiog the recoil,
namely, by making the position of the counter-weight in the firing position alWflya
coincident with the point of support., takes off entirely the first great strain upon the
carriage and platform. The strain is brought on very gradually indeed, representing more the action of an animal lift or the action of a hand than the blow of a
ma.obine. I am very confident thf!.t ei;perience will confirm my view. I predict it
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will be found thnt oarriage3 m:vie upon my pl'inciple will not, as General Lefroy supposes, be likely to wear out soon, but that they will be found to last uncommonly well.
The most serious objection that has been made was that by Captain Alderson, and
that objection I agree to at once. It is the loading difficulty. Captain Alderson only
alluded to the use of the rope rammer, however. I am not aware whether be was
present when the telescopic rammer was used. It was found to answer very well in the
first experiments. Being a very light and handy rammer, it might be increased in
weight and in power very much, without making it inconvenient ; and even though
there were no such changes as he himself suggested, and others which I should
like to hear suggested by and bye, I believe the telescopic rammer might be found to
answer at )east for a 12-ton gun. When the time comes for mounting heavier artillery, I do not think it will be impossible to meet that difficulty in another way. With
regard to the danger of the gun running up, which caused an accident the other
day with a detachment that were not acquainted with the gun, that also is a flaw
which I acknowledge, and which I hope to be able to overcome, I do not think it is
a hopeless difficulty, but it is an objection, and I am always glad to have these objections brought forward. I like every criticism that can be made, because I believe the
principle is sound, and will be found_yet to meet the most serious objections that can
be made against it.
MAJOR GENERAL DICKSON : With your permission, I wish to say a few words upon
the subject. I have had a knowledge of Captain Moncrieff for many years; his invention
was brought to my notice first as a model, in Edinburgh, in 1865. I then thought
very highly of it, and I considered it an invention that might be of very great utility
if worked out properly, That has been done, I wish to refer to a few points that
have been already spoken of by General Lefroy. One is the subject of vertical fire,
I think Captain Moncrieff treats the dangers from vertical fire a little too lightly. I
have myself seen a great deal of the effects of vertical fire. I think when you come
to have a continuous fire of many heavy mortars, they must search out and find the
spots where your guns are placed, and many of them must be injured or disabled in
the course of such a fire. There are risks to be run, but I do not think the risk is one
that can counterbalance the advantages to be derived from the use of Captain Moncrie:ff's carriage. In the same way I think this gun is not perfectly safe from direct
fire. Although the gun rises and is seen for a minute only, and may be shrouded by
the smoke, I have that knowledge of gunners, that I believe by au ingenious system
of marking with pickets-the men have quick eyes, and can mark almost the spot
where the gun rises-many guns will be disabled ; I do not say all, but many will be.
But, again, I say that this risk rloes not counterbalance the advantages of the system,
The great value of this invention is its application to earthworks. The great weakness of embrasures has been the cause why we are now trying to shield our forts and
do everything we can to protect them from fire; but we know not yet what is the
power of penetration into earth possessed by heavier ordnarn.:e. \Ve know that the
great defect of all earthworks has been embrasures. By closing the embrasure, the
gun is protected from direct fire, and from any liability to be destroyed, except at the
moment of rising; but I do not think we can dispense with the number of guns that
Captain Moncrieff thinks we can do without, by the introduction of his system. We
might take away one in every three in a work, and allow more space between the
guns, which ensures the safety of the guns and men; but in an important wor:. , I a~
of opinion that you cannot reduce the number of guns so materially as Captam
Moncrieff suggests,
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COLONEL JERVOIS, C.B., R.E. : Like Colonel Wray, I have great confidence in
Capbin Moncrieff's system of mounting guns. Captain Moncrieff describes in the
prunphlet, portions of which have been read, the object which he desires to
attain by thi s invention : " The conditions desired were simply to obtain a system
of firing over a solid pa.mpet, while prese rving free la.teral range, and neither
exposing the gun a.nd detachment, nor involving the labour of raising and lowering
the piece; in other words, of gaining the advantages of a barbette battery without
its defects." That appears to describe in one sentence what is attained by Captain
Moucri eff's system of mounting guns. It is said, however, that we shall he able to
improvise works by mea.ns of this system, and it is imp1ied that hitherto we have
been unable to do so. I ca.nnot concur in that statement. Anything that can be
done with respect to the construction of temporary works for guns mounted on the
Moncrieff principle, (excepting, of course, the fulfilment of the condition for which
this o:uriage is expressly design ed) could be done before the introduction of this
invention, a.s easily as now. '\Ve have always had the power, where the conditions
permitted its exercise, of construct,ing temporary e:irthworks, temporary magazines,
and of making every arrangement for mounting guns temporarily; but with this
disadvantage, that the guns were either open to the objection to which embrasures in
an earthwork subject them, or were continually exposed if \llnced e,i barbettc.
Captain Moncrieff has found a remedy for these defects,
With respect to the application of this system to permanent works of sea defence,
the several conditions under which we have to consider the question are: first, in
compa.rison with works constructed with embrasures but without iron shields ;
secondly, with reference to barbette batteries i next, in comparison with works
provided with iron shields at the embrasures ; again, we have to consider whether
this system in any way affects the employment of casemates.
As regards the first point, there cannot, I think, be a question that the system of
placing the guns behind a solid parapet and merely exposing them when fired, affords
a great advantage as compared with the ordinary embrasure battery. It does not~
require any observation to enforce such a view.
With respect to the application of the system in cases where barbette batteries have
hitherto been used, the question is one of expense. Probably, at an elevation of from
one to two hundred feet above the water, it would not be desirable to incur the additional expense of Moncrieff carriages, although, even at such heights, some additional
security would be obtained by adopting them. In all cases of barbette batteries at
no great elevation above the water, it appears desirable to apply the Moncrieff system
of mounting guns; that is to say, to guns for which the system is hereafter found to be
applicable. As yet, it has only been tried with the 7-ton gun.
When compared with batteries constructed of either earth or stone with iron shields
at the embrasures, it will probably be found that a considerable saving of expense may
be effected by adopting the Moncrieff system. In such batteries the guns have
usually been placed at about the s:tme intervals apart as would be adopted in
the case of a battery for the i\1oucrieff carriage. It is only necessary, therefore,
to fill iu and form in a segmental sha,pe, the space where it has been proposed to
place the iron shields, provide circular racers, and generally, in other small details,
form the work for the reception of the new can-iage. And this can be done at n comparative}~ small expense, provided we are content with the protection affol'ded by :1.
pa1·apet either of masonry only. or of earth and concrete, with an interior revetment
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of brick-work or stone. In this case, it will probably be found that the saving of
expense will be considerable. Such saving, however, will disappear, if, as many
thiuk necessary, the superior slope of the para.pet be plated with iron, The amount
of sa.ving effected, supposing iron be not employed, will depend on the additional
cost of the Moncrieff carriage over the ordinary carriage. I believe the Moncrieff
carriage, together with its platform, for a 12-ton gun, will cost about :£1,000. The
ordinary carriage, when applied to a 12-ton gun, together with its platform, costs
about £400. An iron shield costs, say, from £1,000 to £1,200. Therefore, if these
figures are correc4 and :£50 be allowed as the extra cost of the parapet for the
Moncrieff gun-carriage, there would be a saving of from :£350 to :£550 per gun, by
the adoption of the Moncrieff carriage for 12-ton guns. This saving would be Jess in
the case of larger guns, for the cost of Moncrieff carriages for such guns would, probably exceed what I have stated. Nevertheless, we should still have the advantage,
whenever we want it, of the increased lateral range afforded by the Moncrieff system,
when compared with the splay of 70° training, which is obtained from an iron shield
with a port 2 ft 6 in. wide.
We now come to the consideration of the question whether the introduction of Captain Moncrieff's carriage will lead to the abandonment of casemates for sea batteries.
I think that an investigation of that point will show that it will not. In the first
place, we can only get one gun on the Moncrieff system in place of two, when casemates are employed, and although, no doubt, considerable concentration can be
obtained by the adoption of the :Moncrieff system, you do not obtain the same amount
of concentration on one point that you would from double the number of guns in
oasemates i and if you take the case of attack by a squadron of several ships instead
of by one vessel, the concentration on any one vessel will be very largely reduced.
Again, the protection against direct fire is not so good as it is in casemates when the
small embrasures of the present day are taken into account. The gun mounted on the
Moncrieff system is exposed to shot and shell fired at high angles. The parapet covering the gun is liable to be knocked away at its interior crest~ and so the gun will be
exposed, unless special means are applied to meet the case. Then as regards vertical
fire, I think this is a point which should not be entirely lost sight of. In the case
of a bombardment from a number of mortar vessels, firing shells that burst in the
air, or in the works round you, and behind you, you would certainly not disregard
vertical fire, and I think it would be found advisable to have protection against it.
We thus have a greater concentration of fire from the casemate battery i better protection against direct fire ; and protection, which is not obtained in the other case,
against vertical fire. So that we come to this : although we can apply the Moncrieff
system, and obtain a saving of expense by doing so in the case of open batteriet=, it is
not desirable, as a general rule, to apply it in lieu of casemated batteries; although
we might in certain oases substitute the Moncrieff system for a casemated batterysuch substitution being for determination, according to the circumstances of each par•
ticular case-we should not altogether clisregu.rd the considerations which I have
ventured to submit. In some instances, it should be observed, the area for the foundations of a work is limited, and the capacity of the work is very small. In such
cases you cannot get the amount of fire you require by the adoption of the Moncrieff
or the ordinary barbette system. The guns in the barbette system are necessarily so
fo.r apart, that the amount of fire obtained by applying this system in the instances
referred to would not be worth the expense of the foundations and basement. It
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would be better to expend tl1e money in some other way for the same purpose. This
observation would apply to such cases as the Spithead forts, the work on the Middle
Oroundi Bombay, and other places. As regn.rds substituting guns mounted on the
Moncrieff system for turrets, there is no doubt that guns mounted on th e Mon crieff
system would cost much less money than guns mounted in turret s. A turret for two
guns would not cost less than about £ 20,000, whilst perhaps two guns on the Moncrieff system might be mounted complete for about £4,000, On the other hand, the
two guns in the turret are thoroughly protected at all times ; and although perhaps
not absolutely protected against v ertical fir e, there is a great advantage in the turret,
if the question of expense is not taken into account. I do not think that so far as
the applica.tion of the Moncrieff system to works of sea defence is conct:rned, there
is any other case for consideration.
As regards the application of the Moncrieff system to ]and works, such as the
Portsdown works, the works at Antwerp, the Gosport fort s, the Plymouth, and other
land defences, it seems to me that it would be most valuable j not to the entire
exclusion of batteries cove red over ahead, and protected in front by iron shields)
but as formin g the main portion of the armament of such works. I may say in
conclusion, that I think we are greatly indebted to Captain Moncrieff for this
invention.
MAJOR GENERAL SIR ,vrLLIA.M DENISON : We owe, in the first place, very great
thanks to Captain Moncrieff for the talent and energy that h e has displayed in
bringing this machine to perfection. 'We are discussing it now from two points
of view. We must look at it first as a weapon provided by the Artillery ; and
n ext as to the mode in which we Engineers, are to apply it, As to the first we
have to look at its capacity for delivering its fire, and to the efficiency of its
mechanical parts, With reference to those two points, I must say that every~
thing has been admitted ; that is to say, its action is shown to be perfectthere is no jar-at least, with the single exception mentioned by Captain Alderson. With reference to the difficulty of checking the action of the counterweight when bringing the gun up again, I have no doubt Captain Moncrieff will
find an easy means of modifying that arrangement. The gun and the carriage
-the carriage, rather, which carries the gun-seems to me to be as perfect a mechanical adaptation as we can possibly require. I am sorry that I was not able to go
down and witness the experiments at Shoeburyness, but I have heard from officers
present what has been stated by officers to-night, that nothing can be more perfect
than the action of the carriage, As to rapidity of fire, I think that is a matter of
very little moment. Whether you fire five rounds in four minutes, or whether you
fire steadily one round every two minutes, is a matter of little importance, except in
particular circumstances. But taking the gun generally as a weapon, nothing can
appear more perfect than this for particular purposes.
Now, as regards our mode of applying it: we are told that when in a batt.ery, it is exposed to vertical fire. That is perfectly true; but so is every gun, I do not think we
really can expect to turn out soldiers: to put them behind batteries, and expect them to
fire away and hit their enemies, and not run the chance of being hit themselves, Of
course, there is risk; and there must be great risk. But, again, I must say, I think the
risk has been exaggerated. I freely admit that if you have got 100 guns or mortars
firing shells at one isolated gun pit, the chances are that after half an hour, or an hour,
or two or three hours, you might pitch a shell into the pit and destroy the gun, But that
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would not lie the ca,1e where you have got o. number of gun pits; you would probably
have 00 or GO of them, and every gun would be bearing upon the guns of the enemy
in return. Therefore, to tell you the truth, I do not think the notion of vertical fire
upon a gun of this kind will be a bit worse than the effect of vertical fire upon
orJ.iunry gnns placed in au onlinn.ry battery not covered by casemates, As far as
reg.ir<ls the action of Yertical fire upon a. gun, it is reduced to this : the Moncrieff
carriage is a little more expensive carriage. I do not know exactly the amount, but
it is, perhaps, a more expensive carriage tLan the ordinary carriage, and, therefore.
lio.lJle to i,wolYe mJrc co.:.t for repairs if injured. Tb.e next objection made was
with reference to the effects of lateral fire, that is, splinters and shells. But, I suppose, as in e,·ery other case, the gun will either be in the pit or it will be covered by
i-ome sort of expedient such as is usually employed, and the tisk it will run will
not be more than in the exact proportion of the additional surface exposed ; that is
to say, if it expose double or treble the surface of another gun, of coUl'se, the risk
from splinteL·s and she1l flying about, will be double or treble; but I do not think
that is a risk which requires much notice. Of course. there is risk. You cannot go
to war antl have people firing at you without sometimes being knocked on the bead.
Then, a.s to the w~ar and tear, if I understand a.right, it is all formed of iron.
CAPTAIN MONCRIEFF: The carriage.
SIR ,v1LLillI DENISON: The carriage. I believe you propose that it shall be
formed of iron.
CAPTAIN MONCRIEFF : Yes.
SIR WILLIAM DENISON : I do not think there is any more chance of that corroding than there is of any other iron construction corroding. I do not thiuk the
bearings are likely to sag Of' give, if properly constructed in proportion to the weight
they haYe to carry. 'l'herefore, looking at it as a weapon, I think we are fair1y
entitled and perfectly justified in thanking Captain Moncrieff for giving us Engineers
the opportunity of placing behind our works an article of that kind which can be
made so very effective. I was coming home from India, and I thought it was desiral>1e to stop at Malta antl Gibraltar on my way. Nothing struck me so much o.s
the totally indefensible condition of both those places. Malta is a place built of soft
rotten stone, more like chalk than anything else, with an enormous number of small
guns mounted upon it. The largest guns that I saw tbe1·e were 90-pclr. breechloaders ; these were mounted en barbt:tte. Very much the same was the case at
Gibraltar, although the guns were placed further back. and were not exposed so much
as these were. An iron-clad might ho.Ye sailed into the harbour, and firing right and
left. might have smashed the whole of :Malta in a very short time. I thought it
necessary to bring the subject under the consideration of the Inspector General at Urn
time, and pointed. out thn,t if an enemy came against us c1othed in iron, it was absolutely nece:..sary that we should put ourselves in iron too, in order to resist him. I
proposed that we should cover ou1· Uarbette guns by putting them in turrets or something analagous, and that we sllould get ourseh·es fairly covered from fire before we
could hope to contend with people who came covered and protected in the same sort
of way. I went down to see some of the practice at the shields which are going out
there for that special purpose. I think it is one cause of our thanks to Captain Moncrieff, that he has prnduced a weapon of this kind which rAnders such an enormous
out ay for iron shields unnecessary. The carriage costs what may I say 1
CAPTAIN MONCRIEFF : You might safely say £1,000.
F
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The carriage costs £1,000; that is for a 10-ton gun.

CAPTAIN MONCRIEFF; A 12-ton gun.

SIR WILLIA.M DE~ISOY : I think we may safely say, that for a 12-ton gun the
ordinary carriage, the traversing carriage, and the platform would come to £4:00,
But in one cnse the gun is exposed, in the other case it is concealed. You have here
the power of placing a gun behind even an earthen parapet, or a stone parapet, of
sufficient thickness to resist whatever shot may Le fired against it. The gun is exposed for a very short period. You have got the power of laying the gun while it is
concealed; and then all you have to do is to bring it up to its proper position and fire
it, and the very not of firing it brings it down again under cover. Therefore, I consider, for all purposes of coast defence, the defence of salients, and everything of that
kind, nothing can be better adapted than this particular gun. I quite agree with
Colonel Jervois that it is not adapte<l for every site. If you are going to build a.
fort on a quicksand, or upon a shoal with limited area, and your object is to get as
much fire out of that fort as you possibly can, you cannot then use a gun of this kind,
though you might use it on the top i you cannot, probably, dispense altogether with
the casemate in such a position. But with coast batteries, it strikes me that your
plan is, not so much to concentrate a number of guns on any particular point, as
to extend your line of guns, so that while one gun is firing on a vessel and taking it
on its broadside, another may fire and take it on its quarter, thus spreading your fire
as much as you can, instead of concentrating it on a narrow area. That would be,
perhaps the better mode. But that is not the question now. The question is
whether Captain Moncrieff's mode of mounting hea,,y guns does not offer to us
Engineers a very convenient and useful mode of getting a heavy fire with a fewer
number of men: of covering your men, and enabling them to work the guns with Jess
risk to themselves, and with positive good effect for the defence. I can hardly
imagine a place in which it would not be an.ilable, except in casemates ; as I have
already said, you cannot put a thing of that kind into a casemate. As to the propor•
tionate efficiency of the gun, you cannot say that it is worth two guns or three guns
everywhere ; but you can positively say that, in certain places, where it has the
power of traversing thoroughly, like a gun in a Martello tower, it is worth half-a.
dozen guns fired through ports or embrasures. I do not know that it is necessary to
say more. In my opinion we owe very great thanks to Captain Moncrieff foi· his
capital invention.
ADllIRA.L SIR FREDERICK GREY: It is difficult for a naval officer to gh•e an
opinion upon a subject which so peculiarly belongs to the artilleryman and the
engineer. But I think Captain Moncrieff stated that you might do with less guns
by the adoption of his plan. He illustrated that by saying that in a channel a bat.
tery of the ordinary kind would require three faces : one to fire across, the other two
to fire up and down ; while in his plan you might have a battery with one face with
guns all in a line, and, therefore, get a greater amount of fire than in the other case.
The question I should like to ask is this: I presume it is always contemplated that
in such a case as this the battery would be attacked, not by one ship, but by a powerful squadro_n. No single ship would attempt to attack a battery of that kind.
Then, supposrng a. squadl'On to attack it, they would, of course, attack each part of
~he battery. Tb~ fire f_rom. the s?ips below would attack the battery at one point;
1f they succeeded m passmg 1t, their fire would be directed at another. I should like
to know, unless these guns are protected by traverses, what the effect of that oblique
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firo from the ships below woultl be upon the guns which wel'c engaged with the ships
dircctlr opposite? Is ~t not pr~bable tha_t a great many of these guns would be w·ry
soon disabled l That 1s a queshon to which I should like an answer. It is a point
that has struck me as having an important bearing upon the question of the reduc.
tion of the number of guns.
SIR. ,VILLIAM DENISON : I think that obsen•ation would apply just as much to
one set of guns n.s it would to another. 'l'hcse guns would, at all events, except in
the actual instn.ut of firing, be under cover. The lateral fire from below or from
above, or the direct fire, would be equally inefficient against them, except during the
instant they are on the parapet. But if you ttLke the case of an ordinary battery,
you have a single straight line containing a dozen guns, or rather a. broken line con.
tainini;c 36 guns, twelve on en.eh face, firing part up, part down, and part abreast. A
portion of these 3G guns, the dozen guns to the right, would open as the vessels were
coming up. A'I soon as the vessels had passed them, their fire would cease. Then
the fire would be taken up Oy the 12 guns in front while the vessels were coming
abren::;t of them. Of course, as soon as the vessels had passed them, their fire would
cease. So again with the remaining 12 guns, they would take up the fire as the
vessels pas:::ed them. But with these guns, being capable of traversing all round,
you might keep up their fire the whole time. I do not mean to enter at all into the
question whether one gun mounted on a Moncrieff carriage is worth three other guns,
or not; still, I think the difference of range-the extraordinary amount of range
which these guns possess-must give them greater power.
ADMIRAI, SIR FREDERICK GREY : '!'hat is not my question.
'.l'HE CHAIIU.IAN : I think that what Sir Frederick Grey meant was whether a
battery armed with Moncrieff's guns would not require traverses the same as any
other barbette Lattery. I should say certainly it would. Although the gun itself
might only have its muzz]e over the parapet, yet, if the battery is exposed to oblique
fire, it must require traverses.
LIEUT. COLONEL RICH, R.E.: I think the '-foncrieff gun has its own traverse. The
very pit forms its traverse. Each gun is in its pit, and the pit itself forms its traverse.
The Moncrieff battery is traversed per se, without a traverse at all, because every pit
is its tnwcrse; ancl the moment the gun is fired it is behind that traverse.
LIEUT.COLONEL INGLIS, R.E.: The point that is now being discussed, seems to me to
invol,·e the question of the greatest objection to Captain Moncrieff's system i that is, as
I understand it, the exposure of the gun while it is in its firing position. When it is
down and beiug loaded 1 it is all right. ,vhen it is up it is fully exposed, and, to my
mind, a great deal too Jong exposed for the accuracy of the fire of the present day.
On one of the occasions of the gun on the lloncrieff carriage being fired for rapidity
at Shoeburyness, I happened to be at about right-angles to the line of fire, and some
200 or 300 yards distant from the gun, and I observed each time it was brought up,
how very much exposed it was. If I had had a gun in the position I was in, or even
at a considerably greater distance, I feel sure I could have hit the gun in the Moncrieff battery almost every time that it was up; that is to sa.y, I had time to lay with
accuracy, and fire. Therefore, I consider a gun on the Moncrieff carriage, while. it
is iu the firing position is too much exposed for the fire of the present day With
regard to the case of a gun eugagiog a single ship or any one object, of course, tl~e
gun then present':! a very small mark to the e~emJ:, but when the fire fr?1? the_ ship
is oblique, and the enemy gets the full broadside ,·1ew of the gun, then it J endeot
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tbnt the gun will require more protection than it is likely to receive under tbi,;
system. I think it will be found in practice that considerable time will bo taken up
with the gun in the firing position. At any rate, I cannot believe that the
actual work of the gun will resolve itself into that of its being loaded, brought up to
the firing position, fired immediately n.nd dropped behind the parapet. I <lo not bel ieve
that will be the case at nil. 'l'he fighting of a gun cannot be so simple a th ing as
that in actual service. Yon must luwe to watch your opportunity to lay the gun, to
wait yom opportunity to get the object in a favourable position, to wait and hold on
from time to time, and only to fire at the best adva.ntage. At any rate, I cannot
belieYe that it will ever resolve itself into the simple proce~s of a gun being popped
up ove 1• a parapet, fired off at once, and let clown behind it again. If it should bo
so, then the invention will be a great success indeed. Neither can I think that in
those positions where a gun woul<l. be exposed to fire from more than one direction,
that the Moncrieff system could be very wel I applied.
COLONEL GORDON, R.A. : I fancy that the officers who are now down at Sboeburyness, who have been practising with this gun, will not be of the opinion which has been
expressed by Colonel Inglis. I think Captain Alderson "-ill agree with me that tbe gun
can be laid with the greatest accuracy by making marks on the rncera, and by having
buoys and pickets in front of the gun; this has been doile at tlhoebmyness, marking
out certain positions. The pickets being placed in froritof the gnu, corresponding with
cerhiin marks on the racers, the gun can be traversed when below. Let it be said
that a ship is between certain pickets; the gun can be traversed over to the corresponding marks, the elevation (which is known by the buoys) can be gi,,en down
below, and the gun, having the line given by placing the traversing platform on the
marks on the r:icel·.:1 1 can be raised and fired inimediatelu.
LIELT. COLONEL CHESNEY, R.E. : 'J'here is one point in the or iginal paper which
no speaker has touched upo11 in the slightest clegi·ee. It is said tha.t this gun is applicable for use in the field as a "gun of po-,ition," at least so I understood from one
of the passages that was read. May I ask one of the distinguished Artillery officers
present to tell us in a few words whether it is p033iblc. in hi-, view, that this gun carriage can ever be thus applied in the field l To my i<lca., I confess it is totally impracticalJle that the Moncrieff mounted gun, as it now is, can be either used in the
field as what is termed a gun of position, or moved like any ordinary gun that
might be employed for the support. of an army in actiou in open ground.
GE~ERAL LE::FROY: I would m~rely reply to the qL10-,tion as to whether it is possible or probable that au apparatu.5 of this descl'iptiou should accompany a field train,
and be extemporised in a position cho:,en on special oocasions. I entirely concur with
the officer who has just spoken, that such a thing is not to be contemplated. The
apparatus is of a very ponderous nature. In the case of this gun it weighs three
times the weight of the gun itself-a 7-ton gun ; the whole thing weighs 28 tons; and
from the time requfred to put it together, and a great 1uany other conditions of
accurate equipment, it appears to me a thing not suita.blo for accompanying an army
in the field, whatever the other purposes it nny be n.pplied to. A word ns to the
time during which this gun is exposed when in the firing position. Hel'e, also, I azrce
with Colonel Inglis that it must be exposed a much longer proportion of time than is
taken for granted in the paper. Unless we are content to give up the accuracy of
the rifled gun, the laying mu,3t be done by Yision, and take the usual length of time.
Captain hloucrieff's cleYel" reflecting sight will uot.1 in my opinion, satisfy the require.
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mcnts of actual engagement; I can only regard it as an ingenious toy, I should
like to have Captain Al~erson's opinion, whether, if he were personally engaged1 he
would ever dream of usmg the reflecting sight rather than direct vision.
CA.PTA.IN ALDERSON : ,vith regard to what General Lefroy has said about using
the reflecting eight, I certainly should not use it on every occasion. Except to correct the line, I do not see the slightest ad vantage in it. Captain Moncrieff has
prepared a plan for a trunnion-pointer, which answers all the purposes:of elevation
and at Sboeburyness with the running target the reflecting sight was not used at
all. The line was taken by marks on the racers, and the elevation given by the
trunnion-pointer with the gun down. When the gun was run up, I think not more
than 20 seconds, on the average, elapsed before it was fired. We were not lucky
enough actually to hit the target. The target was only a 6-foot one, and moving as
it was seven miles an hour, it was not nu easy thing to hit ; still we went near
enough to satisfy most people that if it had been a moderate sized ship, or even a
gun boat, it would have been struck nearly every round.
AN OFFICER: \Vas the target going ten knots an hour?
CAPTAIN ALDERSON : Seven knots an hour. With regard to the mortar fire, I
should have said that the vertical fire we tried was at sbdy degrees of elev-ation, but
then, remember, the range was only 800 yards. I do not believe that any mortar
boat would dare to come in at 900 yards ; if it did, it would very soon be sunk ; and
at 1,600 and 2,000 yards, I think we ought to hit an ordinary mortar boat with the
guns we have at the present day. The other day we fired the 7-inch guns with fi\•e
10unds at a six foot target 1,600 yards off, and it was hit three times in five minutes.
A mortar boat is a larger object than a sb:: foot target; if she altered her range, she
would be thrown out of her accuracy of fire, and if she anchored so as to obtain
accuracy of fire, I think we should sink her.
LIEUTENANT INNES, R.E. : \Vith regard to what Captain Alderson has said about
verticn.1 fire, I think it i.s the fact that mortar boats have never been brought into
action at all since the introduction of rifled guns, in comequence of the increased
accuracy of fire. Also, with reference to giving the guns elevation under cover, and
without being exposed, I might state that the Confederate artillery during the American war, used an arrangement for that purpose, which I dare say, is something of the
same class as the trunnion-pointer. It was a sea.le painted roughly on the breech of
the gun, and a slip of wood fixed upon the carriage and pressing against the scale on
the breech. You could tell at once by examining the sc::i.le, wh::i.t number of degrees
of elevation the gun had al.Joye or below the point blank, and could consequently give
it elevation without looking OYer the sights at all. This was found to work perfectly
in practice at night time. One mau gave the elevation from this scale by a small
lantern, whilst another was giving the line by looking over the sights.
MAJOR HARRISON, R.E.: There is one point I sh ould like to bring before the meeting
and leave it to more competent officers than myself to decide whether or not it is
worth discussion. It is generally admitted that the carriage is a good one; it is also
aJmittcd that a gun mounted on this carriage will be very advantageously employed
in certain positions in our coast defences. But there is still one thing that I have
not heard discussed, nnd tha.t is as to the description of pit in which the gun and its
carriage is to be placed. One of the great advnntages claimed for Moncrieff's system
is its cheapness; and this, I presume, presupposes that the pit is made of earth, and
thnt either the gun is eunk in a pit, or tb11t a tower of eartl1, varying from 4u to ,jQ

as
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feet in thicknc~s, is built till round it. Well, a good many of us know the effect upon
cR.rth of any kin<l of projectile; how~ 13-iu. shell falling, will, if it doe:1 not iojura
the gun itstllf, throw up a mound of earth around it, which certn.inly would very much
come in its way, rising out of the pit to fire at a distant ship. I should like to hear
from Captain Moncrieff whet.her he considers it advisablo to iron plate the top of his
pit, and if so, what would be the expense 1 That is just one suggestion that came
across me during the discussion this evening.
CAPTAL.'f l\IoNCRIEl'F: In answer to that question, I should simply say that I
shoukl never present any extel'ior slope of earth at such nn angle n.s to allow peuetra.
tration from shot. The angle of iucidenc-a would always Le sufficient to cause ricochet.
CoL0:SEL JERYOIS: I believe it must have escaped :Mnjor Harrison, that when I
spoke before this evcuin!.!, I a.llmled to the point to which he refers. It is difficult,
without a black board, to give the m~etiug any idea of the point in question ; but
perh<tps this sketch may scr,·e Htii·e is a ra.mpart of the orJ.inary description. It is
obviously ,•cry weak at the crest, whether it be constructed of masonry or of earth.
One way of getting over the objection would be to cut away the angle, and pla.te with
iron a certain portion of the superior slope. Another way is to insert a mass of castiron. These points are d~tails for consideration in the construction of works adapted
to the Moncrieff system.
THE CHAIRMAN: Perhaps Captain Moncrieff would like to reply to some of the
remarks before we break up?
CAPTAIN MONCRIEFF: I should like very much to reply to all the points that
have been brought forw:.trd, but I am suffering very much from the effects of a converging fire. I have had objections fired :.it me from so many directions, that it is
very clifficult to meet them. If you take each point of my plan by itself and analyse
it, no doubt, you will be able to fiud objections to my system. My system is not
perfect--it has its objections; but I never wished to bring it forward as a perfect
one. All I would say is, that if you take it as a whole, I cho.Jlenge comparison with
any other. I think, perhaps, the best thing I can do, in attempting as shortly as
possible to answer these objections, is to go back wards, beginning with the last. The
last difficulty that was started with regard to the battery was the weakness of the
revetment or wall of the interior slope of a gun.pH. Colonel Jenois alRo pointed
out the possibility of a shot striking near the top of the slope. In answer to that
I would remark th:.it the re,•etm.ent can be made stronger for the same money than
with any other form; because it is a well known thing that in building a domed wall,
you get the quality of the arch both ways; you have the strongest structure that
nature produces, whether it is built with brick or stonei or whatever material is used.
I have seen 13-ioch shells penetrate the ground .i,ud burst near me, and I know the
kind of crater they form. It is, perhaps, three or four feet in depth, and three or
four feet in diameter, at the very most. I maint::tin that if a shell fall within six
yards of a gun pit, properly formed, "'ith a 3-foot wall, the chances are tba.t the crater
; would not go near the pit. ,vith rega.rd to the American trunuion-pointcr which
one gentleman spoke of, he attempted to make out that mine was not original. 1
ha.ve had a description of the instrument, which he spoke of as a first inYention,
from a very good :.tuthority, namely, General Ripley, of the Confederate States,
under whose command, I believe, the instrument was used, I understand it consisted
of a piece of common stick, whittled by an American knife. It was adjusted by trial,
and w:l.:! put in its pbcc, :-tnd au.swered admirably-n,i'I well :is my truuniou-poiutt!r
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would; but I beg to adU that a truuniou-poiuter was not applied as I have applied
mine in this case. The flank exposure of my gun is certainly a. weak point ; but
there is not so much in it ns Colonel Inglis seems to think. After the remarks of
Ca.pta.in Alderson, as to the time required for firing, it will be allowed that it is not
worth putting traverses above the level of the crest, to save the gun, if you only
expose it for a few seconds. Iu working batteries upon my system, those arrangements which enable you to prepare the gun for aiming before it comes up, should
nenr be neglected. I do not know whether gentlemen present have seen the gun
worked very much, but a great part of the laying is done before the gun comes up.
Therefore, it is the fault of the men if they keep the gun up as a target for :10y length
of time. I should like to ask Colonel Iogli~ a question if you will permit me. I
suppose he will be able to answer it. I want to ask him what is the price of an iron
casemate complete, with magazines and foundations, such as that at Plymouth
Breakwater, or at the Medway Forts.
LIEU'!'. COLONEL INGLIS: I cannot undertake to answer that, but pe1·haps Colonel
J ervois ·will.
CAPTAIN MONCRIEFF : Colonel Jervois i can you answer my question-the price
of an iron casemate complete 7
COLONEL JEUYOIS: For how many guns 7
CAPTAIN MONCRIEFF : For one gu □•
COLONEL JERVOIS : O □e gun in a casemate 7
CAPTAIN MONCRIEFF : An iron casemate for one gun, with magazines complete.
COLONEL JERVOIS : In making a comparison, you should take into consideration
the cost of the magazines and all the appliances which are necessary in either case.
CAPTAIN MONCRIEFF : I want the cost of building the magazines and everything
complete.
CoLoNEL JERVOIS: One casemate of an iron-fronted battery (masonry included)
must be put down at about £5,000 per gun.
CAPTAIN :MONCRIEFF: A very unfavourable comparison was drawn between the
exposure of the detachment in a Moncrieff battery and the detachment in a casemate. I should like to ask any gentleman who has been at the temporary Moncrieff
battery, which was put up for :£6 or £7 at Shoeburyness, whether be would not
rather stand in that battery against the fire of a ship, in preference to standing in
the best experimental casemate that has been put up there ?
CAPTAIN CvBNES, R.E.: No, certainly not. You must take into account the probable ranges at which the guns will attack the casemates.
CAPTATN MONCRIEFF : \Vould you prefer a casemate?
CAPTAIN COR:iES : Certainly.
COLONKL FREELING, R.E. : Perhaps I might inform Captain Moncrieff that the
penetr:1tion of a 600 lb. shot, fired from a 13-in. gun at 200 yards, is about 50 feet
into a butt of earth, and that the penetration of a 150•pdr. 9-in. shot, fired at the
same distance, with the service charge of powder, is about 30 feet. Therefore, he
would have to provide protection for 60 feet in front of his gun, ii he is like1y to be
attacked by 600-pdr. guns, and a protection of 40 feet in front of his gun, if he is
likely to Ue attacked by 150-pdrs. ; and if the enemy are firing shells with hea.Yy
bursting charges, he would also have to provide extra protection to secure himself
aga.inst the ex.tra. crater that would be made by the bursting of the shells in the
earth.
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regard to another point that is brought against my
sy.;,tem, uamE'ly, the limited space in some positions, I should like to mention to this
m1~etiug a fact which is a.pparently unknown, that the carr iage which is now being
es.perimr.nted upon at Rhoeburyness, is not the only carriage upon my principle. I
hrwe m:1.ny others. I have carl'iages which tn.ke up much smaller spn.ce than any
carrh,ge that is now used, so far as breadth upon n. parapet is concerned. I have
also, as you will see in my paper, siege carriages for guns of position, which a.re as
ea.-,ily moved as any other siege carriages are, only with the addition of an extra
weight. Of course they bear no resemblance to the one we have before us. I have
had so much difficulty in getting anything brought forward, that I am very glad to
confine myself to one pMt of the system until it is acknowledged. ,vhen this form,
which is being experimented upon, is acknowledged to be sound and good, then it
will be time enough to b1·iag forward the other parts of my invention. ,vith regard
to the first part of the subject, namely, getting a. number of guns in a limited space,
the wa.y I obtain that result is this. I am supposing that the space is one where
great lateral range is not required. In that case I di spense with the carriage proper.
I put the trunnioos of the gun on the elevators, and I have a suspended counterweight, which passes down through the platform into a cell beneath. Suppose these
guns were required on the top of an iron casemated work, I should pass iron rods
down to the bottom; and there a large iron basket, filled with rubble, would be
sufficient to act as a counter-weight to my gun. I have been afraid to bring
forward too much, as I find that every opening I present is very soon filled by those
people who wish to assail my system. Therefore, I think it is better to confine my
attention to this carriage, and afterwards, when the proper time arrives, I hope to
be able to give the Engineers a good dea.l to think about in the way of carriages,
different from the carriages they have now got.
AN OFFIC1':R: I should like to ask Captain Moncrieff whether a carriage on
his principle for a 12-ton gun is now in process of construction 1
C..1..PTA.IN MONCRIEFF: In o,,nswer to that question, I beg to state that about six
months ago, after the first successful experiment at Woolwich established the soundness of the principle of my carriage, I urged the Government very strongly to permit me to ha,e that assistance which would enable me to prepare working drawings
for mounting h eaYier ordnance, but my urgent request has never been attended to ,
and I am sorry to say that no such carriage is in process of construction. I think
I have said quite enough.
COLONE L JEnvors : I wish to mn.ke ono or two observations with reference to the
question Captain Moncrieff asked me, with regard to the cost of a casemate for one
gun, mounted on an ordinary casemate carriage and pln.tform. I stated it to be
£5,000 per gun. I should observe, however, with reference to that statement~ that
we have worked out a. drawing of the casemate which would be required if the
Moncrieff caniage were mounted in casemates. Captain Moncrieff does not propose
to apply it in that manner, nor do Ii but in order that a comparison may be made
between the cost of a casemate giving 70° lateral range on the ordinary plan, and a.
c::i.sem::i.te adapted to Captain :-.toncrieff's carriage, giving 120° latera.1 range, I may
mention that the estimated cost of the latter at the same price is :£11,320 per gun.
CAPTAIN ;\lONCRIE'FF 1 How much does the other cost per gun?
COLONEL JERVOIS : The other costs about :£5,000 per gun.
C3.PTArn ).loNCRIEFF : I cannot accept that statement upon a drawing r have
neyer seen and have never been consulted about,
CAl'TA.IN MONCRIE1'~F: ,vit11
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CoLONEL JERVOCS: I only mention it by way of comparison. I do not thiuk.
your carriage is applicable to cases where overhead cover is desirable.
LIEUT.-CoLONEL FISHER: I wish only to observe, with regard to the exposure of
the gun mounted on Captain Moncrieff's carriage, that he has taken up a very bold
position, a bolder position than we should have called upon him to take, in proposing
that his gun, when employed in coast defences, should fire all round the circle.
There 11.re few cases in which you would require a coast gun to fire over a lateral range
of even 180 degrees. I imagine that by means of bonnettes the gun might be very
much protected from enfilade fire without loss of efficiency. The part of the gun
exposed would be very much smaller than the entire broadside, which we have been
taking into consideration as being exposed. You might require a gun at each end
of 11 sea battery capable of being turned through 180 degrees, but you would hardly
ever desire to give that amount of lateral range to any gun in a face of a battery.
THE CHAIRMA>T : I am afraid that the hour is approaching to adjourn the discu~sion. ,ve all beg to return our very sincere thanks to Captain Moncrieff for
attending here. There is no doubt that his gun-carriage has proved a perfect succeu.

ADJOURNED

DISCUSSION.*

MAJOR GENERAL FROME, I.G.E., &c., IN THE CHAIR.
TRE CHAIRMAN : At our last meeting we discussed the question of the Moncrieff
~arr iage, more particularly with reference to its mecha.nical construction, as on that
occasion we took up the subject, in the first instance, as an artillery question. We
were then favoured (as I am glad to see we are to-night) with the presence of a
number of Artillery officers-General Lefroy and others-who gave us their opinions
from that point of view. I believe the result of the discussion was the admission
that the Moncrieff carriage, as a gun-carriage, was a perfect success ; and that the
Report of the Ordnance Committee bore out that view. There were certain trifling
mechanical improvements suggested, and some little difficulties pointed out i the
yrincipnl of which were with regard to the break apparatus and the difficulty of
Joa.ding. Assuming that the carriage, as a weapon of war, is an efficient one, I think
we should start to-night with the question of the way in which it can be advantageously applied, and not revert to its mechanical construction. It would be, perhaps. desirable if we were to classify the uses to ,vbich we propose to apply the
carriage : first, to coast defences, either to cover some port which bas to be protected,
• Held at the War Office, Deeember lt:tb, 1868.
G
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or to defend n. channel against tho approach of n. hostile fleet i secondly, to laud
defences ; and, thirdly, to its adaptation to existing defences or to works in progress.
I think we need not mn.ke any comparison between Captain Moncrieff'a system and
cnsemntes, because it does not appear applicable to such works, It is a self-protecting carriage, nnd no one would, I think, dream of putting it in a cnsemate. That is,
therefore, rather beside the question. The only open work to which you can in any
way compare a Moncrieff bn.rbctte battery, is an earthen battery with iron shields to
the embrasures. There the question becomes one of comparative cost, and also of
the difference of lateral range between n. gun mounted on a Moncrieff carriage and o.
gun fired through an embrasure. I think we may take the question up in that way,
:first to assume the success of tho gun.carriage as a pro,·ecl thing, and then to consider
the way of applying it to coast defence, to land defence, and finally to existing works.
If we classify our remarks in the way I have pointed out, it may, perhaps, save confusion. I dare say there are many officers present who nre prepared to speak upon
the subject of utilising Captain Moncricff!s invention, and I have now to ask them to
commence the discussion.
MAJOR GENERAL SIMMONS, R.E. : I regret that I was not present at the last
meeting when Captain Moncrieff's invention ,,,as discussed, but having had the
opportunity of glancing over the shorthand.writer's notes, it appears to me that the
Artillery part of the question was not fully ventilated at that meeting, I understand
that there are several Artillery officers here who were not then present i perhaps,
some of them might be inclined to throw additional light on the question. Several
moot points were raised, and there was a difference of opinion upon those points,
and I think, therefore, it would be desirable to get as much information as we can
upon them, because, it is upon the balance of opinions, where they differ, that the
final opinion as to the carriage is to be formed.
THE CHAIRMAN : I have not the least desire to curtail this part of the discussion.
t only imagined, as we afterwards diverged from the mere mechanical construction,
to a great number of other general points, such as those raised by Sir Frederick Grey,
that the mechanical part had been disposed of {subject to modifications) as a success.
But if there are any Artillery officers present who wish to speak further with regard
to the mechanism of the Moncrieff gun carriage, we had better clear that point up
befol'e we advance to the more general question.
l\IAJOR GENERAL LEFROY, R.A. : I would rnther that some other gentleman
rose first. I have nothing personally to add to what I said last time, but as there
seems to be rt desire thn.t n.n Artillery officer should rise, I avail myself of that for
the purpose of saying that I have reason to think that a portion of my remarks were
misunderstood by some officers who were present on the last occasion, and that I
was understood to speak less fa\·ourably of Captain Moncrieff'R carriage as a
mechanical contrivance than I really feel. I applied the word "ingenious toy/' not
to the carriage and elevator of Captain Moncrief!, but to a suhsidiary part of it,
::i,bout which opinions may differ. As far as the artillery element of the question is
concerned, I think we all agreed th:it up to the 7~ton gun-which is ns far as it has
been tried at present-it is, mechanically, ri. very great success. There is scarcely
anything left to be desired as to the facility of working it, the rapidity and accuracy,
and the simplicity of it,, so that there will be nothing which uninstructed men, such
a.s we must expect to employ to work it, will not be capable of coping with. I do not
think there is much left to be said in the artillery point of Yiew. It stands now to
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be cont1idered in a constructiYe poiut of view ; thn.t is, who.t are the circumstances
iu which it may be beat applied; in what wo.y may it be best applied i and what
economy will attend it. Artillery officers will agree with me that we have come to
hea,r from Engineer officers their opinions upon these subjects, They cannot bury
us too deep in a gun-pit, or protect us too much; and if Captain Moncrieff can give
us a p:i.rapet 12 ft.. high, instead of a para.pet 7 ft. high, no objection need be antici~
pa.ted on our side.
OAPT~TN MONCRIEFF : Before finishiug the artillery part of the question1 I
should like to make one remark, namely, that I never intended this carriage to bs
considered as tho only exponent of the principle which it embodies. It is the first
complete c:\rriage manufactured, and it illustru.tes the principle i ::mcl that principle,
I can assure the meeting, is :\ flexible one, a.nd ca.u be a.pplied in a great many other
ways and for other purposes, such aa siege artillery, and for a heavier class of artillery than the one which ho.s been brought before you. I should like that to be
borne in mind while the other part of the SLLbject is being discussed.
THE CHA.Iru..rA.N : No doubt you may be able to apply the syst(>m in the way you
state, but at present it is in embryo ; I mean the form of appliances.
LIEUTENANT ARDA.GH, R.E., read the following remarks : The carrfo.ge, as applied
to the 7-ton gun, has been a complete success. It might reasonably have been supposed
that a new system would present some defects on its first trial, that some serious
hitch would occur, but there was nothing of the kind. The trifling accidents which
happened to the co.rriage (in some instances the result of carelessness) only tended to
show the ex tremely minute attention bestowed on every detail, and tlrn refined ingenuity with which mechanical appliances for diminishing the amount of human
labour, and facilitating the different operations of traversing, raising, and pointing
the gun, have been brought into play. These refinements increase the vulnerability
of the gun, but they n.re external to ths principle of the invention, and may perhaps,
in some cases, be advantageously dispensed with, There is a reasonable prejudice
against complic::ited and elaborate contrivances, and where the object can be effected
by a block and tackle, or by a handspike, those primitive mechanical powers should
be used ; or, at least, provision should be made with a view to falling back on them
if the toothed gear or brakes get out of order.
The theoretical action of Captain Moncrie:ff's carriage is best illustrated by imagining the section of a heavy cylinder placed vertically upon a horizontal plane, with a
force equivalent to that of the recoil, applied tangentially to the highest point of its
circumference ; then will the point of support be the instantaneous axis of rotation,
corresponding to a centre of percussion at the point where the force of the recoil is
applied, and that force will produce no strain at the point of support, but will communicate to the body a combined and equal motion of rotation round its own proper
axis, and of translation in a horizontal plane. If it be supposed that iu the carriage
itself half the weight of the mm·eable portion is concentrated at the centre of the
truunions, and the other half at the point of support, or, to be accurate, if the Jatter
point is in the instantaneous axis corresponding to the former point as a centre of percussion, similar results will be produced; on the first supposition by equating the
momenta of the shot and the moving portion of the carriage
115 X 1450 + 2240 = 22 V, .·. V = 8·4 feet per second1
corresponding to a height of about 2 inches1 through which the centre of gravity will
require to be raised at the end of the recoil. This Captain Moncrieff effects by gradually increasing the radius of the curve on which the structme rolls.
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The fact that there is no strain on the point of support, in the shape of recoil, is
dependent on the relations of the centre o! percussion and the axis of instanta.neou1
rota.tion ; this nullification of the destructive action of the recoil on the pivots, ra.cen,
and platforms, is not the least important part of the invention.
The mode by which the axis of the gun is made to preserve o. parallelism to its
original position is very ingenious, and so is the curved rack motion which is employed to manamvre the carriage for drill, eto.
Turning to Captain Moncrieff's pampblet1 it is there stated that a Moncrieff battery or gun pit, if properly constructed, is an invisible object, and cannot be seen
from the plane on which it is placed. Now, putting out of account the natural
inequalities of ground, which afford far more cover than engineers can obviate by
giving grea.t command to works, the disadvantages of a low battery are so great,
that the besieger of a work constructed on such principles might almost open his
trenches at the crest of the glacis on the very fir1:1t night of the attack, since a mere
icratch in the ground would conceal him, and a parapet two or three feet high would,
in a fla.t country, conceal the whole of bis approaches.
There is another proposal, " to collect artillery stores only, and throw up works
when required." Captain Moncrieff believes that the works could be thrown up and
the guns mounted in a week, To engineers it appears needless to refute these views.
If the worksJ which even with the most simple kind of magazines, would take mr,nths
to prepare, were ready, the mere arming of them would occupy considerably more
than the time he allows.
Captain Moncrieff has also an idea of dotting down guns at intervals for the
defence of harbours or coasts. The defensive enceintes, the magazines and stores,
and the barracks, necessary in each case, do not appear to have entered into his calculations. The old Martello towers with ditches cost :£11 1000; and if constructed on
the scale necessary n°'v-a-days, the accomtllodation for each Moncrieff gun, behind
an earthen or masonry parapet only, would not be less than the same amount. These
isolated guns might be effective, but they would not be economical. They are subject especially to be reduced by the fj.re of the smallest class of mortars, which can be
carried by hand from plnce t.o place, The isolation of small garrisons is also very
objectionable. It is, therefore, considered that the idea of constructing detached
gun-pits, without the accessories mentioned, cannot be entertained.
Vlith these preliminary objections, which in no way affect the merit of the invention, I proceed to consider the application of Captain Moncrieff's system to our
defence/'!, taking first the land and then-1he sea,

As the 7-ton gun, which has proYed so successful on Captain Moncrieff's carriage
is probably the heaviest which we shall find it necessary to mount on our land
defences, we shall be able to speculate with a far greater degree of ~ertainty on the
effect of this invention on the attack and defence of fortresses, than on its application
!o coast defence. W~ know absolutely, that Captain Moncrieff's 7-ton gun-carriage
1s a success, and the mventor contemplates the construction of a carriage which will
he adapted to siege guns, and which I have no doubt will be equally successful and
probably very portable as well. The question befo1·e us is, the probable effe~t of
6Ubstituting the new carriages for those now in use.
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We must begin by assuming that the fortress will consist of an interior enceinte
probably an old fortified town, with a line of detached forts two or three miles i~
front of it, connected in some cases by lines of earthworks. The enemy would, if it
were at all practicable, prefer to assault these works by a coup de main, even at the
certainty ef a great loss of life, to undertaking their capture by a regular siege-, which
would, under the most favourable circumstances, be a very protracted operation ; for
his gaining possession of one work, would not necessarily involve the fall of the
position. Against such field artillery as an enemy, with the intention of trying an
attack de vive force, would bring up to oppose the armament of that particular work
be had determined to assault, the protection afforded to the guns firing through em.
brasures in our new works may be considered fair and sufficient.
If the escarps and flank defences are of such a nature as to render the chances of
the success of a coup de main infinitesimally small, in the case of such works, for
example, ns those on Portsdown Hil1, there is no other alternative to a siege, than
the abandonment of the enterprise. In these works we should calculate on being
attacked by the heaviest artillery which an enemy can carry into his trenches.
Where railway or water carriage offers a convenient means of transport, we may
find a few 7-ton guns in the batteries of the besieger, but as a rule he would not be
able to bring up pieces of a greater weight than our 110.pdr. breech•loader, or the
64.pdr. muzzle-loading rifled gun, weighing 3 tons 4: cwt. The shells fired from these
guns respectively contain 6 lbs. 8 ozs., and 4:lbs. 13 ozs. of powder, and their destruc•
tive effect on earthen parapets is very considerable. If a sufficient number of these
guns were placed in battery against a detached fort, whose pieces fired through embrasures, it is probable that the effect of shells lodged in the parapet adjoining the
embrasures would be so destructive, that the embrasures could not be kept open with.
out increasing enormously the width of the throat, and virtually depriving the gun
detachment of cover. The besieger would, of course, encounter the same or greater
difficulties, for he would probably be opposed by a heavierarmament, though he would
have a numerical superiority, and possibly also the advantage of Captain Moncrieff's
portable carriage. However, the work of destruction would proceed on both sides,
and the rifle pits of the attack would have great power against the artillery of the
work, for their occupants would have but feeble opponents in the few men who could
occupy the space in the parapet between the guns, small in itself, and subject to all
the effects of the direct and enfilade fire of the besieger. The riflemen in the trenches
and pits would be comparatively exempt from artillery fire, for the besieged could
not afford to expend their ammunition on single individuals.
Iu this state of affairs let us suppose that the work is armed with guns mounted on
Captain Moncrieff's system. The perfect protection of these guns from enfilade is
difficult on account of their height, and important because of the expense and labour
in replacing them if damaged. It is necessary, therefore, to place a high traverse
between each gun and its neighbour, and the distance from centre to centre of each
gun cannot be less than 60 feet in land w9rks. The present embrasures are 40 feet
apart, with large traverses, (sometimes containing haxo-casemates), one for e,·ery
two or three guns, according to the liability to enfilade. Between these large tra•
verses, which also cover the expense.magazines, we should now have respectively one
and tWo guns on Captain Moncrieff's carriages, in lieu of the two others. I assume
that en the whole, there will be room for two-thirds of the present armament.
Suppose this change to be effected, the following advantages would result :-
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lst.-Tho gun deto.ohments would have an almost perfect protection from direct
fire behind parapets 25 feet thick, such as all those in the works recently constructed.
2nd.-The danger, delay, and exposure of repairing cmbrnsures, would be altogether obviated.
Srd.-The guns would have nn increase of lateral range of very considerable
importance i for in the existing works it is not contemplated to make embrasures of
more than 40° to 50Q, since larger ones would so much weaken tbe parapet ; this
lateral range would be increased to !)0° or 100°, without in trenching too much on the
traverses which protect from enfiJade. This doubling of the lateral range would
enable a greater number of guns to be concentrated on a given point, and would
enable the besieged to resist successfully batteries in embrasures, probably even of
twice as many pieces, by dealing with them by successive concentrated volleys.•
.
4th.-The main object of the besieger, viz., silencing the artillery fire of the work,
might, by the negative means of exposing the guns as little as possible, be rendered
e~tremely difficult,
5th.-The protection of the interior of the work, of the magazines, and of the men
engaged in remounting guns, would be vastly improved from the absence of embrasures.
6th.-Guns might be more easily reserved to the advanced period of the attack, for
they could be brought into action at any moment, while on the ordinary system an
embrasure would have to be cut, an operation almost impossible under a close fire of
rifles, and yet of the very highest importance towards tho close of a siege.
The conclusions which can be drawn from these considerations, a.re : lst-That
for 7 -ton guns and under, the .Moncrieff carriage is vastly superior to the present
traversing platform firing through earthen embrasures in land defences, probably
doubling the efficiency of a gun ; in some cases even more than that, 2nd.- 1Ve must
have the3e carriages for the armament of our land defences. A few iron shields will
be useful in some cn.ses, (and it must be recollected that these shields will only
need to be capable of resisting the lighter class of guns, and may be considerably
cheaper than those used for coast defence) ; but, as a rule, the Moncrieff carriages
will be more economical. The possibility of being attacked by batteries similarly
mounted will, however, render it essential to substitute the Moncrieff carriage whereever an earthen embrasure is now contemplated.
Nothing has been said about the detail of comparison between 7-ton guns on
Moncrieff carriages, and those on ordinary platforms firing through shields.
In a. l:i.nd-work, where the enemy's guns rest on a. firm foundation, a shot would,
sooner or later, pass through the embrasure and dismount the gun on the common
platform, The same may be said of the gun a la Moncrieff, for, while it is exposed,
there is much more of it i and the parapet in front of it may be ruined by shell fire,
unless iron is used as a protection. A mantlet or shutter would, of course, be used
with the shield, but even with that, the gun detachment would. be more exposed in
loading. We must recollect, however, that it is not with guns behind shields that the
Moncrieff system is now to be compared, but with those firing through embrasures in
earth.
Putting £550 for a 7-in. gun, £350 for an ordinary platform, and £750 for a Mon• I hnve not mentioned the advantage of having nothing to fire ftt, for I put no trust in it, and
bcliovo that it will be far prcferablo to have high traverses to protect tbe gun perfectly from enfll:ldo, Bltbongh they point out tlCCurately it.a position to direct fire.
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crieft' carriage1 we have :£900 agaiost £1,300. If as proposed for three of tho former
we substitute two of the latter, the cost will be about equal, beiog :£2,700 for three
guns on the present &}'}:item, against :£2,600 for two on Moncrieff carriages i and though
the total number of guns will be diminished, and the rate of firing also, the efficiency
will probably (it may be said certainly) more than make up for the loss.
Rapidity of fire, though of the highest importance in sea batteries, is, within reason.
able limits, not of much weight in attack and defence ; for the quantity of ammu.
nition to be fired away, will, in both those oases, be limited, and more particularly in
the former, where every ounce of material carried into the trenches represents vast
difficulties of transport to be overcome by the besieger. Even this consideration may,
as regards siege trains, and heavy but moveable artillery, counterba.Jance the advan•
tages of Moncrieff's syste~ if he applies it to such purposes, As to the desirability
of applying it to our permanent land defences, there can be no manner of doubt.
Unfortunately, although the 1.ton gun.carriage has been a success this past 6
months, no carriage has yet been tried, or even made, for the I2-ton gun, and the
practical working of the system, as applied to that gun, is yet a field for speculation.
Of its possibility, I have not the slightest doubt i what I n.m most anxious to ascer•
tain, and what will most probably determine its introduction, or the contrary, is the
rate of firing.
On Sea Vefences, whether a hostile ship, or fleet, steams in at 10 knots an hour, or
whether she is at anchor before a battery, rapid firing is of the highest importance.
A few minutes will take a ship in and out of range i lO knots an hour is 333 yards a
minute. On sea defences then, a gun which can fire twice as fast as another, is, ccteris
paribus, twice as valuable. This principle led to the adoption of the needle-gun, the
Snider, and the Chassepot, and it will probably determine the fate of Captain Monorieff's system as applied to heavier guns than the 7-ton.
Captain Alderson stffis that the 7-ton gun, on a dwarf traversing platform, can be
loaded, aimed, and fired in 55 seconds, and on a casemate platform in at least 10
seconds less, and that the Moncrieff requires from G5 to 75 seconds. The average
proportionate rate is as 10 to 14,
The 12-ton gun, on a casemate platform, requires from 50 to 60 seconds to load,
aim, and fire at a moving object.
The moving weight in the 7-ton, mounted on Moncrieff's principle, is 22 tons.
The probable weight of the moving part of a 12-ton gun and carriage on the same
system would be 35 tons, or more than half as much again,
The range through which the 7.ton gun is now raised, is hardly sufficient to give it
complete cover in the loading position. The range in height of the 12-ton gun must
be considerably greater, viz. from 6 to 7 feet. On these data then we must speculate
as to the probable rate of firing.
Captain Alderoon does not think that it will take much longer than on tho service
carriage. His opinion, backed by that of other experienced artillerymen, carries great
force, but considering that the weight to be raised is 35 against 22 tons, the weight to
be tro.versed, 40 against 28 1 the height to be ranged throuzh, 7 ft. against 4- ft. 6 in.,
and the time required with the 1.ton gun 70 seconds, it seems to me most probable that the 12-too gun thus mounted will take at least twice as long to work as the
gun on an ordinary ca.semate platform, which, as I have said, requires from 50 to 60
seconds, G;teris paribu~, the gun which oa.n fire twice as fast, is, on our coast de•
fences, twice as valuable.
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At page S of his paper, Captain Moncrieff takes the case of a bR.ttery placed so
as to command a channel extending along its whole front, which, by the present
system must he sR.yi1 ban three faces ; while on his system, the guns would all be
mount;d on ~ne line, 'and would all command the same ground, besides being capable
of being brought into notion by the rear. He then considers it safe to assert, that
each gun on bis principle, thus mounted, would be three times more powerful than if
mounted in casemates or embrnsm·es.
Let us analyse this theoretical case.
It is impossible for a straight line of guns to have, a11, a lateral range of 180°.
From 20° to 30° with the line of parapet is the nearest safe limit against the danger
to collater.al guns of the premature explosion of shel1 ; the lateral range will therefore be from 120° to 14.0°. This may be slightly improved by curving the line. The
protection against enfilade is very indifferent unless the traverses are considerably
raised, and the lateral range of the guns further curtailed to 90°. The lateral range
of the guns behind shields is usua11y 70°, in some rare cases 90°, To give the most
favourable position to the Moncrieff system, I will take its lateral range n.t 140°, and
that of the guns behind shields as 70°; and although I believe that two minutes will
be required. for the 12-ton gun on a Moncrieff carriage, I will suppose thn.t a minute
and a half will be sufficient ; i.e., that the rate of firing as compared with a gun on a
casemate platform is as 2 to 3. The offensive efficiency of a battery of several guns
on a straight line of coast, will depend about equally j-lst1 upon the number of gun,
which can be concentrated upon a given point, which on a straight front will be ap•
proximately proportionate to the lateral range of each gun, i.e., the Moncdeff gun,
140° ; the Shield gun, 70° i or as 2 to 1. 2nd, upon the power of resisting a general
attack over the whole front, which will be proportionate to the number of guns,
assumed to be equnl. Combining these two conditions, the relative efficiency of the
Moncrieff gun to the Shield gun, (irrespective of the rate of firing), is as 3 to 2.
Introducing this latter element, which is assumed to be ns 2 to 3, the absolute offensive
efficiency of batteries on the two systems, is found to be equal (3 X 2 ::: 2 X 3). If
the lateral range of the Moncrieff gun is diminished, or the time per round increased,
the shield gun will become superior.
H aviag determined the relative offensive value of the two systems, let us turn to the
defensive capabilities. Vertical fire, all open batteries are subject to, and it is therefore
left out of consideration. Horizontal fire ia the great danger to be guarded against.
The 12 in. and 9 in. projectiles have penetrated respectively 50 and 40 feet of earth.
Against these guns earth is but an illusory protection. An iron shield 20 inches thick,
will resist both perfectly. The exposed part will be the port, about 3' 6" x 2' c,,.
Shutters may keep out splinters and rifle shots, but it is questionable whether a prac~
tical port stopper will be found. That of Lieutenant English-a sphere of wrought
iron, weighing about three tons, of greater diameter than the port, and worked by t)1e
recoil of the gun-appears to be the best hitherto proposed.
It is necessary to determine whether the top of the gun pit can be oonstructed of
earth, as supposed by Captain Moncrieff. Let the superior slope of the parapet Le 1
in 10, which is much flatter than any are now made, a 12 in. shot strikiug at a depression of 6° (or 1 in 10), 40 feet from the crest, would pass through and come out
8 feet below the crest, with force enough Jeft to drive it through 10 feet more of
earth ; and if it were a shell, with 35 lbs. of powder, ready to burat in the gun pit
I think that disposes of the idea of using earth.
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Concrete offers about 3 times the resistance of earth, n.nd is about 10 times as ex•
pensive. Granite 10 times the resistance, but it is 100 times as expensive. Iron over
40 times the resistance, Uut it is between 2,000 and 3,000 times as costly. The rela..
tive co~t of protection in the different materials is-earth, l; concrete, 3; granite,
10, and iron, 50. '£his, however, fa only true in long developments. Which, then, ia
to be adopted, for earth we must abandon ? Nothing but iron will do for the crest.
of the pit if it is to compare with the shield ; and a. semi-circular rim of that
metal about ~ feet thick at the top, diminishing to nothing at 6 feet below the crest,
and backed by 10 feet of concrete, bc3ides tb.e earth, (made up to 50 feet) would pro•
bably meet the case. A gun pit for a 12•ton gun will need to be at least 25 feet in
din.meter. The semi-circular iron rim in front, with the concrete, &c, will be more
oostly than a shield ~•J ft. X 8 ft. &nd 20 in. thick.
However, we must first compare the shield gun with the Moncrieff gun for safety.
The Afoucrieff gun in an earthen pit has hardly any protection from direct fire beyond
the fact, that when it is down it is not seen. With a.n iron curb or rim, suffic iently
thick, it is perfectly protected1 except from fire at high angles. The gun behind a
shield is subject on ly to th.e chance of a shot coming through an embrasure. The
Moncrieff gun is only liable to be hit when it is up, but at that time it offers a very
large mark, particularly to en6.lade. The embrasure is perhaps the easier to hit, but
ii a good port stopper be found it will at once give it e.. superiority over the gun-pit
even when protected by iron. The gun detachment in the pit will certainly be safer
than behind the shield ; liut the risk to the detachment, from direct fire, will be
sma.11, for the enemy will not care about the gunners, provided he disables the guns,
and for every dozen shots that used to be fired formerly, there will seldom be more
than one in future. It is shell and musketry that drive men from their gun8, and
mantlets, or shutters, in a shield will guard against that. As long as the gun is Un•
injured, there will always be men to work it.
It mu~t also be considered that the gunners required to work the Moncrieff car•
riages will need a much more refined course of training than those employed to work
the ordinary system; and that there is more complication, more liability to get out
of order, and more difficulty in replacing the Moncrieff guns than those on ordinary
platforms.
The cost of a. 9-in. gun and platfcrm of ordinary construction is estimated at
:£ 1,360. That of a gun a la Moncrieff, £ l,940, being £580 more. Suppose that the
defensive capabilities of the pit a.ud shield are the same, they are brought out on
terms of perfect equality as regards absolute effectiveness. The fact remains, then,
that the Moncrieff gun is £680 more costly than the other, and that it is, therefore,
not desirable to introduce it in lieu of shield11 on our sea defences, until we are satia•
tied that its rate of firing is nearly equal to that of the casemate platform. lf the
time per round should prove to be less than I~ minutes, its position may be improved
so as to turn the scale the other way.
When compared with guns which it is not contemplated to protect by iron shields,
it is, undoubtedly, far superior, even considering a probable slower rate of fir iog; and
in those oases it will most likely be adopted. Captain Moncrieff's claims in regard
to eoonomy, appeared to me so extravagant, that I must make them my excuse for
depreciating, even in a small degree, an invention which I consider to lJe of t.he

highest importance, though not quite reaching the degree olaimed for it by it.
01ttte in the press.
H

adYO•
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MAJOR GENERAL SntMONS, R.E. : As no other gentleman seems to bo risiJ;ig, I
wil1 make a few remarks with reference to a portion of Lieutenant Ardagh's paper as
to the application of the Moncrieff gun-carriage, firstly, for laud defence, n.nd secondly,

for sea defence, As regards laud defence, iu fact, with rega1·d to both, I ma.y say
that I think it is hardly fair to discuss the merits of the carriRge in conneotiou with
a number of propositions that have been made. Some of those propositions btwe,
I think, been made rather hasWy. I think, having before us an invention of great
ingenuity, we should endeavour to see if we can apply it in any \niy in our defenc~s,
without picking to pieces so narrowly the modes that have been proposed for its
npplication. For instance, the idea of putting a number of these guns in gun-pits,
without hMing any obstn.cle in front of them and comparing them to a fortres,i,, is
simply a proposition which it is useless to consider ; as it is n.bsolute]y necessary to
place n.n obstacle between all heavy guns in position nod an enemy, in order to constitute a fortress.
With regard to land defences, Lieutenant Ardagh has, I think, discussed
the question very well indeed ; and has brought out that gnus on these carrfages
would be of immense advantage when mounted in such positions, But I think
the advantages have hardly been sufficiently shown in his remarks; for I n.m
of opinion it will be found in service hereafter that guns fired through embrasures
on land fronts will be closed almost immediately after the opening of fire from the
batteries of attack. To attack a. work armed with artillery firing through embrasures, the process will be to establish a. larger number of guns on a larger circle, and
to fae at those embrasures i and before many rounds have been fired, I believe the
fire of the fortress will be completely·closed. The accuracy of artillery fire from 11.
fixed platform is so great, that when the ranges ha.ve been once ascertained, shot
after shot will be poured into those embrasmes with such fatal effect that I do not
believe that a gun would be there to fire a shot out of them after those batteries had
been opened but a very few hours. That, I think, disposes of embrasures to a very
greri.t extent ; and it brings us back to the point which, when I first entered the service I heard taken up by an officer of Engineers, a well-known officer of considerable
talent, the late Genera.I Blanchard. H e endeavoured to apply his ingenuity, which
was very great, to make a gun-carriage so contrived that the gun might be fired over
the parapet, falling down again when not in action. He also added to it the idea of
a railway or tramway which "·ould make that gun moveable along the parapet. I£
such an addition could be made to Captain Moncrieff's carriage, and I do not at all
see that it is in any way impossible, or that it n eed be exceedingly expensive, I
think you will have a great advantage gained for the defence. We all know that a
gun in the last period of attack is worth anything. If you could keep a few gun!t,
and by ineao3 of a railway could move them from place to place, bring them up, and
fire them when you require to do RO, eith"'r at the head of the sap or at any point of
thP attack, you would be a.ble to del:Ly the atta.ck far more tlrn.n would be done by
ten times the number of guns fired through embr:i.sures during the first period of the
attack. Guns fired through embrnRures during the first period of attack wm not
delay the attack perceptibly ; the.y will only entail upon the assailants the necessity
of making greater preparation, of collecting a greatt:'r number of gun5\ and more
materials in their artillery p:1.rk, a.ml of placing n. gren.ter numb~r of guns in bn.tter_y;
but wlH'n that i~ oncf> donP, the rnunh~r of guns on the defence will delay the attack
very liUle i whereas, a few gllns, the fire of which can be reserved to the la.ter period
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of the a.ttack1 wi1L have a. very great effect, as I think, in delaying the attack. Therefore, I con;;ider this c:1.rriage is of immPnse value. But it does not follow that the
gun tha.t is to be mounted on it 1:1,hould be a 7-ton gun or a 12-tou gun; there a.re
much lighter guns that will be very effective, that will ca.rry heavy shells with quite
sufficient vdocity to penetrate n.nd even perfor:1.te any of the works of the attack as
they a.re now ma.de, aud that will drive the besieger into ma.king saps of great depth
to protect himself, even a clf'pth equivalent to the whole height of a man-five or
six feet-which iu rocky or in very w~t marshy ground becomes almost an impossibility. Therefore, for that reason this invention-if it C:'.l.n be brought to a state of
perfection, and I do not see any mechanical difficulty in the way-is, I think, for such
a purpose, invaluable.
Next, as to the applic:'.l.bility of Captain Moncrie:ff's system to sea defences.
This il3 a much more difficult matter to deal with, because, unfortuua.tely,
we ha.ve had no experiments with a. 12-ton gun; and, if I am rightly informed,
no 12-ton gun-carriage has been as yet completely designed in all its details
ready for construction. I n.m not certain whether that is so, but I belie\'e it to
be the case. If it be so, I think it is very much to be regretted that six or eight
months should have been lost, since the 7-ton gun-carriage was tried, and that no
experiment has been made with a heavier gun. Such an experiment would have
settled a que8tion 1 which, in considering the applicability of the Moncrieff carriage
for sea defences is of vital importance, that is the speed with which the gun can Le
worked and fired. Upon that point General Lefroy told us that the 7-ton gun had
been fired one round in a minute, or something like that, but that, nevertheles3i he
did not think more than one round could be realized for every two minutes and a
half in practice. I think I am correct in stating that it would not be right to take
an average, or to form an abs~ op·~·ou upon practice made with gunners of the
experience possessed by those with who
he experimental practice lias been oarriid
on at Shoeburyness. Now, on that point, •hat is sauce for the goose is sauce for the
gander, and I think the :'.l.rgument applies equally to the minute or the 55 seconds
which is given as the time that a gun takes to be fired from an ordinary service car.
riage mounted on a traversing platform, because those times are derived under like
circumstances, with the same gunners. Therefore, if you add to the one, you may
reasona.bly add to the other ; and I suspect you would have to add, in mn.ny cases,
in a far greater ratio to the time allowed for the gun on the service carriage and
traversing platform, than you would have to do for a gun mounted on the Moncrieff
carriage. My reasons are these : Captain Alderson told us that from 130 to HO
rounds had been fired with this gun with only one accident i that accident was
c.'\used by a man letting the break sl ip, when the gun ran up violently without any
check. An objection, I may observe ru, passanf, was taken to the Moncrieff carriage
on that score ; that if the man who held the bren.k were killed, the gun would be
liable to an nccident of thnt sort. With referPnce to this objection, I would observe
th::i.t the carriage has two breaks, 3,nd if you want to proYide agai.ust the contingency
of one man being ki11ed, you have only to put a second man to hold the other
break i and then, you haYe the chance of two being killed. There is another way
of meeting this difficulty. In or<ler tha.t the gun may run up, the break is now heJd
by a gunner told off for that duty. The operat.iou of the break may be reYersed,
and it may be so made as to be always on, ex.cept when the man is performing an
act to keep it off. It is a simple mechanical arrangement to rever;:;e the actfon of
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the break and then if the man be killed, the break would go on of itself and oon1.inue to a1ot until another man came to take his place. That is a simple mechanical
arrangement which, if experience required it, might be very easily applied. Therefore, I do not think that objection can be held against the c:tITiage for a moment.
To return : I was speaking as to the speed with which guns can be fired. The week
before last I happened to be at Portsmouth, where I saw the results of an experiment
tbat had taken place there. Two 12-ton guns had been mounted in Gilkicker fort
with a. view to an experiment being made to ascertain the speed with which guns
can be served from the magazines of the fort. Before the experiment was ma.de,
however, it was thought advisable to fire three rounds from each of these guns. I
did not see the practice, but I happened to be there the next day, and I will describe
io you what took place. ,vith the first gun that wn.s fired, the compressing gear, for
checking recoil, was put on too tight, (it was an Armstrong compressor I believe);
the consequence was, that the gun, in recoiling, met with a great a.mount of resistance. There was a great horizontal strain. The gun lifted, first of all, upon the
rear racer as a fulcrum, the rear truck acting as a pivot; and the front trucks rose.
It so happened that the traversing platform had a. cast-iron frame fixed in rear of
it,, with Cunningham's traversing gear. This frame soon touched the ground, and
became the fulcrum on which the whole thing was rearing; but not being strong
enough to carry the weight when the gun had got fairly off both racers, the cast-iron
gave way, and the traversing platform, with the gun and carriage on it, shot off the
racers six inches to the rear. Now, as regards speed of fire, how long, may I ask,
would it have taken to fire the next round from that gun. Therefore, I do not think
we can take the present recognized system of mounting guns as perfect. In all these
inventionP. one is obliged to make a comparison of one with another. All of them
have absolute advantages and absolute defects, but you must compare one with the
other, and try to make out from the balance of experience which is best for the
1ervice. The other gun which was fired behaved much in the same way ; only this
time care was taken not to put on so much compression. The gun ran the length of
its tether on the platform, the platform reared up, the front trucks rose 5 feet 6
inches from the floor, and the gun itself having nearly capsized, fell down again on
the racers. This statement will give you an idea of the difficulties that have to be
contended with, even when the present service gun-carriage is used. I believe I am
not wrong in stating that these a.re the first two guns that have eYer been mounted
on traversing platforms according to the modern and most improved system of
a.rmament in our new casemated works. Therefore, in the question of rapidity of
fire, these difficulties have to be considered, and I dare say, quite as many difficulties
will arise with the new armament, fitted up according to the approved system, as I
expect will arise with Moncrieff's system, and therefore, if you add a minute and a
half, as done by General Lefroy, to the time required for each round in the one case,
I am of opinion you will have to add much about the same in the other, if not more.
So much as regards rapidity of fire. It is very much to be regretted, however,
that there have been no actual experiments with the 12-ton gun, so that we might
have some positive idea of what that rapidity of fire is. Next, as to the penetration
of shot into earth, Lieutenant Ardagh gave the refo.tive resistance of different
materials. His statement, I have no doubt, is perfectly correct ; but the experiments from which the figures were taken were those of projectiles fired into earth
for the express purpose of ascertaining their maximum penetration i and it ought
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not to be inferred from them, that if a shot strikes the superior slope of a. pnrapet &t
an inclination of 10 degrees, it is going to penetrate 48 feet and come out at the foot
of the parapet. I think the experiments on board the Excellent show that you may
fire one of these conical headed shot at a depression of 7 or 8 degrees at a very high
velocity against water, a.nd that the shot will rise out of it ;-a tortiorii it will rise
from well rammed earth at a greater angle, the materin.l itself being harder i n.nd I
confident1y expect that if it impinge upon earth at 10 degrees, it will deflect from it
and go off at a high angle. I ma,y be wrong, but I think there is no reasoning, in
this respect1 that you can apply to water that you cannot equally apply to earth.
But for sea defences, unless the batteries are placed in such situa,tions as on the
banks of the Thames, or at Soutbsea, I do not think you would use earth to protect
the guns. If you have an expensive foundation, where the area upon which
you have to build your work is small, you may have recourse to concrete,
to "granite1 or to iron. There is no reason why Captain 1\foncrie:ff's guns should
not fire as well behind an iron parapet as behind an earthen parapet. Earth
would be used in those positions ·where there is spa,ce for earth ; concrete or
masonry where there is not space for earth ; and iron would be used where neither
earth nor masonry are applicable. I think we, as engineers, should apply the system
in such a way that we should use either one material or the other, according to the
position in which the guns are to be placed. As regards the protection afforded to a
gun mounted on a Moncrieff carriage, I conceive it will be very great as compared
with that of a gun fired through an embrasure (I mean an iron embrasure) or a gun
fired through a port hole. The size of an iron embrasure for a gun mounted on a
carriage not adapted for muzzle pivoting, is 3 ft. 11 in. by 2 ft. 6 in., or thereabouts,
giYing an area of nine square feet and a half, the vertical height of the embrasure
being 3 ft. 11 in. Now, I believe it is a much easier thing in artillery practice-and
in saying this I shall be subject to correction, if wrong, by the Artillery officers present in this room-to hit an object of a given area that is low, th::i.n one that is high.
I mean to say this, that it will be a much more difficult thing to hit an objecf-i say six
feet long by one foot high, than it would be to hit an object six feet high by one foot
Jong. That is an extreme case. ,Vhen a :Moncrieff carriage is used, the only way
you can injure the gun, when it is not actually being discharged, is by hitting a space
near the crest of the parapet that is a foot, or a foot and a half or so, in height ; and
to do that you must get your elevation very exactly, otherwise the gun is protected.
I believe that is an extreme difficulty in artillery practice. I have seen a very large
amount of practice, and I think the result of that practice, so far as I can judge,
shows that it would be very uncertain, in fact, a perfect chance whether you hit a
foot or two above, or a foot or two below, your bull's-eye. You see practice carried
on at Shoeburyness, at 200 yards, with full service charges. A disc is put up and~
gun laid at it at 200 yards, when it is a chance whether the shot strikes a foot above
or a. foot below. What would be the cha.nee then at 1,000 yards? If the chances
decrease in proportion as the range increases, your chances of hitting a.re five times
as small. I think this is a point that has hardly been considered sufficiently. It is
true you may reduce the size of embrasures by employing muzzle•pivoting carriages,
but by doing so you add very much to the expense, and you still have about t~othirds of the area, rather more than six square feet for an object to fire a.t, and which
is 2 ft. 11 in. in height, and you always have that object to lay your gun upon. But
when you consider that those who are going t-0 attack these guns have t-0 fire
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their guusfrom an unshible plaHorm 1 atranges that arc unknown 1 and that they hn.ve
no means of correcting their range, I think it becomes an utter chance whether or not
they will ever hit near the crest of the par:ipet. They may possibly fire all_ day long and
never do it,, or the first shot may do it : it i~ quite a chance whether they hit or not ; the
chance is similar to that of verticn.l fire. I used to see the practice of vertical fire on
Woolwich Common, when I was a cadet, regul:wly twice a week; but during the whole
time I was there, I never saw the fln.g-st.aff hit but twice. ,Vben Marshn.l Soult wa~ in
this country, he ea.me to Woolwicb, and among other things, saw some mortar pm.ct1cc.
The first shot cut the flag-staff in two ; the second struck it at the root. There waa
no other flag-staff to put up, and it was a fortunate thing there was not. It is all a
mere cha.net, You may hit the line near the crest of the pa.rapet with the first shot,,
and you may fire at it for a week and never hit it, particularly when firing from an
unstable platform like the deck of a ship. I think this is a point of very great importance as regards the Moncrieff gun-carriage.
And now, Sir, I should like to Eiay a few words with regard to vertical fire. I think
too great stress has been la.id upon the effects of vertical fire, aud that much more
atteution bas been paid to it than it deserves. General Lefroy gave us the re!:!ults of
some practice on board the Excellent, from which he deduces that 25 per cent. of
shells fired vertically, would fall upon the space of one of the Spithead forts 1 200 feet
in din.meter.
AN OFFICER: At what range?
MAJOn GENEHA.L LEFROY: !)00 or 1,000 yard8,
MA.JOR GENERAL RIMMONS : Therefore, as it would take 100 rounds to put 25 shots
into a space 200 feet in diameter, it would take 8,250 rounds to put 25 shots into a gun
pit 22 feet in diameter, or 330 rounds to put one shot into it. Then General Lefroy
went on to develope an imaginary attack by mortar boats. If one mortar boat
would not suffice, then ten might, and if ten would not suffice, then one hundred
might. But I make out from the above calculation that as mortar boats carry only
about 100 rounds, each individual pit would require three mortar boats to attack it.
So you might soon get up to 100 mortar boats for the attack of a battery, formed of
guns in pits, and there would still be very great uncertainty as to hitting the object.
Let me add that the practice to which General Lefroy referred, was carried on in
smooth wn.ter1 from a gun boa.t tha.t was tolerably steady, that the ranges were
ascertained between each round with considerable accuracy, and that, therefore,
there was a.n opportunity of correcting the fire of the mortars between each round,
which at last brought it to almost ::ts great a degree of certainty, as the fire of
mortars are capable of. Still you see how uncertain it was. This view is quite
confirmed by what Captain Alderson statedi that although there were three hits in
the first fifteen rounds, it took 140 rounds to get the next hit, in the late experiments
at the casemates at Shoeburyness. Therefore, I do not think that mortars should
at all be taken into account, in considering an attack by sea on these works. I do
not believe that any nation ·will ever develope means sufficient to carry on an attack,
such as General Lefroy described as that by which these gun pits would be assailed.
The weak point of Moncrieff's system is when the gun can be taken in flank. I
think this is the weakest point in connection with it., unless the guns are in places
where they are not exposed to enfilade fire, and then this objection is eliminated. But.
in other positions where exposed to fire from a fla.nk, certainly the objection hold~
unless you can raise tra.verses to conr the gqns. But the ohj.-ction is: 011<' 0f ~
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limited character, too, because the gun is only up and exposed for a very few seconds
at ea.eh discharge. I suppose that the time a 12-ton gun will be exposed will not
be much greater than with the 7-ton gun. I doubt very much whether it will be at
aH greater. That period of time will also be reduced by the employment of skilled
gunners; and if guns are worked as Caph\in Alderson seemed to think they might
be, by laying out buoys, and having corresponding marks on the racers, it seems to
me it might be reduced somewhat more. If the gun be exposed for 25 seconds in
au ordinary way, it is not unlikely that with practice the time of exposure for each
round will be reduced to 15 seconds. Therefore, I do not think that objection is so
,,ery strong. As to the objection taken that the gun-ca.rriage may bo hit by splinters
a.nd so disilbled, I do not attach much importance to it. Unless the spl inters are
very large they will not do much harm to a great mass of irnn like that. There will
be slight gra.zes skin deep on the surface, but it is not one splinter in ten thousand
that will do any serious harm to that gun-carriage.
MAJOR GENERAL SIR WILLIAM GORDON, K.C.B., R.E. : Having had some considerable opportunity of seeing the designs and the execution of coast batteries, I will
make a few remarks upon this invention in an Engineer point of view. It comes
before us simply as an open earthen battery in the first design of the inventor, and I
will confine myself to comparing it with what we have of similar construction. A
few years ago, when we had to make coast batteries, we designed them en barhettc.
When rifled arms were introduced, we were obliged to cease firing guns over the parapet, and to lower them down below the crest of the parapet, and fire them through
embrasures. In an important position it became evident that the protection to a gun
in a battery with an earthen embrasure was so small that it must be increased, and
iron shields were introduced-not introduced, but they were designed, and will be
introduced. With reference to earthen batteries, we have been, aR it were, obliged
to abandon those which have been hitherto constructed of earth alone, whether en
barbette or with embrasures ; but here we have an earthen battery of a very considerable amount of efficiency, without strengthening in any way, and it can he
strengthened like anything else. Therefore, we are vastly indebted to Captain Moncrieff for producing a battery in earth without the weakness of embrasures, and with
the advantages of en barbette. The value of his battery over former ones is very
great, and compared with an earthen battery with an iron shield, I consider that his
battery, without any strengthening, comes into competition with it. We might argue
about the defects and weaknesses of both, and I think you will find there is a great deal
to be said on either side. Speaking roughly, I place the value of the Moncrieff battery
as about equal to an earthen embrasure with au iron shield. Going still further,
however, I do not think it enters into competition with a casema.te, or with a turret.
Captain Moncrieff has told us that he has other notions, other views, other arrangements ; and when these are brought forward, then will be the time to discuss them,
and consider them in comparison with existing works. Mention was made of siege
works. My opinion of siege-work batteries is, that if embrasures are made now as
formerly, they will not want the enemy to blow them to pieces ; they will be destroyed
by their own large guns. Embrasures of the old construction afford some concealment, but very little protection. Captain :\J oncrieff has shown us how we can abandon
embrasures in perma.nent open works. I think we shall have to abandon them in
siege works too, and I hope he will turn his attention to that question, and help to
solve it, perhaps as successfnlly as he has done in the invention before us.
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CAPTAIN SCHA w, R.E. : I wish to offer a few rema.rks on this subject. There is
one application of this carriage which has not been a11uded to, and although it has
not been tried, I believe that it may prove of value to the country. \Ve know that
one of the great advantages of the system is that it changes the horizonta.1 strain of
recoil into a vertica.l strain, which it is much more easy to deal with. General Simmons has already alluded to this question of recoil in the case of our new very
heavy guns; but there is another class of guns now being introduced into the service, viz., our old smooth-bore cast-iron guns, strengthened on Major Palliser's
system, and converted into powerful rifled guns. In firing these guns with full
charges, a. difficulty h::i.s been experienced in checking their recoil, which is excessive,
owing to their being exceptionally light guus. lo Captain :Uoocrieff's system we
have, I belieYe, au efficient mode of controlliug this recoil, a,nd, therefore, of utilising
these cheap guns in many cases for which the more expensive wrought iron guns a.re
now considered necessary. This is a collateral advantage which probably may result
from the intl'Oduction of Captain Moncrieff's ca.rriage. The advantages of the car.
riage for our land defences have already been ably brought before the meeting ; I
have only to add that I have every confidence in the invention. I have watched its
progress from the beginning with great interest, and the success of the experiments
which have been made, has convinced me, as it has most of us, I think, that this is
the right carriage for our land defences, and that no time should be lost in a,dopting
it. As regards the application of the invention to sea, defences, there appears to be
more difficulty. I confess that when I came into the room I was entirely of opinion
that the Moncrieff system of mounting guns was the best we could use in all cases,
wherenr earth could be used as a parapet; and I had thought of putting before
the meeting a. resolution to that effect. I still think that, with a slight modification,
we should be very generally inclined to agree to such a resolution, because the car•
riage gives us all the advantages of both embrasures and barbettes, without their
disadvantages; and, although there can be no doubt that the attempt to work, on
this system, guns of greater weight than 7 tons, may be attended with difficulties
with which we are unacquainted, yet I, for one, do not anticipate that these diffi.
culties will be insuperable.
CAPTAIN E. H. STEWARD, RE., read the following remarks: Captain Moncrieff
claims such a superiority for his method of mounting and serving guns over any
other methods of placing them in works, that one is liable to overlook the great
merits of his invention, in considering how far some of the advanfagcs that he
olai.ms are borne out by facts. At our last meeting a great deal was said about the
effect of vertical fire on the Moncrieff gun. 'l'his was no doubt due to the gun pit
being adxanced as a substitute for cascmates. Now, if the Moncrieff type of battery
is merely considered as liable to be applied in situations where an open battery is
required, the question will be narrowed to a comparison between the Moncrieff type.
•nd an open battery with embrasures and shields; it being understood that ordinary
embrasures are out of court altogether, when compared with the Moncrieff system.
To begin with the merits of the Moncrieff system. These may be best understood by
comparing it with the well known barbette battery, to which itis nearly allied. The
barbette system of mounting guns affords great l:l.teral range and free space for working the guns. It a.l~o gi \·es unpierced parapets, and has no parapets above the sill to
~top percus_sion shells. All these advantages are however purchased at the expenu
of the p11rt1~l exposure of both gun and gunners, The Moncrieff system haa thtt
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same ::ukn.otages; and whn.t is more it affords admirable protection to the men
serving the gun, and, to a certain extent, to the gun itse1f. I sn.y, to a certain extent ; for the gun as at present designed does not appear to sink sufficiently low
wh('n recoiling, to lie below the path of shot descending over the crest of the pit, n.t
an angle of 10 or 12 drgrees. It is not, however, right to judge of the gun in its
preseut sta.te, for C:1phdu Moncrieff has had probably in view only a pit Ujleur d'eau,
and as such a case docs not require depression, he may ha.Ye counted on a higher
parapet than be could othet·wise do, without altering the gun carriage. There is no
doubt that the principle having been once established, the carriage can be made to
nccommodate itself to different conditions:.
1'he principal claim made for the type of battery under discussion, is that it
is im·isible; that it reduces the number of guns; nod that it will lead to extensive economy in works of defence. ·with regard to the first claim, there is
no doubt that a work containing a single gun planted on a low shore would be
undistin1:,ruisLable, except at the moment of the discharge of the gun; but where
many guns are grouped togethtt·, and anything like a. ra.pid fire is opened from
the battery, its position, and e,·en the line of the crest, will be clearly defined.
This will be sufficient to direct the enemy's fire, particularly the horizontal she11 fire
and the plunging fire. It is difficult to believe that, when a vessel is engaging a
fort, and is itself in motion, particular guns are laid at by the gunners on board.
One is inclined to n.ttribute the dismounting of guns to lucky shots. U this
view is col'l'ect., a general fire at a Moncrieff gun battery should be counted on,
and if in great quantity and plunging, the invisibility of tL.e gun will not count
for quite as much as has been anticipated. It should also be observed tha.t the
existence of a back ground would greatly assist in the lining of the guns. In siege
operations ·where the guns would be stationary, the position of a Moncrieff gun could
be told to a foot, after it has once opened fire, and its rising would be waited for.
These, it must be remembered, are only arguments against invisibility. There is no
question, however, about the system making the silencing of guns a ilifficult matter,
and of attaining that object in a simple manner, though I fail to see that the
Moncrieff gun has greater immunity from being silenced than the shield gun. It
must be remembered that the gun on the casemate pla.t.form is much nearer the
ground than a gun on a Moncrieff carriage.
The next point is the reduction of the number of guns that may arise from the em~
ployment of the Moncrieff system. There is no doubt that a single Moncrieff gun,
occupying the encl of a spit of a land would command a great angle, twice or three
times larger than that commanded by a gun firing through an embrasure; but if
one places several guns close together as iu a battery, or along a shore at great in•
terrnJs, the field of each Moncrieff gun will be materially diminished by the position
of the guns on either side. The smaller the angle of lateral command required for a
battery, the less chance there is also of ma,king the Moncrieff guns do double work.
For instance, a narrow channel enfiladed by six embrasure guns, would l'equire an
criual number of Moncrieff guns for its defence. The effect of au attack from two
or more point~, should nho be considered in calculating the reduction of the number
of guns due to the app lication of the Moncrieff system. The diagram shows a battery of seven embrasure guns., having the great lateral command of 180° (measured
from the extreme line o.f fire on the left of the battery, to the similar line on the
right). Thls battery can gh·e a concentration of three guns to t~e front, and two
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guns to the right and left, Now, three Moncrieff guns arranged in a battery of a
slightly convex form, as shewn in the diagram, can be made to afford the same concentration, and might be considered as effective in this respect, as the seven-gun
embrasure battery, so long as the attack is made by one ship only. Jf two ships or
points of attack have to be calculated for, the number of guns must be increased to
five. Thus at the outside, the reduction of guns under most favourable circumstances, is not more than 28 per cent. As the lateral command diminishes, the
reduction will also decrease, for in the case of a battery firing through 160°, it
would not amount to more than 15 per cent. In making these calculations, I assume
that Captain Moncrieff will ultimately succeed in making his gun fire as quickly as
th e gun on the casemate platform.
With regard to economy in works, the alteration of the type of gun-carriage does
not modify any of the requirements of a battery. The necessity of providing an oh•
etacle in front, of guarding the gorge, of proYiding ammunition and other stores,
also of qun.rters for the men, is common to all types of batteries ; so economy can
alone be expected to arise from the employment of a cheap parapet. The dotting of
guns along a shore would be anything but an economical p\:\n, for it would multiply
the works, render the supply of ammunition to the guns difficult, and introduce awk.
ward bnd questions. In a battery, the slight saving arising from the reduction of
the guns1 and the simplification of the trace, due to the Moncrieff gun, will probably
be quite absorbed by the strengthening and raising the parapet, also by the increase
of the gun interval requisite for the Moncrieff guns, beyond that required for ordi•
nary guns. There, therefore, rem:i.ins as regards the works, the saving due to the
non-employment of iron shields, and this can only be counted on provided that iron
is not employed for the protection of the crest of the gun pit. The money for shields
could not~ however be regarded wholly as a saving to the public, for the extra cost of
the gun-carriage will prove a heavy set off against it. But large saving, or small
saving, the gun remains a great invention, and a credit to the country.
LIEUT. COLONEL C. CHESNEY, R.E. : I think it would be safer for their results
if gentlemen who offer calculations would consider the premises they work
from. \Ve have had read a paper founded partly upon the idea th:i.t ships are likely
to run past defensive batteries at the rate of 10 knots an hour. I do not know what
the theory may be; but, practically speaking, I do not think there is a.notion of any
Engineers spending money to a large extent in order to have the chance of hitting a
ship that is running past at the rat3 of 10 knots an hour. In all the cases known in
modern warfare where ships may come in to attack batteries, it is understood that
the ship is to be delayed in passing or in approaching the land defences. Either you
may have submarine explosi,·e agents outside the battery, (as was the case at
Mobile), or shoals, (as in the upper part of the same harbour), or a line of obstruc.
tions a.oross the channel, (as at Charleston), or a turn in the river, where an elevated
battery completely checks the advance of ships up the channel, (as at Richmond), or
a complete stoppage by means of booms or chains, (as at New Orleans), or 8 very
moderately extended piece of water, (as in the harbour at Sepastopol) ; but no one
would deliberately put down money in the form of batteries with the idea that he is
going to get a shot at a ship moYiog past under full steam. ~Ioreover, if ships going
at such a rate were to fire at batteries, I imagine the gunners inside the works would
c:1re very little for the ships. Ships c:1unot ma.ke good practice unless they keep
within a. v~r! moderate rate of speed. In the action between the Kearaage and the
.Alabama, it 1s well-known, tha.t although both kPpt moYiog, thPy were ol>liged to
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move extremely slowly, or they could not have worked their guns to nny effect,
Therefore. if I am not mistaken , such calcu lations may be fairly dropped out of the
question, nor do I think it vitally affects our discussion whether a gun be supposed
to be worked in 2 minutes 20 seconds, or in l minute 20 seconds, provided it fires
well and the gunners are well protected. I would say one word more about Captain
Moncrie:ff's system, ns to an important case which does not seem to have been considered. It was lately proposed by a well-knmn1 officer of Engineers to put up at one
of our colonial harbours some single-gun towers, to provide resistance against a,
single sh ip of war, or armed privateer, which might come there to take up a commanding position inside the harbour, and to lie there quietly, and to lay the town
under n. heavy contribution. Now, it is quite certa in that in most of our colonies
they expect to have a land force of their own. of volunteers, in fact, sufficient to
resist the landing of a few boats' crews. In such a case as where a single ship is
detailed to attack a. town, and the 1ocal forces can prevent a landing, a mere gun pi~
with one or two Moncrieff guns commanding the inner parts of the harbour- such a
battery, in fact) as might be easily made in many of our colonial harbours-protected
by the body of volunteers concealed by the nearest rising ground, would offer the
very best defence, and save the town from being thus endangered or insulted. I
think that application of the carriage should be borne in mind. It appears a cheap
and efficient means of protection for this special, but by no means uncommon, case.
LIEUT. CoLO~EL PASLEY, R.E.: I think General Simmons gave very good advice
when he recommended that we should spend our time in endeavouring to consider
bow we could make Captain Moncrieff's invention applicable to existing works, or
to works that have to be constructed, rather than in picking holes in hi s argument
or in his design as it stands. With regard to what Lieutenant .Ardagb said, if I
understood him aright, he confined him self to a comparison between Captain
Moncrie:ff's barbette system and the ordinary embrasure, leaving out of consideration altogether the shields. But I fhink that is scarcely a fair way of putting it.
LIEUTEN.A.l'(T ARDAGH : No, no.
LIEUT. COLONEL PASLEY: I understood him to say so.
LIEUT EN ~T .ARDAGH : In the case of land works i in the case of sea works
with shields.
LIEUT, COLONEL PASLEY: Then I misunderstood his remarks on that point.
However, I think the shield, after all, is merely a device, an excellent one, no daub~
as far as it goes, but still an imperfect method of getting over the radical dangers
and faults of embrasuresTHE CHAIRMAN : In open batteries 1
LIEUT. COLONEL PASLEY: lo open batteries-these embrasures, which ha,·e been
the difficulty and despair of military engineers since the birth of modern fortification.
We may divide the question into three parts, but I am not goiug to enlarge upon
them ; I will only say a very few words upon two of them. There is the la.nd defence,
that is to say, the defence of fortresses ; the defence of the coast; and the attack
of fortresses. With regard to the defence of fortresse~, I thiuk that part of the subject is comparatively of little importance to us just now. We have a great deal to
do with coast defence, and we may possibly have to do with the attack of fortresses.
but we are much less likely to be called upon to deal with their defence. ·we may.
perha.p5i for the present leave that part of the <Juestiou to the oontinental nations
who have a more immediate interest in it, and who may be trusted to J-ursu e the
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enquiry wiU1 zenl nnd inte1ligonce, and we may confine ourselves to the two which
concern us most.
As regards coast defeocw, we m:iy pat casemates ont of the question altogether.
,vheu protection from vertical fire is required, or when , from want of space, guns
must be placed in tiers, one over another, it is necessary to constmct casemates.
Jt m:iy, perhnps, Ue found possible, h ereafter, to achpt Captain M.oncrieffs
system to casematecl works, but it can scarcely be sa.id to be applicable to
them as it now stands. But, wherever open batteries are required, it seems to me
that the adrn,ntages of the system m·e perfectly clear. You get rid of embrasures
:i.ltogether, n.nd with them of n.11 limitation to the thickness of your parapet. In
fact, instead of a parapet, you may place your guns under th e cover of a glacis.
I quite concur in the opinion expressed by General Simmons as regards the extreme
difficulty of getting the range (however well the enemy·s guns may be pointed)
·with sufficient accuracy to strike such a parapet at its weak spot near the crest.
Probably not one shot in a thousand (from a ship, at any rate) would so perfectly
combine accuracy of direction and of range as to injure a gun whi ch cannot be seen
except for a few moments at a time, and the position of which when out of sight is
not denoted by shield, embrasure, or other mark on the parapet. If a shot should
chance to strike the crest of the parapet between two guns, it will do no more mischief
than if it struck th e parapet of an ordinary battery between two shields.
In comparing a Moncrieff with a shield battery, it must be borne in mind that in the
latter, besides the embrasure or port, which is entirely unprotected, there is a very weak
spot on ea.eh side of the shield. The drawing on th e wa11 shows very clearly the exis•
tence a.nd the na.ture of this defect which is inherent in the system, and cannot be
avoided consistently with giving any lateral training to guns behind shields. AU that
difficulty is got rid of by a system which enables you to put your guns, with all the advantage of having large lateral rapge, behind what I call a glacis, unbroken by embrasures,
instea.d of a parapet. With regard to the comparative value of earth and masonry, it has
been stated to-night, very correctly, that the choice of materials must depend in a great
measure upon the space you have available. As to earthen parapets, it has never
hitherto been disputed that, assuming a certain amount of inaccuracy in the enemy's
fire-and it is sure to be a great deal more inaccurate than it is often assumed to be in
discussions of this sort-an earthen parapet, if you can only get rid of the embrasures
and keep your guns, or at all events your gunners, behind it., affords the best protection you can have; far better than masonry, and probably better than iron, provided
it is thick enough. I am very much inclined to believe (and I should like to see the
thing thoroughly tried, which, as far as I can learn. it has not yet been), that for coast
defences, para.pets made of dry sand, would probably prove to be better than the best
rammed earth. I am led to this opinion by General Gilmore's description of the
attack on Fort Wagner, near Charleston, where the parapets were made of sand. The
besiegers had the disadvantage of being confined to a very narrow front of attack i in
fact, the spn.ce they were able to occupy was actually narrower than the front they
were attacking. But they had the advantage of a far more powerful artillery1 including guns of very great range i so they were able to establish rows of batteries one
behind the other, firing over each other. Although a very heavy fire was kept up for
a long time, no material injury was done to the works of ihe fort. So large a proportion of the sand thrown up by each shot or shell fell back into its place that the
parapets proved practicn.lly impenetrable, and the damage done by a day's firing was
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eni:,ily repaired in t.he night. Now, that would not be the case "ith well rammed
earth. I am informed that at Shoelrnryness, a good mnny shells have been fired into
sand, appal'cntly with a good deal of effect, each shell increasing the size of the hole
made by the first ; but, then, I understand that was sand which the tide had just left,
In order to see the differetice between that nod a parapet made of dry sand, you only
require to go down to any watering place where there is a sandy beech, and see the
children throwing up their Jittle fortifications. Below high water mark, where the
sand has been moistened and pressed down by the tide, they make castles and mounds
with great facility, but with the dry sand higher up they can do nothing. The difference is so important, that I do not think the results hitherto obtained at Shoeburyness afford any indicntion of the value of sand in works of defence. A parapet Bhould
be constructed of dry sand, and fired at systematicaUy.
As regards the question of guns generally, I do not think there is any reason to assume
that there will be any difficulty io adapting the Moncrieff system to the 12-ton gun,
or to guns of even greater weight; considering how perfectly successful the very first
experiment with the 7-ton gun proved to be, I do not feel the least douLt that it will
be equally successful with the 12-ton gun.
,vith regard to siege operations, that point is of very little importance, because
it is not like1y that 12-ton guns will be carried in a siege train i but 7-ton guns
probably will be, and the advantage of being able to establish your batteries
of attack without being obliged to build elevated parapets and make embrasures,
offcriog a good mark for the fire of the garrison, is, I think enormous. When
your fire is once opened: it is a question which side can pound away the hardest
and keep it up the longest. You have generally the advantage of position, but the
difficulty has always been to erect and arm your batteries under the fire of the fortress.
That difficulty would be greatly aggravated by the increased accuracy of rifled art.il ..
lery, and we shall gain an immense advantage by being enabled to keep the enemy in
perfect ignorance of the position of our batteries up to the moment of opening fire.
Captain Moncrieff proposes to adapt his plan to siege operations, by making the gun
portable on a railway; and this has been talked of for land defences also. The carrying out of this scheme in siege operations wou1d often be impracticable, and always
attended with more or less difficulty, because if we allow that the recoil is so completely absorbed by the peculiar action of the counter-weight, that there will be no
lateral strain on the rail s, the dead weight of the gun and carriage is so considerable,
as to require a substantial line with heavy rails and numerous sleepers to carry it.
This, however, is a question for experiment and mature consideration. The great
fact with which we have now to deal is that we have actually got an invention whieh
enables us, wherever open batteries are to be constructed, to dispense altogether with
embrasures and with shields. If Captain Moncrieff had given us that alone, without
holding out any further hopes as regards the future, I think we should have reason to
be very much indebted to him.
MAJOR-GENERAL SIMMONS: In order that it may appear upon the short-hand
notes, I should like to correct what I said in considering the amount of vulnerability
of an embrasure with an iron shield. I stated that the embrasure was 3 ft. 11 in.
high by 2 ft. 6 in. broad, which would give 9·8 square feet of target. But I ought to
have added nearly a foot all round the embrasure, because a shot striking anywhere
within that foot would cause a vast number of splinters, and probably a great many
of them would pa~;; within the embrasure. This would increase the superficial area
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of the h\rget to ucnr1y 27 square Iee4 instead of 9·8 square feet i simibrl y, it would
iocre,\se the arer, of the embrasure for a muzzle ph·oting gun, from 6·G square feet
to 21 sq uare feet. I think it is yery important that this shou ld be boro e in mind in
conside ring this question.
CO LONEL JERVOIS, R.E. : I do not desire to r efer to the point mooted by General
Simmons with the yiew of raising nn objection to the adoption of Captain Moncrieff'R
syotem. I merely rise to speak with reference to the relu.tivc protection afforded by an
iron shield, and by an earthen or masonry parapet, f0r the protection of a gun
mounted on the Moncrieff gun-carriage. \Ve will suppose U1at you require 120
degrees of lateral range. Th e section would be thi s, (showing the same on the
black board). I do not suppose that anyone will question that shot, coming at
a n angle, such as that, will carry away that portion of the parapet (showing same),
and strike the gun and the gunners. That, of course, can be got over by applying
iron, or other material, to strengthen it. You will find, thnt in order to obtain the
protection that is desired from that height of parapet, it would be necessary-thnt is
if the views prevailing at the present day as regards protection are adopted that
some portion of th e parapet should be of iron. For myself, I should be ready to run
the chance, without t.he iron addition. But we are considering the degree of protection afforded by an earthen or a masonry parapet in front of the )foncrieff gun, in
comparison with the protection afforded by an iron shield ; that is the point before
us. Now the port in an iron shield for an ordinary casemo..te gun-carriage, ns General Simmon s says, is 3 ft. 11 in. by 2 ft. 6 in. I do not admit that you are to add to
it a foot n.11 round ; for the protection afforded by the sides of the embrasure,
although not quite so strong as it is at the other parts of the shield, is very considerable.
C APTAIN JASPER SELWYN, R.N. : As my senior, Admiral Key, has declined to
take up the subj ect on the present occasion, may I , as a na.val officer, be permitted
to say a few words in this assembly o..s to the kind of defence I would not choose to
to atta.ck j because I think you will agree with me tha.t those who have to attack
the defence have a very good idea of what defences are likely to annoy them most.
Now, I have had considerable experience in the service, with various kinds of
defence and of attack in foreign countries, and with some nearer home. I have
always found that there were two kinds of battery which were most formidable to
shipping. One was that which was raised very considerably above the plane, and
which therefore gave a plunging fire, against which, not even iron-clads have any
protection whatever. The other was the battery a jleur d'cau, established on a mud
bank, not rising much above the surface, which was not approachable by boats, by
reason of the shallowne~s of the water. Hitherto, such batteries have been established on piles with earthern parap ets, and we ho..ve been able to ruin the parapets
and to destroy the embrasures. But if a ca.isson be sunk in a mud isl::md, and a
Moncrieff gun were in it, I h:we no possible means of silencing that gun. I cannot
attack it in any sort of wa.y; and it will generally hit o..s long as it is in my line, however badly it may be aimed as to elevation, been.use I am considerably above it~ and
it ricochets along. That is one of the most formidable guns we have to attack, I
think it is beside the scientific view of the question, when people take the existing
modes of fortification and ask their application to n.n entirely new system of carriage,
which is calculated to meet Yery many of t.he difficulties which have hitherto been
folt in fortification, and to change the conditions under which gun::. can be used. Olli
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of the fil'st considerations we have to bear in mind in these islands is, that no enemy
coming under steam would approach any fort at all ; and one of the best places for
]anding is where there has never been a fort, on one of the deeps of Norfolk, where I
could run a thousand men on shore in the course of half-an-hour, with my vessel's
nose on the beach, and back her off afterwards. If I had a dozen steamers, I could
repeat the operation with the whole dozen. It is not now necessary to wait for tides
or winds, or to approach harbours with the same precaution that we did formerly. I
must, however, dissent entirely from any idea that ships can run past forts at ten
knots an hour in a narrow channel. We are very reluctant, in fact, we should be
" court-martialled" immediately, if we attempted it. If we go into shallow waters
at all, we use the lead i and we cannot go at ten koot.s an hour using the lead. We
may have charts, and the channel may be buoyed, but the buoys may have been removed or altered, and the landmarks shewn in the charts may have been falsified.
We dare not run fast into ahnllow waters, set perhaps with torpedoes; we dare not
go at ten knots, nor even at firn knots. Therefore, that idea is to be left out of the
<1uestion altogether. The mode in which n. squadl'On makes an attack is for the
admiral to form a plan of attack beforehand ; the ships run in and take up their
positions, and pour in their fire on anything that is visible. But they would b·, Tery
much puzzled, even before the smoke begins to surround them, if they were called
upon to fire upon something that was invisible, or which was only indicated by a puff
of smoke that rose over the land some ten minutes ago, while the men were bringing
the ship to anchor. What are we io do to silence such a gun 7 \Ve cannot ruin its
embrasure, for it has none ; we cannot hit it, for it is invisible. It may be said that
vertical fire may plunge a shot into a gun-pit. I answer, that for such a chance, ha1f
the shot in the ship would be thrown away, only that you might hope you had produced such an effect. And when you take into consideration that Jack's gun just
gives out its smoke while Bill is taking his aim, the shot would be thrown away ad
infinitum. Still worse if mortar boats are placed behind a promontory, where the
enemy must ascertain the position of the defence (if he ascertain its position at all)
by compass; a D).Ost fallacious means, if the vessel has any iron in her composition,
still more if she has a varying quantity of shell or shot on board ; I should not trust
to any such thing. I say, distinctly, my impression, as a naval officer, of vertical fire
directed against coast defences, is, that no man in his senses in command of a mortar
boat, or in command of a mortar boat fleet, would ever attack, in any such fashion,
any but a large fort or a large town, He could not hope to operate successfully
against detached guns, or against small batteries. The system of utilising this magnificent invention-I call it magnificent, for I say it is the application of a great
principle-is not alone the affair that we see before us in its present development, but it is the applioation of a great principle, which is as capable of as
much modification and of as great improvement, as the steam engine since the days
of \Vatt. It is no more wise to talk of the Moncrieff carriage of to-day as being
the tlt plus ultra, than it would have been of v::att's engine.
I will speak now of the development of the defence of our coast. I say, if you giYe
me a mud island, and allow me to sink a caisson in it, and leave a ditch outside it,
which contains water, I sbaH not fear any penetration of the mud around. I think
water, which was adverted to by General Simmons as offering a very solid defence
against shot, may very well be left where nature has placed it, and that it will prove
a very great defence against any such penetration as 50 or t'W feet into earth, which
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is supposed to hnve been obfained, but which I deny.

The wa~r may be left there,

and similarly sand may be left there. It is well known to engineers that dry s:\nd
bas n. most efficient power of resistance against motion. If you want to establish a
Nasmyth hammer ona solid foundation inn marshy ground, you need not use any other
foundation than sn.ud. Some of the Jargest structures in Hollnnd, where I wns the
other dn.y, a.re built upon sand piles. They offer a. resistance to weight, let alone impnct. ,vith regard t-0 impact~ I would instance thia experiment, A glass tube was
tnken, of two inches bore and of very moderate thickness. It was filled with six
inches of snnd, the tube being two feet long. The bottom wns covered with silver
pnper. .A.n iron bolt was let fall from the whole height of the tube on that sand. It
failed entirely to break through the silver paper, simply because the particles of sand
had a motion of themseh•es, and slowly absorbed the force by friction,
I co.nnot end without speaking strongly on the subject of a railway in connection with
coast defences. I do say that if I, in a squadron of ships, had to attack the Thames, or
any other river, having also to encounter the tide of that river, which would diminish
my speed below that which I could otherwise attain, I should fear most such guns as
bad no fixed point of attack, but which might be moved a.long a coast railway, de•
voted dufing peace to other most useful purposes, to re-appen.r at points where I never
could expect them, and to which I hn<l no knowledge that they were being moved, and
which would also accompany my ship along the river side, and wait for me at my
defenceless moment, when J was in difficulty with a shoal, or strong tide, or anything
of that kind. For this purpose, nnd for such as this, I do say that a gun which disappears, as on a Moncrieff carriage, after firing, has an invulnerability which cannot
be over valued. Speaking as one of the possible attackers of coast defences, I say
that is one of the defences that I should most reluctantly attack, and which I should
most persistently avoid.
THE CHAIRMAN : I think this subject is very far from being exhausted. It is
now too late to continue the discussion ; and we must part to-night, merely looking
upon it as an adjournment. I think there are a great number of officers present who
would like to speak upon the subject. I do not know whether Captain Moncrieff
wishes to say anything.
CAPTAIN MONCRIEFF said he had a. great deal to say, but as the time had elapsed,
and the meeting began to break up, he decided to defer his reply until the next
meeting.
THE CKA.IRM.A.N : The subject is one of very great inWrest to us all, ns shown by
our having had two meetings, and I hope we shall have a third, and even a fourth.
It is very desirable that we should know what has been said upon the subject, and
my proposal is that the short-hlmd writer's report of the discussion, both to-night
and the previous night, should be printed and circulated before we meet again,
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ADJOURNED DISCUSSION.*
MAJOR GENERAL FROME, I.G.E., &c., IN THE CHAIR.
Tag CHAIRMA.N: I have received!\ letter from Sir John Burgoyne who regrets he
ia not able to be preeent at this me·e ting through indisposition, He, however, tells me
that he has sent a memorandum by Lieut. Ardagh, and I should be glad to have it
read. Captain Moncrieff, also, is not able to attend through illness, but Captain
Selwyn bas a paper from him with reference to the last meeting, which Captain Moncrieff is desirous should be read. I think it quite right that we should hear these
papers in the first instance, before we go on with the discussion. When Lieut. Ardagh
comes in we can hear what Sir John Burgoyne says, and, in the meantime perhaps
Captain Selwyn will be kind enough to read Captain Moncrieff's remarks.
CA.PT.A.IN SELWYN, R.N.: Captain Moncrieff being confined to his bed by a feverish
attack has requested me to read a few remarks which he has hurriedly written today in order that the observations made during the last discussion, which there was
then no time then to answer, may not remain without some reply, and that he may not
lose the opportunity of expressing his acknowledgement to those officers who on that
occasion dec1ared themselves so strongly in favour of his system. Captain Moncrieff
remarks : lo the adverse criticisms which I feel called upon to answer there are certain
main allegations. First, It has been alleged by Lieutenant Ardagh that the system is
not suited for coast defence. To this I would reply that the whole of the argument!
he uses to prove his point are based on premises as to the rate of fire being less with
my system than with ordinary carriages. He admits that if the rate of firing with
my carriage for a. 12-ton gun were 1½minutes per round, the ba]ance might be turned
in my favour. Now, the time given by Captain Alderson is 57 seconds per round
with the 7-ton gun against 48 seconds with the service gun carriage, Lieutenant
A.rdagh's opinion that the time required will increase out of proportion with heavier
guns is only an opinion, and ought not to have more than its due weight in the face
of the expressed conviction of officers who have more practical experience of the
working of the new carriage. Lieutenant Ardagh has entirely over1ooked a condi•
tion which materially affects the speed of firing of all guns in casemates, and even
to a certain extent in embrasures. It is, that the smoke iuvariab]y c1ings to and
surrounds all such structures, and it is well known that the rapidity of fire which the
particular carriage might be able to attain is rarely called into action, on account of
the time during which aiming is impossible. This objection is peculiarly applicable
where the target is a moving object. Dismissing, therefore, all the arguments based
on an assumed rate of firing, I turn to the statement that the system I advocate does
not give real protection. Here I find Lieutenant Ardagb again assuming a slope of
glacis which I never contemplated, and a depression of gun which cannot be obtained
• Held at the Wnr Office on the lotb ot February, 18G~.
It
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by a sen nttack. If he means by depression the cun•e of n. long range trajectory, I
answer that, to this all defences not casemated arc equally exposed, that such modes
of attack are not pursued genera.Uy in consequence of the undecided results they
outain1 and that it has not yet been proved that any great thickness of earth can be
penet.rated when the shot is falling one foot in ten. Besides, if earth were insufficiently
resisting there arc many other materia.ls that may be used in such cases short of the
e:xpensive iron he seems to think necessary, There are two other assumptions to
which I strongly object. The first is that my system will find its best application in
existing fortifications i the other, that the system is itself incapable of expansion and
improvement to suit each situation which it may be called upon to occupy. Lieutenant Ardagh seems also to take for granted that the protection given by our present
coast works is all tha.t could be desired. With regard to the first assumption,
I would recall your attention to the remarks of Lieutenant.Colonel Chesney on
the defence of our colonial ports, and I should wish to ask this meeting whether
there a.re not many such places which might now be insulted with impunity by a
single ship, even on our own shores, As to the second assumption, it is not to be
imagined tha.t because I have only hitherto devoted my attention to a particular
adaptation of my principle, and by doing so have secured myself against
many of the errors and defects which usually attend a first trial of any
new system, I am not in a measure prepa.red to show bow in a special
case, special appliances may be made use of i neither is it fair to compare the
results of long training, and great experience in an accepted method with
those that can be obtained with a new system on its preliminary trial. I have referred to the question of the comparative protection afforded by the different systems
of defensive works. That protection is of two kinds-protection to the men and
protection to the guns. With the limited gun detachments available for coast ~defence it is clear that protection to the men is of the first importance. I am not now
called upon to compare my system with guns in casemates, where a special application of my principle would be necessary i but I affirm t11at even a casual observer
would soon be satisfied of the greater protection afforded by a system which is without embrasures or other openings as compared with one which has indeed iron
shields, but shields with holes in them, capable of deflecting shot into the work,
which might otherwise pass it harmlessly, But besides this, the protection afforded to
the men cannot be fairly discussed, till the arrangements of the interior of the gun.
pit are made the subject of a study, which I have as yet not felt at leisure to give to
them. General Simmons puts the vulnerable surface of a port in the iron shield at
27 square feet. A shot or shell, hitting any part of this, is Jikely to injure the gun,
or make havoc among the detachment, and it is to be remembered that this exposure
is a perm:l.nent one, and has therefore no parallel in a gun-pit. This, too, is more
than the greatest temporary exposure on my system, even were I to entertain the idea
of the side of the gun being fully exposed to a flanking or enfilade fire while firing
itself at another enemy in front. The horizontal exposure, even in such a case is
but temporary, and may compare favourably with the constant exposure of the' 27
square feet above alluded to,
A fe!'t' of the instances in which my critics have greatly erred may be here given,
in order to free me from the necessity of refuting seriously or seriatim all the hasty
conclusions .e.t which some of them have arrived. It is supposed, that in the defence
of an existing fortification, I should resort to high traverses, built up for no other
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purpose tbn.n to define the position of the gun, Why I should not instead dig out
the necessary space does not appear. \Vhen existing fortifications are to come to
their trial, it appears that an " almost perfect protection " can be given by parapets
25 feet thick i but even as a glacis, and not a parapet, 40 feet cannot be relied upon
to keep out shot from the gun-pit. As to the expense and time required to establish
these gun.pita, I may point to a fact which is patent to every one. The gun-pit at
Sboeburyness was made at an expense of a few pounds by half-a-dozen labourers
employed during about a week. Now this is just what could be repeat.ed at an;
threatened points of the coast, when coast defence became necessary. I need not say
that no officer who knows practically the requirements and expedients of real war
wouJd find much difficulty in establishing the necessary magazines and stores, behind
a parapet 10 feet high. Neither is it to be supposed that in such emergencies there
would not be a great deal more work done in a given time by a given number of men,
than is ever the case under contracts and correspondence in time of peace. If the
sort of battery of which Lieut. Ardagh is evidently thinking is to take months to
prepare, it is certainly not the right thing for such a.n occasion.
I nm content to lea.Te the question of the exact value of my gun carriage in the
hands of those who have found occasion for friendly criticism of my system ; the
more so, as at this moment it is well known that the subject is receiving the consi.
d.eration of a committee. I can only say, in conclusion, that no one can be more
an.x ious than myself that no unnecessary delays should interfere with the rapid de ..
velopment of the principle. .But I regret to state that up to this moment, I am still as
powerless to proceed as I was after the first trial which took place nine months ago.
THE CHAIRM..LN: I would now propose that this memorandum of Sir John Bur.
goyne's, which has just been put into my hands, may be read. With regard to
Captain Moncrieff's paper, I do not think it will be necessary to make any comments
upon it ; it speaks for it.self. After Lieutenant Ardagh has been kind enough to
read Sir John Burgoyne's paper, we will go on with the discussion. The quesquestion we were entertainiog last time was principally the application of the Moncrieff system to land defences, to sea defences, and to existing works. That is the
subject we should return to as soon as possible without going into the question of
construction, or repeating what has been said before.
LIEUTENANT ARDAGH, R.E,1 read the following remarks by FIELD MARSHAL SIB
JOHN BURGOYNE : -

In common with the general, I think I may say universal, opinion, I consider this
invention of Captain Moncrieff extremely valuable. There may be differences of
opinion as to the extent of its application ; a matter, however, on which it is not very
essential to dispute, as it will be gradually developed by use and experience.
The old barbette battery, from its unlimited. command of lateral range, and its
freedom from the damaging effects of the enemy's fire on its partib.lly covering works,
possesses advantages that leads to its application in many situations, notwithstanding its great and serious defect of extreme exposure to the enemy's fire.
By this contrivance of Captain l\-foncrieff's, we retain all its adni.ntagcs, with the
removal, to an enormous extent, of its only disadvantage, that is, from a state of
constant exposure, to that of what is only occasional, for periods counted by seconds
of time, and that when it is your own pleasure to fire the gun. This, then, is one
clear gain.
Then comes the more important question of the practicability of applying it as a
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eubetitute for e-.mbmsures, which, ngain, are exposed constantly to the damaging
effecta from direct fire, from which these guns are exempt, except during the very
ahort periods of pointing and firing the piece, when, certainly, for those short periods,
the exposure is greater, not only to a direct fire, but also opens the gun and gunners
to a wide ranging lateral fire ; and there may be differences of opinion as to the com~
parative value of loss or gain in that respect, but all will agree that in many c:iscs it
may be applied to advantage in place of embrasures.
It is to be remarked thnt the getting rid of the embrasm-es would be attended
with much more advantage than might be generally supposed ; for it is not only the
embrasure~ but to obtain them requires to have the merlons and iodeed the wbo]e
line of parapet above the height of the genoui110re exposed to destruction by the
besieger's fire1 which is, in fa.et, one of the regular processes in n. siege, and thus not
only bas the effect of silencing the guns, but of opening, in a great degree, to view
the whole terreplein of the work; whereas, a parapet, as on this principle, prolonged en
glaoil, may be said to be virtually, as a whole, indestructible, except in a work pre~
senting a. very small front; the very pnrtial damage that could be done to it, so little
indeed, as not like]y to be ever systematically attempted, would be readily repaired.
When we treat of the superior slope of the parapet being en glacis, it is not meant
as necess&rily implying a continuous glo.cis from the crest of the paropet, but one thai
ma.y be intersected by a ditch, provided that the same plane as that of the upper
slope of the parapet is continued from the crest of the covering counteracarp or
covered way.
Many matters of detail have been adverted to which have a bea.ring in estimating
bow far such an invention as this may be really valuable; for inventions, shewing
manifest advantages, frequently require sacrifices that more than counterbalance
them.
First, then, the efficiency of its mechanical construction and working parts: this
is said to have been already proved by adequate trials, up to the scale of the 7-ton
gun, and no doubt is expressed but that the principle may be extended to heavier
meta]; every exertion, however, will, of course, be continued for even,. further improvements, if possible, on this head, for simplicity and freedom from liability to be
put out of order are of the most essential importance j not only should it be strong, to
meet rough usage and wear and tear, but of a construction that in case of defects
or accident, would not require the refined means that are only to be found at great
manufactories.
Whatever differences of opinion there may be as to the amount of effect of the
enemy's artillery on these guns during even their very short period of exposure, there
can be no doubt but that the gunners might suffer much from rifled i;mall arms ; but
possibly that might be met by some musketry-proof screen applied for the moment ;
and, perhaps, even the gun itself might be in some degree concealed from view when
raised by a loose canvas curtain. Nothing at all refined or troublesome would be
needed for either of these objeots.
The question of cost has been referred to ; one that just now it is the fashion to
enforce somewhat to extremes, that is, without reference to a fair comparison with
the v:ilue of the benefits to be derived from it. At an events, in this case, there are
doubts whether the actual cost wi11, on the whole, much , if at all, exceed that for
which it will be the substitute.
With regard to vertical fire, it would be neither more nor less exposed than any
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other gun ttilll is not under bomb.proofs, which this is not intended to be. At
the same time, yertical fire, when direct and not very close, is of very little effect, on
account of the small extent of range on which it must fall, namely, but little more,
than tho length of the gun and carriage, and only becomes formidable when on an
enfilade, which, giving it a far greater mark, would be attended with ita usual
destructive effects.
Reference is made to its employment in pits, that is, sunk, it is presumed, in the
earth, to the depth necessary, or nearly so, for its entire cover. This, I apprehend,
would, 011, service, be found to be a most inconvenient practice ; first, from ita want
of command, as the slightest inequalities or obstructions in front, such as almost
always exir,;t, except on the brow or descent of a height, would greatly affect its fire;
and again on account of the state of such pits, which frequently it would be most
difficult, if not impossible, to drain in wet weather.
In the sieges in Spain, circumstances drove us generally to sink our batteries, and
though to a trifling degree compared to what these guns would require, we often
suffered from the two causes above mentioned. These difficulties would not be
exverienced in permanent wor,ks. Of course, it is meant that all such pits should
have covered communications to them.
I do not know whether it is contemplated to use these carriages in the siege of a
place, but I should consider them far too unweildy to be added to the equipment of
an army in the field, even in a siege train, or for being brought into the trenches i
the labour of putting them in battery would also be particularly heavy, nor are their
special advantages so much required there.
If this mode of mounting guns should have the effect, as I anticipate it may in
many cases, of preserving the parapets of a front attacked from any but partial
destruction, it will afford in defence additional means of retarding the progress of a
siege, for guns may then be brought to bear from time to time suddenly on the
trenches, which a.t present they cannot be ; and as the sap. in particular, is on a
principle for security only against musketry, on the assumption that the artillery of
the garrison would then bo silenced, the very lightest description of pieces, say a ono
pounder, would be quite efficient against it, and thus would require more elaborate
and slower proceedings by the besieger.
For such service it will be desirable to adapt the piece to a power of very ready
removal from place to place, and consequently not to require fixed curbs for traver•
sing on, which would not be difficult for such small pieces.
On the whole, I hope that this principle of working guns will be actually employed,
first on a moderate scale in positions where its advantages are most palpable, whereby
partial improvements will, no doubt~ suggest themselves ; and that its applict1.tion will
then be further ex.tended.
THE CHAIRMAN : The paper by Sir John Burgoyne having been read, it is now
open to any officer to make any remarks.
COLONEL GALL WEY, R.E.: I think, Sir, in the two previous discussions we have Jost
sight in a. great measure of the important subject of shell firing from rifled guns of a
certain calibre. We have spoken about penetration of shot, which is absolutely
ineffective agaimt an earthen battery ; and as to shell firing from mortars some
people seem to place value on it, and others do not, However, it is nothing compared
with the fire from a rifled gun firing shell horizontally. I think one of the great
reasons why we do not understand it is that, with the exception of s.ome experiments
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c.'\rried on by the Ordnnnoc Select Committe about five years ago, we have hardly ever
seen a shell burst in earth, ,ve cannot fire them at Sboeburyness as there is no suit.
able range, \Vhen we see blind sheUs fired at earth, and turning all sorts of ways
after impact, we imagine that shells do no harm. I should like, therefore, to draw the
attention of this meeting more closely to what was done at Newhaven. I sho.11
shortly describe these experiments, and I am glad General Lefroy is here, as he will
be able either to correct or support what I state, The Newhaven experiments were
conducted or undertaken to ascertain the penetration of shot and shell from different
guns in the service, both rifled and smooth bore, and also to ascertain the quality of
the fuses, During the course of the experiments we tried to burst the shells in the
exterior slope of the parapet, when, of course, there were a great many grazes and
occasional misses. In watching the action of the shells fired from rifled guns, par•
ticular1y those from the 7•inch gun, we saw several examples of this kind-viz., where
the shell struck the superior slope about twelve feet or so from the crest, and after en•
tering a certain way it burst, clearing away a mass of earth, the fragments of the shell
passing through into the battery at a high velocity. We could plainly see the matrix
of the shell where it burst blackened in the olay. You will see the effect in some
photographs on the table. Then the committee, if I remember rightly-I have lost
the report, but I was a member at the time-having some hundred rounds left, it was
thought advisable to expend them in making a. breach. In order to effect this, instead
of "plumping" the shell into the exterior slope, we fired at the crest of the parapet,
and that breach which you see in the photograph was thus formed. It is 33 feet
wide, 5 feet deep, and the parapet was 25 feet thick, made of very good stuff.
THE CHAIRMAN : \Vhat was it made of?
COLONEL GALLWEY : Of sand and clay well rammed-a very good parapet
indeed. I think there are some officers here to.night who had the digging out of the
shot. The penetration was very good. The result was, that breach was made at
1,060 yards, with about seventy 7•inch shells in about two hours and.a.half, many of
those shells being blind, and a good many bursting prematurely. In fact, it made a great
impression upon the committee, especially upon me, who looked upon shell firing
generally as not injuring the parapet mn.teria11y, as the earth could not be got rid of ;
whereas, here with rifled shells it was litera11y blown away. There have been
remarks made here that n. parapet en glacis is superior to an ordin:1ry parapet as
regards protection from fire. As long as you begin to work at the top it is no matter
whether it is en glacis or whether it is of a certain thickness, 20 feet, or 30 feet. or 40
feet. I think it was Sir William Gordon who put the case wel1, when he compared a
gun on a lloncrie:ff carriage behind an earthen parapet to a gun behind a shield as
regards exposure. That is a fair comparison. Now as to the vertical exposure, there
(see Pl. II. fig. 1) is the gun in the firing position, and there is the gun in the loading
position. Supposing the top of the parapet to be disintegrated by the first hour's fire,
which it certainly must be, there is a vertical exposure of three feet six inches multi•
plied by the length of the parapet. That bears out what Colonel Jervois said in the
last evening's discussion. Therefore, it seems essential where an accurate fire of rifled
guns may be expected (n.ncl we know how very accurate this fire is up to J,000
yards and !urther) that something must be done to protect the crest of the parapet.
A p~rpend1c~lar revetment is necessary, in order to give proper cover to the gun and
car~iage. F~g.. 2. .Pl. II., shews approximately a construction affording this pro•
tectlon, cons1stmg of a revetment of masonry on brickwork, counter.arched (so as to
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give storage) and iron plating to that portion of the superior slope which, according
to our present experience, would inevitably be cut away if unprotected. lng. 31 Pl. II.
shews the Newbaven breach in elevation with two guns on Moncrieff carriages i this
I think, demonstrates the necessity for something beyond a mere pit, thus adding
greatly to the expense. That breach was made by one 7 -inch gun in two hours and•
a-half. Of course, there must be a co-efficient put in for another battery firing at it.
At all e,~ents, the gun would be discovered after a certnin time, and when discovered
it would afford a very much larger mark than a gun ordinarily mounted. I think
it is only due to Cnptain Moncrieff and his system to say that this result can only be
obtained when guns are fired from a rigid platform, and laid with great accuracy, I
would conclude by adding my testimony to that of everybody else to the mechanical
ingenuity and the great importance of the invention. I only hope that Government
will go a little faster than they 1uwe done in applying it to larger guns, because it is
to larger guns that., to my mind 1 the system ought to be applied.
THE CHAIRMAN : It is the same with any gun 1
COLONEL GALLWEY : Just soi but what I mean to say is this, that it is pecu•
liarly applicable in coast defences, and therefore to our heaviest ordnance. We ha.Ye
beard from good authority-Captain Selwyn amongst others-that when a ship is
coming into harbour her fire cannot be very accurate in consequence of her having
to slow, and of her having now-a-days to hunt about for torpedoes1 and1 therefore, I
think you ma.y have these guns in support of forts, like the forts at Portsmouth, in pits
or behind a. bank without any protection, relying on the inaccuracy of the fire from
the ships. But in land attacks, where you know your range and can fire as accurately
as possible, the crest of the parapet becomes damaged ; you see the thing, and its
specific value is all gone. I think Colonel Pasley, and also Captain Selwyn, remarked
that sand was excellent for para.pets. So it is-the best material you can get ; but
then, it should be remembered, you are obliged to make use of the material close at
hand. Sand is also excellent for foundations when:incompressible. The experience
of the American works has been taken as an example of the excellence of sand.
Now, the immunity enjoyed by American works was entirely due to the fact that the
Americans had not a fuse in their equipment that would burst in earth at moderate
ranges. I saw this at Fort Wagner and other plat'es. The parapets at Fort Wagner
and the celebrated bombproofs were studded with unburst shells, simply because
there was no fuse 8ensitive enough to burst in earth,
COLONEL LENNOX, R.E. : Colonel Gallwey has shown us some very interesting diagrams of the breaches made by heavy rifled guns in the Newhaven Battery, but I think
we should take into account what would be the condition of such a. battery if it were
armed not with guns on Moncrieff carriages, bnt with guns on ordinary carriages. We
must compare the two. Now, a battery exposed to such afire would have been shut up
bodily if armed with guns not mounted on Moncrieff carriages. I think also we
should bear in mind that the breach shewn in Colonel Gallwey's diagrams was made
by guns that were not being fired at ; none were returning the fire at all, But the facts
of the case would really be, that these guns on Moncrieff carriages are only exposed for
a few seconds, and are fired at by an enemy whose guns are constantly exposed through
embrasures. The guns on the ordinary carriage can be seen steadily the whole time,
and therefore the guns on Moncrieff carriages would be much more likely to shut up
the gun firing at them from an embrasure battery, than guns firing from an embrasure
battery would be to shut them up. The circumstances of the two batteries a.re widely
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different.. It is only n. question ns to which guns are best protected. As long as we have
got the guns working there is litt1e doubt in my mind tbatthe Moncrieff guns must
be much better protected thnn the others. It is only a matter of which will la.st tho
longer ; guns, whether on Moncrieff or ordinary ca.rrin.ges, may be disabled by a good
shot, but the gun on the Moncrieff carriage will be exposed a shorter time, and there,
fore will last longer.

MAJOR GENERAL SIMMONS, R.E. : I am reluctant again to occupy t,h e attention
of the meeting, but as no one else has risen, I venture to offer R few observa~
tions with reference to the point that has been brought before us by Colonel
Gallwey. I take it that those din.grams have special reference to land defences, and
tba.t they are not applicable to sea defences, for reasons which I will explain hereafter. ,vith reference to land defences, I think we may look forward to an adapt:1tion of the Moncrieff system orof some other system, so that the gun s shall be capable
of being moYed along the parapet i and I fully anticipate that a gun when once
placed in a position will not remain always in that position, hut Urn.t by being placed
upon rn.ils, or by some other mea.ns, it will be capable of being moved along the
parapet~ so that it may appear at one moment at one place, and shortly after at
another. w ·e11, then, with regard to those experiments at Newbaven they prove incontestably that an earthen parapet, 25 feet thick 1 mn.y be breached by 7-inch guns at
a certain range, but they do notproye the same tbiog'.\'ith regard to a parapet of double
or treble that thickness. That diagram (Pl. II, fig. 1), which I have only seen since
I came into the room, will explain what I mean. If a shell arrives in the position
in whfoh it is there shown to have exploded, it will undoubtedly throw a mass of
material into the work; but if, instead of having six or eight feet of earth in front
of it, it had thirty or forty feet, it would not have had sufficient power to throw the
earth into the work, but the force of its charge would h::we acted in the direction of
the line of le::i,st resistance, which is upwards, and the effect would have been similar
to that of the old spherical shell which used to form a small crater, this being often
filled by the crater from the next shell that lodged near the first one. w·eu, then,
with regard to the superior slope of that parapet-, I think this is a subject which we
shall have to attend to very closely. We shall not give the slopes that we have been
in the habit of giving, but we shall carry our glaci& up very much higher, so that
they shall be in prolongation of the superior slope, or very nea.rly so. By doing this
we place before the Artillery an exceedingly difficult problem. Unless they see the
parapet and the work they are firing at they cannot ascertain their range. I can•
not forget having v..-itnessed some experiments at Shoeburyness in which, with a
screen battery, the Artillery, knowing the range within fifty yards, were scarcely
able to hit the parapet of that battery at all, because they could not see whether their
ehot struck the parapet or the screen, or lodged in the space between the parapet and
the screen. I think out of a. large number of rounds with one of their best shooting
guns, the 40-pounder, with the most experienced gunners at fihoeburyness, and the
best shots in the regiment laying the gun, they could scarcely hit the parapet at a1l.
There are gentlemen present who will be:1.r me out in what I say with regard to that
practice. I do not see why we should not adopt the same system in our works of
raising the glacU, keeping the superior slope as fta.t a.s possible, so that the parapet
shall be scarcely seen, a.ad in some cases be even hid altogether, because as the
path of the shot rises all that you want is the line of vision clear to enable you
to lay your gun. Well, then, to go on with the subject and apply Colonel Gallwey'a
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reasoning to coast defences, I think here it breaks down o.ltogetber, Ibave taken the
trouble since the last meeting to refer to the work of a committee of which I was a
member some years ago-the Armstrong and "'bitworth Committee- and I have
made a. note or two of the practice carried on by that committee, which I think very
instructive. This practice was carried on in April, 18G4, with 12-pounders at targets
nine feet square, with solid shot. In those experiments the object was to get the
relative accuracy of the guns which were being tried competitively. In order to
attain that, it was agreed after some discussion by the two competitors that they
should fire at targets nine feet square ; that they were to be allowed five rounds in
order to ascerfo.in the range, the results of those five rounds not being registered i
and that, subsequently, five rounds should be registered, upon ·which was to be determined the relative accuracy of their guns. I should say that in order to attain
accurate practice during the five trial rounds they corrected the deflections of their
guns to seconds, with n.s much accuracy as a theodolite can be 1:tid. These
corrections were made with the greatest care, under conditions which can never
be realized on sen-ice i on each round being fired, the exact spot where the shot fell
was reported by the range party. Now, I find on the records of those experiments
that at 200 yards, 300 yards, 400 yards, and 500 yards all the shot hit; at 600
yards there wn.s a. miss ; n.t 800 yards they all hit ; at 900 yards there were two
misses; at 1,300 yn.rds there were eight misses out of the five rounds from each of the
three competitfre guns. The consequence was that we were obliged to abandon that
method of testing the accuracy of the guns, because, we could not assign a value to a
miss. Of course, one could not tell whether the shot just grazed the target or went
ten, or twenty or fifty feet from it. Out of a total of 120 rounds fired in that way
there was only one bull's eye. If you will allow me I will read an extract from the
report of the committee. I n.m anxious it sboul<l be clearly understood with what
trouble we tried to attain accuracy with the guns ; and I think I shall be able to
shO\V you the bearing it bas upon the discussion in question. The extract from the
committee's report which I wish to read is as follows :-" It being exceedingly diffi•
cult to employ targets for practice at longer range than 900 yards, of such dimensions
as would catch all the shot, and thus ensure a complete record of the practice i and it
having been found impossible, on account of the difficulty of assigning an exact
value to a miss, to make a comparison of the accuracy of the various guns without a
record of the position of every shot, the committee decided to test the relative ac•
curacy of the guns by the same series of experiments by which their range was deter•
mined. In these experiments, the guns were placed in battery as nearly as possible,
under like conditions, and were laid by spirit level. The position in which each shot
fell on the sands was carefully noted. The competitors were then allowed to strike
out a percentage of the shot from the records, the remainder of which formed a
group. These groups were arranged in parallelograms calculated upon the law of
probabilities according to the method usually adopted. The committee, however,
were not satisfied with this expression of the practice of the guns as a representation
of their comparative accuracy, but in order that their accuracy when tried at vertical
targets might be compared, the committee, by a simple ca.lculation sufficiently accurate
for all practical purposes, based on the angle of descent of the projectiles, transferred
the positions at which the shot struck on the horizontal plane of the sands to a vertical
plane a.t the mean range of the group. By this means the horizontal target was, as
it were, conyerted into a vertical target, on which the position of every shot was
L
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recorded, and its radial distance ascertained from the centre of the group." Now,
we conducted some of that practice with 70-pounders, and the result is exceedingly
instructive as to the probabilities of hitting the crest of n. parapet. I find that with
no elevation the mean range of 20 rounds was 484 yards, the mean 1·adial distance
U, inches, I have roughly calcula.t-ed what that 14 inches gave of mean horizontal
error, and of mean vertical error. I find that it gave a mean horizontal error of 11
inches, and a. mean yertical error of 8 inches. In the same manner, I find that with
three degrees of elevation, and a mean range obt::dned from 30 rounds of 1,614
yards, the mea.n radial distance was 68 inches, the mean horizontal error being 47
inches, and the mean vertical error 49 inches. At 1,805 yards, with 4u of elevation,
30 rounds gave a mean radial distance of 89 inches, the mean horizontal error being
83 inches, and the mean vertical e1·ror 83 inches, and so on. At 7°, with a range of
3,025 yards, 34 rounds gave a mean radial distance of 430 inches, the mean horizon ..
tal error being 71 inches, and the mean vertical error 424 inches. I believe those
figures are correct, but shall be very glad after they are in the shorthand writer's
notes, if any gentleman will correct them. I also find that if a shot be fired from
a distance of 400 yards from the level of the sea, at a battery 30 feet above the
water, the shot when it arrives at that battery will be still ascending, and it will
therefore be impossible to strike the superior slope of the battery at all. If it strikes
the battery at all, it must strike the exterior slope. It is still ascending.
THE CRA..IRMAN : ,Vith full charges?
MAJOR GENERAL SIMMONS : with full charges, which is the condition under
which ships fire at the batteries on shore.
COLO?iEL HUTCHINSON : What superior slope would that be?
MA.JOB GENERAL SIMMONS: About l in 20. In the same manner, I find that at
800 yards a shot fired at a battery 30 feet above the level of the water will be
Q.escending at au angle of about 1° 56', or about 1 in 29½, That is a very moderate
angle, and it must therefore strike very near the crest of the parapet in order to pro ..
duce any effect; and I doubt very much whether, in the case of well-rammed earth,
if, falling at an angle of l O 56', it would not deflect from it without penetrating at all.
If it wns fired at 800 yards at a battery 120 feet above the water, the shot would be
still ascending, and would not hit the superior slope at all. At 1,600 yards, a shot
fired at a parapet 30 feet abo;ve t9'e level of the sea would descend towards it at an
angle of 3° 56', and if the superior slope were calculated at that height., to strike
a ship at a distance of 200 yards from it, then that shot would strike that superior
slope at an angle of 6° 47', or a.bout 1 in 8, and would I believe if the earth were
very well rammed, deflect from it, and not penetrate, because we know that it would
deflect from water at that angle, and that earth offering a greater resistance than
w.ater will cause deflection at a highe.r angle. Of course if the shot struck very near the
crest of the parapet, the resistance would Qot be sufflcient to cause deflection , but th ·
only points to the necessity of a material with greater resisting powers for ~ distan::
of a few feet fror;n th_e crest. I need not trouble you with all the figures I have he
but I have taken my calculations up to 3,000 yards, and found that at that range t~e,
angle of the descending shot would be 8° 52' as fired at a battery 30 feet abo th6
water, and would be 8° 16' as fired at a battery 20 feet above the water Th ve 8
bability is that these shot would penetrate the earth, because they would. strik: ~ro;
a~ angle of 11°, But I ,;ill ~sk any gentleman who has watched practice, e~p:.
01ally after what I have said with reference to accuracy of fire and vertical deviation,
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lVhat is the chance of a shot fired from an unstable platform like the deck of e. ship,
111triking a battery at 1,600 yards or 11800 yards so near the crest as to do any injury
to it? I believe myself it would be absolutely throwing ammunition away to attempt
it. It must be remembered that ships of war are generally equipped with 100 or 120
round■ of ammunition per gun, and that after an action they must still retain sufficient ammunition to fight their way home again i therefore, I believe, no officer
commanding a ship of wa.r would be warranted in throwing away her ammunition at
1,600 yards, on the chance of hitting within two or three feet of the crest of the
battery1 whk:h is the only practical way of injuring it. I think this is an important
consideration, with reference to the Moncrieff gun, I quite agree with Colonel
Gallwey, that if a larger number of guns than there are in the defence can be established in batteries to attack a land front, the probability is that their superiority of
fire will render it almost certain that the guns of the defence will be overcome, and
then an ordinary parapet may be cut down. But I do not think, with the experience
of the present day, that one ought to calculate upon parapets only 25 feet thick; on
the contra.ry, they ought to be made very much stronger, and protected in other
ways ; moreover an attack from the sea is a very different thing from an attack
on land. I find that one of the principal considerations which determined the positions of batteries, before the invention of rifled artillery, was the chance of hitting
after ricochet. Now this chance with rifled artillery is almost nil. The flight of
elongated shot after ricochet is so erratic, they cannot be depended upon at all. But
it will be interesting to quote the opinion of one of our most experienced officers, Sir
John Burgoyne, upon the chances of striking a coast battery, so far as they depend
upon accurate elevation. At that time, 1851, there was a double chance of hitting
the battery by direct impact, and after ricochet. He says," The precision required in
judging distances, regulating the accurate amount of elevation, &c , may be said to
be unattainable afloat, and especially when opposed to fire, so that, practically, the
effective exposure on the battery would be trifling." That extract is from a paper
published in the Corps Papers, having reference to the height at which batteries
should be erected for coast defences1 in which he speaks of the elevation of the
battery exposed to fire,
,veil then 1 we have heard a good deal of the probabilities of hitting this
Moncrieff gun as compared with the probabilities of hitting guns firing through
embrasures. Having glanced through the notes of the last meeting, I find I
said that the vulnerable area of an embrasure may be taken at 27 feet. That
was contested at the last meeting but I think I have strong grounds for maintaining
that opinion, and that we are perfectly warranted in considering a space within
one foot of the embrasure as vulnerable space. If a 12-inch or 10-inch gun strike
within that space of twelve inches I suspect that a large number of fragments would
pasR into the embrasure. There are Artillery officers present who will correct
me if I am wrong, but I think, from what I have seen, that we may take twelve
inches round the embrasure as vulnerable space, for the purposes of my argu•
ment. Of course, each officer may have his own opinion on that point, but I
will go on with the reasoning which I will base upon it. The line I would take
is this. A Moncrieff gun was fired the other day at Shoeburyness. I timed it lDY·
self, and found that it was exposed for eight seconds during each round. I think
that is a minim.um, the least time that we may calculate upon i a certain amount of
time may be required to correct the laying of the gun, We may, therefore, iuorease
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that minimum considel'ably ; hut in order to be well within the mark I will put the
time of exposure at twenty seconds, which may be taken as a 1naxinium, expression of
the time that the gun will be exposed above the parapet. Well, with the gun in its
firing position, the are::\ of the target exposed above the pn;rapet to direct fire, is about
nine square feet. If the rate of fire be about one round in a minute and a half, it
will be exposed for about one fifth of the whole time that the gun is in action. If
the rote of fire from other guns is about a round in a minute and a hnlf- a.nd, I
believe, when you take smoke into consideration, it will not much exceed that- if
you multiply the vulnerable area of an embrasure (27 feet) by 5, it will make a
prod.net of 135 to represent the exposure to direct fire of the gun firing through a.
muzzle pivoting embrasure, as compared with the other, which is nine square feet
through one fifth of the period, in fact, the relative exposure to direct fire of the two
guns is as 9 to 135. Applying the same reasoning to oblique firing, or taking the most
objectionable position in which a gun can be fired at, Yiz., from abreast, the area of the
gun is about 120. Therefore the comparative exposure will be as 120 to 135. But I think
there is another point to be claimed for the Moncrieff carriage, which is, that in the one
case you have a permanent ta.rget upon which the guns may be ]aid, in the other you
have the target only exposed for a very limited time. Therefore, I think, the chances of
being missed are much more in favour of the Moncrieff carriage. Next, in consider.
ing the application of the Moncrieff carriage I will refer to one or two engineering
points. There bas been a good deal snid about the difficulty of loading the gun ;
I think that difficulty may be got o,·er. It is a desirahle point that we should all
endeavour, in adopting an invent.ion of undoubted value, to assist the inventor in
bringing it to the greatest perfection. I think this diffculty may be got over by
adopting the system tried with great success at Shoeburyness some time ago with a
600-pounder, on an ordinary traversing carriage, by bringing the gun always to the
same position to load. If this be done we may have opposite that position a con~
trivance of the nature of dr:.t in pipe, only not circuhl.r, laid into the parapet in which
the rammer and sponge may remain. The gun being brought opposite to that pipe,
the sponge or rammer can be passed down the gun readily, and after it has been loaded,
thrown back into the pipe, and remain there until the next round. Then the
gun pit being 12 feet deep, the shell recess or shell mngazine may be close under
the same position, so that the shell may be passed into the gun at once by some
mechanical contrivance arranged nt that point. I had an idea at one time that the
shot or shell might be raised by the recoil of the gun into the loading position ;
but I now doubt whether that is practicable. At any rate, a mechanical contri~
,a.nee may be arranged which will permit the loading to be carried on in that
position, and thereby accelerate the fire, the gun being very easily traversed, as was
the 23-ton gun at Shoeburyness. Then there is another position in which the
Moncrieff carriage will be of great use to engineer5t and of great advantage to the
public by reducing expenditure; that is, as a substitute for cupolas. No doubt the
cupola is a very clever invention, inasmuch as the gun is only exposed for a very short
time whilst being fired ; the cupola being then turned round, the gun is not exposed
during the process of loading. But the cupola is as much open to the objection of
injury from vertical fire as the Moncrieff carriage.
COLONEL JERVOIS: No, no.
MAJOR GENERAL Snli\lONS: You cn.n reply to that presently; it is very near]y 83
open to that objection, as the Moncrieff carriage, But the cupola has another great
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diso.d,•anta.ge, and I think we saw that in some experiments that were lately carried
on o.t Gilkicker, when there were great difficulties in bringing up the shot from the magazines with sufficient rapidity to load the gun. If the cupola is not large enough to
contain an expense store of 25 rounds per gun the projectiles will have to be brought
up through the axis of the cupola.. I believe myself from what happened at Gilkicker the other day that the process of bringing the shot up will retard the fire
most seriously, and that if a Moncrieff gun be mounted within its recess it will be
capable of being fired very much more rapidly than a gun in a cupola, and thA expense will probably be little more than one-tenth of that of a cupola, I thiuk that
is n. point for us, as engineers, to bear in mind when considering the relative advantages of the Moncrieff system.
·when the Moncrieff system is exposed to the fire of ships it is very desirable, unless
there is a very thick para.pet inJeed, or one that is well covered in front by a glacis or
other raised wol·k, that the parapet should be made very solid, and of a good, substantial, resisting material; and although I do not feel that apprehension which some
others do as to the chances of the crest of the parapet being tipped by the shot, I
should prefer having some hard substance in all cases near the wall that supports the
interior of the parapet-concrete, or perhaps even iron concrete at the top-in order to
throw the shot off. Although I do not attach that importance to the effects of horizontal fire that others do, still, the object being to keep the guns intact, to keep them
in action as Jong ns possible, I should like to see some solid substance of that sort
placed for a few feet adjoining the interior revetment of the parapet, I do not know
that I have anything more to say, and I apologise for detaining you so long.
GENERAL LEFROY : ·we are all of us rather apt in debate to use arguments that
cut both ways, and my friend General Simmons has made that mistake in this instance. He has taken an exceedingly liberal margin of vulnerability round the embrasure of his iron fort., but apparently none at all round the Moncrieff pit. Onexactly the same principles on which he makes the area of his embrasure 27 square
feet, whereas the actual opening is only 9, so the area of the Moncrieff pit is increased
from a diameter of 30 feet to 41) feet, that is from 700 to 1,300 square feet. Whatever it may be exactly, it is a very large margin, all the larger because dealing with
a material so impressionable as earth instead of iron ; and there can be no doubt
that a shell falling on the margin of this earth a good many feet from the nominal
crest will produce effects on the interior, when it would not do so in a parallel case
ngninst iron. I should like to know what becomes of the earth displaced by
these she1ls. Of course, it is blown in bushels into the work itself, clogging its
mechanism. There is nothing, it appears to me, so likely to disable the gun as
to have a considerable quantity of well-ra.mmed clay thrown into its delicate cogwork.
A very small quantity would for a considerable time suspend the act.ion ;
and it would require careful cleaning to get it in order,
There is another
consideration which I think is not quite kept in view in talking of probabilities. I
nm not going into figures, for it is a difficult problem, and to be of any rn.lue, it must
be worked out with mathematical precision on sound data, and the results tabulated.
It so happens that I have in my pocket an elaborate calculation by Captain Haig,
R.A. 1 which, in the original, has gone over a great many sheets of foolscap, to prove
"·hat the probabilities of mortar fire are in these cases; I will not, now, however,
attempt to go into the question. ,Vhat I beg to obser, e is, that probabilities are not
distinguishable from certainties if you only fire long enough. We are talking of
0
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firing five or ten rounds as at Sboeburyness, but you must multi.ply that by 50 or 60,
nnd then where is your security. ,ve must contemplate a. whole circle of vessels,
each of them carrying 100 or l 20 rounds of ammunition per guni firing at the same
object a11 day long, with nothing else to do. In that case, the probability disappears;
it virtually becomes a certainty that some shells will take effect, and the immunity
of these pieces from the effect of fire of that description disappears. I beg to say I
am not here opposing the Moncrieff system, I only oppose those extravagant, claims
which have been made for its immunity from the accident-a and chances of Artillery
fire. It ma.y be safer than something else, -I do not venture to say it is not ; what I
contend is, thn.t it has not that amount of security which will enable us to fold our arms
and thank Heaven we are nQw safe. ,vhen you hn.ve got your guns into this position
you will still not be free from a good many accidents that you are now liable to. That
is the whole of my argument. I was present at those experiments at Newhaven which
Colonel Gallwey has referred to, and, as he says, we really met with extreme difficu1ty
in ascertaining what was the amount of crater displaced by 10 lbs. or 15 lbs. of powder
bursting in a shel1. But we saw enough to make it appear that nothing in the world
was so easy,-in fact it was an accepted axiom at that time,-that we could cut down
any parapet. If you can cut down a six feet parapet, how much easier it would be
t-o cut down a twelve feet parapet? It appears to me, beyond a. doubt, that these
earthen parapets of Captain Moncrieff would melt down and disappear, exposing the
carriages behind them, if subjected to anything like a steady fire.•
C0L0NELJEBV0IS, R.E.: I have only one or two remarks to make. I was about to observe to the same effect that General Lefroy has just done, on the remarkable difficu1ty
that General Simmons finds in hitting the crest of a Moncrieff gun pit, which is 22 feet
long and 3 feet high, and the remarkable facility with which he hits an embrasure 2
feet 5 inches wide and 3 feet 11 inches high, when it ia in iron. I think the elaborate
calculations ma.de by him will apply to the one case as well as the other. As regards
the itumunity from yertical fire, which he considers to be possessed by the Moncrieff
gun pit, as compared with the turret, it is only necessary to remark that the turret is
covered over with iron, and may be covered with iron to any required extent, whilst
the gunpit has no cover at all overhead. I should like to know if shell were to
tumble upon the 22 feet area we are speaking of, whether you would not all rather
prefer having iron over your head than being without it? As regards the employ•
ment of a :Moncrieff gun-pit in preference to a turret, upon the ground of expense,
where the Moncrieff system is applicable, there cannot be two opinions. There are,
however, some cases in which it will be found still desirable to employ turrets notwithstanding the expense. The observations made by Oeneral Simmons on the saving
that can be effected are gathered from designs which have been prepared in the Fortification Department, and I think he has taken a very correct view as regards the
economy which may be effected by them. One other remark, as regards the saving
• It is hoped thnt Cnptnin Haig will extend :md publish his cnlculations. He found from the
1"1:!lult of GO rounds of a 13-inch mortnr, fired on land, that the probability of striking nny one ot
five circles, of elcYen ynrds diameter, grouped round n centre point, which is n point of menn Impact at n distance of 24 yards, is 0·02J5, for a mean range of 2,000 yards. The chance of striking 11
single circle at that distance he found O·OOGI. The substitution of a rifled howitzer for a mortar
(the practice being very limited in extent), gives greatly tncrcasc<l chances, viz.:
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of expense that may in some cases be effected by the employment of Moncrieff gun.
pits instead of turret.a. I did not quite gather from the remarks of General Simmons
with regard to the point started by Colonel Gallwey, what iu his opinion is the pre.
cise construction of a parapet that he recommends to meet the difficulties suggested
by the latter officer, He said that if the para.pet is prolonged to the glacis beyond it
the difficulty is met. I do not admit that that is so. The crest remains the same,
and the ~'Ork must be strengthened by material of some more expensive character
than that which he ad,,ocates the use of. It appears to me that the criticism started
by Colonel Gallwey deserves full consideration.
LIEUT:KNANT ARDAGH, R.E.: I should like to allude to one portion of the mechanism
of the Moncrieff carriage, which has not, perhaps, been sufficiently noticed. If a
mass of matter receives a blow in a direction not passing through its centre of gra.
vity, that blow wi11 produce a combined motion of rotation and translation 1 and for
each subsequent position of the mass, there exists a point called tlte instantaneous
ee,itre of 1·otation, around which the particles of the mass at that moment revolve.
To represent the carriage in its simplest form, we will suppose that the vertical
diameter of this circle is the perpendicular let fall from the centre of the trunnions
of the gun to the point of support of the rocking carriage when the gun is in its
highest position ; and that the weights of the gun and counterpoise are equal, and
are concentrated at the opposite extremities of this diameter. If an impact Le corn•
municated to this structure in a line tangential to the circle at its highest point, the
tangent at its lowest point will be the locus of the instantaneous centre of rotation,
and the circle will roll along the plane without any tendency to slip. In this lies
the great beauty of the invention. The stud and rack arrangement on the curve of
the carriage has practically no horizontal strain upon it such as that of the recoil
on an ordinary platform, and it is only needed to give steadiness to the motion. If
the gun were fired on the smoothest ice, it would hardly move from its position, so
small is the horizontal strain.
COLONEL GALL WEY: Supposing a gun on the Moncrieff carriage was fired with
reduced charges to produce curved fire, would it recoil? I know that the service
charge of a 7.inch breach.loading gun used to be 11 lbs. ; and the reduced charge to
produce cuned fire was 3 lbs.
GENERAL LEFROY: It could be worked down. If the recoil does not take it under
cover it can be worked down with great rapidity.
LIEUT. COLONEL RICH, R.E. : It appears to me that the whole mistake of this discue:sion is, that we are comparing the Moncrieff carriage with other app:uatus to
which it is not at all, and ought not, to be compared; that is to say, we should not
compare this invention with casemates, which have protection from vertical fire.
The Moncrieff carriage has no protection from above, and therefore it is not a. fair
comparison. It has also been compared with the cupola. ,ve must admit that
where it takes the place of the barbette gun, there is no doubt as to its very great
advantage in every respect ; and I do not think anything has been advanced against
it when used in that way. Again, when it gets rid of the embrazure, ·which it will in
many of the coast defences, it gets rid of one of the great difficulties we have al1 met
with in the repair of works, not only by the damage done by the enem_y, b~t
from the damage done by our own firing. Therefore, it is in that respect of mestima.ble value. As regards destroying the pit, which ha.a been urged ns ene.y by Colonel
Ga1lwey, and urged as impossible by General Simmons, I think both are perhaps
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equally wide in their error. I beJieye if this gun is ~ut as a coast defence,
not behind a pnrapet at all, but if the whole parapet is merely the surface of
the ground ordinarily smooth, like n. glacis, it will be found almost impracticable to hit the interior crest, just at the place from whence those bushels of
eo.rth are to be d1·ivon into the cog machinery ; and even if a little earth is blown
into the cog machinery, I doubt its interfering at all, or more than a very
little, with the movement. If the gun is put brbind a glacis of that kind, it
will be impracticable to blow in the interior crest, for this reason. It is n.ll owed
that if the artillery cannot see ·where thefr shot drop, so as to be able to
correct their fire, their fire becomes Yery Jame indeed, n.nd if it is behind a glacis of
unlimited extent, say from 100 feet to 200 feet, they will not know whether thei L· shot
drop within 10 feet or 50 feet of the gun, and they will not be able to correct their
fire, and the consequence is this interior crest will in all probability remain undamaged.
I presume that it is not intended to be made of loose earth, because in that case, the
very movement of the men serving the gun would crumble it down. There must be
some revetment on the inside to keep it in its proper place. If we take it under
these conditions, it appears to me au invention of great value, and of great service to
us, but not one to supplant casemates, or iron shields, or cupolas, which are all of
grea.t va.lue in their respective places.
CAPTAIN MARSH, R.E.: There appears to be :t point in the application of this system as regards the weight of the whole structure. We have only the 7-ton gun, and
that with carriage and platform is admitted to weigh about 25 tons. Directly Capt.
Moncrieff was chu.llenged to do so, h(fitted that gun up, and itis a complete success
It has been argued that such a gun might possibly
8! regards artillery practice.
move laterally along the parapet. It may be fairly said that the larger guns will
not, but tbat they will be stationary; t,herefore, they must be subjected to all the
accuracy of fire that can be brought to bear upon them. I think we may assume
that the 7-ton guns aud the guns above that weight will not be moYeable, but
will be fixtures. But to my mind the application of this system is much more important to guns below 7 tons. The effect of the whole recoil being absorbed by
the gun carriage itself, renders it very moveable indeed. Taking the 40.pdr. as a
type of the siege gun, which weighs a.bout 32 cwt., we then have about 6 to 7 tons for
the whole apparatus, the weight of an ordinary locomotive to move it being from 10 to
12 tons. I conceive there will be no difficulty ·whatever in laying the rails in an enfilade
battery, so as to enable a Moncrieff mounted gun to fire from different points within
an arc of 60 yards in length at a distance of 600 yards, so as to enfilade a face of a.
bastion every time. That is why I think it brings the attack up to the level of what
it was before. The immense advantage of position that will be given by the use of
the Moncrieff gun more than counterbalances the action of such guns in the defence.
I certainly think the use of guns of the type of the 40.pdr. in the defence of the land
works will be of immense service, The object will be to fight such guns in battery,
to concentrate a. heavy fire on any point of great annoyance, and then disperse the
guns again. I believe that will be quite feasible, and highly advantageous to the
defence. I should like to ma.ke one remark as regards the gun of position. At tho
present time it has been stated with very great weight, that there will be no gun of
position upon which the Moncrieff principle will be applied, I cannot understand
that. I think the very fact of the Moncrieff principle undertaking to give a gun the
power to rise up from two to three feet if required, and to do that wit.bout any strain
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or material debtructiye force upon the carriage itself, is dead against such an asser•
tion. I think if the priucipl e is adapted to the field gun, it opens a very large range
of ground which has previously heen coasi<lcreU unfit for the action of artillery altogether. Take the case of the 12-pdr. for instance, which weighs some 8 or 9 cwt.
\Vhen Captain Moncrieff comes to de:11 with that gun, he has only got to restrain it
in the loWt!l' position until it is necessary to elevate it. I belieYe he ·will do that in
some way without aJ.ding n. pound weight to the gun, and that it can be then either
ele,•atc<l. if required, or :ii ways lying at the usual height of three feet or thereabouts.
I cannot, therefore, but thiuk that Co.ptaiu Moncrieff has heretofore been in a position of g1·cat difficulty. He has had to concentrate the wL.ole of his invention into
one type1 in order to get it fairly tested or considered. '!'hat is a position of great
difficulty, an<l we ought all to hope that he may soon hM·e a much wider field and
much greater o.ssistaoce in interpreting and applying his invention. I may mention
my co11Yiction that those large guns of seven tons and upwards will never be applied
in their p1csent form. I think the moment we look at that enormous lateral surface
which was stated to be 35 square foet, which is composed of a continued structure,
we see that the principle there, of Captain M.oncrieff's inYention, is a series of beau•
tifully applied Je,·ers, carrying a great weight in their arms as a counterbalance; and
I think in vractice, when it is decided that those guns are immoveable, so to speak,
from a certain circle, that the weight will be at once detached and put underneath in a
pit; that it will carry with it the winch and ·rnrious other things that ha Ye to control
that weight; and that then there will be nothing left but a skeleton of the great
arms and levers of that carriage, and it will stand up, so to speak, in a naked condition. The ·whole weight will go below, and then it will appear in a much more
favourable form. Captain 11oncrie:II mentioned at one of the meetings, that he had
consiJered this question of detaching the counterbalance, and I believe that will be
the eventual application of the sytitt:m to these heavy guns.
LIEUT. COLONEL HUTCHINSON, RE.: I should like to ask General Simmons one
question a.bout what he said. He alluded to the difficulty of cutting down the crest
of a parapet1 if made with a very gentle slope. I do not know whether he applied
that remark to fond defences, or only to sea La.tteries, because if applied to land
defences, it would, of course, at once do away with musketry fire on the covered way.
?\lAJOR GENERAL SIMMONS : I have been considering the suLject specially with
with l'eforence to sea defences. If you arrange the superior slope of a battery at a
heigl1t of 30 foet above the sea, to strike the water at a distance of 200 yards, it
would require a. ~lope of 1 in 20. If a battery were 120 feet al;orn the sea. and arranged foL' the guns to strike the level of the sea at 400 yards, a superior slope of 1
in 10 would be necessary. But with reference to land defences, adopting the principle
of the screeu Lattery, you will certainly lose your musketry fire from the main work
on the ground in frout 1 and you will probably have to prodde for it by means of a.
covered way, unless you can obtain it by a flanking fire.
COLONEL GALLW.EY: I have only one word to say with regard to General
Simmons's remarks. It is a fact that that breach was not made Ly ShoeLuryness
gunners, but by a detachment of gunners from Dover, ,rho bad uenr seen a rifled
gun before I believe, and the gun wai:) by no means a favourite with many people.
}1.AJOR GENERAL SIMMONS: It was the 110-pounder.
COLONEL GALL WEY : But a more magnificent i:,bell gun perhaps was neYer known,
certainly not up to that time. The breach shewn in the sketch was made by it. Iti
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shells, conblning 8 lbs. bursting chnrge, tore through a 25 feet parapet in two hours
nnd 3 half, with an expenditure of 70 she1ls, of which one fourth were blind. Now,
if we are not guided by experiments like this, what are we to look to? The fact is
we ne\·er see shells bursting.

Those blind shells, which were fired near and about the

parapets at Shoeburyness1 teach nothing n.t all i but if they had been full of powder
hey would have told n. very different tu.le.
ADMIRAL Sm FnEDERICK GREY : There is one question I should Jike to ask Capt.
l\.l :ush. As to the advantage of being able to move these guns, does tbn.t apply to
nn ordinary work? I believe the usual practice has been, on the recommendations of
committees in 1853 and 1813li to mount guns in pairs, with traven,es between. I presume upon any point of attack a work would be fully armed. I am at a loS8-, therefore, to understand what would be gained by being able to mo,•e a gun along a line
of defence which is afready fully armed, or how guns can be moved along without
giving uP the protection of the traversesi which are there already, and which have
been thought necessary hitherto.
THE CHAIRMAN : Captain Marsh, did you allude more to the attack or to the
defence 1
CAPTAIN MARSH : I meant the attack and defence.
ADMIRAL GREY: I beg your pardon; I misunderstood you.
MAJOR GENERAL SIMMONS: I think, with reference to the question put by Sir
Frederick Grey, one may say this, that granting that the front that is attacked is fully
nrmed with gun:1 firing through embrasures, and is traversed between enry two guns,
the probability is, that as no attack would be undertaken without a preponderance of
Artillery, the assailants would most likely have one-and-a-half or two guns to every
one Jnl.U in the defence. The probability then is that the guns mounted at the first
period of the attack would be Yery soon silenced. But where I think the Moncrieff
gun will be of great value is towards the end of the siege. I took the liberty of saying in the Inst evening's discussion that I think that towards the end of a siege a
single gun in the defence is worth fifty at the beginning of the siege. All that any
number of guns in the defence entails upon the assailants in the first stage of the
attack is, that they shall have a superiority when they first open fire, Then, when
the attack has proceeded, and the period has arrived when it is necessary to resort to
the sap, a single gun is of very great value. Now, I believe it would be impossible
with the present extended use of rifled guns and sma11 arms to keep a gun to fire
through an embrasure. When the works of attack are brought within two or three
hundred yards, if you had a l\Joncrieff gun mounted, you would remove your traverses and lay a rail down, and your single gun so mounted would be of immenaa
value.
ADMIRAL SIR FREDERICK GREY: General Simmons has entirely misunderstood
what I said. I made no comparison between the Moncrieff gun and embrasures. I
asked a simple question, believing it bad been recommended to move guns along a
line of defence. I only asked how that was practicable ; but I neYer went into the
question of comparing guns fired through embrasures with the Moncrieff guns. I
did not see, and I am not yet informed, bow you propose to move the guns from one
pri.rt of the line to the other if you have traverses between them. One word more,
I at once say that I misapprehended what Captain Marsh said. I thought this system
of moving the guns was considered to be applicable t.o the defence as well as to the
attack.
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I think it is very applicable to the defence as
well as to the attack, I think the whole arrangement of traverses must be modified.
Jn the defence of land works it mn.y be considered whether the guns shall not remain
in a totally different position, and then be brought out and massed in batteries
where required.
COLONEL JERVOIS : You do away with round pits then ?
CAPTAIN MARSH : EutireJy. The French have always attached great importance to the mobility of their artillery in a fortress, It has been argued by dis,
tinguished French officers. that nothing should be immovable except the ditch and
its defences ; that everything else should be considered movable, and capable of
being dealt with according to the development of the attack.
COLONEL CHESNEY : As I was the first person to introduce the subject of "guns
of position/' Itt me say that I did it of a purpose, because I believe there are no
worse enemies to the :Moncrieff system than those who would extend it to any opera.
tion of war to which it has no application whatever. You must stop somewhere in
using so peculiar a systt:m as this is. It is quite evident no one will apply it to a
pocket pistol, or to a breach loader for shooting partridges; and I would add, that
taking into consideration the practical difficulties in war, where you have to moYe
guns frequent]y over great distances, there can never be any possible instance in
which the Moncrieff e,ystem, which increases greatly the weight of the carriage, will
be of sufficient value to make up for the great extra trouble which it will give you.
In the attack of a fortific:1tion, you always ha Ye to prepare the ground over which
you have to move your guns, and you have probably some sort of mechanical means
by which to move them to their proper places. In war, you must take the ground
rough as it is, and you very rarely can have any means but the simple labour of
horses, supplemented more or less by that, in some cases, of men, That being the
case, and as far as we know of the eystem, one of its principle features being cert.a.inly to increase greatJy the weight of the carriage, and it also being a fact that
nlthougb nations have been preparing guns of position for centuries past, they have
seldom used them ; (for example, in our own last great continental campaign, when
we bad prepared a battery of that kind, we left it thirty-five miles off the field of
battle, because it was too trouLlesome to Lring up) ; taking these joint conditions
into consideration, it is not probable, although perhaps it may by some be supposed
within the range of possibility, that this Fysteru will be applied to any such operations
as those of the open fieJd. Having s:iid thus much on a special point, I will add,
that I do think it is the feeling of all here that this discussion should now be brought
to some kind of a close. ,vere it in order for some one to move a simple resolution
to the general effect,-" That the l\Ioncrieff system has introduced a new principle
u into fortification, which is worthy the attention of all who have to erect fortifica11 tions and aU who ha"e to attack them."-T believe such a resolution would meet
with the approval of a large majority ~f those who have attended this and the
former meetings.
'.l'liE CHAIRMAN : I do not think it is in our place to move such a resolution. We
meet simply as a corps to discuss these questions. ,ve have been favoured by the
presence of a number of guests, Artillerists and others, but I do not think it is our
place to move a resolution.
COLONEL CHESNEY: I sit down corrected. I only thought it necessary to bring
the discussion to a close in some formal manner,
CAPTAIN MARSH : So I meant.
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CAPTAIN SELWYN, R.N. : Mny I ask a question of Colonel Gnllwey for informri.tion ns a mwal officer? Is it not genernlly B-upposed thnt we hnxe on ly to calculate
nnd prepare tbe line of }ea!l.t r<.'sii..tancc, in order to cau~e the upward bursting of the
shell to take place in any direction we please; that it is n. matter of the re&istance
being leo.st in the line in which we wish the shell should form its crater 1
COLONEL GALL WEY: I do not quite undc1·stand tl1C' question put. Whn.t I wii-hed
to point out was that the action of ::m old spherical shell falling in enrth, ~ncl bm.sting after a short time, produces a very different effect from wh:it I saw nJ Newhaven,
where the shell burst 0'1. its passage through the parapet, blowing away tho earth.
I neYer saw such an effect produced with spherica.l shells.
CA.PTA.IN SELWYN: How fat• <.lid it penetrate?
COLONEL GALLWEY : About G Ol' 7 feet before bursting.
THE CHA IRMA.N : What was the range?
COLONEL GALLWEY: lOGO yards. The old idea was that the earth would be
tossed here and there, but not altogether got rid of, n.nrl such would probably be the
case if the fire were directed n.t the cxteri-0r crest a 1ul slope. The plan adopted by
the committee of firing at and near the iaterior crest, realized a very different effect,
as1 if I remember rightly, the fir;:;t ten shell,;; produced a breach 12 feet wide, in addition to the d:\.mage done by the many fragments of the shell carrying destruction
into the work.
CAPTAIN SELWYN, R.N.: "\Yith my senior officer's permission I should like to be
allowed to continue the rema.rks th1,t I m'\d~ at a former meeting, with reference to
the naval question as it appears to us. Fir;;t of all the na,·y feels very strongly all
these delays. Our ships are being built with reference to ex isting forms of carriages
and existing methods of raising and lowering guns, and carrying them ; and it is
quite possible that as soon ns attention i::; turned to the development of this principle,
the present forms may be altered. I do not regard this principle as nece!sarily to be
carried out by the use of weight, with which it has nothing earthly to do. ,veight
is only one form of power that is applied to counterpoise the recoil of a gun, There
are many other forms of power besides this which will come in in their proper place.
We are wa.itiug for aJl this, and we do hope that there will not be any unnecessary
delay, or confounding of parsimony with economy ; and that although the experimental vote is cut down from £121000 to £2,0001 per annum, it will not be allowed to
interfere so much with all experiments that we shall do everthing in the wrong way
for want of money to be spent in e:xperinlenting. 'With regard to the modes of attack
which have been referred to, those are points which a naval officer m:1y be fairly
permitted to take an interest in. I took the pains to go and look at a very excellent
model whiah we have in the United Service lnstitutiou 1 of the harbour of Plymouth,
and I saw there au entirely vnlnerable point of atta.ck, from which the dockyard can
be set in flames from beyou<l R:1.me Head without going near the larger fo rts at all.
The:e is only one small fort near there. If a Moncrieff gun -pit were established at
that spot, even as inefficiently as at Shoeburyness, no iron-clad would dare to go in
where her deck would be exposed to shot from Ra,me Head, If on a long line of
exposed sea-beach, where au att:1ck might be apprehended, a railway be made with
the power of shunting common to all railways. an<l which consequently may be made
to take a gun between the traverses. as well as in a.ny other direction, if on that line
of defence we never know where to expect a gun, most undoubtedly, that gun
becomes very formidable, It may not be advisable to sacrifice many guns to arm
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the wliole work, yet I think one or two guns m::iy be made very efficient and ,·ery
fonnid::iLle to ::i ve,:8el apprc-aching. I was Ftlrprised to see in the paper Oiat Lieutenant Anlagh rea<l, that he think~ the gun 1,its will cost as much as a. !i.Jn.rtello tower.
If anyl.JoJy will bke the tower out of the ditch of a Martello tower, anrl give me
that .fu1· a gun-pit. I should lie extreml'ly well safo,fied; but I conceiYe the ).lartt:llo
tower mus;t h:1,,e co~t something to put it there. There arc known to this government methods of attack to which all forts situn.te<l near the water's edge are specially
1ia,ble, and ngni1u,t which they have no defence, which require neither ships, shot,
nor guns; and. yet which will render the forts entirely uutcnal,le. This bas Lecome
ma.ttcr of notorh:ty. It has been for a long time in the hands of the government ;
and I do sn.y that these thing,~, however they may be suppressed for a time, in obedience to the policy which rules the nation, ought not to be ignored in preparing
our defences.
THE CHA.IRMA.N : It is about time we should break off for the night. I do not
know that there will be any u::-e in having another discusEiion upon this suLject~ at all
events, not for the present. I think we have elicited many opinions, and rather
va.rieU ones, upon this topic, and that we all know so much of it that it is not expedient we should continue the subject by naming another meeting for it, unless something more is likely to be elicitt:d. I do not know whether gentlemen agree with me,
but this is my opinion. (Hear, bear.) We are very much obliged to all the officers
of the Navy and Artillery for their presence and remarks.
ADMIRAL SIR FREDERICK GREY : Perhaps on the part of the straugers who l1ave
come here, I may express our thanks for the great kindness with which we have been
received, in being allowed to be present at this discussion and to express our opinions.

PAPER

II.

DEMOLITION OF THE IRON PADDLE-WHEEL
STEAMER " FOYLE."
BY LIEUT. JEKYLL, ROYAL ENGINEERS.
The Foy le was sunk in the year 1866 in the Thames, about two miles below
,voolwich, by ba'\'ing been run into by another steamer. She wentdo"u at a distance of 150 yards from the Essex shore, ·and rested on a bank of hard mud (see
Pl. I). She was laden with a cargo of bacon, hams, butter, and similar articles
from Ireland.
Soon after the occurrence attempts were made to raise her, but, being conducted on too small a scale, they prayed fruitless. After this, a considerable
time wns permitted to elflpse before endeayours to lift her were renewE.d, and
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when operations were commenced in earnest it was found that the ship's back
wns broken amidships. It was, howeYer, decided ttJ continue the works, and,
if possible, raise the two pieces separately.
For this purpose divers were engaged, who succeeded after some time in
passing chains under her bottom nt sc,,eral places. A number of large lighters
were then brought down, and the ends of the chains on both sides of thtt ship
,l'ere .secured to them, and hove tight at low water. By this means, the rising
tide, floating up the lighters, brought n great lifting strain upon the chains.
When n lifting power of 1,000 tons had in this way been gained, the chains
gave way; it was then considered impossible to raise the ship by this means,
as the largest chains that could be procured had been broken without apparently
moving her at all.
As it was now obviously impossible to sa,,e the ship, workmen were employed
in cutting away all parts of her that were within reach, and in removing ns
A good many of the brass pipes were
much as possible of the macbinery.
disconnected and brought up at low water, but none of the rnassiYc parts of the
engines could be rno\ ed. Before condemning the ship to be broken up, an
attempt was made to lift out the engines and boilers. For this purpose, the
large beams which held down the latter were cut through and removed, and
lifting power was brought to bear, but they were so firmly secm·ed to the
bottom that the chains were again broken.
The wreck being a considerable obstruction to navigation and a constant
source of expense, the Thames Conservancy Board resolved to blow her up, as
being the easiest and cheapest way of getting rid of her. They accordingly
procured suitable powder cases, and began by sinking two charges of 120 lbs.
of powder in the after-hold of the Yessel. One of the charges got wet, and
the other, fired with Bickford's fuzc, did nry little execution, merely blowing
off a. portion of the deck, and making a hole in the starboard quarter. Per~
ceiving from this result that destruction of the ship was by no means easy,
the Board applied to the War Office to haYe the work carried out by the Royal
Engiueers.
On the 18th May, l 868 1 a party, consisting of one officer, one sergeant, and fixe
Sappers, was despatched from Chatham, taking with them two complete sets of
dh•ing apparatus (Sicbe's diving dresses) and electrical gear for firing charges
under water, consisting of a frictional machine, a small gah-anic battery and
galvanometer for testing, a quantity of insulated wire, and other stores of a
similar nature; these were taken to the wharf at "'oolwich, and from thence
transported to one of the lighters, which were moored to indicate the position
of the wreck.
'l'be party was accompanied by the Admiralty di,·er at Chatham Dockyard.
'l'he next day an examination of the wreck was made at low water, and
the diver went down to ascertain the state of her bottom, and of the mud.
At low water, the deck from the break amidships to the bow was nearly all
uncovered i towards the stern, however, the iship appeared to have sunk more i still
she remained quite upright, and it was said that at dead low water spring tides,
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the level of the deck was visible all round. The bulwarks had been cut a,vay.
On sounding round her sides, it was found that she had sunk very little into
the mud, nncl thn.t the run of the strong tide had scoul'ed a channel on each side
of her, raising the mud so removed into a mound a short distance from each
side (vide Pl. II., Fig. 3).
The diver went down opposite the engines on tho sta.rboard side, and walked
from thence both towards head and stern. He found the bottom quite hard and
free from obstruction, with the exception of large lumps of peat, which were
scattered about at the bottom. He found the cha.ins at intervals which had
been used in attempting to raise the ship. On the following day he diYed on
the port side, finding the same chains as the da.y before coming under the ship's
bottom; the ground was smoother than on the other side.
In this part of the Thames diving is a matter of g-reat difficulty 1 for, owing to
the discolourntion of the water, it is perfectly dark at the bottom, anU all work
bas to be done by feeling alone. In addition to this, the tides run so strong at
this particular spot that the time during which a diver can work is reduced to
two hours at the outside.
As the ship lay to o. certain extent across the current one side was alwt1.ys
tolerably sheltered from its force, so that the diver always worked on the starboard side with the ebb ti<le, and the port side with the flood.
The result of the examination showed that the ship was perfectly sound, with the
exception of the break and the hole in the starboard quarter, caused by the first explosion. She was somewhat old, having been built in 18-48 (at Greenock), but very
strong. She was constructed entirely of !-inch iron plates, riveted, and supported internally by angle irons at intervals of 2 feet, throughout her entire
length. There were two strong bulkheads, one forward of the engines, and the
other abaft the boilers; the centre of the ship was moreover strengthened with
box girders 18 inches square, crossing from side to side, and secured as well to
longitudinal girders of the same description, but of smaller size.
The standing part of the engines was secured to these girders, and to similar
girders at the bottom, and consisted of heavy cast-iron beams ancl cross pieces,
to which were secured cap squares, sockets, &c., &c., to receive the moving parts
of the engines. Being a paddle steamer, the engines were of course double,
with oscillating cylinders.
Both the fore and after parts of the ship were nearly full of fine soft mud,
which had been held in suspension, and deposited by the water.
The Thames Conservancy Board requested that the after part only might be
destroyed, as they were confident of being able to lift the fore part entire, pro,·ided the keel was broken through.
'l'he plan for breaking up the after pnrt was, to place 6 charges of 300 lbs. of
powder each, in pairs, one of each pair being on either side. The charges were
all to be placed outside, and as low as possible; they were to be secured to the
chains which were already under the ship's bottom.
For euch large ehnrgC's ns 300 lbs., it was necessary to provide special cases.
One of these is shewn in Pl. II., Fig. 4, 5 nod 6. It was 38 inches long, 24 inches
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in diameter, cylindrical, and made of ¾-inch boiler plate, riveted. The top
came off entire, being held down by n number of nuts and screws round the
edge, with nu india 1·ubber washer to keep it water tight. In the centre of the
top was the tube, through which the insulated wh·es passed out from the fuze;
it was made of thin sheet iron 1i iuch diameter, ant.I bell mouthed, so as not
to chafe the insulation of the cable. 'l'he manufacturer inserted the tube into
a small plate S inches diameter, which was subsequently screwed down with an
india rubber washer; but this nrmngemcnt was an unnecessary complication.
Two stout bands passed round the case n.t top and bottom each supporting a
ring. A chain shackled between these rinJS affurded the means of mooring
the charge.
The charge itself, containing two Abel's fuzes, was held in a vulcanized india
rubber bag, of the form pl'Oposed by C.~ptain Stew,.u·J, RE, and sealed up with
india rubber solution, so as to be perfoctly water-tight. It was then deposited
in the iron case, which was sealed up at the rilouth with pitch, tallow, and
bees' ,vax, and was thus 11robabl.v also water-tight. Thus, a double security
against leakage was obtained, the necessity for which was subsequently apparent.
A charge complete weighed as follows:cwt. qr. lbs.

Iron Case • ....... ...........................
Powder ..... .......... ...•••...•• ...... ..... ....
Bag .......................................

3 1 15
2 2 20
005

Total .............. 6 0

12

The charges were all loaded in the second lighter, which was not used for
anything else, and in which there was no fire; the pitch, when required hot,
was heated in the other lighter and brought over. A charge could be loaded
by two men in an hour.
To lift the heavy cases out of the lighter, a pair of sheers was rigged with
two 40-feet poles, and a double block-tackle. An anchor boat, provided with a
crane at her bow, was used in lowering the charges overboard. Another boat
of about the same size contained the diving party, with their pumps and other
apparatus; and a small boat was devoted to the electricians. 1\luch trouble
was sa,·ed by keeping them all separate. \Vhen charges had been lowered,
the testing and firing were done from one of the light~rs.
On the 17th June, preparations were made to lodge the fi.l·st pair of charges.
These were A and B (Pl. II. 1 Fig. 2.) A small chain was found by the di,•er, first
on the starboard side, and afterwards, recognized by its size, on the port-side.
'!'he ends of this chain did not pass up the sides of the ship. and on to the
deck, but lay on the surface of the mud. It was inferred, that like all the rest,
this chain passed under the botbm in n. direction perpendicular to the keel, and
it was not until the charges hatl been fired that such was discovered not to be
the case. The two charges were consequently not opposite, A was by the side
of the boilers, and B by the e11gincs.
The charges were moored in the following manner : 'fhe diver, at low water, attached a snatch block to the chain on each side of
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the ship. Ho lashed tho blocks as close to the mu,! as possible. A 2-inch rope
ha.Ying been previously rove through the block, the two ends were secured to a
buoy. A powder case was then brought off from the loading lighter, in the anchor
boat, and the centre ring of its chain tied to one end of the 2-inch rope. By
hauling on the other end, the charge was brought to its proper place. The
diver next went down and lashed it to the chain, nt the same time, releasing
the block by means of which it hnd been hauled down. The same arrangement
was then carried out on the other side.
The time of slack water was just sufficient to enable two charges to be pro•
perly lodged.
The electrical connections were then made. From each case two wires
proceeded, from A the lino wire leading to the lighter, and a piece about 20
yards in length brought up on deck, and from B a short piece going to earth,
nnd a length of 20 yards also on the deck. The two 20 yard lengths were con•
nected with an insulated joint, which completed the connections. There were
four fuzes in circuit. The line wire was stapled down to the deck, as far as
possible, and then stoppered to a strong rope so as to take all strain off it, for
on one occasion n. strong cable was broken by the mere force of the tide.
The first attempt to get down the charges A and B was unsuccessful; the
olocks had been lashed, and the ends of the ropes buoyed at low water, but as
there was then no time to secure the charges, this was left till high water.
The charges were about 150 lbs. lighter than their own bulk of water,
nod consequently had considerable buoyancy I so that in hauling down A, the
upward strain on the chain was sufficiently great to pull a certain length of it
through, under the ship's bottom, and when the diver went down to lash the
charge he found the block, not where he had lashed it on the mud level, but half
way up the ship's side. It was useless to fire the charge in this position, and
impossible to put it right in time or to get the other down, so it was hauled
up again, and kept until low water in the evening.
At the second attempt the chain was first secured from slipping, and the
blocks lashed afresh. The charges were then lodged at low water early on the
following morning (19th).
At high water (1 p.m.) preparations were made for firing, and the cable
tested for insulation. The galvanometer indicated a considerable leak, which
was, however, stopped by generating hydrogen in the leak with the galvanic
b1Lttery, by the decomposition of water at that spot. The frictional machine
was used for firing, and the explosion took place very satisfactorily. Vcry little
disturbance appeared on the surface, owing to the depth of water, 37 feet, but
quantities of timbers floated up, and much mud.
The effects of the explosion were examined at low water. At A a breach was
found in the bottom, extending for 20 feet, nt the level of the mud, and reaching to the gunwale in the form of a rent. The iron plates were much torn and
jagged, and whole rows of rivets knocked out at some distance. Charge B bnd
not exploded; there must have been a leak in the cable between the two
clrn.rges, forming nn earth by which the current returned to the battery without
N
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reaching the sC'cond chn.rgc. Thu wire leading to B being tested, was so ~nsatisfn.ctorr thnt it wns thought nd,,isable to get the charge up and exnmrne
the cabl e ;long it~ entire length. No defect could be found. On the charge
bcin o- bronrrbt to the surfaco it was evident that the iron case was full of water;
tide would not afford timo to opi.:n it, nncl see if the clrnrge was
how;vcr
wt.•t it was therefore determined to lower it again, and trusting to the waterpro~f bag, to try and fire it. The cable was stapled down as before, and the
encl brought on board the barge, the indications of tho galvanometer being still
Fortunatel,v the great power of the high tension elecfor from satisfactory.
tri citr was su!ficient to o\·crcome the leak, and the charge went off as well as
the oihC'r. The dC'pth of wateL' was 36 feet.
Subsequent examination showed that this charge:, though in contact with the
ship's bottom, made no hole at all, as not even a crack could be found in the side.
This must ha,•e been owing to its position, opposite the strong girders and
heavy cast iron work of the engines i still the discovery wa:-1 almost startling;
although no breach had been made the machinery gave unmistakeable signs of
having been shaken, the massive cast iron beams were broken across in many
places, and portions of the ungine-room floor came up i moreover, the ship's side,
for a distance of 40 or 50 feet, was sensibly bulged in.
About half of the iron case which held the charge was found and slung by the
diver; it seemed to have opened by tearing along its entire length; both heads
were blown out.
The next pair of charges were C and D. No blocks were required for these,
for the links of the chain we1·e so large that a 2 inch rope would run if rove
through a link; this was accordingly done by the diver, and the two charges,
300 lbs. each, were successfully lowered and secured at noon on the 26th. They
were fired the same evening, the connections made being as before. At the
next low watcL· the effect of these charges was seen to ha,•e been very great.
Independently of the actual spot where the charges had been, the explosion had
lifted the entire stern half of the vessel and let it drop. The machinery, nearly
50 feet away from the charges was greatly shattered, nnd the beams, cmckcd
by the previous discharge, were separated and contorted and quite removed from
their proper positions.
Under the water, charge C had made no break as A had done, but a rent, not
much above the mud le,·el, extended from A to within 12 feet of the stc1·n
post, running into the hole in the starboard quarter which has been spoken of
before .
D had made au immense hole, not less than 25 feet wide, above which the
ship's side had fallen outwards, and remained parallel with the bottom, a little
distance aboYe it. In examining this part th~ divet· became entang·led among
the torn plates, aml extricated himself with considt'rable difficulty. In the
absolute darkness and strong cm-rent of the Thames, diving in such a situation
becomes extremely hazardous.
C and D were fil'ed in as feet of water.
Two small charges of 130 lbs, each were next pL'epared and sunk; (a aud b
on plan.)

the
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'l'ho COS('S for these were of ordinary sheet tin,• and much too weak, so much
so, that it was difficult to handle them when full without tearing them. Of
theso two, b only exploded, a was found to be full of water. The fuze had fired.
Depth of water 26 feet. These charges were fired on the 30th.
On the following day another charge of 130 lbs. wns put down singly on the
starboard side (tl on plan.) It was fired soon after low water, in 24 feet of
water, and helped to loosen the starboard side. The port side was sufficiently
shattered already.
Another charge of 130 lbs., (Eon plan), was placed inside the cabin on the
2nd July; it blew out and almost detached the entire starboard side. Owing to
the quantity of broken iron, it wns impossible for the diver to go down and
examine the effects.
Seeing the small effect of charge 13 it was determined to try the result of a
chnrgo of gun cotton lodged at th,1.t sp lt. One of the iron cases and 011e indiarubbcr bag were therefore tnken to the Arsenal, where they were loaded with
gun cotton by ~fr. Brown, assistant to l\Ir. Abel, chemist to the ,var Department. The bag, capable of containing 3-10 lbs. of powder, held 2:10 lbs. of gun
cotton in the form of compressed discs, a charge calculated ns nearly equivalent
to 1000 lbs. of powder.
This charge was sunk early on the morning of the 3rd, and fired at high
water of the same day (noon). The head of water was 37 feet. The explosiou
wns very different from that of powder, being much more sudden and violent.
The disturbance on the surface was consiclerably greater than that caused by
the two 300 lbs. charges fired simultaneously ( C and D).
The gun cotton appeared to have almost completed the demolition. The
engines, weighing 300 tons, were shifted bodily out of their place, and no
p:irt of them appeared at low water; the boilers were also moved, and the ship's
side was stove in very nearly to the stern.
From the suddenness of the shock, the explosion of gun cotton seems quite irresistible, rendering it peculiarly valuable for demolitions like this, or for torpedo
purposes. No doubt the explosion of char;{e B had weakened the centre of the
vessel a good deal, but making all allowance, there can be no comparison
between the difference of the effects, and it is improbable thot 1000 lbs. of
powder, or even more, would have produced such a decisive result. The smallness of bulk of the cotton, compared with its equivalent of powder, also gives
it a great advantage.
After firing this charge, one more iron case and bag remained unexpended.
A charge of 340 lbs. of powder was loaded and lodged under the stern, the only
remaining sound portion. It was fired in 27 feet of water, and was the last of
the series, completing the destruction sufficiently to enable the pieces to be removed without difficulty. This operation is being performed by a large dredg·
ing machine, employed by the Thames Conservancy Board, which is provided
with powerful steam and hydraulic machinel'y.
• These tins were- made unde'r tbe dir~tif'lll of the Thames Conscryan<'r nonnl. and from :t dL'sign
prepared hy them. '!'hey were U!;Cll with fl view to economy, but were ill suited to tbo r<,1nircmcut:,i

of tile case.
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The fragments are hooked with a large grappling iron, raised with chni.t1s
worked by tho machinery and clcposited in lighters, by which they are remo-vcd.
The fore part of the ship, in accordance with the request of the Thames Conservancy Board, has not been touched. The explosions, however, especially ~at
of the cotton, appear to have influenced the mud in such a way as to make it
sink unequally, for the deck is much contorted, and the port side has sunk at
least 2 feet. This part of the ship was full of fine mud, but the gun cotton
explosion drove in the great iron bulkhead which separated the fore-hold from
the engine room, and the mud will now run out; this will facilitate the operation of lifting.
'l'he demolition was completed on Saturday, 4th July. A charge of 20 lbs.
of Mr. Abel's new compound of nitro-glycerine and gun cotton, called glyoxyline,
had been prepared, but the destruction was so complete, that it was not required. Being however dangerous to unload this material, it was dropped on
the mud, in 24 feet of water, and fired. The concussion and blow were very
great, and the column of water was considerable. The strength of this compound is calculated at ten times that of an equal weight of powder.
This compound promises to be of great value in rock blasting, where it is of
importance to get as large a charge as possible into a small space.
Some anxiety was felt on account of the tall chimneys of a manufactory distant 150 yards from the wreck. These chimneys were very badly built and much
cracked, and it was feared that the frequent concussions might bring them
down. No damage was, however, sustained,
13th July, 1868,
H. J.
Diving party employed at the wreck of the Foyle : Sergeant R. Baker ••••••.••• ,,,,.. 36th Company, R. E.
Lance-Corporal T. Apps , , .•• , , • • • 35th
Sapper J. Falconer ••• ,.... . . • • • ... S9th
J, Downing,,.,.,.......... 39th
11
W. Edwards • , ...... , . . • • • 39th
,, J. Symons .. . . .. .... . ..
39th
11
Electrician.-Corpora\ A, Harley, R.E., relieved by Sergeant-Instructor G.
Motley, R.E.
T~e Admiralty diver was Mr. Hawthorne, a man of great experience, whose
services were most valuable. He had with him his own assistant.
Royal Engineers.

EXPENDITURE.

1 Sergeant, 26 days' pay .. , .. , , , •• , , • , , ••••••
1 Corporal, 8
.• , •• , ••..••••••••••
1 Sergeant, 4
••·••••• .••••• , , •...
5 Sappers 26
,,
• , , , , • , , •••••••••

Transport ••• , .••.•• ,, •.. ··••• ·•·••••• ••· , ••
Travelling , , , • , • , ~ ••• , •.•• , •• , , • , ••. , • , , , • , ,
Incidentals .••.•••.•• , ••• , .••.•• , , , .. , ••• , ••

s. d.
2 H 6
1 3 0

£

0 13

6
2
6
0

15
15
10
4

6
11½
0
6
10

20 17 3}

Paid by Thames
Conservancy.
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Admiralty (lfrcr.

Board an,l lodging:or divel' and assistant . • . . .
Pay

ditto

6 6 O

ditto 21 days......

19 l

9

25 7 9

Paid by Thames

Conservancy.

Materials.

1,400 lbs. powder • . • . . • • . • • •• • . . •••••.•• •
6 Iron cases . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .
6 India-rubber bags ........ , ,. .•....••••.•• .

35 0 0
36 0 0
24 0 0
0 15 0

India-rubber g]ue . . . . . .......••.•••••••....
ll 5 Yard, electric cable ................ , •...•

2 7 2
98

600 lbs. powder .. • • • • . • . • • • • • . • ••••..•••• ,
230 lbs. Gun-cotton ••..• , . • . • • • • • . .•. . • • • •

2 2 Supplied by Thames

- - - Conservancy.
20 o 0
25 o o

45 0 0 Supplied from
Total ....... , • .. • • .. • • • • • • • ..

Royal Arsenal.
£189 7 2!

PAPER III.
ON HASTY INTRENCHMENTS IN THE FIELD.
BY FIELD MARSHAL SIR JOHN FOX BURGOYNE, BART., R.E., G.C.B.

The increased power of the improved rifled arms of the present day, in
accuracy, rapidity of fire, and length of range, will call for many alterations in
the tactics and arrangements of troops in the field.
In the case of bodies of troops engaged in open ground, greater rapidity of
movement, and more scattered and dispersed order in action will have to be
studied ; and another very essential requirement will be the best practicable
means for obtaining cove1·, to prevent a possibility of being mowed down before
coming into contact with an enemy; this last being our present object for consideration.
Natural cover of banks, inequalities of ground, trees, walls, &c., will more
than ever be turned to account in the utmost degree ; but what now requires
research is how to obtain the greatest amount of cover artificially, in a limited
period of time.
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Any kind of structure of more rigid materials than earth would require far
too long n period for its erection, and would be too costly and wasteful for the
very temporary requirements of field service; earth, however, except in rocky or
in extremely wet soils, answers the purpose admirably; plenty of competent
men to work and put it in shape would be forthcoming; the only absolutely
necessary accessory would be a sufficiency of tools ; that is, of pick-axes and
shovels; but therein comes the first and lending difficulty.
A few of these, with certain small appendages of carpenters' and smiths' tools,
have always nccompanied an army; but most grudgingly provided, and in very
small quantity, on account of the difficulty of maintaining the amount of transport for provisions, forage, spare ammunition, means for treatment and conveyance of sick and wounded, and other objects, to which intrenching tools have
always been considered of minor importance.
The more urgent necessity, however, for having such means at hand for tho
purpose of obtaining cover, will now cause much more importance to ho attached
to this demand, and obtain for it more serious attention.
Attempts have been formerly made to remove this difficulty by requiring
soldiers to carry intrenchiug tools on the march. Napoleon, during his great
wars, was very anxious to establish that every sapper should carry one of these
tools ; and, to make it more palatable, offered that, in that case, it should be of
superior manufacture and an implement" de luxe," as it were, and even gave an
order to that effect; but, after much discussion on the objections raised to putting this additional weight on n class of men who frequently had to set to work
immediately after a march, (and this will now often be required from all classes
of the troops,) he was obliged to abandon the idea.
Something of the kind, however, may hereafter be found absolutely necessary
for the army in general, aided perhaps by endeavours to make the articles
lighter, and an arrangement by which an in trenching tool may be served out to
each two or more men, and carried in turns. This would also be attended by
the additional great advantage that they would always be at hand, and would
not have to be sought for among the b::i.ggage, which might be distant.
Assuming then the troops to be in possession of these implements of first
absolute necessity, the next consideration will be how to employ them.
Intrenchments in the field have two objects ; first to give protection to the
men by a covering mass, shot proof, if possible; and secondly, for defence, by an
obstacle or impediment to the enemy's progress.
For the object now under consideration, the first only is the desideratum we
are seeking.
The most rapid manner then of obtaining cover is decidedly by the siege
trench, sunk in the interior; the excavation and the earth thrown out of it,
both tend to fulfil the object required; but it is accompanied by several imperfections.
1.-So far from adding any defensive power, except in the negative quality of
giving cover, it does the reverse, by giving the assailants the commandinn- posi0
tion when near it, and cover also.
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2.-Bcing _sunk, _every little obstruction in front, by undulation of ground, or
cYen vcgetahou, will somewhat impede the fire from it.
3.-Though covering those who are absolutely in the trench, it leaves much
exposed those whoo.re in the rear of it.
4.-In wet weather this trench will become mo1·e or less a quagmire.
5.-Howevcr long it may be occupied it is incapable of improvement.
There are, however, many occasions, as for siege trenches or for rifle pits,
where this form of trench is indisJJCnsable; and it may generally be adopted
with advantage for works hastily thrown up, and not intended for prolonged
occupation, or over which it is essential that the defenders should be able to
advance with an wibroken front to the attack of an assailing force. At most
other times, it will be preferable to excavate on the exterior, leaving the natural
surface of the ground for the footing of the defenders; and even although the
time should, by circumstances, not admit of a full parapet being thrown up by
this means, still to whatever extent it may be done, cover to some degree will
be obtained.
To analyze the results of these two modes of obtaining simple cover for the
troops, figure 1 will represent the first step, by excavating in the interior;
figure 3, the same amount of labour applied to an exterior excavation.
No. 1 may be thrown up in one continuous line in about half-an-hour after
the men are laid out to it; and if intreuchments can be carried only to that
extent, this method will be mnnifestly the most advantageous to adopt. Though
both give equal cover to the men on the ground, No. 1 gives a far superior
position to a single li11e for using their rifles agaill6t the enemy.
Figw·es 2 and 4 will show the next steps in the progress of each, and will
require perhaps one or two hours more work, and the method of proceeding by
an exterior excavation is brought to a less disadvantageous result; the cover
for the troops in the rear remains equal ; and though in the one case those abso•
lutely in the trench have cover for their full height, in the other the inconve•
nience is reduced to working in a kneeling oi: stooping position, and in consi•
deration of its subsequent capabilities, the latter form is to be preferred; for in
the one case the interior trench is at its best and can not be improved, while
the other may be added to, until it reaches a pru:apet of 7 ft. in height, (having a
banquette) and it will then afford sufficient cover for all the ground in the rear,
while the excavation affords more or less of a defensive obstacle,
,vhere, as may often be the case, the trench shewn in Figure 1, has been
adopted in haste in the first instance, and time becomes subsequently available
for improYerucnts, it will generally be preferable to recommence in rear of it a
trench on the system shewn in Figure 3 as eventually the best; and even if
the1·e should not be time to carry it out to the extreme of 7 feet cover above the
ground, the fu-st, which will have cost but very little labour, will always be
available.
,vhen mention is made of the advantage of the outside excavation for in~
trenchmcnts as being subsequently available for the application of obstructions
to the au ranee of the enemy, it must be clearly understood, as only useful in
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that respect, for flanking redoubts or other limited detached posts, nnd not in
front of the grent body of the army rcndy to meet its enemy n.t close q unrters;
befol'C this there must be no obstruction connected with the mere cover to
prevent it rushing out freely to the attack in line or column on the near
approach of the enemy.
For very hurried or very temporary occupa.t.ion of ground likely to be attacked
then, the simple sunken trench in a continuous line will be the readiest mode
for procuring cover: the first addition with the object of giving to tba.t or any
other line of co'\"er some defensive power, would be to throw up, at intervals of
300 or 400 yards asunder, projections, such as redoubts or rednns, to net as
flanks ; in proportion as these flanking works can be made more powerful, may
the intervals between them be greater.
It is very desirable that these at least, as the most important features, should
have their parapets entirely raised above the ground.
In addition to any line of cover, natural or artificial, for the mass of the
troops, rifle pits in advance, for a couple of men each, may be of great service;
these decidedly should be sunk in the interior, on many accounts.
,vith reference then to this new pressing requirement for providing cover in
the greatest degree against the destructive fire of the rifle, the nboYe, and any
other points which may be suggested, will be ,vell worthy of consideration,
trials, experiments, and practise; first, as to the urgency of the provision of
the most necessary implements, with every regulation and arrangement for
their transport, care, and preservation; and secondly, as to the means of
employing them to most advantage, first for cover, and afterwards where
required, for defence; particularly defining the time and means necessary for
each distinct operation, not as may be required by accomplished Sappers at
Chatham, and under every advantage, but what may be reasonably expected
from the soldiers of the line, under all the fatigue, hardships, and deprivations
of a campaign.

J. F.B.
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PAPER IV.
SWISS METHOD OF DRIVING PILES.
BY LIEUT. BUCKNILL, R.E.
During a tour in Switzerland the following method of driving piles was seen
being successfully employed at the town of Visp, after an inundation and over~
flow of tho river of the same name. The inhabitants required a bridge over a
rapid and shallow river of about 5 or 6 ft. in depth, and 80 to I 00 yards in
width. Moreover, as traffic was suspended until the bridge was completed,
celerity was of the utmost importance. The bottom of the river was composed
of stones and fine sandy silt, such as is generally washed down from the Swiss
mountains during heavy rains. A bridge on small piles was adopted as a
tempo1·ary plan to restore the diligence route during the repair of the old
retaining wall of the river. The method of driving the piles 1 which was new
to me, seemed so efficient that I reported upon it to Major General Sir John
Simmons, C.B., R.E., on my return to England.
The piles used were about 12 ft. long and 5 in. in diamet er. The bottom
of the pile was merely pointed, and was not shod with iron ; neither was the top
protected with a ring or other contrivance to prevent the pile splitting. A
¾•in. hole, about 9 in. long, was bored in the top of the pile, and a f. in.
iron bar, 6 or 7 ft. long, was driven into this hole, and acted as a guide bar on
which the monkey slid.
1'he monkey consisted of a piece of round oak, about 10 in. in diameter and
30 in. long. It had a strong bond ring at each end, and throug h its central
axis was an inch hole from end to end, in which the guide bar could easily
slide. There were four curved handles of bent ash, projecting from the body in
the arc of a circle, and fixed to it under the bond rings. There were also
some smaller monkeys with only three handles.
The men who worked the monkey stood round it, and worked it verticall y,
taking time from the "leading hand," who gave a lusty shout when they
were to heave; after lifting it as high as they could, they assisted the foll by a
strong vertical downward pull.
Sir John Simmons allowed me to make some experiments in the field works
at Chatham, and to form a pile bridge, by driving the piles in the manner
above described, The monkey used consisted of a piece of round oak, 9l in. in
diameter, and 3 ft. 6 in. long, and it hod a central hole 2! in. in diameter, bored
0
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from end to end and then burnt out to get a smooth surface. (Figs. 3 and 4.) It
had four handles made of ¾-in. round iron ; they wero flattened out nt the ends
and n. hole made through the flattened part, by which a wood screw fastened the
hnndle to the monkey, the wood being slightly cut away at thnt part, nnd the
outer pru.·t of the handle thus brought flush with the surface; a shoulder, ho,vever,
was left on the handle to butt against the bond rings. The bond rings were
made of -&-in. U'on, and were 2 in. broad. They wore shrunk on after the
handles were attached. :Much dif6c11lty was found in making the wooden
handles stand the shock of the concussion; but after iron handles, as described,
were used, no further trouble was met with. As the ¾-in. handles were rather
small for the hand, they were served with spun yarn.
I was anxious to devise some method by which the platform, upon which the
men who worked the monkey stood, should be fixed to and supported by the
pile itself, so that their dead weight should push the pile deeper after the blow
had moved it and disturbed the mud and earth surrounding it. I tried several
plans, and when ¼-in. iron plate can be procured, and a forge and a good smith
are at hand, the best seemed to be as follows : The platform itself was of wood, formed of planks and battens; it should
be circular in shape, and should have a central hole large enough to take the
largest pile that is to be driven. (Figs. 1 and 2.) This was supported on two
clips of iron which were cut out of ¼-in. plate, bent to a right-angle, and again
bent at the centre to receive the pile; two of these were then riveted together
by similar anns to form one cli.p, the other two arms being drilled with suitable
holes for screw bolts which attached the two clips firmly together, and caused
them to grip the pile. When the platform was about 15 in. below the top of
the pile, the men could work with the greatest force.
Should there be no forge at hand, the following method can be resorted to if
the piles have not to be driven to a greater depth thnu 4 or 5 ft. Two planks,
20 ft. long, 3 in. thick, and 12 in. broad, had each a hole bored through the
centre at a distance of 1 ft. 7 in. from the ends, and a diamond shaped jaw, 9 in.
long and 5 in. broad, was made at a distance of 2 ft. 2 in. from one end ; (Figs,
5 aud 6). The ends of the planks were connected together by four turns of No. S
iron wire, which passed through the holes at the ends near the jaws. The
other en<ls were connected by a lashing aftet· the planks had been liftod over,
and their jaws had embraced, the top of the pile to be driven. In order to pre~
vent the planks slipping down the pile, a lashing was tied round the latter about
15 in. from the top, and some strong iron spikes driven in below the lashing;
and to prevent the planks toppling sideways, an iron hanger was made, which
is shewn in Figs. 5 and 6. This could be replaced with wire or small strong
ro11e from the pile top to the outside of the planks, whern it could be fastened
to a projecting batten, or to spikes suitably placed.
The plan that seems the best for bringing the piles into position is as follows :
the length of bay should not exceed 10 ft., and it is easier to work with a bay
of 8 ft. Two strong poles about 20 ft. long and 5 in. iu diameter, are bolted
together at one end, about 7 in. apart; they are then lashed down to the last
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bay as in Fig. 9. Two planks ore laid on them and the pile taken out point
foremost and dropped into its place. A small cross piece is then lashed on the
ends of the spars, to prevent the pile falling outwards. The iron clamp and
circular platform, or the plank platform, is then put on, and the guide rod and
monkey brought out and placed on the pile by two men ; the remainder then
follow, and the pile is driven until the bottom of platform is brought down to
the poles. '!'he driving party then come in, bringing with them the monkey
and guide rod; the platform is next brought in, and the transom and road bearers
are thrn duly lashed in their places.
Experiments.-A Norton's tube-well was driven 14 ft. in less than half-anhour.
Short piles, 6 in. diameter, were driven in hard ground at the rate of 18 in.
pet· minute, a platform clamped to the piles being used to carry the driving
party of four men.
A pile bridge, 90 ft. long and 10 ft. wide, with bays 12 ft. or 13 ft. long, was
made by ten sappers in forty-one hours of actual work. The average weight of
each pile was 90 to 100 lbs., average diameter 6 in. top and 4 in. bottom, average
length 20 feet. The nature of the bottom in which the piles were driven was 12
in. of mud, and then a thick layer of gravel. The weight of the moukey being
a little more than 1 cwt. 1 it will be seen that the piles were rather heavy; nevertheless they were driven at an average rate of 1 ft. in four or five minutes, and
sometimes as fast as 6 in. per minute.
Sir John Simmons proposed that a lengthening tube of Norton's tube-well
should be used as the guide bar; it was tried and answered the purpose admirably. It was found to be important that the hole bored in the top of the piles
to take the guide bar should be quite vertical when the pile was being driven,
otherwise the friction between the monkey and the bar was apt to pull the
latter out of the hole.
It was found that there was no necessity to bind the tops of the piles to
prevent them splitting.
The me11 preferred working on the platform with iron clips, ns they had
more room and a more stable footing; with the plank platform, also, some difficulty was experienced in lifting the heavy planks over the head of the pile.
1.'he time necessary to get them into position was nearly the same.
J. T. B.
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PAPER V.
THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH AND VISUAL SIGNALLING,
IN CONNECTION WITH FUTURE MILITARY OPERATIONS.
BY CAPTAIN R. H. STOTHERD, R.E.
Electric TeleRecent experiences seem to indicate that the Electric Telegraph
fe~~~~~~~·t ~~ is destined to play a very important part i~1 future c~m~aigns.

futuro wnrs.
No one can read the account of that m Bohemia m 1866, so
ably described by Rozier in his book entitled O The Seven \Veeks War," withby the out being struck by the masterly strategy of the Prussians, which,
on nearly every occasion, gave them an advantage over their less
1~ 0
lSGG.
skilfully handled opponents; and that the orders for these strategical
movements, emanating from the master mind of Von Moltke, wern flashed along
the telegraph wires, from his office at Berlin to the several armies and corps concerned, has now become a matter of history. This, though one of the most prominent, is not the only instance tending to prove the immense advantage which
would be gained by an army engaged in the operations of a campaign, if provided with an efficient Electric Telegraph; as by this it could communicate
directly with its base of operations, or with detached corps operating on lines
at a considerable distance from each other, with almost the same speed and
facility as if they were within speaking distance.
An Electric TeAn Electric Telegrnp~ equipment will, no doubt, f~1m a part of
Iegr:rph Equip- e'\"ery modern army taking the field, and the question naturally
arises, what effect this will produce on future military operations,
modern army. and what is the best form of equipment to adopt.
Results to bo
In considering these questions let us first examine the results
hitherto obtained by the employment of the electric telegraph.
trlc telegraph. Putting aside, for the present, the military telegraphs used by our
own forces in the Crimea, and by the Federals whi1e engoged in the attack of
Richmond and Petersburg, as required to fu1fil conditions not exactly in accordance with those which would occur on a campaign, the forces having on those
occasions been stationary, we must turn to the Indian Mutiny in 1857-8, the
campaign in Bohemia in 1866, nnd that in Abyssinia in 1867-8, in all of which
the electric telegraph was used, and under conditions which would occur in an
enemy's country.

Used
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During ~ho Indian ~utiny, L_ord_ Cly~e's head-quarters were
1,1n:r~1 dllrlng genera.Hy lll tclegrn.phic commumcatton with the seat of Governlutl.l:m Mutiny. mcnt at Calcutta. There appears, unfortunately, to be no detailed
account of the instruments and means employed in the operations by which this
very desirable result was effected. 'There is, however, a very short report by
the late Lieutenant Colonel Patrick Stewart, R.E. (to whose unremitting
energy its success was entirely due), published in the records of the India Office,
which gives a general idea of what was done. As far as I have been able to
ascertain, it seems that temporary lines were constructed in continuation of
the permanent lines of the country, to connect the head-quarters of Lord
Clyde's forces. 'l'he permanent lines of the country being always along the
main lines of road, which formed the communication with the base of operations, and which weTe consequently, to a considerable extent, guarded and
patrolled, interruptions to telegraphic communication, due to the rebels' operations, were extremely rare.
As regards the ca~paign in 1866, each of the two main armies
Used by tho
P_russla.ns du- operating in Bohemia had one unit of field telegraph equipment
attached to it, a third unit was attached to the head~quarters of
~~~t~f
the King of Prussia, and a fourth was in reserve.
Each unit can-ied 27½ English miles of wire, with a certain number of
:Morse recording telegraph instruments and batteries, was complete in all its
details, and capable of erecting a line of telegraph as fast as the head.quarters
of an army could march. An excellent detailed description of the constitution
of the Prussian Field telegraph equipment, by Captain C. E. Webber, R.E., is
given in volume XVI. of the " Corps' Papers," and I am indebted to that
officer for some further information on the subject, which has been embodied in
this paper.
Thus equipped, the head-quarters of each army appear to have been in con•
stant communication with Berlin and, through this latter place, with each other.
The system adopted seems to have been to make connections with the permanent
lines of the country and to form temporary lines as required, using the field equip•
J>1ent for the latter purpose, as well as to supply any deficiencies occurring in
the permanent lines till the latter had been Tepaired. Till within three or four
days before the battle of Sadowa, the telegraphic operations appear to have
been always well advanced; and though the wires did not actually extend up to
the field of battle, there can be no doubt that the electric telegraph contributed
to the Prussian success in no small degree. There appears to have been no
difficulty in protecting the line which followed the railways (the main lines
of communication) and was consequently well guarded.
For the Abyssinian campaign of 1867-8, the telegraph equipment
Uecd (luring
provided was orgu.nised iu two divisions, viz. : a light line to be
.A.bp~inian
Campaign of
laid as fast as the force advanced, and of which a system of visual
1SG7-S.
signalling formed n. part; and a reserve line, partaking more of a
permanent character, to be erected at leisure. In consequence of want of
transport the light line, with the exception of the visual signalling apparatus,

1,clogrnph cm-
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wns abandoned altogether; nnd for the same reason great difficulty was experienced in carrying the materials, especially the poles, required for the semipermanent line, and its efficiency was, consequently, seriously impaired. From
the above causes the progress of erection wns much slower than it might have been;
and, when the line was erected, considerable inconvenience and interruption to signalling was experienced, principally from the breaking down of the make-shifts,
,vhich it became necessary to substitute for telegraph posts, suitable poles not
being obtainable in the country. The number of men available for working
parties, appears also to have been limited ; towards the end of the campaign
when more men were employed in the consb·uctionof the line, as much as ten miles
were erected iu a dn.y; there seems to be no doubt, therefore, that with adequate
means it might have been carried, if not absolutely to Mn.gdala, very much nearer
to it than was actually done. Except at first, there appears to have been very
little difficulty consequent upon the interference of the natives with the line;
their motives for touching it appem·ed to be chiefly curiosity, or a wish to
become the possessors of the copper wire of which it was formed.• The interruptions experienced were chiefly due to camels, numbers of which were
wandering about sick and disabled in the vicinity of some of the halting places;
and from the inefficiency of the poles, the line was in many cases not sufficiently high to allow them to pass freely under. Much credit is due to Lieutenant St. John, R.E., and the officers ond men under his command, by whom
this line was erected, and who, by their zeal and energy, accomplished a very
great deal with very inadeq11ate means.
Such are, bl'iefly, the results obtained in the campaigns mentioned, and there
seems to be no doubt that military telegraphy is capable of very considerable
development, and that greater effect may be easily produced thereby.
A Uno of teteA line of electric telegraph is in somewhat a similar position to
b'l·aph . somea rail way as regards modern warfare. A force, retiring through
~~;:~ '~sWfon its own or a friendly territory would be in full possession of both
~!ifi~!!.~va1:.: telegraphs and railways, and could use them to the utmost, and by
poses,
thoroughly destroying them wo11ld deprive an enemy of all advantage to be derived from them till reconstructed.
For defensive
Fa~ defensive purposes, therefore, we may fairly infer that the
purposes a une electnc telegraph would be of very great advantage, as admitting
~~0t;1~t:P!ost of the transmission of orders and intelligence with a celerity hitheradvantageous. to unattainable.
For the attack
An attacking force, on the contrary, must be prepared to find
~~~c~t ~ircsh everything in the shape of telegraphs and railways at best only in
~~~~ed~~e;~b~ a state of ruin on the line of advance, and must carry the means
purpose.
of re-establishing them with the utmost rapidity, and when re~
established they must be thoroughly patrolled and guarded to ensure efficiency.
Both railway and telegraph would generally be on the main line of comm uni* It is probable that a sharp electric shock, judiciously aclministerccl with a frictional machine
to a delinquent caught in the act, would ho.ye a ::salutary dctcrrontotlcct in prcvcnt.ing dcprcdatium1
of

this nature.
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cations, and their value, as bearing upon the conduct of a campaign, would
essentially depe~d upon the efficiency of the protection afforded to them.
Comhln~t opcFrom the experience of the Bohemian Campaign, it would seem
~~t~i~ic~i-~r~r~ fni~ to assu_me that com~ined milit_ary operations by columns opeby tdcgrnphic rating on Imes at a considerable distance from each other, can be
agency.
carried on, with the aid of the electric telegraph with infinitely
greater precision and certainty of result than has hitherto been possible.
It is again no small advantage that the same bead which connetnchell.
ceives an idea may, as it were, work it practically out; that, in fact,
bodi('S are
thereby
brought moro a General may have within his grasp the power of issuing orders
under the con- and giving explanations personally for the execution of operatrol of tho
Gencrnl comtions at an almost unlimited distance, and of receiving immediate
manding.
intelligence ns to how his orders are being carried out, or what
new combinations it may be desirable to make on the spur of the moment.
Hitherto it has, under such circumstances, been necessary to entrust the execution of details to others, and misconceptions must occasionally arise in the communication of ideas from one individual to another, however great may be the
care bestowed thereon.
.
Next, with regard to the best fo1·m of equipment for field tele!~~~ ~~:c1~~rd graphic operations. To effect the object in view, it would seem
service.
necessary to have an equipment organised in two divisions-viz.,
a light one, capable of laying a line of telegraph as fast as infantry can march;
and a rese1·ve, provided with everything necessary for the construction of a line
of telegraph of the most substantial description.
Prm:sinnequipThe Prussians in the campaign of 1866 possessed a light equipment.
ment, but nothing corresponding to the reserve above referred to.
Their light equipment consisted of four units, each carrying 27½ English miles
of conducting wire, or a total of llO miles in all, with a certain proportion of
instruments, batteries, &c.
Two of these units were fitted with an electric
cable, insulated with gutta percha, with an outer protecting covering of copper
tape, to be laid on the ground, as described by Captain \Vebber. This form of
cable was tried at Chatham, in connection with some experiments during the
fitting up of our own field telegraph equipment, and failed badly. It is not
surprising, therefore, that it has been condemned by the Prussians, and that the
other two units of equipment were differently organised. The latter were
fitted to construct an aerial line, carried on light poles. rfhis is, no doubt,
an improvement on the cable protected by the copper tape, but it would be extremely conspicuous, be sure to attract the attention of an enemy during a
cavalry 1·aid, and be ,•ery susceptible of injury. It would only be necessary to
throw a rope over the wire and pull it down, or to break or pull down the
poles with a lasso, to render the line inefficient.
!~i;~1
For the Abyssinian equipment a light and a reserved line were
Light line.
provided. The light line consisted of an insulated conductor, to
be laid on the ground. The insulation in this case was Hooper's core, (a com

~~i!~~
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binntion of Indian rubber, ns described in Volume XVII of the Corps Papers,
paCJl'es 68 nnd 72.) For the reasons nlrencly stntocl it was never used, but it wns
ro:nd to stand the great heat, while in store at Zoulla, without any apparent
deterioration to the insulation. Gutta percha is easily damaged by dry heat, it
melts at a lower temperature than Hooper's core, ancl when the heat is not
sufficient actually to melt it, it becomes brittle and cracks, exposing the con•
dnctor; it is, moreover, not so applicable generally as Indian rubber to a cable
which hns to be frequently payed out and reeled up, as is the case with any
field telegraph equipment.
Visunl signalThe visual signalling apparatus belonging to the light Abys•
ling apparatus. sinian equipment was carried forward hnd proved most valuable.
RescrYo equip'l'he reserve Abyssinian equipment consisted of a light conductment.
ing wire, of No. 16, copper, carried on poles. Bamboos were
shipped at Bombay for this purpose, but many of them never reached their
destination, having been washed or thrown overboard during a gale of wind;
and it was found difficult to carry those that did arrive up the country. These
were a serious loss, and the equipment was in addition, as alt-eady stated, much
crippled by want of transport.
Both the Austrian and Italian governments possess a field electric telegraph
Austrian field equipment. The former, (the Austrian), is described in Volume
telegraph.
XVII. of the Corps Papers, and does not seem to differ from that
of the Prussians in any very essential particulars. It is unnecessary to describe
Italian field
the Italian equipment which, though slightly differing in details,
telcgrnph.
is precisely similar in general arrangements.
Having had the benefit of the experience of the Prnssians and Austrians, as
well as a very good description of the Italian equipment, the task of organizing
~~\~)~~~f0cir~ a field electric telegraph equipment was undertaken at Chatham,
gani1.cd at.
and we now possess specimens of carriages and apparatus, which
f:G1~~~m m seem well adapted for the purposes required to be fulfilled in a light
Iustruments. equipment. The instruments employed are M~orse recorders and
Batteries.
Saunders, arranged in a very portable form. The batteries are a modification of Daniell's, and the conductor is Hooper's core. A few light, tub_ular, iron telegraph poles are also carried for special purposes. The instruments,
waggons.
batteries, &c., are fitted in travelling offices, which are simply telegraph offices on wheels, and the conducting wire, poles, &c., are carried in waggons, adapted for the rapid construction of a line of telegraph. The conducting
Conduoting
wire is arranged to be laid on the ground, at a minimum rate of two
,'lire.
miles an houri with well practised men a line has been constructed
from Brompton Barracks to Raiuham, a distance of four miles, in an hour and
thirteen minutes. This insulated cable is not, like the Prussian, susceptible of
injuq by the passage of heavy waggons over it, and it has stood some very
severe tests, in that and other respects, without injury. The light iron poles
Poloa.
are for use at road crossings, where continuous heavy traffic would
Spikes.
in time produce injury, if it were allowed to pass over it. Spikes
of a peculiar form are also carried, to enable the conducting wire to be suspended
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to tre('S or walls, in order to meet the contingency of passing through a town
or village.
,:1snnl ."'IR"nnl· Visual signalling apparatus, consisting of flags for day and lamps
liugnpiiarutw~. for night use (similnr to, though somewhat improved upon, that
used in Abyssinia), forms a part of the light equipment. '!'his is w01·ked on the
approved system for army and navy signalling, and forms an extension of the
electric telegraph, while it gives the means of temporarily bridging over a fault,
should one occur in the electrical system, and of communicating with the navy
in combined operations.
Light equipThe organization of a unit of light equipment has been drawn up
ment.
on pnper, but has not yet received the sanction of the authorities.
At present ,ve 1,ossess a very limited amount of line wire, only eight miles.
Rr 11rrve equipIn addition to the light equipment, it would seem necessary to
mcnt.
provide a reserve, for the construction of a more permanent line, in
order to carry out the requirements of a campaign. \Vhere the nature of the
counfry admitted of such a course the insulated wire might be buried by digging a trench, in which to place it, or by running a light plough along the line.
\Vhere an aerial line would be preferable, and transport comparatively easy (for
example, if a railway were available), it would seem desirable to provide the
means of erecting nn ordinary telegraph line of the most substantial description.
Everything flimsy or make-shift should be avoided, and ample depOts of materials for repair should be established at intervals along it, in whatever way it
may be constructed.
Light equipThe light equipment above referred to was used during the past
summer, in connection with the strategetical operations instituted
s
~·~~~- ummcr or at Aldershot, with very good results.
Electric telcThe elech-ic telegraph was attached to a flying column on two
graph.
occasions, and used to keep up a communication with the base of
operations while actually on the march, and to connect the ,arious points where
camps were formed with the nearest, telegraph stations. This entailed a very
great variety of work, from the simp1e formation of a line along a road, to the
passage of a river at a point where there was no bridge.•
The instruments and apparatus worked remarkably well; the lines were rapidly formed and dismantled, and several improvements in minor details were
elicited in the course of the work, which also gave good practice to the officers,
non•commissioned officers, and men employed.
r"-rd to connect
The electric telegraph was aJso used on the 2n_d of August, to
:rnoutpostwith connect an advanced force, thrown out towards Fr1mley and HawhE:aJ-quurtcrs. ley to watch the enemy's mo,·ements, with head•quarters near the
North Camp at Aldershot, a distance of nearly four miles. As the enemy ad~
ya,nced, the telegraph was dismantled and reeled up, piece by piece, as required,
signalling communication being re•established when the enemy's advance had

~~fc~•st:fc1~~-

, A line, to connect the Cnmp at Bushey Park with the Hampton Court Telcgrnph Offico, WM
formed through the Thames on the Hlth of July, and worked satisfactorily for two days, whilo tl1c
tolmnn remained at the former place.
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been sufficiently loft behind to render it safe to do so. No difficulty was experienced in executing this retrograde movement; the office waggon was easily
moved along the l'Oad at a trot, and the line was reeled up at the rate of about
four miles nn hour. The very great advantage in increase of speed, over the
ordinary system of mounted orderlies, attained by this method of communicating
with an outpost, E\V8ll at the compo.rntively short distance tried on this occasion,
wns very strongly exemplified.
Visual signalThe visual signals were employed on several occasions to cam•
ling.
municate between columns of troops when on the march, as well as
to connect out11osts with the main body, while feeling for an enemy, and the
rapidity with which the information collected was, through their agency, transmitted to head-quarters, gave the force employing them a very marked advantage on two occasions, viz., at the Pii-bright field day on the 22nd of July, and
at the Bizley field day on the 6th of August.
From the experience thus gained, it would seem probable that
0
~m·- balloons might be very usefully employed in connecting outlying
po~es.
signalling parties with the main line of communications. Should
this be found practicable, much difficulty which now occurs in the selection of
stations, affording a good view from point to point, would be eliminated.
Officers of au
It is manifest, however, that to work either the electric telef~~1::~n~br~:~g be graph or visual signalling to advantage, it is necessary that officers
with tlle use or and men of all a.rms of the service should be familiarised with the
autl use of the apparatus employed, in so far as its application to the
rapid transmission of orders and intelligence is concerned.
Wit1i regard to the employment of telegnphs of a more
'fn~tfn~l1:J~:_ stationary natm·e, we have examples in those used by the allies
nry nature
during the siege of Sebastopol, and by the Federals during their
operations against Richmond and Petersburg. In both these cases the electric
telegraph, and in the latter visual signalling also, were found most useful. In such
cases rapid locomotion, construction, and dismantling are not required, and the
lines may be made of a more permament character.
TelcgrupbsJ
Still more permanent should be the electric and visual signalling
~~~ii!fJ~~f~r- arrangements, which will in future be necessary, to connect the
tre.~ses.
main works with head-quarte1·s, in all large fortresses. Unlike those
already referred to, these may be carefully desigaed and constructed at leisure,
and long before they are actually requii-ed for use. Without them the systems
of submarine mines and other appliances of modern warfare, which must now
form a part of the defence of every first-class fortress, could not be worked to
advantage.

:~~~~~!i

~f!~s;~~hs
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PAPER VI.
HOW EARTHQUAKES CAN BE OBSERVED AND
REGISTERED
BY LIEUTENANT T. FRASER, R.E.
Owing to the great importance of being able to foresee the eruptions of
Vesuvius, the late government of Naples was led to put up an observatory to
watch its signs. The house, built in 1844, stands near the Hermitage, 2080 ft.
above the sea, being placed on a ridge of the mountain which has turned aside
many a lava current, without being itself submerged. It is founded on vaulted
arches, above which is a large hall for specimens of lava and volcanic minerals.
Steps lead up from this hall to the observatory proper. The whole is in the
charge of Professor Palmieri, of the Royal University of Naples, who, by his
ingenuity and zeal, has brought the instruments to a state of great perfection; to his kindness I am indebted both for a personal explanation of the working of the apparatus and also for a description of it.
The seismographic or shock-recording instruments are in a separate room,
and are worked by electricity, There are also instruments for observing the
electricity of the air, and the pressure of the wind and amount of rain-fall, as
well as the diurnal variations of the magnetic needle,
All former attempts at measuring and recording earthquakes depended directly
on the shocks making their own marks; slight ones thus escaped notice, but by
the use of electricity the certainty of record is invariable. The instruments are
made to record the horizontal and vertical oscillations, the time of their occurrence,
and their duration and direction, in the following manner:In Fig. 1, E is a helix: of brass wire, (gauge about 1 millimetre) ; the helix:
consists of 14 or 15 turns, and has a diameter of from 20 to 25 millimetres; it
hangs from a fine metal spring, and can be raised or lowered by a thumb screw.
From the lower end of the helix hangs a copper cone with a platinum point,
the latter is kept close to the surface of mercury in the iron bA.sinf, which rests
on an insulating column of wood or marble (G). The distance of the point from
the surface of the mercury remains constant, as the metal pillar (T) is of such a
length that its expansion or contraction compensates that of the helix; the
latter is in connection (by T) with one pole of a Daniel's battery of two cel1s,
and the basin / is connected with the other pole, Any vertical movement,
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however slight, makes tho platinum point dip into the mercury, and thus
completes the circuit. In this circuit nre included two_ electro-magnets,_ C and
Di these, during the circulation of a current, attract their armatures, which ~ro
connected with levers. The notion of C's lever is to stop the clock A, which
thus records, to a half second, the time of the occurrence of the shock. at the
same instant that the clock strikes an alarm bell. The lever, attached to the
armature of D, at the first instant of the current, frees the pendulum of the clock
B, which was before kept from swinging, in a position out of the vertical; the
clock then acts ns a time-piece, and its motion unrolls a band of paper, K, K, K
at the rate of three metres an how·. At the same time the armature of D, while
attracted, presses a pencil point against the band of paper which passes over the
roller m,:marking on it, while the earthquake lasts, a series of points or strokes
which occupy a length of paper corresponding to its duration, and which record
the work of the shock. After it is over, the paper continues to unroll from the drum
i and passing round the clock, rolls on to the drum l. If a fresh shock occur, the
pencil indicates it, as before, on the paper, and the length of blank paper between
the two sets of marks is a measurn of the interval of time between the shocks.
By way of additional check, several helices, h, h, h, are hung from a stand, with
small permanent magnets suspended from their ends; below and close to these
latter are small basins, holding iron fi.1ings; into these the points of the magnets
dip, when their helices oscillate vertically, and some filings remain sticking to
the magnets as a record of the shock. One of the magnets has a shoulder on it
which moves an index hand along a graduated arc, as shown in Fig. 2, thus
again registering the amount of the vertical movement.
The following arrangements are more specially for registering the horizontal
motions :-On the stand to the right of the clock A, are set four bent glass
tubes, open at their ends. One of each pair of vertical branches must have a
diameter at least double that of the other. These pairs, with their supporting
columns, are shewn in plan, where one pair lies N and S, another E and
W, a third NE and S IV, and the other NW and SE. It will be observed
that metallic bars pass from the pillar P, over the ends of all the long branches,
and similar bars pass from R over the ends of the short branches ; the pillars
themselves, as in the case of the other instrument, are each connected with one
pole of a Daniel's battery, the connections including the electro-magnets C and
D. The description of the tube n will apply to all the others ; n is partly filled
with mercury, and an iron or platinum wire o, suspended from the bar above
the short branch, dips into the mercury therein, while another platinum wire,
hung from the bar over the mouth of the longer branch, has its end very close
~ the s1_1rfa~e of_the mercury in that bran_ch. Any shock which is not perpen.
d1cular m d1rect10n to the plane of the pn1r of branches, will cause the mercury
to oscillate in the tubes and more sensibly in that with the smaller diameter.
when it rises up in the latter, so as to touch the platinum point, the connectio~
between P and R is made and the circuit completed, starting the action of the
elec~ro-magnets C an_d D, wh!ch recor_d th_e shock as already described. By
havwg the tubes set m the different d1rechons already mentioned, one or more
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of the pairs is sure to be ncted upon, nnd by observing in which the oscillation
takes place, the direction of the shock can be ascertained. Besides this, each
long branch has a small ivory pulley q fixed above it, over which passes a single
fibre of silk, with an iron float at one end, resting on the surface of the
mercury : nt the other end of the fibre hangs a counterpoise x: fixed to the
pulley is a fine index hand capable of moving along a graduated arc. When
the shock takes place, the mercury rising in the long branch, raises the float on
its surface, the silk fibre at the same time makes the pulley revolve with its
index hand, which afterwards remains stationary, as the counterpoise:c prevents
the float from sinking again with the mercury. The reading on the graduated
arc is thus a measure of the magnitude of the shock. It will be seen that in all
these instruments, shocks however small can be recorded with certainty, by
adjusting the distance between the platinum points and the mercury.
In addition to the above, some instruments of a rougher description are used ;
for instance, at the foot of the pillar G there is a wooden trough with eight holes
(two of them shewn in section) round its inner circumference; mercury is poured
into the basin till its level is nearly up to the lips of the holes. The effect of
a shock is to throw some of the mercury into one or more of these holes, and
the greater the oscillation the more mercury is tlu·own in. The screws shewn
outside are for drawing off the mercury from the holes, when its quantity can
be measured. The direction of the shock is shewn by seeing which holes are
filled with mercury. The following is another method. From the arm of the
pillar 0, a fine metal wire hangs, with a metal ball at its end, which, by
its oscillation, thrusts out one or more light glass tubes, set horizontally in a
stand as shewn in figure 3. The two rings are of wood, and the glass
tubes pass through holes in them of the shape shewn in the sketch; small
leather washers are placed outside the outer rings: the displacement of
a tube measures the shock. It has been shewn then, that by means of
this apparatus, the astronomical time of the first shock is recorded, as well
as the interval between the shocks, and the duration of each; their nature,
whether vertical or horizontal is given, as also the maximum of intensity
and, in the case of horizontal shocks, their direction is indicated. Professor Palmieri has it examined three times a day, and an assistant observer is
always at hand to hear the bell, and put back the apparatus to its normal
position for fresh observations. It appears that it records all the violent shocks
that occur in the ~Mediterranean basin-thus on the occasion of the late eruption
in the Greek Archipelago, Pr. Palmieri was able to announce to the Neapolitans
that a great disturbance had taken place, long before the news reached Italy.
The shocks in connection with Mount Etna are readily observable.
It is recommended that where earthquakes are frequent the observatory
should be founded on solid masonry, bedded in the earth, and should consist of
a wooden house not liable to be overthrown.
The following signs of an approaching eruption are considered reliable.
.First.-When the crater fills up and the vapour from it diminishes in
quantity.
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Secondly.-When the vapour from the crater gh•es much deposit of il'on or
sodium.

Thirdly.-When the water sinks in some of the springs of the neighbourhood.
The phenomena more nearly prect:ding an eruption are the occurrence of
earthquakes, increasing in intensity and frequency for some days beforehnncl,
nlso the irregularity of the diurnal variations of the magnetic needle. One of
the remarkable attendants of an eruption (which may be observed to a lesser
degree whenever the mountain is steaming much), is the frequency of lightning
flashes, considered by Pr. Palmieri to be due to the condensation of the vapour of
water from the crater; just as in an ordinary thunder storm, lightning occurs at
the time the vapour is condensing, as is proved by the rain that follows; this
too would explain the action of Armstrong's hydro.electric machine, which bas
been thought to be due to the friction of the particles of vapour escaping through
an orifice.
In addition to these phenomena of Vesuvius, the volcanic activity of the
district is shown by a gradual rising of part of the coast of the bay near
Torre dell' Annunziata, where there is already an alteration of several feet;
while on the other side of Naples, at Pozzuoli, the pavement at the edge of the
harbour is sinking below the level of the water, and the pavement of the temple
of Jupiter Serapis had in the spring of this year (1869) sunk about lG inches
lower than in 1858.
The arrangement of Daniel's battery used for the seismograph, is shown in
Fig. 4, where, for convenience of cle.aning, the copper element is made of wire
(about 8 B.W.G.) coiled fiat without touching. Crystals of sulphate of copper
~re placed at the bottom of the outer cell, into which water is poured; and the
mner cell, into which the zinc plate goes, is filled with silicious sand.

T. F.
Chatham, 28th August, 1869.
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PAPER VII.
STATISTICS
Relative to the Size, Weight, Capability, &c., of Beasts of Burden in India, collected by Lieutenant F. Bailey, Royal
Engineers1 and communicated by Colonel Lennox, R.E., C.B,, V.C.
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1.-A very large one might weigh 4 tons.
2.-A camel ia much slighter made behind.
3.-Could not be ascertained owing to unsteadiness ot animal.
4.-Grcatest length by greatest breadth.
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5.-This was aRcertnincd by drivi.ng into nn enclosure of certain dimensions
as many nnimnl.8 unloaded a11 could be got in. Elcpbnnts anti camels cannot
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6.-Thia will !Je very variable according to nature ot load. Tents with thciipo_lee, &c., occupy a great deal ot epacc, grain very little, but the above 1B a
fair average.
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PAPER VIII.
FRENCH TELEMETER~
At the Paris Exhibition of 1867.
BY LIEUT.

MACGREGOR GREER, R.E

1Ve nre at present engaged in building very expensive forts along our coast,
and arming them with powerful guns, manufactured with such beautiful precision tha.t they are capable of hitting objects at. known distances with acertainty scarcely credible. The ranges too at which these guns can be effectively
used are Yery great, and the difficulty of guessing these longer ranges or
accurately determining them by the old methods of land marks or buoys is proportionately increased. This being the case, it only remains for us to find the
means of measuring rapidly, and with a certain amount of accuracy, the distance to nny object, such as a. distant ship, which the defenders of o. fort may
wish to hit. This may be done in either of the following ways:lst.-By measuring simultaneously two angles from the extremity of a mea•
sured base and then solving the triangle.
2ud.-By observing from a point of known altitude above the sea, the
inclination of a visual ray directed upon the line of floatation of a ship.
3rd.-By employing an instrument adapted for one observer, consisting ~of
a telescope, and of a base, receiving at its extremities rays coming from the same
point of a ship.
The ad,,antages and disadvantages of most instruments employed for the
above purpose have been investigated thoroughly by Captain Gautier of the
French Al'tillery, and those decided upon by him as being the best are the
followi ng.l st. A.rra11gements required for measuring simultaneously two angles from
the extl'emities of a measured base, and then solving the triangle.
This method of measuring distances is called "telemetrography," and is em.
ployed when the coast batteries are sufficiently close to each other to observe the
same ship. The distance between the batteries must be known, they must be
connected by at least one telegraph wire, and two observers are required to take
the angles. "'e will first describe the principle by which the distance is obtai ned, nnd then show how it is cnn-ied out in practice.
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Let A and Il Fig. I I be two coast batteries close together; the former
being that from which we wish to measure the distance of n ship. Let a and
b' represent two telescopes which turn round their centres on Yertical limbs,
placed at two ends of the measured base; let the line a b represent a certain
proportion of the whole length of the base, say u\ruth, and suppose that there
is au index: arm nt the point b, capable of revolving in a horizontal plane
round its centre, and so constructed that it always moves parallel to the telescope at b'; then it is evident that if observations be made at the same moment
from both ends of the bnse upon the same point of a ship, the triangle a b c
will be determined, of which the side a c, will be Tii1on-th of the distance
required.
The problem therefore simply resolves itself into finding the means by which.
the index arm b at the fort A can be made to move, so as always to keep
pnrallel to the telescope b' at the fort B.
Now we know that if the handle of a manipulator, arranged with a simple
electrical combination, at ?II be moved round the fractional part of a turn, the
needle of the indicator at R will, in virtue of the series of short currents thus
passed along the conducting wire, turn through the same quantity or arc of a
circle, so that if the handle of the manipulator can occupy 20 equidistant positions on its dinl plate, the needle of the indicator may be made to occupy 20
corresponding positions.
Again, if the handle of the manipulator be connected with the telescope b'
by an arrangement of toothed wheels, so that each twentieth of the total circumference described by the handle produces a movement of two minutes of a
degree in the telescope, and the needle of the indicator R be connected with the
index arm b by means of a similar arrangement of toothed wheels to that employed at the fort B, it is evident that any motion given to the handle of the
manipulator M will produce a similar moYement in both the telescope b' and
the index arm b, with the difference that the latter will perform its angular
movement by a series of small angles of two minutes each.
,ve have thus an arrangement by which the index arm b can be made to
move parallel to the telescope b1 as long as the handle of the manipulator is
turned in one direction; it only remains, therefore, for us to show how it can be
made to move in the opposite direction. This is done by passing the cmTent
through a system of two electro•magnets, with their contrary poles opposite
one another, and having a permanently magnetized armature playing between
them, as shewn in Fig. 2 ; by changing the direction of the current the polarized
armature moves from one electro•magnet to the other, and alters the reyersing
gear of the machinery, connecting the indicator with the index arm b, thus
causing the latter to move in the opposite direction.
To complete a description of the apparatus, it is only necessary to say, that
the telescopes a and b' and the index arm b should move upon circular graduated plates, numbered in the same direction, and that the simila1· numbers of
each should be in the same relative position with reference to the meridian.
\Ve will now suppose that the two forts A and B, between which the base is
Q
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mensured are connected by two ·wires, that they each have an electric battery,
indicator, and manipulator1 and an nlarum, and that the arrangement described
above bas been completed.
lf the obsen·er at Fort A sees a ship the distance to which ho wishes to
ascertain, he signals to B the description of the ship, and the part of it on
which he is to direct his telescope t to avoid taking several tums of the
handh, of the manipulator, B places the telescope roughly in the direction of
the ship, and telegraphs to A to place the index arm b on the. corresponding
number of its graduated arc, so as to get it parallel to the axis of the telescope b',
The observer B then follows the movement of the ship through the telescope
b' by 1urning the hand of the manipulator, if the ship moves to the right he
puts the wire to the posith·e pole of the bnttery, if to the left, to the negative
pole. At the same time, the observer at A also follows the mo\·emeut of the
ship through his telescope, so that at each moment the triangle a b c (and
consequently the required distance) is determined, and is found on a scale that
is drawn out beforehand.
2nd.-"'e now come to the second method alluded to, viz., by means of an
instrument for obsening from a point of known altitude above the sea, the
inclinatio"n of a visual ray directed upon the line of floatation of a ship, and
thus determining her distance.
It is not worth while to describe any of the instruments proposed for measuring in this way 1 as they are all so very imperfect. It is almost impossible to
construct an instrument capable of measuring the amount of refraction, which
should be taken into account in calculating the distance1 owing to the fact of
its varying so much under the CYcr varying conditions of the atmosphere.
As regards the 3rd met.hod; by means of an instrument adapted for one
obserwr, consisting of a telescope and a base, receiving at its extremities rays
cc,ming from th.- same point of the ship.
Telemeters, as at present made in this country, are very faulty in construction,
for the following reasons :-lst. They consist of mirrors or triangular prisms producing only one reflection; consequently, if the instrument happens to be bent
either by irregular expansion or contraction (which, to a certain extent, always
takes place on a sunny day) or by a fall, the angles of inclination of the faces
of the 1::x treme mirrors or prisms with the base become cba11ged 1 as sbew-n in
Fig. 3, producing anything but a correct result, when a distance is measured in
this. way.
2nd. The n1icrometric arrangements adapted by opticians for
measuring the angles are mechanical, and cannot be depended upon for any
length of time. 3rd. Any disarrangement of the object glasses produces an
enormous error in the length of the line measured.
The French telemeters, as recommended by Captain Gautier, avoid the above
disadvantages (and consequently all adjustments) by the employment of prisms
• Some general rule wlth reference to the pait of the ship to be obsencd i.a usually adopted in
.such casei, ns for e:tample, au angles mny be taken to the foremast,
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of double reflection instead of mirrors, and by the enlargement of the measured
angle by a purely optical arrangement, instead of n mechanical one.
Two telemeters on the aboYe principle have been constructed in France,
the one with a vertical base, the other with a horizontal one. We will not describe the former for the following reas011s. 1st. In consequence of the errors
already alludt>d to, which arise from refraction, these are much greater even
for a base of ten feet than is generally su11posed. 2nd. Because masts of ships,
flagstaffs, houses 1 &c., in fa.et, vertical lines generally, being usually more distinct than horizontal ones, greater accuracy is obtained by the latter method.
The horizontal telemeter consists of two prisms of double reflection (A and B)
Fig. 4, placed nt the extremities of a tube, in the centre of which are two
isosceles triangular prisms. The luminous rays are reflected from these to the
object glass L of a telescope magnifying about twenty times. These rays are
afterwards conveyed through two sheets of glass, the one moveable, the other
fixed; the coincidence of the two rays of the same object is obtained by incli•
ning the moveable plate, and a needle indicates upon a graduated limb the corresponding distance.
The angle described by the needle is about 250 times greater than the angle
meo.sured, and for that reason great accuracy in the result is said to be obtained,
The instrument is capable of measuring distances from 100 yards to 6,000 yards.

M.G.

PAPER IX,
NOTE ON THE COST OF A SOLDIER.
BY CAPTAIN PERCY SMITH, R.E.
In Vol. XVI., pages 87, 101•4, of the Corps Papers• an endeavour was made
to shew that a soldier employed on works repaid to the country, each day that
he was so employed, nearly all that he received, which latter was found, by a
process t therein detailed, to beFor a soldier of R.E. 2s. l0d. per diem . • • • • • £51 18 6 per annum.
For a soldier of the Line 2s. 4ld. ,,
43 12 5
,,
And it was expressly stated that these amounts did not include anything for
cost of officers, hospitals, transport, recreation, &c.
• Notes on military antl conYlct labour, by Captain Pe:rcy Smith, R.E.

t This was merely tbo calculation by Quarterwastc1· Connolly, published in the "Military
Opinions'' of Sir John Burgoyne, expanded an<l corrected for modern rates of pay, &c.
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In fact, they represent only tho pecuniary value to the soldier of his situation.
It has been objected that these sums appe!l.r too low, and an officer writes" Everyone knows that a soldiet· costs £100 a year."
This appears by the new3papers to be a general idea; it is arrived at by
dividing the total amount of the army estimates (about 14 millions) by the
number of soldiers in the regular army (about 140,000).
Such a rough calculation lends, however, to an erroneous impression, ns the
army estimates include pro\'lsion not only for regular soldiers, but also for
Militia, Yeomanry, Volunteers-stores f01· all these-heavy guns-the manufac~
turing departments, and even for the civilians on the ordnance survey!
In order to check the accounts given in the paper above referred to the writer
has ma.de an analysis of the army estimates for 1866-7, thus arriving at the information by an entirely different process, and as the subject may be of some
general interest he appends the result. (See Appendix.)
The estimates for 1866-7 have been chosen as representing the normal condition of the army estimates, being clear from expenditure connected with the
Abyssinian ,var and other complications.
Fl'Om the analysis in the appendix it will be seen that the items composing
the army estimates may be divided into four classes.
1. Those forming the direct emolument received by the soldier-the pecuniary
value of his situation.
2. Those connected with administration, discipline, &c., necessary .for the
soldier, but from which he derives no pecuniary advantage.
3. The charges for fortifications, heavy guns, &c., which, though part of the
defence of the country, hardly form a portion of the cost of the soldier himself.
4. The charges for the auxiliary forces, the ordnance survey, &c., which
really do not bear on the cost of the regular soldier at all.
The statements in the succeeding paragraphs show in the first column the
heads of expenditure as grouped in the analysis (see appendix), and in the
second column the amount of this expenditure per man when divided among
the combatant non-commissioned officers and rank and file of the regular army.
'fhe items of the 1st class areHeads of Expenditure.

Amount per Combatant
Soldier of Regular Arm)

Pay, non-com. officers and rank and file ......•• , ......
Food (beyond what the soldier pays for rations1 including cost of issuing) ...•.•.....•..•••••...........
Clothing ................................. .
•..•••
Pensions of non-com. officers and rank and file
Lodging-money, fuel, light .......... . ............. ..

7•

£ s. d.
27 12 9
3 9
7 3
9 5 O½
2 12 0
4

3

£47 0

9½

This is the average pecuniary value of a soldier's position, taking all regiments together1 from the senior sergeant-major to the youngest drummer in the
army. It will be seen that this amount docs not differ materially from the
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me:in between the cost of a s:ipper and that of a Line soldier, as given in the
paper 11bove referred to. The value of the position of a private in the Line has
been estimated at about £39, but the estimate given above includes all noncommissioned ranks and all branches of the service, which accounts for the
difference.
The items composing the second class areHeads of Expenditure.

Amount per Combatant
Soldier of Regular Army.

£ s. d.
Pay of officers ..••• .,... .................... .
10 12 01
Pensions &c., of officers . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . •.....••..
5 12 8
Recruiting . . . • . . . • . • . • • • . • . . . . • . •.•............
0 11 6
Horses , ...• ...• ..••• .... . .. ••••. •.• •.•........•
3 8 10
Instruction, recreation
. • • •. , . , , •••.......•...•.•
0 16 10
Hospitals and medical officers .............. . ...... .
3 1 8
lli vine service
. . . . . . . . . • . • . • . .....••.....•..•..•
0 6 3
Martial law (after deducting soldier's forfeited pay) ..••
0 3 0
Arms and accoutrements ... * • . • • • • , • • • • • • • • , •••••••
O 4 7
Lodging-money, fuel, light, for officers, both regimental
and departmental; additions and repairs to barracks 5 6 4
Allowances in colonies for officers of regiments and
departments to cover high price of provisions, &c. .•
0 15 5
Miscellaneous .. , • . • . . . . . . . • • • • • . . • • . . . . . . . • ••••
0 13 1½
Movement by land . . • . • . .. . . . • . • . .............. ..
0 18 11
Administration (War Office and Horse Guards)
1 12 6
Superannuation of civilians . . . .. .. • • . . .. . . . .. • • ,
1 0 St
¥

Total ............. ....... ...... £35 4
The third class comprises the following items :Heads of Expenditure.

4¾

Amount per Combatant
Soldier of Regular Army,

Fortifications and military store buildings ...... , ..•.•
Manufacturing Departments ...•... , ........ , ..•.•.•
Military Store Department and stores .....•. ... . .. ,

£ s. d.
2 8 9
7 8 9
2 12 10

Total .......................... £12 10 4
The items totally unconnected with the cost of the regular soldier, and form•
ing the fourth class, areHeads of Expemuture.

Amount per Combatant
Soldier o! Regular Army.

£ s.
Auxiliary forces ..... , • , ••••... , ... , . , , , , • • • • • • • • • 10 4
0 4
Non•effective Auxiliary Forces . . . . . • • • , . , . , . , . , .. ,
Ordnance survey , ..•••••.......... , .. , .. , • , , , , • • • 0 12

Total .......................... £11

d.
2½
2
2

O 6½
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Tak in~ all the items together, we 6ncl that the total amount voted divided by
the num.ber of combatant non-commissioned officers and soldiers in the regular
nrmy, gives £105 16s. 0jd, ns the cost of each, including his proportion of
everythinrr in the estimate-auxiliary forces, heavy guns, surveys, &c.
It will be seen, moreover, that the 13} millions of the estimate provide for
129,347 Regular troops exclusive of officers and non-combatant branches.
130,243 Militia
ditto
15,991 Yeomanry
ditto
155,216 Volunteers (efficient)
13,242 Pensioners (enrolled)
62,733 Out pensioners of Chelsea Hospital.
759 Pensioners from auxiliary forces,.
x
Superannuated civilinns, pensioned officers, widows, &c.
Therefore £105, instead of representing the cost of one combatant regular
soldier only, really covers the expense of1 Regular soldier.
1¼ Soldier of militia or yeomanry.
1¾ Volunteer.
nearly 1 Individual (being either a retired officer, a pensioner, superannuated civilian, or widow).

P. S.

APPENDIX.

In the following table the amounts voted are grouped, for convenience, under
different heads from those given in the estimates.
In the fourth column are shown the sums repaid from various sources, for
example, by cadets for their education.
If the total expenditure be divided by the number of men, including 000 •
combatants, in the regular army (which is the usual way of arriving at the
sum of £100, as the annual cost of a soldier), we haYe a sum of £104 7s. Otd.,
as the proportionate charge for each man, including his share of everything
in the estimates, auxiliary, forces, survey, &c.
The table shows how much of this charge of £104 7s, 0~d. is due to each of
the great items on which expenditure is incurred.

ANALYSIS
Numbers of regular army ...

OF ARMY ESTIMATES FOR 1866-7.

~

Officers . . . . . . . . . •• .••.• •• • • •• • • ••
7,150
Non-commissioned officers • •••••• • •• 13.091 }
Combatant •• • • { Ran~ and file ......••...•••..•.•.•• 116,078
Native troops at Labuan . . . .•• • . . .
178
131,145.
N
b t t { Non-commissioned officers • . . . . . • • •
363
on-corn a a.n
R:1nk and file ...••.•. •. . . . . • • . . . . . .
1,435 -Repaid from
various

Vote.

IAmount voted. j~i;ct~C'y:a~:
sco A. E. for

Expenditure
per man ind1t·
ding 1wn-ramNett e>..--pendi- l1atants
of re~u-

ture duriog
lSGG---7.

18G7-8.

lar army, being
nett exJ)enditure divided by

Remarks.

131,Hb.

Po.I/ 1wn-com,. q{ficirs and men, including regiments, dep&ts,
departmental corp!!, 'good conduct pay, good shooting
pay, gratuities, miscellaneous pay, &c.

, .•••• , ........

I
1

s,1fs,on

I

£
96,821

3,62t202

Footl non-com. o.ffe.cers a,ul men., beside what the soldier pays

.

for rations, (including pay of Commissariat for issuing,
but not including Commissariat Staff Corps) .•......•.••
2
All01rances to officers to.cover high price of provisions ••.•
2
Clotl1ing, including cost of clothing establishment •••••.••
3
Officers, Regimental and Staff, including pay, command
I pay, mess allowance, and education . . . . . . . . ........• 1 & 15
Barraclis, including lodging money, fuel, and light for all
ranks, regimental a.ncl departmental; barrack department;
also new barracks and repairs, with cost of civil superintendence •...... , .••••••••• ••••...... . •• • . ....... 4 & 14
RecrU,iting . ............ .•...•....••...••••.....•..•. . •..•
1
Horses, including regimental and staff veterinary surgeons,
purchase of horses, medicines, and forage ...... . . . . . . . .
1&2
Instr~ction.-Schools of gunnery, engineering, musketry,
regimental schools and libraries .. • • • • •• .. . ~ • ..... ..••
1
Carried forward .•.••••• , .•.....

501,460
101,100
454,400

.........
13,551

501,460
101,100
440,849

1,457,546

86,073

1,371,473

1,130.013
78,207

91,897
2,518

1,038,1!6
75,689

457,120

11,947

445,173

......

ll0,G80

541

8,015,549

303,348

110,139

I

£
27 13

5

3 16 5
0 15 5
3 7 3
10

9

2

41 Ofthls£212,.

7 18
0 11 6
3

0 16 10

----- - - - 7,712,201

~ 0 !~~.r~:i~~~~

!igbt,for n.c.01;1.

7 lO} ~:. rank nnd

58 16

2½

I

Vote.

-~diTu re
Repntd from
per man i ncluvarious
A.monnt voted. I sourcea du- Nett cxpcndi- I diW/ 1101Hornring t heycnr, ture during bata llttiof regulnr anny, 1,cLng
1866-7,
sce A.. E. for
nett expendi1867-8.
1ture divi ded by:

Remarks.

1:J l ,14.5.

Brought forward ........... .
Hospitals, medical officers, (staff and regimental,) and their
education ; Purveyors, and medicines, (not including
Army Hospital Corps) ...•••••.••••
1, 7, 15
. . . . . . ..•..
Divine service , . . . . . • , . . . • • • • . . • . • .
5
Martial law (after deducting the forfeited pay of prisoners)
6
lffisccllaneo1is . • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • • . . .. .. . . . . . ..
17
Moi:ement by land, Commissariat pay and transport ...•••
2
Administration, including War Office and Horse Guards ••
18
Fortifications and military #ore buildings . • . • • • ••• . .••.
14
Stores.- Manufacturing departments . . . . • • •..........•.
12
Arms and accoutrements . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . ........ .
13
Military Store department, and military stores, (not
including Military Store Staff Corps) ......••••
13
Auziliary /orces.- Disembodied Militia •••.......•..........
8
Yeomanry ............................. .
9
Vol unteers .......................... .
10
Pensioners .......•••••••.•.•......••
11
Non-effective.-Offi.cers ............ .....••••••••••.••..•.• 19 23 5
19 24 2
1
26
~.-.:::::: •.• ~. --~---~ ~---~--Auxiliary ~ ............. ···••••····• ....... ..
27
Ordnance survey ••••..••• , . . ..... , • . . • • • •• , .••• , ••••••
16

a.. .. .......... .

~i~ifi!;:.~~~-~~ -~-

~

Total. ... . .................. .

£

I

£
7,712,201

8,0 15,549

30:.348

339,022
41,100
22,000
94,800
136,021
212,S0IJ

2,293
.. . . .
2,991
3,788
15,301
.• ... ...

336,729
41,100
19,009
91 ,012
120,720
212,800

315,005
965,800
30,510

······•••
3,246
.. ......

315,505
962,fi54
30,510

397,490

69.290

328,200

842,GO0
85,200
348,100
45,000
738,800
1,213,600
135,900
27,000
88,300

••••. .•••
.. .......
239
.. . . . .
.. . ..
629
• .. ..
.. . . ..
8,549

842,G00
85,200
347,861
45,000
738,800
1,212,971
135,900
27,000
79,751

___,____ ___ I
£14,095,097

£

58 16 2!
2 II 4c
0 6 3

0 3 0
0 13 I½
0 18 11
1 12 6

2 8 I½

7 8 9
0 4 7

I}

2 8 2
10

I

5

5 12 8
9 5 O½
1 0 8~
0 4 1
0 12 2

r-----1

£409,674 £13,6ss,42s I£104 1

O½

Expenditure

~!;1!~~~~:

batnnta.
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The foregoing statement shows the expenditure on the different items divided
among tho whole of the non-commissioned officers and 1·ank and file in the
regular army, including the Army Hospital Corps, the Commissariat Staff Corps,
and the Military Store Staff Corps; but as these are not combatants their cost
should be charged to hospitals, food, and stores respectively.
W'hen this is done• the proportion of the items of expenditure to be borne by
each combatant soldier of the regular army will be as follows :Ilea<ls of Espenditure.

Amount per Combatant
Soldier of Regular Army.

Pny (non-com. officers and men) .. , • , •. , , , ....... ., 27 12 9
4 3 9
Food (including cost of Commissariat Staff Corps),.....
Allowances to officers in lieu of provisions .•••••• , • • • • 0 15 5
3 7 3
Clothing . .. . .. • • • . . . .. • • .. • • .. • • • . • .. • . .. . .. • . ..
10 12 O!Officers' pay . . . • • • • . • • . • • • • • • . • . • • • . • • • • • . . • • • . •
7 18 4
Lodgings, fuel, light, barracks, &c. • •.••.•• , • • • • • . . . .
0 11 6
Recruiting... .. • .. • .. • .. . • .. .. .. . . .. .. • .. .. • .. . .. •
8 10
3
•
•
•
•
•
,
.................
,
Horses ..................
0 16 10
Instruction and recreation . . . • • • • • .. .. . • • • .. • • • . .. ..
3 1 8
Hospitals (including Army Hospital Corps) ... , .•• , . . • .
0 6 3
Divine service • • • . . • • •••••...•...•••••••.••.• , . •
0 3 0
Military law (deducting forfeited pay)....... .. .. ••••
0 13 l½
1IiscellaneouA . • . . • . • • . • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . .
0 18 11
Movement of troops inland............ . . . • . .. • .. . ..
1 12 6
Administration; '\Va.r Office and Horse Guards . • • • . . . .
2 8 9
Fortifications and Military Store Buildings. , . . • • . . . . • •
7 8 9
Manufacturing department .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. •
0 4 7
Arms and accoutrements...... . . • . • • • . . . • . . • . . . . .
Stores, including Military Store Deportment and Military
12 10
2
.
Store Staff Corps ................................
Auxiliary forces ••••.........••...•.•••••••.. • • , • , 10 4 2¼
5 12 8
Non-effective; Officers.... . ••.•..•••••••• , ..•••.•
9 5 O¼
Non-com. officers and rank and file ••••••
I O 8½
Civilians ...•••.•.....•...••••••••..
0 4 2
Auxiliary ......................... ..
12 2
0
•··
•
•
,
•
,
..
,
,
..
,
Ordnance Survey ...................
Total amount per Combatant Non-com. Officer and pri•
vate of regular army • . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . £105 16

O¾

• This double operation is ncceaso:ry, in order that tbo whole cost of the Army Hospital Corpil,
Commissariat Staff Corps, and Military Store Staff Corps 1 including clothing, lodging, &c.i may be
cbnrged to hospitals, food, and stores respectively.
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X.

ON THE STATICAL PRESSURE PRODUCED BY THE
IMPACT OF A FALLING WEIGHT.
BY LIEUTENANT ENGLISH, R.E.
1.-In the course of the year 1867, it was found, by the officers of Royal
Engineers engaged in the construction of iron defences, that armonr bolts,
although made of iron which well withstood the ordina1·y tests, sometimes
failed in an unaccountable manner; and it was determined to try whether they
could be tested in a way more reliable, and more resembling actual practice,
under the blow girnn by a falling weight.
2.-After some experiments, the apparatus shewn in Figs. 1 and 2, plate I,
was devised, and erected at the various contractors' works, It consists of a
cross-bar, supported firmly except at the centre, and provided there with a hole
fitting the head of the bolt E, to be tested, which hangs vertically from it. A
block, D, also with a hole through the centre, surrounds the lower part of the
bolt, and is supported by the nut; vertical pieces, C, C, rest one on each end
of this block, and these rise up above the level of the cross-bar. Another block,
B, resting on the upper ends of the vertical pieces, completes the apparatus;
and a weight, A, moving between guides, is allowed to fall vertically upon the
last mentioned block, the impact being transmitted through this and the vertical pieces, to the lower block, and thence through the bolt to the supports.
The bolts tested are generally about two feet long and nearly three inches
diameter, and when of good quality, it is found that a weight of one ton, falling
through a height of thirty feet, will pull one of them in two in six or seven
blows. This apparatus is now regularly employed for testing samples of all
armour bolts made for the War Department, and a copy of it, recently erected
by the Admiralty, is, I believe, to be seen in Chatham Dockyard.
3.-ln the course of the experiments made with this apparatus, it was, however, noticed that many more foot-tons of work were always applied to break a
bolt, than the number which it would give out before breaking, under the steady
strain of a hydraulic testing machine It was also noticed that the work accumulated in one heavy hlow was much more effective than the same amount
applied in a number of light ones; and that any increase in the mass of metal
interposed between the falling weight and the bolt appeared to lessen the effect
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upon the latter. From these, and various other indications, it was judged that
a considemble amount of the work applied was absorbed in the mass through
which the blow was transmitted to the bolt.
4.-In order to obtain a more accurate knowledge of the amount of work
and of the greatest pressure applied to a bolt under this test, it appeared desirable to attempt a mathematical investigation of the subject, and the calculations
in the sequel were made to obtain, approximately, the conditions of motion
of a body struck by another, moving with a known velocity. It is hoped that,
if they should be borne out by experience, results may be deduced from them
which will be useful, not only in the construction of armour bolts, but also in
questions relating to the resistance of arm01u plates, and, generally, to the effect
of a live load on any piece of construction, such as a girder or bridge.
5.-In order to obtain the approximate results in as simple a form as possible,
several assumptions, not strictly correct, have been made, as follows:(!.)-The mass of each body is supposed to be collected at its centre of gravity,
thus assuming that a body of any length consists of that length of an elastic
substance without weight, with a heavy particle of the same mass as that of the
body, at the centre of its length.
(2.)-The transverse elasticity of bodies has been left out of consideration.
(3.)-The elasticity of wrought iron, which is the only substance referred to in
this paper, has been taken from experiments made for the War Department
in :Mr. Kirkaldy's hydraulic testing machine; the compressions or extensions
under similar pressure or tension, however, naturally vary in every sample
tested, as shown by the thin lines in plate II, where the ordinates represent
pressures or tensions applied, and the abscissm represent the corresponding
alterations of length.
The mean values assumed in this paper are shewn by the thick lines in the
same plate, and are obtained by supposing the ratio of alteration of length during
extension or compression to the force applied, to be constant up to a certain
force, whilst, on the application of any greater force, the amount of alteration
of length, added to a constant quantity, is assumed to bear another fixed ratio
to the force applied.
(4.)-The elasticity of iron is assumed to be perfect, as far as the c11lculations
are concerned; that is, all the work which disappears in the form of heat is
assumed to be lost during the return of the extended or compressed body towards
its original shape. As the calculations to obtain the greatest pressure under
impact are only concerned with the change of a body from its natural shape,
and not with its return, no account has been taken of the work which disappears
in this manner.
6.-If a rigid mass, moving with a given velocity, strike-- an elastic body of
known mass, which is perfectly free to move, so as to compress or extend it, it is
required to find the alteration in length of the elastic body at any time after
impact, and also the velocity of such body; first, on the assumption that the
compression or extension of the elastic Pody yaries directly in a given ratio with
the pressure or tension applied.
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the velocity of the striking body be. . ... Uo
m
the mass of the striking body
n
the mass of the body struck
A
the area of the body struck
the extension or compression produced in
the body struck by a force E per unit
of area
,, the velocity of the striking body at any
,, . . . . u
time t after impact
,, the velocity of the body struck at the
.... v
,,
timet
Then the compression of the elastic body at any
Let
,,
,,
,,
,,

time t after impact is

S: (u -

v) dt

The pressure at any time t tending to accelerate the mass n is n~, and this
di

must be equal to the pressure retarding the mass m, -

m

t!!', and also equal to the

dt

pressure produced by the compression or extension of the elastic body.
Hence -wi~=n~

= E l A S'o (" - •) dt

and n ~
dt
Integrating(!),
ni

(!)

dt

dt

(Uo -1i)

(2)

= m,

andu=:~

+ n) •1 dt

{n' U
,. ~dt =_!!0S'
l

0 -

~=~Ct(U

111.+11.._

dt

0 _

nl Jo

(ni

1.11,

O

or,

(3)

'"

Substituting this value in (2)

m

-

v\zt
)

differentiating,

a•v=EA(u
nl
dt•

O -

•m+n.
~

•

v

,,11,+n. ( ,,.
)-EA
+ n, U0 - T · wrn. ·
111,

which is of the form

d'u

tlt•

= c' (a -

v)

)
11

(4)
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but if

v=a-bcosrt

it = be
rl*v

sin et

= et b cos et

~

=

c• (a-v)

hence equation (4) will be s,tisfied if
v

and since when t

11t,

= vi. + ?t, U0

-

+

/EA m
n
1
b co✓ T """mn

.t

= o, v = o,
h= ~ Uo
n1,+n,

and

v

= ,,, :

n Uo ( 1-c~~/E/ ":,~~n • t

)

(5)

substituting this value of v in (3)

_

u -

Uo -

~ f~

l + n.

,n 1n

U

0

(i -co,JEAl

m+n.
t)15
11i n

Uo ( 111,+ncos
':)EAm+n
= m,-+
-" , n
win •

(6)

also

u - v

= U0

cos /E A 1n
,../

l

+n

,

,m, 1i

And the compression or extension

Sto (u - v) dt = ~~( U co:/ E ZA
0

11

1,1

,";,,,,n .

t ) dt

(7)

this is n maximum, when
s·,JEA
lll
T

hence maximum alteration of length = Uo

11inl

(>n

+ n) EA

(8)
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and time from impaot of maximum alteration of length

"J

(9)

111nl

=2

(m,

+ n) EA

the pressure produced by the maximum nltern.tion of length

=EZA X max, alteration
(10)

It is evident that at the time of greatest alteration of length the two bodies must
v, and substituting in (3)
be moving with the same velocity ; hence ·u.

=

=

common velocity

m U0

11,

-

X common velocity
•m

=

common velocity

m :

n,

u

(11)

0 •

When the body, supposed to be perfectly elastic, returns to its original shape,
after alteration, we have
a Iterat·10n

=

uJ~
+
n

0

+ n ·t
"'
~

·n /EA
T
EA • s✓

'll.

1

=O

=
H ence,

sin

1r

siJ~l~

",,,t1,n,. t = sin

11

t=-r.J

1r

- ~

111,,i

-,n,+n EA

(12)

substituting this value in (5) and (6)
velocity of n

=

n .;

1

n,

Uo (1 - cos ,r)

~ u
°
-- ,n+n
velocity of m.

= m,~
+

11,

(m,

nu
+n °

-

'1ll, -

-

111,

(13)

+ 11, cos 1t)
(H)

These values agree with those found by experiments on the impact of el r
as 10
bodies.
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If the elastic body ha Ye any velocity Yo before impact, the value U0 - V0 must
be substituted for U0 in all the above equations, and the common velocity will
become

::::: ~

m. +n

U

-'-'- V°
° + 111,+n

(15)

7. If, in the last section, the elasticity of tho body struck be assumed to be
such that the extension or compression varies directly as the force applied in a
given ratio, up to a force E, per unit of area, which produces an extension or
compression l, whilst beyond this point the alteration added to a constant
quantity varies directly in another ratio with the force applied, as in Plate II.
If UO be such that the maximum mutual pressure is less than E A, the problem will be the same as in section 6, but if the maximum pressure is greater
than E A, let t, be the time elapsed from impact before the mutual pressure
becomes equal to E A.
Let the velocity of m at this instant be .... , ......• , • u,
and the velocity of n ..•........•.................. v1
Then by equation (7) of sectiov. 6,

uJ~
0

(1n

+

n) EA '

.!J.,

811

/EA w1,

T

+n

1/bU · tl

=l

(I)

and substituting the value oft, obtained from this in equations (5) and (6),
section 6.
(2)

u,

(1n + n cos / EIA
=~
',._/
m+11,

'l1l,

+n

mn

. tl)

(3)

If, now, k be the sum of the constant quantity already referred to and of the
actual compression of n under a force EA, the condition of n will eYidently be
the same as that of an ideal body of the same mass and dimensions, in which
the alt~ration of form varies directly as the force applied, a force, EA, pro•
ducing an alteration, k; and the problem will be solved by determining the
original velocities of m and n, which will on this supposition produce, at acertain point, the respective velocities ut, vl' and the alteration of length k.
If U u V" be the required original ,·elocities, tk the time which has, under
the above supposition, elapsed from impact, before the alteration of length k is
produced,
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or,
(4)

but from equntion (6) section 6
111,

- vi

= (U

1

= (U

1

,/EAm+n
-:;;;;- ·

-V 1 )cos.._;' T

tk

-V 1) J 1- sin'J EkA m,r,~/1, · tk

squaring, and substituting from equation (4).
(1t1 - v / = ( U , - V 1 ) 0 -EA,k, "',,~."

(5)

from which U 1 -V 1 , can be determined. The time tk can be found by substituting thiB value in equation (6) section 6.
If vk be the velocity which n would have had if V, were nothing, from
equation (5) section 6

•• =

,,::,. (u, -v,) (1-coJE/"',-:,,". tk)

but the actual velocity of n at this point is vi , hence V 1 = vl - v,.,
and U I can be obtained by substituting this value in equation (5).

.=(

The maximum mutual pressure "·111

U, - V r

)J ~
+n T
111,

(6)

(7)

(8)

n.ncl the common velocity accompanying this will

=

1,~ u1 + -"-v,

'ln + n

(9)

11i+n

8. If the striking mass m in sections 6 and 7, instead of being rigid, be
composed of a substance which is compressed or extended by a length J,, on the
application of a force G to cnch unit of area, the other conditions being the same
as in sections 6 and 7, let B and A be the respective areas of the masses
tn and n. Then if u, v, w, be the respective velocities of the centres of gravity
of m and n and of their touching surface, at any time t after impact
- -ni 'clt
!!_1, = n(Y±'.
rlt =

GBS'
-T

o 1!.-11.1 <lt

AS'--

E
= --Y-

o 1U

-

l'

rlt

(!)
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GB!

GB!

and

s:
s:
s:

udt -

GBI

s:
s:
s:

,vdt

t1dt

+ EAh

tvdt

= GBl

= EAh

s:

,vdt - EAh

s:

vdt

= (GBl + EAh)s: n:dt

u<lt

+ EAh

s:

•dt

vtit

(2)

GBl+EAh

ofs:

and substituting this value

~st (. -••)
h

dt

o

tt•dt;

~
= GBl
+ EAh

st (,. -•)

dt

0

and from equation (I)

-m~=,.d•=
dt

dt

st(u-o)dt
ABEG
(GB!+ EA)h o

(8)

From this it appears that the equations giving the conditions of motion in
this case may be obtained from those found in sections 6 and 7, by substituting for the expression of the form E A , one of the form
l

ABEG
EA/I
GBl

+

Making this substitution, we obtain from section 6, where the elasticity of
the body struck follows a uniform law,
_ ___!!!:__

•- n,+n

Uo

./
(i -co✓

m+"t)
ABEG
(GB!+EAh)--;;.;,.

(4)

(5)

, 0

/

ABEG

n1+n

(6)

u-v=Uoc✓ (GB!+EAh)---,;;-;, • t

mn GBl+EAh '" / ABEG(m+n)
S (u-v)dt=UoJm+n
,s~(GBl+EAh)mn ' t(T)
ABEG
t

0

.

ma.xunum pressure= U 0

J mn+
,n

ABEG

n '(GB l

+

EA.\)

(8)
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From section 7

J ,n n

+ n . ABE G
J"n""'
GBl+EAh

+

•
EA II,
GB l
·sm
ABEG

m+u

l=U0

'tl

,n+" t)
ABEG
, /
(
"'
Uo l-cov GBZ+ E A h ' ~ ·
.,, = 1n+n,
i

(9)

(10)

Also the force EA will produce an alteration of length k, in the mass n; and
EAh
at the same time an alteration GB in the mass m, Hence, for k, the expres~
EAh
+ GB

sion k

d, an d
.
must be subst1tute

EA

=u 1 -V 1

v

'k

jGBk+EAh m+n

(12)

-~

ABEG

(U -V)'=(u -v)•+E'A',GBk+EAh."'+"
1
1
1nn
ABEG
t
t

(13)

_1n+1i.t)

(14)

= ~ ( U -V)(l-cos
·1n+11,

,

1

1

maxunum pressure

=

/

:..,/

(

U1

-

V1)

ABEG

GBk+EAh

m.n

k

,J =~--~ · ·-- •
ABEG
GBk+EAh

,n+n
"'"

(15)

9. If a mass m, of area A, and which undergoes an alteration of length l,
under a force E per unit of area, strike a fixed rigid mass,
Let U0 be the original velocity of ,n, u the velocity at any time t.
Then
differentiating

EA
ill,
-·
-111,-=
dt

I

S'
0

udt
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This equation, and the other conditions of the problem, are satisfied if

u
The alteration

J EA
mi ·

=U

cos

0

= ~:

t

(I)

t.tdt

(2)

=U

and this is a mnximum when

0

J

,n/
E A

(3)

The greatest mutual pressure, accompanying the greatest alteration
=U

o

JmEA

(4)

l

If the ratio of the alteration of length to the pressure applied changes beyond a pressure E A, as in section 7, and if the maximum pressure is more
thau E A, let "i be the velocity, and ti the time from impact at which the pressure becomes equal to EA, and the alteration of length equal to l
then U

0

J

1nl.

l!;A

sin/~_!. t,
:.) 1nl

=

l

(5)

As in section 7, assuming m to be a body in which a pressure E per unit of
area produces an alteration of length k, let U I be the original velocity, t,., the
time which would on this supposition have elapsed from impact,
Then,
k

=u

J

I

mk

EA .

., /EA
ntk . t-,,,

611~/

(6)

from which tk can be determined i and
uz

=U

, /EA

I

cos.._/ mk · tk

(7)

(8 )
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~ k= uJmEA

.
The greatest pressure will

(9)

J

If, as in section 8, the fixed body be elastic, and suffer a change of length h
under a pressure G per unit of its ru:ea B. 'l'hen, as before, substituting for
ABEG
.
EA
- 1- the e:.press10n A Eh+ BG I
we have
1'

alteration of} - U J
length

..

-

,J

=Uo cos

0

1 t
ABEG
AElt.+HGl·m·

+ BG l ) .

wi,(A Ek

ABEG
.

greatest alteration

greatest pressure

=

=U

U0

0

sin /

':.j

(10)

.

ABE G

(AE1'+BG!J11,

J"•(AE1'+BGZ)
ABE G

J

ni.ABEG
A E II, + B O t

(11)

(12)

(13)

Whil~t, for pressures beyond E A

U,'

= "• + E'A'

and greatest pressure

_GB:~+-E!Ah

= U"1'
1

/

(14)

"'

,n.ABEG
B Gk
A E 11,

+

(15)

10. The following calculation, to determine approximately the distribution
of pressure and work among the ,•arious parts of the bolt-testing apparatus,
described in section 2, will serve to shew the application of the preceding
formulfe.
'l'he solution is approximate only, on account of the complex nature of the
action of a sel'ies of elastic bodies, striking one another, rendering it necessary
to assume some arbitrary conditions; and it is accol'dingly Eiupposed that the
whole expenditure of work in each impact is confined to the two impinging
bodies alone, and does not extend to the others of the series; and further, that
each body, after being stl'uck, and before striking the next, regains its original
length.
The falling weight, and the whole of the apparatus, except the bolt, are made
of armour plate iron, and are of the following dimensions-

Falling weight
Block
Vertical pieces
Lower block
Bolt

A
B
C
D
E

3·0 X !·~ x !·O feet.
1·6 X 0·6 X 0·6 ,,

0·6

X

0·6

X I ·2

,,

1·6 X 0·6 X 0·75 ,,
0·2:i diam : X 2·0 .,

raEBBURE PRODUC~D DY A :FALLING WEIGHT.
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The weights being
A
B

Tons.
1·00
0·1424
C
0·114
D
0·161
E
0·0184
And the consequent masses, that of 32·2 tons being the unit, for
A
0·031
B
0·0044
C
0·00354
D
0·005
E
0·00057
'l'hen we have, first, A striking B, with a given velocity of 44 feet per second,
and consequently with an energy of 30·06 foot-tons.
From plate II, it will be seen that armour plate iron is compressed 0·00868 of
its length, by a pressure of 1000 tons on each square foot of area. (This corres~
ponds to a compression of 0·01 of its length, under a pressure of 1152 tons to the
square foot, or 8 tons to the square inch.)
By equation (8) of section 8

.

maximum pressure on common surface of A and B
and in this case ~

vt+n

= UO
=

J

+

?n1~

111,

11, •

ABEG
EAh

G BL

+

0·0039

Also, the distance of the centre of gravity of A from the surface struck is 1·5
feet, and the corresponding distance in B is 0·3 feet ; and the areas of A, B are
1 ·5 nod 1 ·0 square feet respectively. Hence, calculating dimensions in feet, and
pressures in tons,

ABEG
1000 X 1•5

=

x

l·O x J•/; X 1000 X 1000
0·00868 X 0·3
1000 X 1·0 X 0·00868 X 1·5

+

88778.

maximum pressure between Ai B,

= H·O

X Vo·0039 X 88778-

= 521·04 tons
Also, from equation (11) section 6
common velocity

= ,,n ~ :

Uo

:= 38·5 feet per second
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= 0·0513 0·02082~

49·3

E•A• _ GBk+EAh= 728 .4
ABEG •
v,

= 865•183 + 728-4

UII

u.

=39·9

From equation (15) section 9
:Maximum-pressure= U 1

/ ,,n.

1/

ABE G
AEh+BGk

= 72·89 tons
Extension of bolt= ·02

+ (0·4-0"02)

7289-49·3
80 .12 _ 49 . 3

= 0·31 feet
Foot tons absorbed= 18·21
compression of supports= 72 ' 89
Foot-tons absorbed

=

:o

0·0 2 0S

= 0·075 feet,

2·78,

From Plate II, it will be seen that a pressure of 72·89 tons upon the area c
the bolt, or of 1,703 tons upon the square foot, will produce a permanent exter
sion in a bolt 2 feet long, of 0·13 feet.
The mean of ten experiments in the bolt-testing apparatus gives an observe;
permanent extension, in bolts similar to that shewn in Plate I, of 0·12 feet, coi
responding to a pressure of 1,640 tons upon the square foot, or of 70·19 to
upon the area of the bolt.

T.E.
27th September, 1869.
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PAPER XI.
THE

FRENCH ATLANTIC ELECTRIC
TELEGRAPH CABLE.
IlY CAPTAIN VETCH, ROYAL ENGINEERS,

Freni'h eon('£'SOn the 6th July, 1868, a concession was obtained by the Baron
~;lon~i~~11~, fir- Emile d'Erlanger and l\Ir. Julius Reuter from the French Governcorupnny.
mcnt, for the laying tclegrnphic communication by a submarine
cable between France and the island of St. Pierre, a French fishing station

off the coast of Newfoundland; and a further arrangement was made with the
t>fo.te of Massachusetts to continue a submarine cable on from St. Pierre to
Duxbury CoYe, near Boston, Massachusetts; and on the 10th August, the same
year, a company, having the title of the "Societe du CAble Transatlantique
Fran~ais (Limited),'' was incorporated in London, with a capital of £1,200,000
sttrliug, to carry out the project.
Contract with
Before the fo1:matiou of the company, the concessionaires had
till' TclL•i:n·aph already entered rnto a contract with the Telegraph Construction
1
~;~?i~:ll"~,~~~~ and ~Iaintenance Company, for the manufacture, shi1Jping, transn:mccCompan.r. port, and laying of the whole line of cable, at a cost of £920,000;
and the new French Company was, therefore, formally substituted for the concessionaires in this contract. The whole work of constructing and laying the
cable was thus placed in the bands of the Telegraph Construction Company,
which w·as bound by its contra.et to hand over the line laid complete, and in
good working order after one month's testing. The Telegraph Construction and
Maintennnce Company was formC'd some firn years back to combine the works
of the Gutta Percha Company, in the City Hoad, London, with those for cables,
of Messrs. Glass, Elliott, & Co., at Greenwich. These firms had canied out the
construction and laying of tbe Atlantic cables of 1865 nml 1866, and, therefore,
the Telegraph Construction Company, as their successor, was most fitted for
successfully layiug the new cable.
Description
'l'he whole line was divided into two sections, separately conor cahlcs.
tractcd for, No. 1 comprising the length between Bl'est and St.
Pierre; and No. 2, that between St. Pierl'c nnd Duxbury, Massachusetts. In
£'nch section three clescriptions of cable were usecl; those in No. 1 section,
designated A, B, and C; and those in No. 2 section, D, E, ancl F. A and D wern
1'
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the main cables of their respective sections; B and E the intermediate cables,
or portion between the main cables and the shore ends; and C and F were the
shore ends.

Ist Section-Brest to St. Picl're.
Brest shore end cable,
Brest iutermedinte cable
l\Iain cable
St. Pierre intermediate cable
St. Pierre shore end cable

8 knots
C. length
107 ,,
B.
2613
A.
20 11
B.
10
C.
2788

Total No. 1 section

weight 163 tons.
668
4366
125
205
5527

,,

2nd Section-St. Pierre to Duxb1,ry.
St. Pien·e shore C'lld cable, F. length 11 knots
33 t1
St. Pierre intermediate cable E.
700 ,,
D.
Main cable
21
Duxbury intermediate cable E.
11
F.
Duxbury sho1·e end cable
Total No. 2 section
Grand total

weight

182
207
2013
133
186

tons.
,,
,,
,,
''

,,

776

H

2721

.,

11

3564

,,

824S

.,

The length of the main cable of No. 1 section (A) was considerably in excess
of that actua1ly required in order to provide for accidents. A much smaller
margin was allowed in the main cable of No. 2 section (D), as it was to be in
comparatively shallow water, but for this same reason it was made proportionally heavier and stronger than cable A.
The core of cable A, the main portion of the Atlantic cable,
De~criptlon of
cnble A, ~ection consists of a copper conductor, covered with four coverings of
gutta percha and Chatterton's compound, altel'Jmted. The copper
No. 1. Core.
conductor is a strand of seven wires, the diameter of each wire being 0·054, and
of the whole strand 0·168 of an inch. The copper conductor is laid up with
Chatterton's compound, and coYered with four separate gutta. percha coatiags,
alternated with coverings of Chatterton's compound; the thickness of the four
coatings of gutta percha and compound is 0·148 of an inch, and the diameter of
the core is, therefore, 0·464 of an inch.
'The core is covered with a serving of twelve strands of well
Jute scning.
tanned jute, about 0·103 of an inch thick, making the total thick0·67 of au inch.
cable
the
of
ness
Over the jute-serving is an outer sheathing composed of ten
Outersheathing.
homogeneous gnlrnnised iron wires, each served with five Manilla
hemp strands steeped in. tar; the diameter of each wire is 0·1, and of each
sened wire 0·245 of an inch. The average diameter of the cable is l ·1 inches,
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Abstract of weights in one 1mot (from a specimen 011efoot long).
Core ( Copper conductor ........... . 402 lbs. or 0·180 tons.
Gutta Percha and compound .. 385
0·l 72
Jute serYing ..........•..... 234
0·104
0·709
[ Iron ,vire •...•..•...•..••.. 1589
Outer
0·487
Hemp strands . . . • . . • •.•••• 1091
sheathing

Total ............ 3,701

1·652

~~~n~r;~~~~

The total length of cable A is 2,643 knots, and its weight 4,366
tons .i the approximate breaking strain was found from experiment
stroln.
to be from 6·7 5 to 7 tons.
The core of cable B is precisely similar to that of cable A, and is
Dcs_-ription ot
~~~~1~U~~1~0t~ covered with a serving of well-tanned jute, 0·2 of an inch thick,
and making the cable 0·864 of an inch in diameter.
sen·lng.
The jute serving is surrounded by an iron sheathing composed of
Iron sheathing,
12 B. B. iron wires, galvanized, and of No. 4 B. "\V. G.
Outside the iron sheathing is a double serving, with right and
~~~!;;;~g~utcr
left lay, of Clark's compound and yarn; the compound consists
of mincrnl pitch and silica, in the proportions of 60 and 40 parts respecti,ely,
with sufficient mineral tar to give the requisite consistence; this is laid on after
thelllfi.rst coating of yarn, and again after the second coating of yarn. The
thickness of this co,ering is 0·125 of an inch. The average diameter of cable
B is l ·6 inches.
Abstract of weights i11 one hnot (from a specimen one foot long).
787 lbs.
Core
824
Jute serving .••.••
Iron sheathing .... 10,317 ,,
Clark's outer covering 2,064 u
Total .• 13,992

,,

or
,,
,,
,,

0·352 tons.

0·368
4·605

,,
,,

0·921

JI

,, 6·246

JI

The total length of cable B is 127 knots, and its weight 793 tons.
The breaking strain is about 14·73 tons.
The core of cable C, shore end cable, is precisely similar to that
De~cription of
cut,Ie C, section of A and B cables. Around the core is a sening of twelve strands
~r~!:~:1~,~i. of ,veil tanned jute, 0 085 of an inch thick, making the thickness
of the cable 0·634 of an inch.
Over the first, or inner serving, is an iron sheathing, composed
18t, or inner
iron slJeatlling. of twelve galvanized B. B. iron wires, of No. 6 B. ,v.G., making the
cable 1·062 inches.
the
of
dinmeter
Over the first, or inner iron sheathing, is a serving 1 composed of
2ml,or outer
hemp steeped in tar, in two layers, with right and left lay, and
serving.
0·447 of an inch thick, making the diameter of the cable l ·956 ins.
Total weight
a!~a::.euking
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!!nd, or outer

Outside is a henvy iron sheathing of twelve strands, each strand

lrou sheathing. consisting of th1·ee galvanized B. B. iron wires, of No. 3 B. \V.G., or

0·237 of nn inch in diameter. The average diameter of cable C is 2·5 ins .
.Breakingstrain
The approximate breaking strain is calculated at about 44 tons.

Abstract ofwtiglits in one knot (from a specimen onejoot long).
Core
787 lbs.
or 0·352 tons.
Inner serving
484 ,,
0·217 ,,
Innersheathing 7,618 11
3·398 ,,
Outer serving
4,730 11
2·113
Outer sheathing 32,250 ,,
n I 4·397 ,,
Total • • •

45,869

,, 20·477

»

,.

The total length of cable C is 18 knots, and its weight 368 tons.
De;icrlptlon or
The core of cable D, the main_ cable of the 2nd section, consists
cn!Jlc D, Section of a copper conductor covered with three coatings of gutta percha
2· Core.
and Chatterton's compound alternated. The copper conductor is a
strand of seven wires 1 the diameter of each wire being 0·030, and of the whole
strand 0·087 of an inch. The conductor is laid up with Chatterton's compound,
and covered with three separate coatings of gutta. percha, alternated with three
coverings of Chatterton's compound. The thickness of the three coverings of
gutta percha and compound is 0·099 of an inch, making the diameter of the core
0·285 of an inch,
Jute-aening.
'I'he core is co,ered with a serving of well tanned jute, 0·0825 of
an inch thick, making the diameter of the cable 0·45 of au inch.
Over the jute-serving is a sheathing of ten galvanised B. B. iron
Iron sheathing. wires, of No. 8 n.,v.G.
Clark's outer
Outside the iron sheathing is a double serving, with right and
coveting.
left lay, of Clark's yarn and compound. as before described. The
thickness of this cowring is 0·161 of an inch, and the total average diameter of
cable D is 1·1 ins.
0in.
The approximate breaking strain is about 4·27 tons.

!.~~~1:i~t~~

Abstract of weights per knot (f1·om a specimen one foot long).
Conductor
I 09 lbs.
Core ( Gutta percha nnd ]
153
compound.
"
J ute•ser'fing
244
Iron sheathing
4,367
Clark's outer covering
1,568 "
Total ........... .

6,441

"
"

or

"
"

0·0482 tons.
0·0683
0 1093
1·9495
0·7000
2·8753

The total length of cable D is 700 knots, and its weight 2,013
~~i1;\'f).glltof tons.

Total length
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The core of cable E is precisely similar to that of cable D, It
De~crl1>tlon of
~~~!r!a~dtlon is covered with a serving of well tanned jute, 0·297 of an inch
thick, making the diameter of the cable 0·879 of nu inch.
serving.
The jute-serving is surrounded by a sheathing, composed of 12
Iron sheathing.
galvanized B. B. iron wires, of No. 4 B.W.G.
Outside this sheathing is a double serving, with right nod left
lay, of Cla1·k's yarn and compound, as before described. The thickcoverJng.
ness of this covering is 0·12 of nn inch, and the total averao-e diameter of cable
0
E is l ·5 inches.
The approximate breaking strain is about 11 tons.
Drenklng strnin.
Clnrk'souter

Abstract of wei'gMs per knot (from a specimen one foot long).
lbs,
,,
,,

or 0·116 tons.
,, 0·528
,, 4·753 ,,

,,

0·879

,,

14,059 ,,

6·276

"

262
Core . . . . . .. . , , . . . . . . .
J ate-serving , • • • . • • . • • • . 1,184
Irnn sheathing . . . . . . . . . I 0,648
Clark's outer covering . . . • 1,965
Total . . . . .. . . . . . .

The total length of cable E is 54 knots, and its weight 340 tons.
The core 1 jute inner serving, and inner iron sheathing of cable
F are precisely similar to those of cable D.

De11criptlon ot

~~UI~J~e8,cci~~~r
acrving, and innersbeatbing.
Outer sening.

Around the inner iron sheathing is an outer serving of hemp
steeped in tar, in two layers1 with right and left lay, and 0·441 of an inch
thick, making the diameter of the cable 1 ·66 inches.
Outside is a second iron sheathing of twelve strands of wire,
Outer iron
each strand consisting of three galvanised B. B. iron wires of
ebeuthing.
No. 4 B.W.G. The average diameter of cable Fis 2·5 inches.
The approximate breaking strain is 41 tons.
Breakingstrain.
Abstract of weights p,r knot
Core .. , . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. ..
Inner serving .. . . . . .. . . ..
Inner iron sheathing • • • • • .
Outer serving • • • . . . • . . . . .
Outer iron sheathing ......
Total ......... , ..

(from a specimen one foot long).
or 0·116 tons.
262 lbs.
0 109
244
l ·949
1·563

4 1367
3,501

,,
"

29,169

,.

13·023

37,543 ,,

,. 16·760

The total length of cable F is 22 knots, and its weight 368
tons.
The manufacture of the core of the cable was carried on at the
Gutta Percha Vlorks in the City Road, London, and the core was then sent to
Greenwich to receive the external coveriugs.

Total length'
and weight of
cable F.
linnufacture.
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The efficiency and special adaptation of the II Great Eastern"
steamship as a cable vessel having been tested in laying the Atlantic
cables of 1865 and 1866, her services were secured for this expedition, and it wns
arranged that she should lay the greater part of section 1. She was accordingly
moored off Queenborough in the the Medway, where all the necessary alterations
in her were made, and the cable sent down from Greenwich and coiled on board.
Three large iron tanks were constructed to hold the cable, and to keep it under
water until paid out. These tanks were of the following dimensions :Fore tank . . . . • • • . . . 51' 6" diameter, 20' 6" deep, holding 720 knots.
1,113
16' 6 11 ,,
Jtfain tank . . . • . • . • • • . 75' 0"
920 ,,
,,
26' 6 11 ,,
After tank • • • . • • . • . . . 58' Ou
11
In order to build the main tank one mast of the ship had to be cut away, and
stepped into a girder, and yet, notwithstanding the great size of these tanks,
they occupy but an insignificant portion of the big ship.
The same picking up gear and paying out machinery, as were used for the
1866 cable, were refitted in the "Great Eastern."
The end of cable A was placed in the testing room, and the cable
Cable tanks.
then carried to the bottom of the main tank, and coiled there for 868 miles,
when it was led to the after tank, in which 920 miles were coiled, and then to
the fore tank, where 720 miles were coiled; from the fore tank it was then
brought back to the main tank, and the remainder of cable A, about 135 miles,
coiled over the original coil, then 107 miles of cable B over this, and, finally,
2½ miles of cable C over this again. The tanks were filled with water, which
was always kept at the level of the top of the coil. The floors of the tanks were
all above the water line of the ship, and by the arrangement of the cable described above 1 it was expected that the vessel would keep in good trim throughout the voyage.
The eye of each coil in the tanks was occnpied by two telescopic square frames,
one over the other; the lower one was extended upwards, and the upper one downwards i the cable passed out from the tank through the centre of the upper telescope by a series of rings, which confined its centrifugal tendency; when the
tank was full of cable, the upper frame was contracted like a closed telescope, and
the lower one extended to the level of the top of the coil; as the cable was paid
out the upper frame was extended, and the lower one contracted, downwards, so
that the top of the lower frame was always kept a little aboYe the level of the top
of the coil, while the bottom of the upper frame was kept a little higher still.
A stout iron ring was fastened round the lower part of the upper frame; the cable
passed under this, and up through the telescopic upper frame over a light iron
wheel above the tank, and some seven feet above the deck; an iron ring prel'ented
the bight of the cable, as it was drawn out of the coil, from lashing out under
the influence of centrifugal force; from this ring, iron rods or spokes radiated to
th~ ci_rcum_ference of the tan~, where they were joined by another large iron ring;
this light iron frame extendmg over the tank, and attached to the central rinowas called the " crinoline," and was lowered by pulleys from above with the upp;1~
telescopic frame; in the event of a foul II flake,"• or any other accident, it pre,. Grent
Eastern."

• ,; Flake" ie: the muue given to one layer of the coH h1 the tank.
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vented the cable from rising above the level of the II crinoline," except through
the telescope,
CC1nductlng
From the light wheel over the tank, the cable passed into a wide
trough.
wooden trough, lined with sheet-iron at the bottom, and having
light whee]s at intervals to lessen the friction against the bottom of the trough ;
this trough was some three feet above the deck, and conveyed the cable to the
paying out machine.
PAyin~ out
The paying out gear was arranged in such a manner that no extra
machinery,
strain could be put on the cable in excess of that previously arranged,
but the extra strain could, if necessary, be either reduced or removed by means
of hand wheels. The cable first passed over six leading V wheels, and was
pressed down into their grooved rims by a small weighted wheel, or jockey
pulley, around the circumference of which there was a band of India rubber. The
jockey more or less restrained the speed of the cable, according to the weights it
carried, and the strain from these weights could be reduced or removed by turning
a hand wheel. From the V wheels the cable passed four times round a. large
drum, a.bout six feet in diameter, to which a constant restraining friction was
applied, in the form of an "Appold" break. In this break both ends of the
break strap were attached to one lever, so that when the drum began to turn, the
lever with the weights attached to it was lifted, but as the weights were lifted the
strap was slackened, and thus a constant friction, equa.l to the weights employed,
was obtained. These weights could be attached or removed at pleasure, anrl. a man
was detailed to carry ou:t any orders on this head. From the drum the cable
passed under the dynamometer, or strain gauge-wheel. This was a very simple and
extremely useful machine; a V wheel was attached by its axle to a frame fastened
on the top of a vertical rod, the frame slid on vertical iron bars, the wheel,
frame, and rod were a known weight, and weights could be added if necessary.
The cable passing under the V wheel 1·aised it more or less, according to the
strain, which it registered by a pointeron a vertical scale. An indicator, worked
by cogs, was attached to the drum, and showed on a dial, by means of three hands,
the numb~r of revolutions, up to 300,000. From the dynamometer the cable
passed over a V wheel in the stern bulwarks, and glided into the sea.
Picking-up
The machinery in the bow, intended for picking up and for grapmachincry.
pling, was similar in character to that used for paying out, but was
more simple, stronger, and heavier, as the strains met with in grappling are
frequently very high. There was an auxiliary engine of 70 horse power to work
the drum in the bow.
Other w~ssels
In addition to the " Great Eastern" three other vessels were
employed.
employed, ·viz., the "Chiltern," of some 900 tons register, the
"William Cory," of about 1,100 tons register, and the " Scanderia," of about
1,400 tons register. The "Chiltern 11 carried a portion of the Brest shore end,
cable C, part of main ca.ble l), and the Duxbury intermediate and shore end
portions of cables E and F. The "\Villiaro Cory" carried the St. Pierre por~
tions of cables B, C, E, and F, and part of the main cable D. The " Scanderia"
carried the remainder of main cable D. Each of these three vessels was fitted
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with tanks, in which the cable was coiled, ns in the II Great Eastern," round
central telescopic frames. These tanks were securely deckecl over to prevent
the cable from shifting its position during the voyage to the point where pnying
out was commcncecl. The paying out and picking up machinery were similar
to the machinery in the "Great Eastern," though on a smaller scale.
A tn.ble, showing the description, length, weight, and distribu•
Tnblo No. 1·
tion of the cable carried by each vessel is attached.
Stenm steering
Since the laying of the Atlantic cable of 1866, the "Great
gear.
Eastern" has been fitted with steam steering machinery, by which
one man at the wheel, either on the bridge or astern, has perfect control o,•er
the vessel in any weather, whereas it formerly required eight men to steer her,
and in bad weather the wheels were double manned. The helm can now be put
hard over, and by turning the paddles astern, and the screw ahead, the great
ship can be made to turn in her owu length.
By the terms of contract the cables were nil to be completed by the 22nd of
June, and the expedition was to be ready to start not later than the 25th June.
'l'his was easily accomplished i the ""' illiam Cory" left for St. Pierre at the
beginning of the month, and the "Chiltern" went round to Brest n little later.
The "Great Eastern,U accompanied by the II Scanderia," left the Medway on the
12th June, and went round to Pol'tland to coal, and at 8.30 a.m. on the 19th she
finally left the shores of England on her third great cable-laying expedition.
Having receh·ed instrnctions from the Secretary of State for 1Var to report on
the laying of the French Atlantic Cable, and permission having been obtained
from the Directors of the Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Company for
me to accompany the expedition, I joined the " Great Eastern" at Portland.
Members or th e
'l'be principal members of the expedition were Sir Daniel Gooch
e:\.1)edition.
and Mr. Rawson, on behalf of the Telegraph Constrnction Company, and Sir James Anderson, as Director Geueral of the French Company.
The contractor's staff consisted of Sir Samuel Canning, as Chief Engineer, ·
assisted by :;\lessrs. Temple, Bell, and London, with .i\lessrs. ,villoughby Smith
and Laws as electricians-in-chief. The staff of the French Company consisted
of Messrs. Fleeming Jenkin, Latimer Clark, and Charles Hockin, with Messrs.
Cromwell Varley and Birtsch, as consulting electricians. The ship was com- ·
manded by Captain Halpin.
'
ArrimlatBrest
During the passage to Brest the cables in the several tanks were
_
joined up in circuit, and the shore end prepared for splicing to the
piece already laid by the" Chiltern." We arrived outside Brest about4.30 p.m.
on the 20th, and brought up close to the buoy marking the end of cable C laid
by the u Chiltern" from Point l\iinou. The "Chiltern" and the II Hawk;, the
latt~r.with the Managing Director of the Construction Company on board,' were
awaiting u~, and a dozen steamers from Brest crowded with passengers were
soon st;amrng roun~ and rou~d us, in spite of a very fresh breeze blowing.
No time was lost 1D _pr~parmg to make t?e splic_e, as it was necessary to get
away shortly after m1dmght, before the tide agnm turned. The "Chiltern"
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picked up the end of the shore cable, nnd then slowly worked up to the "Great
Eastern" till her bow wns c1ose to our stern. Our end of the $hare cable was
then passed o,·er, and hauled on board the "C..:hiltcrn," where the splice was
made.

About two a.m the splice was completed aBd the bight thrown
overboard, nnd the "Great Eastern 1" having weighed her anchor, steamed
slowly ahead and commenced paying out, followed by the " Chiltern" on the
stnrboard, and the H Scandeda" on the port quarter. The course the cable ,vas
to tnke was the shortest line between Brest and the tail of the Great Bank of
Newfoundland, or that portion of a great circle passing through those two
points. A 1:pecia.l survey of the line for soundings had been made for the French
Company in the spring of the year by Navigating Lieutenant V. F. Johnson,
R.N., and a chart is nttachecl, Pl. I, showing these soundings and the course
of the cable. On leaving Brest the II Great Eastern" was in very good trim,
carrying about 7,000 tons of coal, and OYer 5,000 tons of cable, and drawing
about 32 feet of water forward and 34 aft, and until her trim was considerably
altered by loss of cable and coal, she ,vas remarkably steady even in bad weather.
But although the arrangement of the cables in the several tanks already described tended to preserve the vessel's trim and steadiness for as long a time as
possible, yet this arrangement had its disadvantages, for the manner in which
the cable was disposed in the main tank tended greatly to confuse the signals,
and for this reason; when a signal was sent from the ship, the current passing
through the lower coil in the main tank at once induced a current in the upper
coil, so that there was a double signal, that by the induced current being more
rapid th:m the other, and it was some time before the telegraphists were able to
distinguish and read the signals. The weathrr for the first week was most
beautiful, bright warm days, with a perfectly calm sea, and all went well. The
staffs of the Engineers and Electricians were diYided into watches, kept by
Greenwich time, and the most assiduous and uuremitting attention was paid to"
the cable and every part of the machinery. In the testing room the same unwearied solicitude was shown, and from the commencement of paying out until
the cable was laid (except when the cable was buoyed), there was always some•
one anxiously watching the little spot of light from the reflecting galvanometer
on the scale. A description of the testing arrangements, with abstracts of some
of the tests made during the voyage, is attached.
The heavy shore end was all paid out about half-an-hour after starting; at the
junction of cable C with B, and, again, of B with A, one quarte1· of a mile of
taper was allowed, so that the cable of thicker diameter gradually assumed tho
size and description of that of smaller diamckr.
The intermediate, or B cable, was all paid out about 12.~0 am. on
22nd June.
the 22nd. (The hour must always be understood to be Greenwich time unless
specified to the contrary). The speed of the paying-out ship, it was arranged,
should not exceed six: knots per hour, and the slack cable paid out was to be
kept, as nearly as possible, at the same rate as in laying the Atlantic cable of
1866, i.e., between 12 and 14 per cent.

mt June,

u
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At 1. 25 a.m. the speed of paying out was reduced to three miles
per hour, and nt 1.50 nm., the upper coil of cable in the main tank was nll paid
out, aml the change made to the forward taak. This was done without any
difficulty w:1atc\'cr, the plough in the drum was !:ihifted to suit th o diminished
size of the cable, and nt 1.55 n.m. the splice between the main and fore tanks
passed overboard. The signals hitherto had on shore appeared to have been
those made bv the induced current, and as this ceased on the removal of the
upper coil, th'e telegraphists on shore were again somewhat puzzled.
2-Hh June.
At 3.27 a.m. a gong, which was suspended near the testing room,
,Tns sounded, a signal that the little spot of light bad left the scale, aud, there
fore, that a fault must have occuned. In accordance with instructions pre•
viously issued the engi nes at once reversed full speed astern, nud as soon as the
ship's way was stopped, rope and chain stoppers were put on the cable; the
cable was t hen cut, and the end passed round the forward drum through the
machinery in the bow. The auxiliary engines in the bow turned the bowdrum, and hauled the cable back through the machine1·y in the stern, which was
si mply rc,·ersed. Hitherto faults had always been recovered by shifting the
cable from the stern to the bow, stenmiug ahead, and hauling in, and this was
the first time that it had been done by going astern and hauling it back through
the pnJing out gear, reversed; manifestly a much more simple arrangement.
Captain Halpin took up a position close to the stern V wheel of the paying out
g1>ar, where he was able to observe the position of the cable, and also the strain
shown by the clynamometer, and as the helmsman was now shifted from the
bridge to the stern wheel he was close t o the captain, and by means of pneumatic
tubes, the latter could also communicate with either engine room, and thus had
complete control of the ship, and could regulate her movements as circumstances
required. In this way, sometimes stopping when the cable was being cut and
tested, sometimes going astern and picking up, some 2± knots were picked up.
The cable had been cut three times, with the hope of finding the faulty piece,
which at length really was recovered and cut out. The strain on the dynamometer previously to the fault was about 8 cwt., while during its recovery it had
ris~n to 83 cwt. The clt:pth of water was about 2,400 fathoms. At about 8.40
· a.m. the j oiut was commenced, and the splice was finished and paying out
resumed about l O a m.
'l'he t~rm "joint'' it should be observed, applies only to the junction of the
cores of the cable, i. e. of the conductors, gutta percha and compound. 'l'he term
"splice" applies to the junction of the servings and outer coverings. To form a
joint the gutta percha and compound round the copper wire arc cut away for
some iu chcs, aud the copper wire st rands are filed to a long bevil, and made
perfectly bright with emery paper. They are then soldered together and are
tinnly bound round with fine wire, which is soldered to the conductor only at
the ends, so that should the conductor become separated by any strain on the
cable, tl1e fine wire would still maintain the conduction. This biiidincr with
fine wire is rcpi::ated, then rubbed bright and coated with Chatterton'~ compound. 'l'he gutta percha adjacent is heated by a spirit lamp, and pushed for2~rd JunC'.
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wanl, first from one side to cover the joint, and then from the other side so as
to overlap the first; three or four pieces of gutta percha are then heated and
applied separately as coverings, with a coating of compound between them;
they arc firmly pressed together and then }Jlaced in ice to cool quickly before
the splice is commenced. The joint is tested, and the splice then made by
untwisting alternate wires and the jute serving, and having re-covered the joint
with the serving from the opposite side, twisting in the alternate wires. The
wires are cut so that the joints shall not coincide, and where the joints occur
the cable is firmly bound round with yarn.
At about 11.30 a.m. the gong again sounded the alarm, and caused great consternation at the 1n·ospect of so speedy a repetition of the morning's work. The
ship had, however, hardly been stopped when the spot of light returned to the
scale', and it was afterwards nscertnined that this, and several other temporary
disappearances were caused by the carelessness of a clerk at Brest.
On examining the piece of cable cut out this morning it was impossible, with
the closest scrutiny, to detect any injury to the outside wires or hemp, or to the
jute serving. In the core itself, however, there wns a small puncture, barely
extending to the copper; the hole was of the shape and size that would be
made by a small tack. It was impossible to say how it could have happened,
nothing remaining in the hole to shew its origin, as in the 1866 cable, when a
small piece of out:sidc wire was found sta~biug the cable on each occasion of a
fault occurring.
2Gth Jllllc.
About 9.17 a.m. the gong again sounded and the engines were
reversed, nnd by 9.35 a.m. the stoppers wero put on the cable, which was cut,
and passed round the forward drum. At 10.37 a.m. the picking up ceased, the
fault was cut out, and, on the completion of the joint and splice, about 12.14
p.m., paymg out re-commenced. The weather continued so fine that the faults,
although causing the most tiresome delays, gave no real cause for anxiety. On
examining the faulty piece of cable no mark could be discovered on the exterior
or on the serving. The position of the fault in the piece cut out was ascertained
by joining one eml of the piece of cable to a battery and insulating the other,
and bringing a wire from the othe1· pole of the battery iu connectiou with a wet
sponge, which was passed along the sel'\'ing until the ex.net spot was indicated
by the galvanometer on the completion of the circuit. The serving was then
taken off very carefully, and was found slightly stained on the inside, as if by
chemical action, and some of the fibres were cut, but this was only seen on very
attentive examination. In the gutta percha there was a little hole, and the
instrument with which it had been made had indented the copper wire and
brightened it a little. As with the predous fault, no explanation could be
given to account for its origin. The amount of cable picked up and cut out was
about one knot, and occupied about 4.5 minutes.
211th June.
Shortly after midnight the cable in the fore tank was all 1mid
out, and the change made to the after tank. The distance between the two
tanks being considerable, some care was required to effect the change ·without
mishap. The engines were lri!epped and went astern, so as to stop ull the shiv's
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way as the bight passed out of the forward tan~. As th~ lnst turn left the
fore tank, the rings of the telescopic frnme, wluch nre. hinged, were opened,
and the bi,..,.ht passed out of the tank, and was seized by some of the
men on deck who walked away with it steadily to the after tank, near which
the strain b~came too great to allow the men any longer to hold it, and it
pulled itself out of their hands, straightened, and commenced paying out from
the afte1· tank. The cable in circuit at the time the change of tanks was made
was:5·58 knots.
11 C " cable, laid by " Chiltern"
2'41
11 C ''
.,
" Great Eastern " from main tank
106·96
"B" "
135·50
"A".,
"JI fore "
719·81
"A" ,,
919·,0
,,
after
JI
"A" not laid
Deduct fo1· coble cut out

1890·05
3·14

'l'otal cable in circuit

1886·91

The main cable left in the main tank is not included in the above, as it was cut
out of circuit on the 25th instant, to facilitate the signalling.
In the afternoon a breeze sprang up, which freshened towards evening i the
barometer had been falling fast all the afternoon, and by night it was blowing
half a gale.
30th June.
It continued to blo,v all night, and at 5 a.m. this morning, there was
a heavy gale from the east-south-east. The "Great Eastern'' cut her way
through the heavy sea with remarkable steadiness, an<l scarcely any rolling,
and the paying out continued without any great increase of strnin, the dynamo meter ranging from 14 to 16 cwt. Every one was on the alert in case of
any contre-tcmps in such wild weather. Our consorts, the "Scanderia" and
"Chiltern/' suffered a good deal, the sea appearing frequently to sweep right
over them, and the latter vessel lost her starboard lifeboat. At 7 a.m. the
sound of the gong, rising above the howling of the storm, announced that a
fault had occurred. In rather less than thirty seconds the ship's way was
stopped, and both screw and paddles turning astern full speed. The tests
showed that the fault was close to the ship, and it was at once determined to
back the ·vessel, an~ endeavour, notwithstanding the gale, to pick up the cable
from the stern as before. Captain Halpin and Sil' Samuel Canning took up
their usual positions on the little platform projecting- beyond the stern, where
the cable, passing o·ver the last V wheel, glides into the sea; the stoppers were
put on the cable, which wns cut, and passed round the bow drumi· and the
auxiliary engines commenced hauling in, while the ship was driven astern full
speed ii~ the teeth of the gale. By this time the fault was some way astern;
the stram on the cable at once rose to 31 cwt., and after a .few minutes to 47
cwt., and in the course of another twenty minutes, during which time some 70
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yo.l'd.s WCL'C reco,·ered, it rose to 65 cwt. Still the fault was overboard ; it was
slow work, and the picking up continued for a whole hour, putting the stoppers
on occasiona1ly when the strain was high, and driving astern till it fell, ,vhen
picking up was resume<l. It was certainly a bold attempt, and one attended
with much difficulty, and demanding great judgmcnt and experience-to haul in
a cable in soundings of over two miles, by driving the ship astern against a
heavy gale-and the strains registered were watched with the most anxious
attention; during the last hour the strain varied from 45 to 90 cwt i the strain
had not been excessive, and the fault once on board all would be well, and the
excitement became intense. About three quarters of a mile had been recovered,
and the strain had Yaricd from 70 cwt. to 110 cwt. ; the latter strain was
caused by a heavy sea striking the stern, and suddenly raising it; picking up
was discontinued for a few minutes, and on recommencing, another sea caught
the vessel in the stern as before, and smashed the platform on which the captain
was standing, deluged every one at the stern, and nearly wasLed the captain
overboard. This sudden strain caused the cable to part, but very fortunately
in-board, nnd nearly amidship. As it parted it lashed itself out along the deck,
but injured no ace, the stoppers were immediately put on at the stern, and the
end seized in several places and secured. Large buoys constructed of iron, expressly for cable work, and fitted with flagstaff and flags, were always kept
ready, and buoy ropes placed from the bow to the stern on each side of the ship
to attach at once to the cable, should it be necessar_y to buoy it. As it was now
quite evident that any further attempt to recover the fault in such weather
would end still more disastrously, the cable was at once made fast to the buoy
rope, and in about a quarter of an hour, the huge buoy was riding out the storm
with the end of the cable attached to it.
'!'he arrangement for fastening the cable to the buoy with a view to its easy
recovery is ingenious. 'l'he buoy has an eye in the centre of its base, through
which a riding chain is passed; one end of this chain is secured to a trigger
catch in the side of the huoy above the line of flotation, and the other end hangs
down; a hemp rope is fastened to the top of the ...buoy, and again to the free
end of the riding chaiu below the eye in the base of the buoy. To this hemp
rope is attached chain-shackling, and the cable is very securely fastened to this;
about 50 fathoms of spare cable are allowed beyond the fastening, to form a bight,
and this hanging end, when in the water, twists itself round the fastenings,
and increases the security of the cable.
As soon as the cable was overboard, the "Scanderia" was directed to drop a
mark-buoy about two miles to the eastward, and the II Great Eastern" proceeded
herself to drop another about two miles to the south.east. These mark.buoys,
like the cable-buoys, are very large, are painted red, and proyided with flngstaffs
and flags; their moorings consist of a Manilla hemp and steel wire cable of
about 3,000 fathoms length, and a mushroom anchor, weighing 5 cwt. The
three ships endeayoured to keep the buoys in sight all day, and at night stood
off in a definite course to return at daylight.
This morniug the wind had moderated, aud the weather became
llit July.
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quito fine j the buoys were sighted early, but the sen continued much too high
nll day to lower a boat, nnd attempt the 1·ccovcry of the cable; the buoys were
ngain, therefore, kept in sight till dusk, when the ships once more stood off on o.
cou1·se.
2nd July.
At about S n.m., the recovery of the cable was commenced, the
buoys having again been found without difficulty at about 6 a.m. rl\Yo boats
were lowered, one from either side of the ship. The first made at once for the
buoy, carrying a line from the " Great Eastern" to secure to the buoy, which
was then hauled close to the ship ; the crew of the second boat unfastened the
hemp rope from the top of the buoy, and made it fast to a lino from the " Great
Eastern ; 11 the trigger holding the riding chain was then struck, the chain and
cable thereby at once freed, while the buoy, relieved from all restraint, bounded
up, and was towed away by the first boat to tho side of the ship, to be raised to
its old place on deck; the cable with the riding chain hanging to it was hauled
on board and passed round the bow-drum; the ship went astern, and the pickiog
up of the cable for the recovery of the fault commenced.
About 10.30 a.m., the fault was cut out, one qunrter of a mile of cable having
been hauled in ; the strain during the picking up ranged from 40 to 50 cwt. 'l'he
joint was commenced at 10.43 a.m., and the splice finished, and paying out recommenced about 12.30 p.m. Immediately on the recovery of the cable a mes,
sage was sent to Brest, stating what had occurred. While the splice was being
made, the " Chiltern" and the "Scanderia" were sent to pick up the mark-buoys.
Upon investigating the cause of the fault, it was found to be almost precisely
similar in chm·acter to the other two; the hole through the jute-serving was
rather more distinct, and the cross section of the hole through the gutta percha
was half moon shaped, instead of circular. A general opinion seemed to exist that
these faults must have been the work of some malicious person employed to destroy
the cable. There was no satisfactory way of accounting for them, and their discovery ha:ving al ways taken place as they passed into the sea, almost precluded
the possibility of their existence in the cable ,~bile it was under water in the
tank; (the water in the tank is generally kept at the level of one or two
" flakes" below that being paid out) certainly a more opportune time for the
destruction of the cable could not have been chosen than during such a gale,
nnd having failed then, there seemed little chance of the accomplishment of
any further malicious designs. However, after this, two of the officers of the
ship were always })laced on duty in the tank, antl whatever may have been the
cause, no more faults occurred in the cable,
6th July.
'fhc fine weather continued until this morning, when it blew very
hard from the west and north-west, and there was soon a heavy sea on with the
wind increasing; the barometer had been unusually low since the gale of the
30th ultimo, and was now 1·ising rapidly. The " Scanderia" could not keep her
position against the head wind, and was left far behind; she, however, made
Tery good weather, and so did the "Chiltern;" but the '' Great Easte::rn," being
considerably lighter (by nearly 6,000 tons) than when she started, rolled very
much, on one or two occasions as much as 27° each way, but the a.vcrngc amount
was from 10° to 15~\
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Iu spite of tho heavy weather experienced yesterday and to-day,
o.ll went well, and the highest strain registered was only 17 cwt., clearly
demonstrating that, in the event of no fault occurring, it is as easy for a ship
like the "Great Eastern" to lay a cable in wnter three miles deep, and in half
a gale of wind 1 as in water under 100 fathoms deep, and in calm weather.
At about 8 p.m. the cable in the main tank was again joined up in circuit, that
in the after tank ,vas all paid out, and the change to the !llain tank took place
about midnight. It was very easily accomplished, the ship's way was stopped
from slow speed in 8 seconds, which, when the momentum of this great mass is
considered, shows no small power of control; it was done so quickly that the
cable had to be hauled over the drum to get it, to pay out. After the splice
was made at 8 p.m., between the cable in the after and main tauks, great difficulty was experienced in getting the continuity signal, owing to the rolling of
the ship, and a shunt of¼ wns required to keep the spot of light on the scale.
8th July.
Last night was very wet, and the temperature was decidedly
becoming colder, that of the sea having sunk during the night from 67° to 48°
Fahrenheit, and there was a general expectation that we should fall in with ice
before reaching the tail of the Great Bank.
9th July.
'fhe " Scanderia" and the "Chiltern" were sent forward on an
early hour to look out for ice, and to take soundings. About noon we arrh·ed
at the point off the tail of the Great Bank of Newfoundland, (marked A on the
chart, PI. I. showing the course), latitude 42° 50' N, longitude 49° 19' W,
and stood on, on the same course for three miles, and the" Chiltern" having, in
accordance with previous instructions, found the tail of the Great Bank by
sounding, and taken up a position off it in about 500 fathoms, we 1·ounded
her, and steered due west for 65 miles.
nth July.
Yesterday there was a dense fog for the greater part of the day,
and fog-horns and whistles were sounding incessantly; it cleared up in the
afternoon, and the "Scanderia" and u Chiltern" went on in advance to take
soundings. This morning between 4 and 5 a.m., a kink occuITed in the main
tank, the vessel was at once stopped, but fortunately it had disentangled itself
before reaching the paying out gear, and the man stationed at the drum observed
nothing of the kind pass through. The weather was agaiu very foggy, and
there was a high wind. Yesterday afternoon a telegram was sent to Brest, to
be transmitted by Anglo-Atlantic telegraph to St. Pierre, to direct the" ,vmiam
Cory" to come to meet us at point B, (see Pl. I,) the entrance to the channel
between the St. Pierre and the Green Banks, and pilot us through the channcJ.
,ve had heard on the 25th ultimo of the arrival of the ",Villiam Cory" at St.
Pierre, and since then she had been engaged in laying the St. Pierre portions
of cables B and C, had buoyed the end, and had then placed a mark-buoy at point
C (see P. I,) latitude 46° 16' N., longitude 55° 12' ,v., the other end of the
Channel between tho St. Pierre and Green Banks. About 6 p.m. the fog
gradually rose, the sun shone, and there, about two miles ahead of us, were two
steamers, which proved to be the " \Villiam Cory," and the " Gulnnre," an
Admiralty surveying vessel, in charge of Commander Kerr, R.N., who had

7th
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come to render any assistance. Our position was very near point B, or latitude
45° 1.5' N., longitude 55° 15' W., and we shortly changed our course to the north,
following the u Gulnnrc," and the 11 ,vmiam Cory." At this time the II Scanderia"
was close to us 1 but tho " Chiltern" had not beeu seen since the fog cleared off,
nor her whistle heard since early in the morning.
At 4 n.m. 1 the wind freshened considerably, and there was lightJzth July.
ning at intervals, and soon after we rounded the mark-buoy at point C, and made
for the buoy to which the shoL·e end laid by the ",vmiam Cory" was attached.
About 5.30 a.m. a dense fog set in 1 and the accompanying vessels were lost sight
of. The soundings gaYe about 74 fathoms. The wind was strong fl'Om west by
north, and at 12.40 p.m., the ship having run the correct distance to the shore
end buoy, and the weather being much too thick to allow us to find it, and too
rough to allow of our making the splice if it were found, the ship was stopped,
and the cable cut, sealed, and buoyed, the buoy having a mushroom anchor
attached to it by n hemp cable. Scaling the end of the cable consists in heating
the gutta percha, and drawing it over the copper conductor, so as not to leave it
exposed, and then binding the whole of the end over with yarn.
The fog had all cleared off, and the sun rose clear in a cloudless
18th July.
sky; the sea was quite calm, and around us lay the " Scanderia," "\Villiam
Cory/' and "Gulnare," but the "Chiltern" was still missing. Stretched out be~
fore us, some seven teen miles away, were the islands of St. Pierre and Miguelon,
with their rugged broken outline sharply defined against the clear sky, and with
some brilliant patches of snow still left in one or two deep gulleys. On the
north lny the coast of Newfoundland, with the large round top of Chapeau
Rouge looming in the distance, and there close beside us was the mnin cable
buoy. The shore end buoy was soon found, about two miles off, and it was determined to join the two ends with a piece of cable A from the "Great Eastern."
The II Scanderia" proceeded to pick up the shore end, and to splice il to the end
of a piece of cable A sent on board from the "Great Eastern;" while this splice
was being made, the 11 \Villiam Cory ' 1 was sent to pick up the end of the main
cable, and the II Great Eastern" steamed towards her, paying out as she went;
but on arriving close to the 11 "'illiam Cory," the unwelcome intelligence was
receh·ed, that some 70 fathoms of rope and chain had been picked up, a broken
shackle discc,vered, and no cable could be found. At this juncture, the " Chiltern"
arri,·ed from St. Pierre, where l:l-he had gone, on losing us in the fog; the
"Scanderia. '1 had by this time completed the splice and thrown the bight overboard, so that the " Great Eastern" was in possession of the shore end1 and the
end of the main cable was at the bottom of the sea. The "Scanderia," 11 \Villiam
Cory," and " Chiltern" now set to work to grapple for the lost cable, and as
time went on, and the cable was not hooked at 6.30 pm., it wns determined to
take the "Great Eastern" to her anchorage before dark, and to leave the other
,,essels to complete the cable; the shore end was therefore sealed and buoyed;
hardly had this been done, when a gun from the "\Villiam Cory II announced
that the main cable had been recovered, and the " Chiltern " went at once to
pick up the shore end, just buoye,l by the "Great Eastern," and ns there was
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sufficient slack, dragged it to meet the ",rilliam Cory," when the splice was
completed, thrown over, and the first section thereby fioi8hed. AIJ;o~ether, the
completion of this section was rather a complicated manrenvre.
The II Great Eastern," on the recovery of the cable, steamed away for her
anchorage, passing between the two Islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon, and
bringing up in a large open bay formed by the long line of pebble bank joining
Grand and Petit Miquelon, a bank longer and higher, but otherwise just such
another as the Chesil Bank, at Portland, which we had left 25 days before. The
splice was completed about 8.30 p.m. (ship's time), and the other vessels anchored
near us about 11.30 p.m. (ship's time).
The total distance from Brest to St. Pierre, following the course of the cable,
was 2,327 knots, and the total amount of cable used, and in circuit, was 2,575
knots, showing the per ceutage of slack to have been 10·65 on the whole distance,
5·5 knots.
Cable C paid out by " Chiltern " . . . . . . . • • • . • • • • •
2·5
"Great Eastern"
C
107·0
B
2,430·0
A
" Cory"
",vmiam
20·0
B
10·0
C
Total cable in circuit

2,5iJ·0

Cable A cut out in faults . . .. • • • • . . . • . . . • . • • . .
" left in main tank • • • . • • . . .. . • • . . .. . . .

4.0
209 ·0

.....•..•.•• , • • • , •

2, 788·0

Grand total

A small hut had been erected at the place where the shore end was landed at St.
PieITe, and a trench was cut across the island to the town to take a subterranean
cable, as the offices ,vere to be in the town.
About 10 a.m. (ship's time), the "Gulnare,'' with the staff of
Hth Julr.
electricians and clerks to be left at St. Pierre, and with the principal members
of the expedition, left the "Great Eastern'' and proceeded to the town of St.
Pierre, about twelve miles from the anchorage. Having visited the Governor
of the island, who received us most cordially, Wt! went to the cable house, and
remained there some time while the tests were being made. The expedition
was now transferred from the "Great Eastern" to the three vessels,-the
11 Scanderia,'' "Chiltern," and the "\Villiam Cory"-about to lay the second
section between St. Pierre and Dux.bury.
A rendez,,ous of all the vessels was held about 3 p.m. (ship's time),
v,th July.
off the cable house, when Sir Daniel Gooch landed, and formally handed over the
1st section to Sir James Anderson, as the representative of the French Company,
the electricians having certified the line to be in good working order. 'l'he contractors continued liable for the cable for another month, and left an electrician

w
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in charge at St. Pierre, while l\1r. C. Hockin remained there during the month
to carry on tests and experiments for the French Company. About 3.30 p.m.
(ship's time), the ",vmiam Cory" anchored as close as possible to the cable
house, and commenced lancling the shore end of the second section. Ten boats
from the different ships were ranged at equal distances between the "William
Cory" and the shore, a coir rope having first been stretched from the ship to
the shore; a larger boat took on board a sufficient quantity of shore end cable
properly coiled from the "William Cory," and made for the shore hauling on
the coir line; as she went she paid out cable to the different boats, where it was
at once secured at the bow and the stern of each boat; the end piece was then
dragged up the rocks and rising ground to the cable house ; when the end was
secured the word was passed to cut the lashings, by which the cable ,vas hangino- to the boats; this was done simultaneously on firing a gun, and the cable
sa~k to the bottom. An officer and two men were in each boat, and the landing
of the shore end was thus very easily and quickly accomplished. The "Great
Eastern" only waited to see the shore end landed, and to hear that it tested
satisfactorily, when she steamed away on her return voyage to England.
The II Gulnare" towed the "William Cory" away from the shore, and then
led the way out between the banks, and so as to avoid the other cables lying in
these waters. The paying out commenced about 7 p.m. (ship's time), or 10.50
p.m. Greenwich time.
1Gth Juts.
About 12.20 a.m. the "William Cory" was suddenly stopped, one
of the outside wire strands of the shore end being paid out having broken and
turned outwards, and on this part of the cable reaching the ring of the frame
in the tank, it was caught, and the wire stripped off the cable for some way;
this caused an entanglement, which jammed in the machinery; the ship was,
however, stopped, and moved astern in time to prevent an excessive strain being
brought to bear on the cable, which was repaired, and the ship proceeded.
The weather was alternately fine and foggy all day, but at 11.30 p.m .. it came
on very thick, and the "Chiltern," being unable to make her signals known, came
alongside us to communicate ; in doing so, she came a little too close, and
although the two vessels appeared to be steering parallel courses, yet while the captains were engaged in hailing one another from the bridges, the vessels appeared
to draw together sideways, as if by some powerful, but unseen, attraction; when
Captain Edington, of the " Chiltern," perceived this, he went ahead full speed,
but it was a little too late, and, while shooting ahead, the II Chiltern" continued
to draw towards us, and before she harl got quite clear the vessels came into collision ; the great cable buoy on board the " William Cory" smashed the captain's
gig on board the "Chiltern" into splinters, and bent the davits like pins; then
the bow of the ",vmiam Cory" smashed the "Chiltern's" bulwarks, and also
the stern girders and wheel of the paying out machinery, and if she had been a
second later in clearing herself, her stern would ha"t"e been broken in, and the
·vessel probably sunk. This incident showed the great imprudence of bringing
~arge vessels close_ to one another to speak, when by a judicious system of signal•
rng, and expert signallers, they could so easily communicate by steam whistle.
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The "\Villiam Cory/' finished paying out her cable at about 11.15
a.m., and as the sea wa.s running high after a fresh breeze last night, it was im~
possible to make the splice, and transfer the expedition to the II Scanderia;" the
cud of the cable w.:i..s buoyed, and the fleet put into Mira Bay, Cape Breton Island;
here the da:naged gear on board the °Chiltern" was repaired, and made good
with that from the '' William Cory/' which was no longer required, and the
expedition was shifted to the II Scanderia.
18th July.
The squadron left Mira Bay about 2.50 a.m., but the cable-buoy
was not found tilt 1 p.m., and, owing to the high sea running, it was 2.30 before
the end of the cable was on board, and at 4.::W p.m., the splice being completed,
paying-out was commenced from the "Scanderia." The mark-buoy, which was
dropped some two miles from the cnble-blwy, was picked up by the " \Villiam
Cory j " the latter ,·essel accompanied us till we were off Halifax, where she put
in to coal, and then returucd to England.
20th July.
Yesterday was very fine and all went well, but this morning about
7.9 a.at., the alarm was given; three flakes had fouled, and before the ship's way
could be stopped, the entanglement had jammed in the paying-out machinery,
and the strain thus suddenly thrown on the cable, caused it to part about ¼mile
from the ship. About this time the "Chiltern" was out of sight, having gone
ahead to take soundings, and she was not seen again for two days; consequently,
the " Scanderia" had no assistance, but had first to drop a mark buoy. then
grapple for the cable, which was recovered after about six hours, then buoy the
cable, then pick up the mark-buoy, and finally the end of the cable, so that by
the time the splice was made and paying-out 1·ecommenced1 it was 4.62 p.m.
22nJ July.
About 11 a. m. the cable was all paid out, and the "Chiltern"
being still out of sight, we were obliged to buoy it, and a mark-buoy was
dropp~d about a mile off. About 1 p.m. the II Chiltern" came in sight; our delay
in losing the cable had led her to believe that we had passed her No time was
lost in picking up the cable, which in these smaller vessels is done at the bow;
the splice was made, and paying-out commenced about 6 p.m., the expedition
having been transf~rred from the " Srandcria."
23nl July.
Cape Cod was sighted at 9.30 a.m., and we were off it about 1
p.m., and as we were then r.bout 30 miles from the landing place, the main cable
was cut, (the whole of it not being required), and spliced on to t.he intermediate
or E cable in the after tank.
The characte-r of the country about Cape Cod is very low, and sandy near the
sea, but rising into an undulating high ground in the interior. Duxbury beach
is a fine stretch of sand, some three or four miles from the little Yillage of Dux:•
bury, near Plymouth, where the Pilgrim Fathers landed from the May Flower.
A perfect swarm of boats came out to greet us as we approached the shore1 and
anchored about 7 p.m., at about 3 furlongs distance from it. The cable house
was erected on the other side of a sand hill skirting the coast, and on the side
of a knoll.
Preparations were now made for landing the shore end, and cara-ying it to the

17tbJuiy.
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cable house. The cable was secured by stoppers, and then a coil made on deck
of a sufficient length to reach to the cable house: a raft was then made on two
boats, the junction of the cable coiled on deck with that in the tank was cut, and
the deck coil, recoiled on the raft; the stoppers were then taken off, and the bight
thrown overboard. A coir rope was stretched from the ship to the shore, the raft
was towed by two or three boats rowing, and also hauling in the coir line:
slowly paying out the cable by hand as it went. the raft reached the shore, and
the end was dulv landed and carried to the cable house.
Thus, the thi;d Atlantic Telegraph Cable was successfully completed, and,
although every description of accident bad occurred, the circumstances bad, on
the whole, been propitious, and the skill of the Engineers equal to surmounting
them all. Nearly every phase of cable laying had been encountered; in the 1st
section, three faults had occurred, which were successfully recovered and cut
out; picking up from the stern had, to a certain extent, been successful in a gale
of wind; the cable had parted inboard, had been buoyed, and after two days,
recovered in n depth of 1.800 fathoms; the course had been most accurately
kept in spite e'f"en of foggy weather; the cable had escaped from the buoy, been
grappled for, and recovered; an outside wire breaking, hnd stripped the outer
covering for some way, and been effectually rt'paired; tl,e paying out machinery
of one of the vessels had been damaged by a collision, and repaired i a foul of
three" flakes" had caused an entanglement, ,.,hich, jamming in the machinery,
strained the cable till it broke a quarter of a mile awny from the ship, and the
cable had been grappled for, and recovered: no less than six times was n buoyed
cable picked up without difficulty. It may be gathered from the nbo,·e, that
with an efficient staff, good vessels, and a sound cable, the difficulties of cable-laying are reduced to a minimum.
I attach, together with two diagrams, an account of the tests which it was
proposed to make during the laying of the cable, and which were carried out,
as far as possible, in accordance with the programme.
Owing to the late period at which I proposed to contribute a paper on this
subject, the space availahle is so limited that I am obliged to omit many details
which would, I believe, be found interesting.
R.H. V.
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APPENDIX.
ELECTRICAL

TESTS.

Instructions fvr Ship and Sliort.
1. The tests to be applied on shore may be put for convenience under five

heads. The instruments on shore are to be connected, as shown in the diagram
(No. I), and not to be altered under any pretence throughout the voyage, unless
instructions are received from the ship to do so.
2. The end of the cable must be brought direct to the testing room, and the
conductor firmly secured to the switch S.
3. No. 1 arrangement consists of a very high resistance, R, permanently
attached to the conductor, and one end of a galvanometer G, the other terminal
of the galvanometer being connected to earth. This resistance being a variable
one, it should be so adjusted as to allow a deflection of about 200 di visions on
the scale of G from the tension of the ship battery. This deflection never, on
any account, to be allowed to exceed 300. The purpose of this arrangement
is to enable ships to signal to shore by either reversals or reduced or increased
tension. It will also be an insulation and continuity test for shore, as well
as a control tension test for ship.
4. No. 2 arrangement consists of a condenser, C, connected to an ordinary
key, K, in such a w11y that it can be charged from the line at will, and discharged through the Galvanometer G'. This is to serve for a continuity test for
ship, to ascertain the potential of the line at the shore end, and as a call signal
when shore wishes to speak to ship.
5. No. 3 is an arrangement for enabling shore to speak to, or receive from,
ship through a condenser, C', which is connected to the line when required by
means of the switch S'', so that either negative or positive currents from battery B may be sent into the condl-nsC'r. This will produce on ship's insulation
galvanometer deflections either to the lt.--ft or right, which will represent dots or
dashes in the Morse code.
6. No. 4 is an electrometer for ascertaining the potential of the line.
7. No. 5 is an ordinary bridge arrangement for testing the copper resistance
of the line. It must be kept ready for use, but must not by any means be connected to the line until ship gives orders for the test to be made. It can then be
attached to switch S by the wire leading to the resistance R, and it will thus
not interfere iu the slightest degree with the other connections.
8. The cable on board the "Great Ea.stern" will be joined into one entire
length, and when joined to the shore end, ship will charge and commence the
insulation test with 100 cells. This tension will be maintained throughout the
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voya"'e unless it should be thou"'ht prudent to alter it, of which due notice will
0
be gh,:n to the shore.
9. The resistance, R, on shore must be so adjusted as to obtain the desired
deflection on galvanometer G, and must not again be altered, unless the deflection exceed 300 divisions, or unless a serious fault occur, when it will have to
be reduced until a sufficient deflection is obtained to enable ship to signal to
shore. The deflections must be taken at stated intervals, directly after the zero
of the instrument has been adjusted, and carefully tabulated for future reference.
10. The continuity test (No. 2 arrangement in diagram No. 1) will be applied
every five minutes, commencing at the sixth minute after each hour, (unless shore
is speaking to ship, when it can be discontinued during the time of speaking-),
and the discharge reading carefully tabulated. One charge of 1011 duration will
be sufficient for this test. It is important, in order to make this reading very
accurate, that it should be as high as possible, and therefore the readings should
always be taken on the same side of the scale, with the zero point at the extreme
end of the other side, by which means a reading of 600 divisions can be
obtained. Shunts will have lo be employed to regulate these readings. Shore
must multiply these readings by the value of the shunt (which he will have
previously determined), and telegraph to the ship the true value of his reading.
11. Ship will reverse the current every 15 minutes. In addition to this, ship
will send four reversals of two minutes each, commencing at the 30th minute of
each hour. After each of these reversals, the tension of the line must be taken
on electrometer E, condenser C, and galvanometer G. As it is important that
the potential should be taken on E and C simultaneously, S 0 and 8"1 will be
generally connected together by means of a plug. Each of the four readings
of each instrument m1.1st be sent to the ship by No. 3 arrangement in the
diagram. The ordinary Morse "number" code to be used. The readings are
to be taken at 31' 30 33' 30", 35' 30,,, and at 37' 30". The reading of the
electrometer test to be sent first, then the discharge reading from the condenser,
and lastly the reading on G.
12. Ship's ordinary way of communicating to shore will be by K' (diagram
No. 2), and B', the plug P"' being first 1·emoved. At the end of each word,
ship pauses long enough to get an approximate or accurate insulation reading.
13. To open communication with shore, ship will give three 20" reversals,
which will be continued with pauses between. until shore gives the "understand."
14. Shore's call signal will be one continuity test each minute until attention
is secured. G G will be the signal for shore to commence speaking, but a
re,ersal from ship will mean that shore is not to proceed speaking until the
G G signal is given. G G would not be doubtful in case of a fault.
15. As ship will be on the alert for the hourly tension test from shore, shore
need not send the call signal, but may at once proceed to transmit results
having first sent S S S.
'
.16. If it be f?~nd necessary to add to, or alter any of these instructions, ship
mll do so by givrng due notice to shore; but in no case is shore to depart from
these instructions, unless ship gins permission lo do so.
11 ,
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17, Should ship reverse the current while shore is speaking, or at any other
time than that stated in the instructions, shore will understand it as a signal not
to interfere in any way with the line until ship gives four 10'' reversals, when
the ordinary signals or speaking may be proceeded with.
18. Ship will work to Greenwich time by chronometer, and shore must take
that time as being correct, and work to it.
19. Should a misunderstanding arise while adjusting speaking instruments

after the line or lines are laid, the paying-out speaking arrangements must be
again adopted.
20, Records of the tests made, and results obtained, are to be carefully kept,
both on ship and shore,
21. Once a day, ship will send distance run; miles paid out; and inaulation
resistance per mile in megohms.

Special Inatru,tiona for Ship,
1. The connections are to be made as in the diagram No. 2.

2. For ordinary insulation test, p!ug P must be inserted, and P' and P"
removed.
3, Minute readings must be taken on O and recorded. Slide resistance SR
and SR' must not be used or interfered with except by the electrician on duty
at the time, When required to ascertain the resistance of the OP by the slide
arrangement, the plug P must be removed, and P' and P" inserted. When
altering connections, care must be taken to shunt off the galvanometer G, so as
not to allow too strong a current to pass though it. The resistance of SR and
SR' must be varied by the slides until the image on the scale of O stands at
zero. If n be the number read on the slides ; R, the resistance in line with the

cable; and I the insulation resistance of the cable: then I= R ( IO,~OO -

1}

The same formula gives copper resistance if the remote end is pnt to earth.

R.H.V.

TABLE No. 1.-Shewing Lengths, Weights, and Distribution of the several kinds of Cable on board the different Ships.
LJ-::SG'fHS OF CABLES IN KNOTS.

I

Position
of
tank.

Name of Ship.

----+--,. Great Eastcrn,''IForc ......

A

I

B

After ......

J;:,3-13.

IC

'

D

I

E

IF

Grm1U
'l'otal.

---710·8][,

j 2'419

..... 1

919'702

!Fore .... .

5·58111120•494 I

I

B

I

C

I--.-2.- 1Tota1.\Grand
Section No.
Total.
D

I

E

I

F ,_,_
1,189

1,s,s [ sss [

919·702

49

2,375
1,519

1,519

5,0831
4611 ······

12U.2·G[,3

114

347

32·307

13a

I

186

158·382

about sso.

""'llllam Cory," !Fore ..... .
rcgistcrcll. tonnage Main ..... .
about 1,100.

A

------1 •··--• 1126·075
21'217 11·090

registered tonnage After .. .

WEIODTS OF CABLES IN TONS.

Section No. 1.

1,189

lll3·136

• •••

Cblltcn1,''

I

\

T0t a1•

Section No. 2.

1719·815

registered tonnage Mniu ...... I003•itiG) 10G·961

about

II

. No. I.
Scctwn

20·000

125

---11101·1Gs 1------1 ·----· 1m·JGs

...

After .. .

20/j

10·000

10·000 1

22'132 33'021 10·895

66·048

I ... ,

35·560

'" ..... I
,so [
205

308
64

433

207

182

453

203-21G

i'No. I Forci ...
registered tonnnge No. 2 Fore ....
" Scnndcrin,"

1......

35·550

.....

1,091
102

102

••• ,

202·141

••• •

202·141

581

531

No. 3Fore/ ....

1•·····

121 ·309

••••

121 ·309

349

349

262

262

- - - No.4Aftcrf ....

::::·

91'000

::::

nboutl,400.

Totnl ..... /

J26i3•273 12G·96I 18·000] G99·794 54·238 21·985
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TABLE No. 3.-PAYING OUT LOG OF THE FRENCH ATLANTIC CABLE.
Paying out ships "William Cory," H Scanderia," and" Chiltern."
Section 2. St. Pierre to Duxbury, Massachusetts, United States.
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15th July-The" William Cory" commenced
paying out from St. Pierre at 10.30 p.m .
17th July-The "William Cory'' finished
paying out in foggy and rough weather,
and buoyed the cable. The three vCSBela
then ran lllto Mira Bay, near Scutari
Point, aud tbe Staff and ioatrumenta were
moved to the "Scn.nderia."

18th July-The "Scanderla'' picked np the
cable, spliced on, and commenced paylllg
out at 6 p.m.
20th July-At 7.9 a.m. the cable broke¼ mile
to sea, from three foul flakes Jamming in
the machinery; cable was grappletl 1or
and recovered, and paying out recommenced at 4.4.5 p.m.

!.Remarks continued.-22nd July-The" Scanderia" finished paying out her cable at 10.59 a.m., and the "Chiltern" not being in sight, the cable was buoyed.
At 1.30 p.m. the" Chiltern" came in sight, and picked up the cable, spliced on, and commenced paying out at G p.m.
23rd July-1'he "Chiltern" anchored off Duxbury beach ou the 23rd July, at 7,12 p.ru., and the shore end was landed.
The insulation resistance of the 2nd sect ion with zlllc to line, after three minutes electrification was 4,:'71 megohms per knot.
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PAPER XII.
THE ABYSSINIAN RAILWAY.*
BY LIEUTENANT WILLANS, R.E.
,vhen the Advance Brigade of the expedition arrived in Annesley Bay, in the
latter part of October, 1867, they brought with them enough rails and sleepers
to lay n mile of tramway, and a dozen 1ight trucks to work it. It was originally
intended to place the grand depots some distance inland, and it was con~
sidered that a light line between them and the piers would be necessary. Rails
were at once laid from about 100 yards above high water mark down the shelving
sandy bench, u1:1 far us it wtts practicable to cuotin ue the line.

A great saving in

labour was made by landing stores at all stages of the tide direct from the Arab
boats into the wnggons, which were run out into the water alongside the former.
SmaU branch Hues at other points were constructed for conveying sand to raise
a portion of the foreshore. Rails were laid upon the stone pier as it progressed,
which were of utility for landing purposes, and assisted greatly in its construction.
In the middle of November, ns soon as it was known that the Sooroo Pass would
be the main route to the Abyssinian Highlands, Lieutenant Colonel ,vilkins (the
Commanding Royal Engineer) directed that n survey for a light railway should
be made from the landing place to Koomayleh at the entrance to the pass.
The orders regarding the line were to save cuttings and embankments as much
as possible, and, to effect this, to diminish the radii of the curves and increase
the gradients. Although the distance between Zoulla and Koomayleh by road
wns only 12} miles, twenty miles of rails and sleepers were sent for, as it was
considered practicable-and if the expedition had been prolonged it would have
been ad·rnntageous-to have continued the railway for the first six miles up the
Sooroo Pass. A small fitting shop was also indented for and all the requisites
and rolling stock for repairing and working the line when completed. In making the su1·vey it was found ,•ery difficult to determine the proper waterway
required for the numerous water-courses, then dry, which would have to be
crossed. For the first two miles the country bore evidence of being at times
flooded, and it was decided not to raise an embankment, but merely to give suf:fi.'}ient wate1·way for the ordinary channels, and to allow the whole line to be
• This paper gh·cs a more detniled account of the construction of this Rnilwny thnn thnt which
appeared in Paper XI, in the last volume, For a plan and section of the Railway see that papcr.-Ed,
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nundated in the time of nn unusual flood. It would have been imprudent not
to hM·e provided some outlets, as there was no certainty that the line would not
be required during the rainy season. An alluvial p1nin extended from the coast
to the foot of a low ridge of extinct yo}canoes, about six miles inland. Over
this portion, part of which was covered with low thorny jungle, little more
was necessary than levelling the inequa1ities of the ground to make it ready for
the sleepers. After the sixth mile a broken country was reached, and the line
entered a large stony ravine, through which it wound for the next mile and-aha.If, by a succession of sharp curves and steep gradients, the object being to
save any heavy work which, at this portion of the railway, would have been
doubly difficult from the necessity of providing the working parties with water
from a distance of four miles, for the latter was not procurable at a neru.·er point
until the end of February, and then only in a limited quantity.
From this low ridge, a short descending gradient brought the railway on to
the Koomayleh plain. Hence the natural inclination of the country towards
the Sooroo Pass was about 1 in 40, so, although pretty uniform in slope, it was
necessary to have recourse to curves and a winding tortuous line to obtain the
necessary limiting gradient of 1 in 60. This entailed crossing the natural
drainage of the country, and consequently the construction of many small cul~
,•erts and bridges. Fortunately, rock wn~ not met with on any portion of the
railway, although for the last few miles the ground was very stony, and strewn
with large boulders, evidently washed down from the hills. The total length of
the line between the landing place and Koomayleh was a little over eleven miles
and a quarter, or about a mile and a quarter less than the road made by the
Quartermaster General's Department.
'l'he survey having been completed in the middle of December, the laying of
the line was at once commenced. A company of native sappers worked for a
short time in levelling the ground and forming the approaches to the Hadas
bridge. The gangs of plate-layers not having yet arrived from Bombay, intel4
ligent Chinese carpenters were employed to spike down and fish-plate the rails;
and a small party of Shohoes•, under a nath·e non-commissioned officer, brought
11p rails and sleepers.
At the commencement of the expAdition the reconnoitring party brought
with them from Aden a number of 25-ft. and 12-ft. iron girders for barrack
floors, in the anticipation that they would prove useful. On the railway, four
bridges, containing a total of six spans of 25 feet, and se,eral small 12-ft. culverts were made of them, as the girders intended for the purpose did not arrive
until the end of January. The safe load on each pair of girders beino- only
9 cwt. per lineal foot, they had to be supported in the centre by two up~ights
1·esting on a horizontal sill.
The Hada.s bridge (see Pl. I) was made in this manner, the girders restin"' on
trestles buried 5 feet below the br::d of the rixer. In the middle of June exami~ed it carefully, after this temporary structure had stood, for 5¼ months, the
contmual passage of trains over it. There had been no settlement nor displacement,
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although the river had risen to within 10 inches of the bottom line of the girders;
nor were tho uprights, supporting the latter, worn or frayed by the.hammering
of the engine and waggons.
The sketches of this and bridge No. 7 (Plate II), are not intended to serve as
models, but merely as examples of constructions which answered, without
failure, the purpose for which they were intended. As no timber was sent
especially for the railway, it was impossible to secure the sizes and quantities
required for the bridges. We were compelled to use wood of the dimensions
which could be be spared to us by other departments.
The railway cannot be said to have been properly commenced until the middle
of January, when gangs of plate-layers and coolies, plant and stores, arrived from
Bombay. The Hadas bridge and branch line being completed, the work was
pushed on in the direction of Koomayleh, but the progress was very slow, on
account of the want of spikes for fastening down the rails, and the limited supply of material which could daily be landed at the over-crowded pier.
Throughout the expedition, but more particularly during the first three
months from its commencement, it was very difficult to find out what stores a
ship wns loaded with when she arrived in Annesley Bay. The Commissariat
Department had the charge of shipping everything; and often a portion of a
ship's cnrgo ha.d to be chu.ugl;!J., at the lu:st moment, in Bombay, for something
more cmergently required in Abyssinia. The railway seemed more than usually
unlucky, for rails were sent without spikes, rendering them useless; when the
latter were procured, it was found that the augers (for boring holes in the
sleepers) bad been left behind to come in another ship. I may mention that the
laying of the line was greatly expedited by the artizans of the Punjaub Pioneer
Regiment (23rd), who made excellent augers, and repaired those daily broken
on the wm·ks. Their workshop was on the ground in the burning sun, and a few
simple tools, carried on a mule, were all they required to turn out augers better
adapted for boring the hard wood of the sleepers, than those of English make.
Two engines and a sufficient number of trucks to form two trains were
landed in the middle of January, and immediately the resources of the railway
were taxed to the utmost in bringing up the commissariat and military stores
from the piers to the store sheds. So great indeed were the demands on the two
piers during the first three months of the year, that it was with the greatest
difficulty the railway plant and stores were landed. So many trains were in
requisition for other purposes, that it was almost impossible to keep the plate•
laying parties at the end of the line supplied with material. In January, gangs
of the Army ,vorks Corps, an organised body of coolies, commenced to arrive
from Bombay. Owing, however, to the great demand for labour there, and the
objection that the natives of India have to cross the sea, the men composing it
were physically much below the ordinary standard of native labourers, and the
artiza.ns, ns a rule, were very indifferent workmen. They were especially
intended for the niilway, and were supposed to be about 1,200 strong; but I do
not believe there were ever more than half this number em1Jloyed upon it.
Some gangs, composed of Chinese, picked up in Bombay, worked exceedingly
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well, gave no trouble, and were very useful in canying heavy weights. Under
the efficient direction of officers detailed for the purpose, the Army Works Corps
did a great deal of valuable work, and were used for many duties which could
not have been performed by Sepoys.
The head-quarter wing of the 23rd Punjaub Pioneer Regiment (about 400
strong), under Major (now Lieutenan~colonel), Chamberlain was detached for work
on the railway in the middle of January. They continued about 2 months employed on its construction and proved most useful, working with great alacrity
under the most trying circumstances, These men, admirably organised, equipped,
and clothed, and accustomed to make hill roads in India during peace time, were
especially adopted for this work. Captain (now Major) Darrah,R.E., was in charge
of the railway during the whole time of its construction. He had as assistants
two engineer subalterns (Lieutenant Pennefather, late ?1-iadras, and Lieutenant
,villans), and Lieutenant Graham, 108th Regiment; Lieutenant PhillpottB, R.N.,
was also attached to the railway for the purpose of landing plant and material,
and making the necessary arrangements for discharging the vessels in the har ..
bour, containiog railway stores. Lieutenant Baird, R.E., arrived in the end of
February, and took over at once the onerous duties of traffic-manager. Lieu..
tenant Pennefather, R.E., had charge of the account department ; for the large
-staff of civilians, for WOT'king the line, cntniled o. eeries of complicated account,:,
the responsibility of which rested with Captain Darrah. The commissariat ar•
rangements and tenting devolved upon Lieutenant Graham. The special duties
which were allotted to each officer, did not prevent his being employed with the
working parties, when he had available leisure, but the principal portion of the
outdoor work, and the construction of the line with its bridges, was done by
Captain Darrah, assisted up to the middle of March by Lieutenant Willans.
There was a great want of non-commissioned officers, especially those having a
knowledge of Hindoostanee; indeed, only one Sergeant of the Royal Engineers
(Madras Sappers and Miners) was available as an overseer on the railway works.•
Some men of the 4th (King's Own) Regiment were employed as platelayers,
carpenters, and clerks, and afterwards some of the 45th Regiment as carpenters
and biacksmitbs. A few of them remained on the work until the end of the
expedition, although as a rule they joined their regiment when they marched
from Zoulla.
Uuring the month of January, about four miles of railway over the sandy plain,
and three sidings at Zoulla, were made. The latter, though taking but few men
to construct, gave a great deal of trouble, owing to the want of skilled labour
necessary to lay them properly, and the interruption to the traffic they caused,
,vhen the line ,vas broken up to insert them. From the first dny that a locomotive got up steam, the additional difficulty of supplying it with water was
imposed upon us.
'fhe tank engines, with moderate work, consumed about 1,000 gallons a-day;
and at the first the experiment was tried of mixing n small amount of salt water
• Two Sergeants of tha Bombay Sappers were employed, iu atl(IHiou , from tho commencement of
April.
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with the condensed, to economize, as far as possible, the latter. It was found,
however, not to answer, for although some locomotives are constructed to use salt
water, the priming, in one case, was so great with water in the slighteat degree
brackish, as to render the engine almost useless, and to cause a much larger quantity of condensed water being required than when it wns solely fed from the
latter source. A small condenser on the pier was given up exclusively for railway purposes. It did not yield, however, enough water, and the deficiency had
to be supplied by the slow and laborious process of pumping from water-boats
brought alongside the pier. Engines when detained on the line had often to
leave their trains and run down to the pier to take in water, and in some cases
even to draw their fires, not having enough water to bring them down there,
causing very great delay, inconvenience, and loss.
The discovery of water at points along the line was almost, if not actually,
essential to the success of the railway. :Major Chamberlain recognizing the
great necessity for obtaining it, detached seYeral parties of skilled well-sinkers
from the 23rd Punjaub Pioneers to dig wells in likely places in the alluvial soil.
After several trials, a hot spring was met with li5 feet below the surface of the
ground, aRd about 3¼ miles from Zoulla. The temperature of the water when
raised was 120 deg. F., but by exposing it in open barrels for a day it became
as cool as the water from the shipping. Although it contained a considerable
amount of saline matter, it was not undrinkable, and worked moderately well
for the engines. Soon two other wells were sunk, and the yield, amounting to
about 12,000 gallons per diem, enabled us to establish tanks there for watering
the engines, and to give up entirely the trouble110me and precarious supply at the
pier. It also allowed us to move out working parties ahead of the plate-layers,
which had before been almost impracticable, as water had to be brought by
railway from Zoulla for their use, and the Engineer officers were supposed to
make arrangements for doing so. I can hardly overstate the previous delays
and difficulties we encountered owing to the uncertainty and shortness of the
water supply. One and a half gaJJons per diem were supposed to be allotted to
each man, not an over abundant supply where work was carried on all day
under a burning sun and often through parching dust storms. But until we
got our own wells there was no certainty whether the apportioned amount
would be given or not at the watering places. Often after working from day~
light until noon, the natives could not cook their food, owing to the water-ration
not having been served out, and the afternoon's work had to be postponed until
a small supply was obtained. 'fhat it was unavoidable, no one can doubt, and
my only reason for stating it is to give some idea of the difficulties, other than
engineering, in our way.
In the commencement of February, the railway had nearly reached to the
foot of the low hills, about six miles from the coast. Captain Darrah therefore
applied for the military working parties to be increased, in order that the platelaying might not be delayed by the earthwork. A well was also commenced at
the site of the railway bridge in the stony ravine, in hopes that water might
be obtained, and the camps moved on there, for marching the men nearly three
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miles from their present camp to their work, entailed great loss of time. As
the responsibility of providing water for the working pa~-ties devolve~ upon
Captain Darrah, it would have been very hazardous and imprudent, with the
experience gained by our previous difficulties at Zoulla, to hav? sent a large
number of men to a place where there was no water, nnd where it would have
had to be brought upon mules from a long distance, to supply them.
About the middle of February, a wing of the 2nd Grenadier Regiment (Bombay Native Infantry) was despatched for work on the railway. The plate-laying, however, advanced slowly, for the rails had cearly all to be straightened,
and many of them to be cut, being very much worn, crooked, and of odd lengths.
\Vhen the government of Bombay determined that the railway plant, stores,
and rolling stock should be sent entirely from India, it was found that light
rails of the same pattern were not obtainable for the number of miles required.
The railways at Madras 1 Kunachee, and Bombay, were indented upon, and the
result was that we were supplied with rails of no less than five different patterns.
For the first two miles a single flanged fish-plated rail, weighing about 45lbs.
a yard was used, which answered very satisfactorily, made an easy road, and
was everything that was required. Then for the next four miles we were compelled to lay down those sent from Kurrachee, singlt:-.flaugeU rnils, weighing
about 50 lbs. to the yard, and having joint-chairs instead of fish-plates. They
had been in use for many years on the harbour works at Kurrachee; taken up
and laid down several times; bent to fit sharp curves, and cut to suit the original line; so that when they arrived in Zoulla, a great portion of them were useless. So bad were they, that if the expedition had lasted another year, we
should have been compelled to substitute other rails for them, and on more than
one occasion the engine has gone off the line, owing to a rail having broken
between two sleepers. The use of joint-chairs instead of fish-plates, the former
being of wrought iron and very bad, made a very rough line, and the want of
proper ballast rendered it worse. A small quantity of single-flanged rails,
weighing 40 lbs. to the yard, were sent from Bombay, and had been fitted there
in the government workshops with fish-plates and bolts. Unfortunatelv the
holes in the plates and rails were not at uniform distances npart, and th~ bolts
fitted the holes so tightly as to allow of no play. This rendered the straightening and adjustment of the line almost impossible, and although they were well
suited for the work, we were obliged to reject them.
A double-headed fish-plated rail, with chairs, weighing 65 lbs. a yard, was
purposely left until the heavy gradients and sharp curves were reached. A rail
with chairs takes considerably more time to lay than a single-flanged one with
spikes ; it is not, therefore, so well adapted for rapid work as the more temporary rail. Its weight was also against its use, as with chairs it cannot have
weighed less than 95 lbs. a yard; but there was no comparison between the
:finished lines of the two descriptions. The smooth travelling on the part of
the railway laid with the double-headed rail, and the ease with which it was
kept in repair, almost repaid for the increased trouble and delay in laying it.
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A quantity of 30 lbs. and 35 lbs. rails were also sent with cast-iron joint chairs,
but they were 1oo light to lay on the main line, and were used only on sidings;
they here showed how badly they were adapted for fast traffic, by bending
between the sleepers.
The rolling stock was, however, a much greater source of trouble than the rails.
Six. locomotives were shipped from Bombay, but owing to the great difficully
in landing them, and the time and skilled labour required to put them together,
only four were used on the railway.
No. 1. A tank engine, although just turned out of the railway workshops at
Bombay, after running for a fortnight, had to be supplied with new driving
wheels. It had six wheels, two pairs of which were coupled, and with great
difficulty ran round the curves, owing to there being no play in the axle boxes.
No. 2. Another small tank engine (6 wheeled) was very well adapted for the
line, although old. The boiler tubes were worn out, and had to be replaced in
Abyssinia.
Nos. 3 and 4 were also tank engines with only 4 wheels each; this gives
great facility for running round curves, although dangerous for fast traffic.
These locomotives were of a cheap description and old, having been in use for
many years at Kurrachee. The working parts of the machinery were outside
the wheels, an arrangement very badly suited for a 1andy plain where dust
storms were of constant occurrence, as the sand penetrated into the exposed
parts, and soon wore away the bearings. AH these engines were very light,
weighing with coal and water from 16 to 20 tons each ; none of them were
powerful, and the best one could only draw lo small loaded trucks up an incline
of 1 in 60.
Sixty waggons were sent for working the line. They were the ordina1·y
trollies, without springs. They had originally belonged to a reclamation company in Bombay, nod having been used for running only two or three miles at a
time along a railway, were not furnished with grease boxes, and were not
adapted for a longer journey. The axle bearings being of cast-iron, and open
to the driving sand, were soon worn through; indeed, I have known a. truck thus
incapacitated by a fortnight's running on the line. Gun metal bearings were
sent for to Bombay and arrived in May, but few fa'ucks were fitted with them.
'l'he want of springs and spring buffers wel'e great causes of wear and tear to
the rolling stock. 1'hc line being rough, and every truck being loaded to its
utmost capacity, the jarring and oscillation increased the traction, more especially
where there was no give or take from the springs, and everything was dead
weight on the engine. Coupling chains were broken and coupling bars pulled
out from the waggons at starting. The boxes containing the spare coupling
chains had been left behind at Bombay, or were beneath several hundred tons
of railway iron on board ship. From all these causes combined we were always
very short of trucks, and at least 40 per cent., were continually under rep~ir,
or condemned as unfit for further service. In May, some OJJen waggons with
springs and spring buffers were sent from Bombay; their axles were too _far
apart to run easily round the curves, but several were altered and fitted with
covers and seats to form passenger carriages.•
y
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On the 19th Fobnmry, about half the lino bcingcomplctcd, and a sidi11g mndo
nt the Quartermaster General's road, this portion of the line was opened for
traffic. From this date almost all the commissariat stores were brought up by
rail from Zoulln, the baggage animals remoYed to Koomnyleh, ancl the enormous
expense of providing them with condensed water at the former place, greatly
reduced in consequence. 1,he railway was now taxed to its utmost to bdng up
these suppHes, four to seven h'ains being required daily for the purpose, and at
the same time to keep the plate-laying parties in material.
Two small iron girder bridges were built close to the Quai·termaster General's
1·oad, No. 5 of two spans of 20 feet, and No. 6 one span of 20 feet. The trestles
for both were prepared in Zoulln, nnd when brought to the site, it took three
days to complete the bridges. The earthwork of the railway commenced hcl'C,
for hitherto it had been only levelling the ground, and forming approaches to
tbe bridges; but as the working pal'tics were strong, there was no unnecessary
delay to the plate-laying, on account of its being unfinished. Fortunately the
Punjnub Pioneers again found water at the site of bridge No. 7, 70 feet below
the bed of the dry water course, and sunk a well there, which wns n model of
neat and good work. The camps were moved close to this spot, but the supply
of water was not enough for everyone, and 1,200 gallons n day had to be brought
up by railway from the Pioneer well.
Commencing at bridge No. 7, the line wound through the ravine with an ascending gradient of 1 in 91 and with numerous curves up to the heaviest cutting
and sharpest curve on the line which was about 3,500 feet from the bridge.
The depth of the former was about 9 ft., and the rndius of the latter 870 ft. To :
meet the increased labour so urgently required at this time, the other wing of
the 2nd Grenadier Regiment Bombay Native Infantry, was sent to join the
railway camp; but at the very end of February the Punjaub Pioneers were
ordered to the front and their place supplied by a weak wing of the 45th
Regiment. To say that we were great losers by the exchange, is no slur on the
latter regiment, for they were numerically about one-third less than the Pioneers,
had had no previous training in using the pick and shovel, and were incapable
of the severe work in the burning sun, which came almost naturally to the
Indian troops. The Grenadier Native Infantry Regiment, stimulated by the
unusual sight to them of European soldiers being called upon to furnish working
parties, increased their exertions, and until the close of the expedition, in the
most intense heat, laboured with such alacrity as to call for special commenda•
tion in the report of the Commanding Royal Engineer.
The Skew Bridge (No. 7), see Pl. II, was commenced in the first week in
March, and finished in ten days. At the same time four small 12-feet girder
culverts were constructed, and on the 15th of March the rails had been laid up
to the Koomayleh plain. In the latter part of January, Lieut. (now Captain)
Merewcther, R.E., was directed by the Commanding Royal Engineer to commence the earthwork of the line from Koomayleh. At first there was some
CUffi.culty in obtaining working parties, but having a company of the Madms
Sappers at his disposal, being fumished with some military labour, and neither
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the cuttings nor the ernbankments being heavy on this portion of the line, the
work was reported completed up to the end of the Koomayleh plain, in the
middle of March. Very unfortunately, however, owing to Captain Merewether
having been on the sick list, and unable to superintend the work in person, it
was found that the line had not been accumtely enough marked out, that on
the curves the radii were not the same at different points on the same curve,
nnd consequently n. large portion of the line had to be rejected. The company
of Madras Sappers nnd Miners excavated n. well on the Koomayleh plain, where
water wns obtained 90 feet below the surface, in sufficient quantity to supply
the railway. The camp was therefore moved and pitched close to this well.
'l'ho wing of tho 45th Regiment left for the front about the 28th March, and
consequently the whole work devolved upon the 2nd Grenadiers and the Army
\Vorks Corps. Shortly afterwards the head~qum-ters wing of the Grenadiers
was withdrawn, and replaced by a wing of the 18th Bombay Native Infantry.
In the latter part of March, a new siding was finished about 3 miles from
Koomayleh, and 9 from Zoulla, and the nmv portion of the lino reported to the
Commanding Royal Eugineor, ns ready to be opened for traffic. The 50 lbs.
single flnnged rails (Kurrachce) were, however, so very bad, that he thought it
ndYisable to substitute for them the new fish-plated rail (65 lbs.) with chairs,
Fo1iunn.tely almost all the extension consisted of the latter rail, and although
there was some delay in replacing the former, where it had been laid, this extra
portion was open to traffic on the 28th March. The heat had now become so
intense that it was impossible to get the same amount of physical labour from
the workpeople as heretofore. The railway progressed slowly, the energies of
the officers being directed to the working of the line, as well as to its construction.
'l'he watering, coaling, shunting, and repairing abstracted men who otherwise would have been pushing on the construction. In the end of April, the
fall of ~fagdala being known, the Commanding Royal Engineer thought it
advisable to terminate the line when it had reached about one mile from
Koomayleh, and to prepare for the great traffic which it would have to bear on
the return of the troops. A loop-line and station sheds were accordingly made
at the terminus.
The total quantity of line laid was 12 miles 106 yards, although the length
of the main line was under 11 miles, the difference being made up bysidings and
a branch line to one of the piers. From the midclle of May to the close of the
expedition in the middle of June, the railway was taxed to its utmost working
capabilities in conveying troops, baggage, and stores. The arrangements for
working the line had been much improved. Telegraph stations were placed at
Zoulla, Pioneer wells, and the Koomayleh terminus. Watering tanks were
erected at the Pioneer wells, which was the main watering place on the line; a
stand pipe and tank were fixed at the siding in Koomayleh plain; and a fire
engine stationed at the bridge in Stony Ravine, to supply the engines with
,vater. At the Pioneer wells sheds had been built for repairing engines and
waggons ; sidings, for the rolling stock to remain in at night, constructed ; and
aU the civilian employes camped there close to their wo1·k.
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A commodious station was made at Zoulln, which proved very convenient,
although most of the trains ran direct down to the piers. The workin~ hours
on the rnilway commenced daily at 4.30 a.m., and often were not over till past
ten in the evening. Three trains only could be made up, as many of the waggons were hors-de-combat, and it was only by the most strenuous exertions that
the locomotives could be kept in working order. The nights were devoted to
th eir repair, but they got worse and worse daily. At the end it was fo~nd that
two of them were not worth the labour and ex;pense of re-embarkation, and
they were accordingly abandoned.
As regards the question whether this railway might not have been better and
more quickly made by a ciYil contractor than by officers of the corps with military aud organized labour, I think the evidence is in favour of the latter. An
English firm could not have employed European navvies in the burning su~ on
the shores of the Red Sen, and the labour must have been brought from e1the1·
Egypt or India. It would have taken more time for a contractor to haYe organized and despatched gangs of Egyptians to Zoulla than for the Bombay
government to have sent the nscessary labour from India; for it should be
remembered that it was not determined by the government of Bombay to have
a railway until the end of NoYcmber, 1867.
When the guarantee of the state, and the promise of high pay, failed to bring
a good class of Coolie from India, a contractor would have had little prospect
of securing any but the most indiffe-rent hands, as labour was in great demand
for the other departments of the expedition. All the officers on the railway
were accustomed to employ natives on the public works i.n India, were acquainted with their language, and understood their management, qualifications
which can be rarely met with out of the government service, and which can
scarcely be overrated. ,vhere neither food nor water was to be purchased,
where no local labour was obtainable, where even shelter for-workmen had to
be imported, and where all the stores had to be landed at an ;vercrowded pier,
it is hardly probable that a contractor cou.ld have made his own arrangements
for everything, without the help of the military departments. It required all
the influence of the Royal Engineer officers to procure such necessary assistance
ns barges for landing plant and stores, accommodation at the pier for discharging
them, trains to bring up the material to the plate-laying parties, besides rationing the men, and providing them with water. The above can surely be done at
the place of debarkation of an army better by officers than civilians.
We did not complain of the want of skilled labour on the Abyssinian railway,
we could have pushed on much faster if the plate-laying parties had been sup•
pl!ed with a sufficient amount of good material, for the latter had to be largely
reJected on account of its inferiority. Plate-laying is easily learned, and men
accustomed to work together will soon understand the orders of n foreman. No
grea~ speed is required on a military railway, and, consequently, the line may
be ln1cl much more roughly than on an ordinary line, where it is requisite to
run quick trains.
I venture to add the following remarks suggested by our experience in
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Abyssinia. A na.rrow gauge liue is most preferable for a military railway, as
the wnggons are hghter, run round the sharp curves with greater facility, and
when they run off the line are more easily got back again, than those made for
a broad gungc. In construction, a short heavy gradient on a straight line, is
preferable to a sharp curve as an alternative. Trains can rush at the former
and overcome the resistance (which only nets one way) by their momentum.
On a curve there is the liability of running off the line, and the resistance, which
is very considerable on a rough one, acts both ways. Our sharpest curve on the
Abyssinian railway had a radius of 870 feet, and was on an incline of 1 in 91.
With a narrower gauge than the Indian (5 feet 6 inches) we might have
adopted even a smaller radius. 'fhe heaviest gradient was 1 in 60, often com•
bined with sharp curves.
A single flanged rail weighing about 40 lbs. per yard is most suitable for a
military railway.• It should be fish-plated, and in lengths of 24 feet. If
wooden sleepers are used, the rail is most quickly fastened to them for a
temporary line by 4 inch spikes nailed into the sleepers, which are first
bored with an auger. Considerable trouble is found, however, when this method
is adopted, in keeping the line in gauge round sharp curves, and also at points.
Chairs decidedly should be used for the latter if possible. Where there are only
light tank engines, 9 sleepers to each rail will suffice, those at each side of the
fish-plates, centrically, 2 feet apart, and the remainder about 2 feet 9 inches. It
will be found convenient, and plate-layers say it makes a much easier line, to
haYe the fish-plates on each line of rail exactly opposite each other. This
necessitates cutting a rail on long curves, where the inner line is shorter than
the outer one.
Iron pot-sleepers would be well adapted for a military railway.t The Commanding Royal Engineer in Abyssinia sent to Bombay for them, but they
could not be obtained for a light rail. Iron pot-sleepers would be easily carried
and loaded on railway trucks (the wooden ones were continually dropping off
the waggons). The tie rod connecting the former could, without difficulty, be
fixed in its place by an ordinary soldier or Sepoy, and the line can never be out
of gauge when once laid. The pot-sleeper, being in two parts, is carried with
much greater ease than the unwieldy wooden one, which is very awkward for
men unaccustomed to lift heavy weights.
The small wrought-iron girders made up in Bombay for Abyssinia, were well
adapted for bridges. They were in two lengths, 14 and 22 feet, answering for
spans of 12 and 20 feet. They were calculated for a working load of 1 ton per
running foot, rather in excess of our requirements. The weight of the larger
one was about a ton, and it was conveyed and put up without difficulty. Gir•:Mnjor Dn1Tah differs with me on this point. He coruidera that in all cases a rail with chairs
and. fish-plates should be used.

t Major Dnrrah thinks that iron pot-sleepers ,vould be most probably broken in large numbers,
before they reached the plate-laying parties. A very small per-centage of the cast-iron chairs were
damaged iu transit from the @hips to tho bend or the line in Abyssinia, so I conclude that the lo~s
wo\tld not be large with the pot-sleepers.
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dcrs of 30 cwt. woulcl not be inconveniently large, if it were desirable to increase

the spans of the bridges. Wooden trestles make good temporary piers, and 3-in.
sheet piling, driyen by heavy mallets, retains small embankments well at the
abutments. The bridges on the Aby&sininn railway were not good examples
of construction, ns there was no timber sent especially for them; this should
not be neglected in future, and it was with great difficulty that wood of any
description wns obtained.
We found it advisable to divide the plate-layers into four parties, according
to the following plan :Laying sleepers at proper
2 N C 0 ffi ,
! t p t
8
intervals, and fish-plating
c~rs • • • • • · · · • · · • • · • • • • •
· ·
ar y.roils.
8 Men (Natives) .. . .. . .. • • .. • .. •

!
J

2nd Party,-1 Foreman (Civilian) ..............
1 Native Ganger . . • . . . ..••.••....
8 Men (augers) ........•••••• } gJ Spiking rails to sleepers.
8 ditto (hammers) •.. ,, • .. . . . . :);
8 ditto (crowbars) . . • • • . •• • • • •
3rd Party.-1 Foreman (Civilian) ••...•..•••..• } Levelling, raising, and adjusting the line to enable
1 N.C. officer p]ate-layer.... . • . . . . .
1 Native ganger with party varying the ballast trains to pass
from 20 to 50. . . .. . . . • . • . . . . • over it.
. .
.
4th Party.-1 Foreman plate-layer .. , ......... }
I N.C. officer plate-layer . . • . . . . . . . Ballastmg and fimshmg
the line.
2 Gangers with two gangs (native)
from 40 to 100 ..•••.•...•....•
It is impossible to give a correct estimate of the number of men required to
carry rails and sleepers to keep the above parties supplied with material, as the
lengths of the lends varied very much. 0n an average, where the ballast trains
came up to the end of the line, as it was laid, about 120 men (natives) were
employed in carrying rails and sleepers, and in unloading trains.
The rate of progress in Abyssinia with the single flanged rail, without chairs,
where there was no delay on account of the want of rails, &c., was nearly 400
yards a-day (10 working hours); when the double flanged rail with chairs was
used it was much less, being about 250 yards.
Tank engines are no doubt the best adapted for a temporary line; they arc
more powerful for their weight, and, consequently, can be made lighter than
those with tenders, and require no turn-tables, as they run either end foremost
with equal facility. They are, however, very destructive to the line for their
weight, and require trouble and experience in working them.
The~trucks should have their axles as close almost as the wheels on each side
will permit, and should be small and light. Those we used weighed about two
tons, but they required more power to drag than those properly made with
springs, and three tons in weight.
All waggons should have springs, and a1so spring buffers. Economy alone
can preclude these being fumished ; the rougher the line, the more needful and
nclvantagcous arc waggons of this description.
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Sides to waggons are useful, but the catches for letting one side down should
not be liable to be jerked up by the motion of the train. I have seen several
waggons thrown off the line by their contents falling on the rails, owing to
defective catches which became loosened.
Covered waggons would be convenient for some purposes, but would not
answer for trusses of forage, &c., and in a hot climate could not be used for
troops, unless constructed with several large doors. We found in Abyssinia

that the ordinary small waggons were not suited for carrying rails, the length
of the latter (24 feet) obliging them to be placed on two waggons, and often
causing one of the trucks to run off the line at the first curve. Waggons
should be made on purpose for rails and sleepera, especially where there are
no appliances for loading high trucks, The platform should not be higher
than 4 feet, BO that the rails and sleepers can be easily lifted on to them. For
o. line with sharp curves, it would be advantageous to use bogies.
Tho civil establishment for working the Abyssinian line, when it was completed and in full work, was as follows :1 Storekeeper.
4 Engine-drivers.
5 Firemen.
3 Station Masters,
6 Guards (3 natives).
5 Clerks (1 native),
3 Railway telegraph signal men,
12 Pointsmen and signalmen (natives).
The repairing shops engaged the following : 1 Locomotive foreman.

6 Fitters (2 natives).
3 Boiler-makers.

with a number of native mechanics (about 50).
We may conclude that we had to execute in our workshops the maximum
amount of repairs, in proportion to the traffic and length of the line, that can
well be incurred on any railway.

A very complete fitting shop was sent from Bombay, including steam lathes,
stationary engines, quarters for mechanics, &c. It was never put up, and
proved more in the way than otherwise ; for any careful packing arrangements
made in Bombay were altogether neutralized by the vessel which brought them
going ashore in the Red Sea, and by her cargo being transferred to another ship.
,ve were, therefore, often obliged to land heavy machinery to procure useful
stores, buried beneath it in the hold of the vessel.
'lhe civil establishment, picked up in Bombay at a short notice, and without
increased rate of pay being offered to them, could scarcely be expected to give
satisfaction, although in some instances we met with ,•aluable services. Some
of the employes were dismissed, and their places supplied by promoting those
who seemed deserving men. \Ve lost through casualties and dismissal about
2.i per cent, of the European civilians, and they were al ways a source of trouble
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and anxiety to us, and I think it would be advisable to substitute for them, as
for as possible, mcu from the ranks.
Intelligent non-commissioned officers would mako good station masters, as
their most important duty is to obey orders. Guards could be formshed in the
snme manner. Pointsmen and signalmen could easily, if required, be supplied
from the ranks. Engine drivers and foremen plate-layers are about the only
men whose places could not be filled from the army or navy. Firemen and
fitters ca.n be supplied from the latter; and for some time on the Abyssinian
railway, the duties of locomotive foreman wei·e efficiently performed by one of
the engineer officers kindly lent for the purpose from H.M.S. "Octavia."
The Abyssininn rail way was a great success, if we may gauge it by the
amount of assistance it gave to the expedition, by the saving in money it effected
by allowing the baggage animals, at an early date, to be taken away from
Zoulla (where they were drinking condensed water at an enormous cost), and by
the help it gave to the Land Transport Corps, in enabling them to send these
animals to the front; by the celerity and dispatch with which by its aid stores
were landed and brought up to the store sheds ; rmd by the rapidity and ease
with which the troops and their baggage were brought back and re-embarked
at once.
It cannot be taken as an example of the time in which a military rail way
ought to be constructed, if there were no impediments in its way. From this
point of Tiew it was often judged by civilians as a failure ; but as an auxiliary
to the expedition, and as an additional means of transport, no one, who had anything to do in connection with it, can have doubted its extreme utility.
Constructed under the most unfavourable circumstances, in extreme heat,
which sometimes reached 180., F. in the sun, with indifferent materials and bad
rolling stock, it nevertheless proves how necessary in future it will be to provide
all our military expeditions with a light railway at their points of debarkation.

T. J. W.
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PAPER XIII.
CASEMATE AND SHIELD EXPERIMENT&
BY LIEUT.-COL. INGLIS, R.E.
In 1865, two masonry casomates, with embrasures in iron shields, formed the
subject of a lengthened series of trials nt Shoeburyness. In 1868 a still more
extensive set of experiments was undertaken, embracing the trial of two
ci.u,ematcs wholly fronted ,•i'ith iron, as well as other works. There have also
been sepa.rate trials of two gun shields, which have not yet been noticed in these
volumes. The present paper gives an account of all these experiments, and it
also brings up the usual summary of current trials to the present time.
They arc arranged, as far as possible, in the order in which they occurred.
The plates will help to render intelligible the description of the more important
of these works, and they will also, to some extent, assist in the account of the
trials, inasmuch ns they show the position of all the shot marks. 'fhe tables
give the particulars of the practice, and the effects of each round in detail.
1. MASONRY CASEMATES WITH IRON SHIELDS, PLO. l AND !I.

The object of this trial was twofold. First.-To ascertain the resisting
powers of a masonry casematcd work of modern type. Secoud.-To test the
suitability and convenience of an.eh a work for all Artillery purposes.
Plates I and II show the sb:ucture experimented upon.
It consisted of two contiguous granite faced brick casemates. The vaulting
over one casemate represented the intermediate floor of a two-tier fort, that over
the other a bomb-proof roof carrying a terre-pleiu. '1 he floors of both were
made up solid from the ground.
For the sake of brevity the right casemate will be here called No. I, the left
No. 2, as marked on the plates.
'l'he granite front of the work was in seven courses, varying from 1 ft. 10 in.
to 3 ft. in height (average 2 ft. 4½ in.) The thickness of the front wall, or
rather of the piers, was 14 ft.; the depth of the face stones varied from 6 ft. to
8 ft. The surface of the granite front measured 43 ft. to 46 ft., by 16 ft. ~ in.
in height. The entire height of the front was 20 ft. 5 in. to 21 ft. 5 in,, the
difference being made up of brickwork.
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4 tons each.
There were 11 blocks of granite under
between 4 and 8
30
8 ., 10
,,
9
2
" 10 " 12
sligl:J.tly O\'Cl' 12
3
Total 05
The blocks of the four lower courses of No. 1 casematc wet·c backed by granite.
The upper courses, including the arch stones, either by sandstone, or brick-work,
or concrete. The granite of the six lower courses of No. 2 was backed by brick~
work, that of the upper course by concrete. Everything in the way of cramps,
dowels, or joggles, to secure the granite work was purposely dispensed with.
The main part of the granite was from the Par Quarries, in Cornwall, and the
Delank, in Devonshire. Six large blocks, used in the third and fourth courses
of the centre pier, ,vere from the Isle of Mull, on the Argyleshire Coast. It may
here, at once, be said that little or no difference was found to exist as to the
durability under fire of these several natures of granite.
The walls and vaulting of both cnsemnteswereofbrick-work in Portland cement.
The arching of No. l was in four half brick rings, making a. thickness of
1 ft. 7 in., with concrete filling, to a level 13 in. over the crown. That of No. 2
was in six rings, or 2 ft. 4 in. thick, covered with concrete, to a level 3 ft. above
the crown.
The front of each casemate was closed by an iron shield. The opening filled
by the shield in No. 1 casemate was 12 ft. wide, with a segmental head. It
was G ft. 7 in. high at the sides, and 8 ft. 2 in. in the centre. That in No. 2
was 6 ft. wide and 6 ft. high.
No. 1 shield, designed by the late Mr. J. Chalmers, was composed as follows :
-The face-plates, four in number, were 4 in. thick. These were backed in one
half of the shield by 8 in. of iron, made up of 1 in. plates, standing vertically,
with their edges to the front. In the other half these backing plates, or bars,
also 8 in. deep and on edge, were formed so as to be tongued and grooved, as
shewn in the plates. This backing was supported in rear by an intermediate
or second armour, 2 in. thick, resting against 6¼ in. of teak, in which ,vere five
angle-iron stringers. Behind this was n. skin of 1 in. plate. The armour was
held on by twenty three 3 in. bolts, nutted at the back of the inner skin. The
intermediate armour was held on by a separate set of 2 in. bolts. Altogether
this compound mass was 21 ½in. thick.
The opening cut for the port wa.s 2 ft. 4 in. wide and 3 ft. high, and was
slightly splayed on the inside. The structure thus far described was supported
in rear by two struts, similar to those in former shields, connected at their feet
with_• base plate of 1 in. iron, ~ ft. 6 in. broad, running the whole width of the
opemng, and at their top with a massive b1.1ilt up gii·der, l ft. 6! in. deep,
occupying the position of the chord of the segment.shaped head of the shield.
The base :plate waa sunk flush into the grnnite floor, and was held down by ten
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2; in. lewis bolts, let into the granite. The entil'e weight of this shield was
about 28 tons.
No. 2 shield consisted of a solid 13i in. rolled iron plate, 7 ft. high, and of the
exact width of the opening it had to fill, namely 6 ft. It was secured at the top
and bottom by being let in, to a depth of 6 in., between a head and sill, each of
which was composed of the ordinary double-headed railway bars. These railway
bars were laid flat, two being in front of the shield and five behind it, and were
held together by cramps, ten in number, also composed of railway iron, turned at
theil' ends so as to grasp the rails, and likewise to take hold of the masonry. The
head and sill were built into the work as it advanced, and the shield was got
into its place before the covering arch was turned. 'l'he port was 2 ft. 4 in.
wide and 3 ft. 6 in. high. The corners of the opening were rounded, and the
inner edges we1·e splayed. The weight of the shield itself, as .finished, was
8 tons. Before the port was cut out it weighed 10 tons 4 cwt. It was, of
course, necessary to roll a much larger plate in order to obtain the square dimensions of this shield. The weight of railway iron in the fastenings waa 4 tons
2 cwt.
The rear of No. 1 casemate was closed by timber framing, with doors and
g1ass sashes hung in different ways, such as French casements, ordinary sliding
sashes, and sashes on centre pivots, to try what effect the firing would have
upon such constructions. The rear of No. 2 was left quite open.
The usual 12 ft. side-openings having been formed in the walls of the casemates to admit of greater traverse of the guns, those in the two outer side walls
were closed by rough wood framing and boarding, to place the interior of the
work more on a footing with that of a series of casemates in an actual work.
In No. 1 a 23 ton 13·3 in. gun was mounted on a wrought iron carriage (2¼
tons), and a wrought iron traversing platform (3j tons), with hollow-soled
trocks, on raised racers. The front racers were let into granite; the rear into
Dramley-fall blocks. The rack for the traversing gear was secured to 3-inch Yorkshil'e flags. There was a pivot in front, to which the platform was attached by
means of a wrought-iron flap of special construction. As this pivot could not
be placed in the true centre of movement, it was let through the iron floor-plate
into the grallite, just behind the shield. The pivot being thus eccentric, the flap
worked upon it by means of a curved slot, The form and dimensions of the
casemate itself would have allowed this gun to traYerse laterally through an arc
of 620, but the port was so shaped that it could not actually traverse more than
350. Also, the port did not admit of the gun being laid with any elevation, but
this was owing more to the level at which it "·as cut with reference to the floor
of the casemate, than to its form. It could be depressed from 2° to 8°.
In No. 2 casemate, a 12 ton 9·22 in. gun was mounted on n. wrought-iron (I ton
1 cwt.) carriage and wrought-iron traversing platform (2 ton 3 cwt.) on raised
racers. This gun had no pivot. It traversed through an arc of 68° 30 1 ; could
be elevated 8°, and depressed 4j'"'..
The 23-ton gun wns afterwards mounted over No. 2 casematc, on raised racers
in Bramley-fall stone, with a pivot as before.
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The 12 ton gun was mounted without n pivot over No. I, the front racers for ii
being let into Bramley-fall stone, nnd the rear ones, of special construction, were
securcrl to a. 2j-in. oak floor, lnid on oak joists 31 in. by 3 in., on deal battens
3 in. by 1½ in., bedded in concrete; there were also onk filling-pieces between
the joists under the racers.
The 23 ton gun was subsequently transferred to this latter position with a
pivot ndded, the service raised racers being secured to the oak_floor.
Before the work was fairly completed, and before the mounting of the guns,
just described, had taken place, it was determined to make a preliminary experiment with a few shot from the 9·22-in. 12-ton gun against the centre pier of
the work.
This was carried out on the 18th May, 186.5, when three shots were fired with
the following results :The first round was with a solid steel shot, with a hemispherical head, weighing 220 lbs. 8 oz. It was fired with a reduced charge of 30¼ lbs., to give a
remaining velocity equivalent to that due to a range of 1,000 yards with battering charge. It struck the 5th course on the stone forming the springer of the
arch over No. 1 shield, and just on the edge of the curved surface forming the
rounding to the opening for the shield. It.s striking velocity was 1,320 ft. per
second, and the work in the shot was equal to 2,676 foot-tons. It penetrated
the granite to a depth of 9 in., and cracked the block a good deal. The stones
in the two courses above it were loosened, and the cement joints over the rest
of the face of the pier were slightly opened. The bifok-work inside the casemate was also a little shaken. The shot broke up.
The next round was also with a steel hemispherical-headed shot, weighing
220 lbs., fired with a charge of 39 lbs., to represent a range of 600 yards. Its
remaining velocity ,vas 1,39,5 ft., representing a force of 2,969 foot-tons. It
struck foir on a Mull granite block in the 4th course, in nn almost central
position on the pier, and at a distance of 5 ft. from the former shot. It penetrated the block to a depth of 18 in., and broke off its face over an area of 20
superficial feet, A piece of the adjoining Mull block was cracked off, and
displaced sideways, and a block in the course abo,·e was cracked in two places.
A crack in the brick-arching of the roof of the casemate, observed after the last
shot, we s lengthened about 2 ft. Another crack, low down in the brick-work
of the pier, was opened; and also another, running vertically and obliquely
through 7 courses of brick-work towards the groin of the arch. The shot
rebounded 5 yards, and was cracked in the head and set up.
The third shot was of cast iron, with a conical head, weighing 217 lbs. 12 oz.,
and was fired with the same cha1·ge as the first, and had nearly the same
terminal velocity. It hit full in the centre of a block in the 3rd course, about
equally distant from both shields, and 2 ft. from the centre of the last shot.
It was thus within the limit of injury caused by that shot. The granite was
knocked out to a depth of 2 ft. 1 in. An adjoining block in the same course
was Cl'acked in two and moved 2 in. out of place. Another block was displaced
3 in., and a third 1¼ in. The oblique vertical crack in the brick~work of the
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pier, inside the cascmate, was considerably increased, and the brick-work through
7 courses was driven back ll in. There was a fresh crack in the pier through
10 courses, and the crack near the groin of the brick-arching was extended to
the crown. Fine cracks could also be perceived along the crowns of the main
arches of both casemates, almost from front to rear, and in the transverse
arches from side to aide of the structure.
By these three shots, giving an aggregate of about 8,300 foot-tons, about 1 ton
18 cwt. of granite was knocked away, 5 blocks were seriously injured, and two
other blocks broken in two. The cement joints of the front work, from centre
to centre of shield, showed cracks. The cracks in the brick-arching, inside the
casemate, were not of a very serious nature.
'The next stage of the experiments was that which stood first in the original
programme, and comprised the operations of mounting, working, and firing the
heavy guns.
To facilitate the mounting of the g1ms in the casemates, a set of five 2-in. eyebolts had been inserted in the brick arches over each gun, in the positions
shewn in the sections, but after the practice it was thought that three would be
found sufficient for all purposes, namely, one about 5 feet from the inner face of
the shield so as to be over the muzzle of the gun when run back; another (or
in case of the 22-ton gun a couple of them) to be 12 ft. from the shield,
over the trunnions; and the third about 17 ft. from it, to be over the breech.
The eye-bolts used on this occasion, although made of 2-in. round iron, and
tested after being made by a dead pull of 20 tons, were hardly equal to the
oblique strain brought upon them in some parts of the operations with the
22-tou gun; in fact, one of them broke, but their construction may be easily
improved, and all risk avoided for the future.
There was no serious difficulty in mounting even the 22-ton gun. To be sure,
it fell once in the process, but this was by an accident that need not occur
again. The internal height of the casemate was, perhaps, barely sufficient for
the old fashioned tackle used, but with improvements in the appliances, 12 ft.
will be found ample height for mounting the heaviest gun.
The 12-ton gun was mounted with facility, and the space allotted to it found
sufficient for all purposes.
There were certain loose rings in the floors of the casemates, as well as six
eye-bolts in the piers, to admit of tackle being used for traversing in aid of the
gear attached to the platforms themselves.
Two blank and four shotted rounds were fired from the 22-ton gun in No. 1
casemate, and there was no injury from the discharge to the work itself nor
inconvenience felt by the gun detachment; even the glass in the sashes (set open
of course) in the rear of this casemate was not broken. After the second
shotted round something went wrong with the compressor, and the gun recoiled
violently to the end of the platform. The shock broke the front flap connecting
with the pivot, and the platform jumped clean off the racers. The damage thus
done to the platform, trucks, and flap took some time to repair. This flap was
was very much in the way of the gunners serving the gun.
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Four blank and ten shotted rounds were fired from the 12-ton gun in No. 2
casematc, and everything stood well. There was, of course, some vibration
throughout the work, and the blast of these heavy discharges made itself felt at
the adjacent port, but it was simply a rush of air; there was not, as far as could
be observed, any flame with it.
As regards appliances to aid the working of these two heavy guns, it was the
general opinion that nothing beyond the existing means was necessary for the
12-ton gun, but that improved facilities were required for moving and lifting
the shot of the 22-ton gun. To illustrate one method of meeting this want, a
light foundry crane was made on the spot, and set up in the front part of No. 1
casemnte. 'l'his carried an overhead traveller which, while it gave the means
of taking up the shot in a convenient spot at about the back of the masonry
pier, allowed the delivery of it at the muzzle of the gun in whatever position it
might be left after recoil. One such crane on each side of the gun would much
facilitate the operation of loading. Ready means may also be provided in such
n casemate for moving shot and ammunition.
It being thought that nothing more would be gained by continuing the fire
from the casemates themselves, the guns were removed to the overhead positions.
This was an interesting Artillery operation, and it was very skilfully performed,
although through the failure of some of the tackle, the 22-ton gun fell through
several feet when being raised.
The 22-ton gun fired altogether 30 rounds with 70 lb. charges and 518 lb.
shot, at 5° depression, from the position over the bomb-proof arch, and there was
no effect whatever observable upon the vaulting under it. The cracks, opened
in the arches by the fire of the 18th May, were not increased in the slightest
degree. One round was fired without the flap connecting with the pivot, and
the want of it was not felt.
'fhe 12-ton gun fired 35 rounds at 5° depression, with shot of 221 lbs., and
charges of 44 lbs., from the position over the 1 ft. 7 in. arch, and it had no perceptible effect upon the arches.
The 22-ton gun afterwards took its place, and fired 10 rounds, and even this
had no effect whatever upon the previous cracks. This was satisfactory, as the
1 ft. 7 in. arch was not, of course, intended to carry so heavy a gun.
The two butts which received the shot in this practice were composed of stiff
marsh clay. They were first made 30 ft. thick (measuring across the top), and
10 ft. high. This being found insufficient for the 13-in. shot, one butt was afterwards increased in thickness by 15 ft., and raised about 4 ft. The penetrations,
at 100 yards range, were as follows :-The mean of 23 shot from the 13·3-in. gun
was 36½ ft., and the greatest penetration was 50 ft. The mean of -43 shot from
the 9·22-in. gun was 32 ft., the greatest penetration being 40 ft. The shot were
found in all sorts of positions, some even lying with their heads pointing in the
direction from which they had come. But, with regard to these results, it
must be mentioned that, as the trials were to test the casemate structures, no
great attention was paid to the effect upon the earthen butts, so that some of the
higher penetrations may possibly have been due to the shot havino- followed in
0
the track of previous rounds.
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The practice against the structure has next to be described.
jectiles, and chru·gcs, were as follows : -

The guns, pro~

Gtr:K.

CIIARGE.

--- Tons _c:_::I~
1

Calibre.

10-inch 12
9·22 ,,
8
7

"
"

12
6
6

2

2
19
19

57
56
50
72

Full Weight
Batteror

Ing

GOO yds lOOOy<l.B Charge.

Shot.

lbs.

lbs.

lbs.

lbs.

41·3
39·5

36
30·25
2~

45

280

H
30
22

220
150
115

26

18

-

Striking Velocity.
GOO ydl'I.

Vil'I Viva
on Impact.

1000 yds. GOO yds lOOOyd.8

- ft.--- - sec.
--- -per .!lee.

ft. per

1273
1395
1369
1370

1209
1322
1292

-

ft. tons ft. tons

3146
2969
1949
1497

2838
2GG6

1736

-

All the steel shot and the 7-in. cast iron shot had hemispherical heads. The
heads of all the other shot were elliptical.
The battery was placed nt 200 yards from the casemates, but the charges
were so reduced as to give sti:iking velocities equivalent to 600 and 1,000 yards
ranges with full battering charges,
The firing commenced 16th November, 1865.
First, each shield was struck by a solid steel shot from each gun (7-in. at
600 yards, the rest at 1,000 yards), aimed in succession abo~e, below, and on
(Rounds 1,051 to 1,060)- These shot, with the
each side of the port.
addition of an accidental glancing blow off the masonry on to the lower
corner of No. I, and a grazing blow on the edge of the port of the other,
gave an aggregate of about 9,600 foot-tons on No. I, and 9,300 foot-tons
on No. 2 shield. The general effect was that No. I shield was slightly moved
back, and six through-bolts and some rivets gave way; but, beyond one
or two cracks and stars in the skin, there was but little to show in rear.
The masonry pier, which was accidentally hit, was cracked through to
the rear. No. ~ shield was cracked through in one place, with cracks of less
consequence in two other spots, A part of the sill stone was knocked off, and
the adjacent brick-work Tery slightly injured. Two of the rail cramps of the
lower fastenings broke. The piece of the shot that glanced and went through
the port, struck a brick pier inside the casemate, making a hole 2 ft. by 2j ft.
and 1 ft. deep. It also caused cracks in the pier and arch, but these effects were
not serious.
After this, three 10-in. and one 9·22-in. steel shot (600 yards) struck No. I
(rounds 1,061 to 1,064) with an aggregate force of 12,407 foot-tons, doing a
great deal of damage, especially to the fastenings. Amongst other things, the
large top girder in rear was broken, and the pivot was thrown out of position.
Next day, two 10-in. and one 9·22-in. steel shot struck No. 2 shield (rounds
1066 to 1067) with an aggregate force of 9,261 foot tons, one of which ,vas on
the upper edge of the port. After this, a large piece of the left side of the
shield seemed nearly detached, and the cracks in rear were much opened. One
of the rails of the lower fastenings gave way, but there was still ample hold for
the shield. The granite sill and arch stones were n good deal shaken. The
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shield was certainly now seriously damaged, but still it wa.s in its plnce; and,
subsequently, it stood the blow of a hea,,y cast-iron shot without giving way.
No. 2 shield had now sustniuecl in nll 8 blows, giving a total of upwards of
18,500 foot-tons, to which something must be nd<lcd on account of a blow afterwards delivered by the 9·22 in. gun with a cast iron shot at 1,000 yards.
Taking the area of the shield exposed, less the port, at 28 superficia~ feet, it
1·eceived a battering equivalent to more than 700 foot-tons per superficial foot;
and the surface of the shield divided by the number of shot, gives 1 shot to
3~ ft.
No. 1 shield next receil'cd (round 1,068) a 10 in. steel shell (600 yards), the
head of which stuck in the plate, doing little damage, and a 9·22 in. cast iron
shot (1,000 yards) hit it by accident (round 1,070). Later in the experiment, it
also received two 9·22 in. steel shot (600 yards), making together 5,938 foot-tons,
both of which did it a good deal of damage. (Rounds 1,127 and 1,130.) After
all this, the shield was of course much cracked and dilapidated, but still, with
the exception of the loss of about 3 square feet of the exterior plate, and a
piece cut out of the sill of the port, it was substantially entire. The mode of
holding it in its place was sufficient for the purpose, but not altogether satisfac~
tory. The early displacement of the pivot by injury conveyed through the
shield deserves particular notice. The 12 blows which this shield had sustained
from Jl shot and lshell represent a total of upwards of 31,000 foot-tons; and if
some addition be made on account of the 9·22 in. cast. iron shot that hit it by
mistake 1 this total may be fairly raised to 33 1000 foot-tons. Taking the area of
the shield, less the port, at 83 ft. superficial, it received a battering equivalent
to about 400 foot-tons per foot, or 1 shot to every 6½ square feet.
The fire was next directed at the arch over No. I shield. It commenced w!th
a 10 in. cast iron shot (1,000 yards), which struck on the joint of the key
stone of the lower ring of the arch. (Round 1,071.) It displaced 5 cubic feet
of granite, injured severely 4 of the arch stones, and slightly lifted 2 of the
stones of the upper arch. In rear, the key stone was found to be cracked
through, the brick arching was a1so cracked, and the joints of the stone and
brick-work were loosened.
'fhe next was a 10-in. steel shot (600 yards) on the large stone forming the
right springer of the arch. (Round 1,072.) The stone struck and the adjacent
one, forming a voussoir of the arch, were much injured. The grentc1· part of
the stone above it, and a large piece of a block above that, were brought down.
'fhe blocks i~ th~ three courses below t~e. block struck were cracked through,
and the archmg m rear was a good deal lDJUred; 22 cubic feet of granite were
knocked out. Next came a salvo (rounds 1,073 to 1,076) from all the guns
against this arch. Three went off pretty well together. The 8-in. gun hung
fire. The 7-in. was at 600 yards, the others at 1,000 yards. All the shot were
cast-iron. As nearly as could be ascertained, they struck towards the right
side of arch: The s!ones of half the upper ring were quite gone, exposing the
concrete-fillmg over 1t, and a large part of the lower ring wns also knocked
away. Some of the brick-work over the granite foll, and inside the casematc
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former injuries were increased, but still the cnscmatc was tenable. After this
there was nnother salvo (rounds 1,0i7 to 1,080) directed at this arch, and the
destruction was very great, a hole being broken through the arch into the cnsemotc. It was generally ollowecl on the spot that a gun could not have been
fought any longer in this cnsemnte.
As this arch received only one shot more (round 1,178), and that accidentally
in the latter part of the experiment, it may be well here to sum up the blows
it received. This accidental hit was from a 9·22-in. steel shot (600 yards), and
hit on what wa.s left of one of the arch-stones of the lower ring, knocking it
completely out, and, therdorc, entirely dcstrnying the arch. There had been,
then, on this arch, altogether, 11 blows (one steel 9·22-in. shot is counted as a
miss), two of the heaviest hits being with steel shot. These amounted altogether to 26,427 foot-tons; nnd, taking the superficial area battered as 120 feet,
(17 ft. by 7 ft.), there was one shot to about every 11 feet, or 220 foot-tons per
square foot. This ended the second day's battering.
The next day, 21st Novembe,·, 1865, in order to try the effect of splinters
from the granite outside No. 2 shield, a few (five) 40-pdr. segment shells
(rounds 1081 to 1085) were directed at this part, and great effect was produced
on the woJden targets set up inside the cascmatc. Nor were the splinters confined to this casemate only, for a great number found their way into the adjoining chamber, and did execution there also.
After this, a steady fire was kept up, for the rest of the day, from three guns
directed as follows :-The 7-in. gun (600 yards) at the right pier of the right,
or No. I, casemate; the 8-in. gun (600 yards) at the left pier of left, or No. 2,
c11scmatc; and the 9-in. gun (1,000 yards) against the arch over No. 2 shield.
All the shot were of common cast iron.
First, as regards the right pier. This part .of the work had been previom~ly
somewhat weakened by the 10-in. steel shot (round 1,054) which accidentally
grazed it low down orr the first day. It was now struck by ten 7-in. shot
(rounds 1,086, 1,08S, 1,091, 1,094, 1,097, 1,100, 1,103, 1,106, 1,109, 1,112), and
one 8-in. shell (round 1,116), giving nn aggregate of upwards of 18,000 foottons. The whole of this took place on nn area of about 35 square feet, thus
giving one shot to 3 square feet, and about 514 foot-tons per foot of surface.
The effect was to demolish the granite face, and to leave but little of the internal structure of the pier. After the 8th round, the masonry in parts was cut
back to a depth of 5 ft. 6 in. from the original face; and after the 10th round,
this was increased to 7 ft.
Next ns to the left pier. The 8-in. gun wns directed on this, and struck it
ten times (rounds 1,087, 1,089, 1,092, 1,095, 1,098, 1,101, 1,104, 1,107, 1,110,
1,113), all as from 600 yards. This gave an aggregate of 19,490 foot-tons on an
area of about 35 ft., or one shot to every 3¼ square feet., and about 557 foot-tons
to every foot of surface. The fourth of these shot injured very severely the
granite block in the fourth course, in fact, daylight showed through; and the
5th round broke completely through into the cnsemate, making a hole upwards
of 5 ft. in area. The subsequent 8hot enlarged this hole, dislodged more
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granite, cracked the brick-w01·k in rear, and carried awny more of the face•
work, bringing down ln.rgc masses of tho supcrincumbcnt work.
Then, as to the flnt arch over No. 2 shield. This received ten blows (1,000
yards) from the 9·:!2-in. gun (rounds 1,090, 1,093, 1,096, 1,099, 1,102, 1,105,
1,108, 1,111, 11 11-1, 1,117 ), giving nn aggregate of about 26,660 foot-tons , on
nn area of 50 ft., or one shot to e\'cry J ft., and 533 foot-tons to every foot of
sw·facc. ·when eacll of the three stones forming the arch had received one
blow it was n ·ry much crippled, and four shot more cut the centre of it back
to an irregular depth of abol!t 6 ft. At th is time, also, the brick arching in
One shot (the 3t·d) hitting the keystone, broke itself
1·car began to girn way.
into two pieces, one of which glanced on to the shield, and the other went into
the casemate, carrying away n railway bar of the lower fastening of the shield,
and breaking the front racer. It produced, of course, a great many splinters
inside the work. Another (the 6th) smashed the lowe1· part of the key-stone,
and cut away the t\vo upper rail fastenings iu the front of the shield. The
last three shot brought down large masses of the upper work, exposing the
concrete filling of tbe bomb-J)roof, but did not shew any great effect inside the
work. The shield alone pre-rented the remainder of the granite arch from falling. This ended the third clay's battering.
The 10-in. gun (600 yards) was now (22nd November, 1865) directed against
the centre pier, and continued steadily at it for the greater part of the day.
The effect of the three 9·22-in. shot fired at this pier on the 18th May bas
already been recorded.
It was now, on this occnsion, struck first by nine single shots (rounds 1,118
to 1,126) the result of which may be given as follows :-The first shot, of course,
shook out all the rubhle work with which tbe injuries of the 18th ~fay hnd been
temporarily filled up. It also injured several large blocks severely, and exposed
to ·dew the end of a cramp forming part of the upper fastenings of No. 2
shield. The masonry in rear was driven back 2} ins., and a slight crack was
formed in the brick-work.
The next shot was also a destructive one, both in bringing down the granite
face, and in general injury to the pier. A granite backing block was broken
in two by a blow conYep .'d through a massive face stone.
'l'he next shot struck rather high, and injured the upper granite work very
much. Some large ove1·banging masses of granite and brick-work fell down
from above. 'l'he pier showed an increase of cracks on the inside.
'l'be three following shot continued the injuries, and threw down so much
material in front that it became necessary to clear some away. Some fresh
cracks and injuries appeared in the interior, especia1ly about the centre pier
but, otherwise, the effect inside was less than might have been expected.
'
The remaining three shot of the nine could not be aimed lower than the
fourth course on account of the debris in front, and, therefore, had most effect
on the upper part of the pier. The granite face, about the centre of the pier on
the fourth course, was now cut out to an irregular depth of about 5 ft. ancl the
brick backing of the pier wns driven bnck some inches.
'
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The next shot (round 1,127) was on No. 1 shield, nnd this, together with
the three following (1·ounds 1,128 to 11 130) has already been disposed of, in
the mention either of the shield itself or of the arch over it.
I After one more I0•in. shot (round 1,131) on the pier, which brought down
large pieces of granite and brick-work, already loosened, a steel shell (round
1,132) from the 9 22-in. gun 1 with a bursting charge of 11 lbs. struck on the
fourth course, and blew a hole about 2 ft. 6 in. high, and 1 ft. 6 in. wide, quite
through the pier into the casemate. It knocked in some of the brick-work of
t1JC pier, and brought down a good dC'al of the arches springing from it, but
there was enough still left iu the heart of the pier to sustain the vaulting in
fair condition.
After this came a salvo of cast-iron shot (rounds 1,133 to 1,136) from all
four guns, directed nt the upper part of this pier. One shot, it was thought,
passed through a former opening without doing further injury. The rest
caused a great foll of material in front, nmongst which was the bed•stone of the
}Jivot thnt had been used for the 22-ton gun over No. 2. In rear, some more
bdck-work was knocked out of the pier, and more of the arching fell, quite
blocking up the front part of the casemate.
Then came the final salvo (rounds 1,137 to 1,140) which, on account of the
debris in front, could only take effect high up. 'fhis brought down great
masses of brick.work, concrete, and granite. The brick arching in the fore
part of the right casemate was cut back to a depth of 12 ft. or 15 ft. from the
original front. The material fell in quantities, driving the gun, which had
been mounted there, quite to the back of the casemate. There was also an
opening forced through from the front into the left casemate, rather high up,
bringing down more of the pier and brick arching.
This centre pier had thus recei,ed on this occasion eighteen cast-iron shot
(reckoning one to have missed), of which twelve were from the 10.in. gun, one
from the 9·22•in., two from the 8-in., and two from the 7-in., as well as a
9·22.in. steel shell; all as from 600 yards. These gave together about 50,582
foot-tons. Adding to this the blows received on the 18th May, as already
descl'ibed, the pier had stood, altogether, about 691 000 foot-tons. Taking the
surface of this pier at 180 superficial feet, it received in 22 blows au equivalent
to about 330 foot-tons per square foot, and there was one shot to about 8 superficial feet.
Summing up the whole practice, then, it appears that 86 projectiles, having
an ngregate vis viva of upwards of 200,000 foot-tons, actually struck the work.
These, distributed over the entire surface of iron and granite, would give one
projectile to S½ square feet of front, or 270 foot-tons per superficial foot.
Taking the iron only, against which were used steel projectiles, there were 22
blows, giving an aggregate of 52,000 foot.tons on 111 superficial feet, which
is equivalent to 468 foot-tons per square foot, or one projectile to 5 feet of
surface. On No. 1 shield, there were 13 blows, gh·ing altogether about 400
foot.tons per foot, or one projedil~ to 6 square feet. On No. 2 shield, 9 pro•
jC'ctik::s gaYc about i00 foot·tons per foot, or one projectile to 3 square foot.
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'raking the granite surface alone, against which cast-iron projectiles were used,
64 proj ectiles gave a.bout 240 foot-tons per foot, or one projectile t i, 9~ f~et.
'l'he 1·ight pier received 11 blows, giving 514 foot-tons per foot, or one proJectile to 3 fee t. The centre pier, 22 blows, giving 333 foot-tons per foot, or one
projectile to 8½ feet. 'l'he left pier, 10 blows, giving 557 foot-tons per foot, or
one projectile to 3½ feet. 'fhe right arch received 11 blows, giving 220. f~ottons per foot, or one projectile to 11 feet; and the left arch, 10 blows, g1v111g
533 foot-tons per foot, or one projectile to 6 feet of surface.
It is almost needless to say that with this amount of battering the work was
fairly breached ; in fact, the granite front was completely destroyed.
The following extracts from the report of the committee that conducted_ the
experiments, will sufficiently indicate the conclusions they drew from the trials.
,Vith regard to the shields, they said: " Both the iron shields ha.ve resisted
' ' well, and the fastenings of both inay be said to be still effective, inasmuch as
"they have held them in their places to the last; those of the east shield are,
Those of the west, shield have been weakened by
u indeed, hardly impaired.
"the breaking off of three out of ten iron cramps, but the remainder continue
"to hold the plate; both shields continue to afford a fair amount of protection
u to the gun behind them, nor can anything be said to have got through them,
"although they are cracked through, bent, and started, from the effects of the
"fire."
As to the effect on the granite, they spoke of the demolition being such "as
" would have caused the abandonment of the two casemates before the firing
11 ceased, in fact, they were beginning to be untenable after the 33rd hit on the
With them, the casemates in the
h granite, and quite so after the 54th hit.
11 tier above, and, probably, also any barbette guns in the same vertical section
" must have been also abandoned; " and "it was also observed that the dust,
11 grit, and fine splinters of granite sent into the work were sufficient to amount
"to annoyance, if not to an actual obstruction of the working of the guns."
'fhe committee also remarked as follows : -11 This experiment has proved that
"whilst the attack of a properly constructed iron-built battery would be hope" less, except with steel or hardened shot, at a range not much exceediA.g 600
"yards, the destruction of a granite fort may readily be effected with cast-iron
"shot at 1,000 yards. It is proper to add, that, considered as a granite fort
"with iron shields, the one now reportt:d upon appeaL·s not to have been as
11 strong as such a structure might be made with those improvements which the
"result of the present costly experiment will doubtless suggest to the Depart" meat of Works, if any more such works are to be designed. But the comu mittee ha~e, for the f~regoi~g reasons, no hes.itation in recording their opinion,
'· that gramte should, 1f possible, not be used 10 exposed parts of the structure
"of forts liable to be regularly engaged by heavily armed iron-clads. That
"when unavoidably used, it should not be combined in the piers with brick" work or any other inferior material in the manner in which it was combined
"in this structure, and that it would be far preferabli., to provide forts in such
"situation with external defences entirely of iron."
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On the other hand, the Deputy Director of Works, in a Memorandum, dated
October, 1866, on the results of these experiments, after comparing the latest
construction of English cascmates with like works in America and other
countries, and shewing that the granite works with iron shields constructed in
England, are far superior in strength to the cascmated forts of any other nation,
speaks of the effect produced on these experimental works as being not so great
as was anticipated. He says-" The granite outside was, of course, much
"smashed" but II in the interior of the casemates there was, for a long time, no
"effect produced which would have prevented the guns being worked. The
"result, indeed, shewed a much greater stability under a close and deliberate
" fire of modern ordnance than had been cx:pected."
The Deputy Director of ,vorks also points out that, while the experiments
had suggested a few improvements in the detail of construction, they shewed
the structural parts of the work to possess some good qualities in an unexpected
degree, and proved further that the casemates were admirably adapted for the
working of heavy guns
In speaking of the opinion, held by some, that these experiments shewed that
granite should not be used in those parts of a casemated work which would be
exposed to fire, he submits " that this view is fallacious," and says that a just
conclusion cannot be formed on this matter without ascertaining what portion of
the fire which destroyed the fronts of the two experimental cascmates would
ha Ye taken effect upon a corresponding part of a fort in a naval attack.
He points out that the conditions under which these experimental casemates
were tried, were very different from those that would exist in a naval attack
upon a fort. The measw·e of accuracy of fire was 200 yards, notwithstanding
that the nominal ranges were 600 or 1,000 yards. The fire was from a land
battery, leisurely conducted, every shot, and sometimes four together, being
aimed with the most perfect accuracy, and without the disturbing influences of
a return fire. There was a 1 so the absence of smoke, which during action inter..
feres with the precision of a ship's fire; and considering the liability of the ship
being disposed of by a few, perhaps, one or two, well directed shots from the
numerous guns mounted in the fort itself, and other works in support, he urges
that it is improbable that vessels could remain in action long enough to do any
effectual damage to a work such as that represented by these experimental
casemates.
He further annlyzes the effects of the combined attack, by the French and
English fleets, on Sebastopol, when the result of 1,244 guns, firing 30,000 to
50 1000 rounds, was only the dismounting of 28 gu.ns 1 and the disabling of 11
carriages (all in open batteries), and when Fort Constantine, a casemated
battery of masonry of a rather inferior character, was exposed to the most
severe fire, but in no case penetrated, and not a gun in the casemates was dis~
mounted. He takes also the case of Fort Sumter, which was built entirely of
brickwork, only 5 feet thick about the embrasures, and at no part mo1·c than
11 feet thick, and in an engagement of 2! hours, with eight " Monitors" and
one iron-plated ship, carrying 15-in. and 11-in. ordnance, it appeared that out
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of about 83 shots, nt an nverngo rnngo of 1,200 yards, only 58 struek lhe fort at
all, there being only one instance of three shots striking near together.
A pp1ying this experience to the experiments now in question, he concludes that
the proportionate area of the part of the experimental casemates fired at, being
about ~th of that of the portion of Fort Sumter fired nt, and the proportion of
shot which hit that fort, being, at most, three-fourths of the number fired at it,
the numbt::1· of shot that would probably have bit two casemates such as those
tried at Shoeburyness, during a naval attack similar to that upon Sumll·r,
5·5 shots nearly,
against a fort of 24 casemates, would have been~ of •H
instead of 87 ; that is to say it would require 16 times the accuracy and concentration of fire that was at.tained by the iron-clad fleet against Fort Sumter, to
produce the result which occuned in the experiments at Shoeburyness.
He adds " it must be remembered, moreover, that the assailing fleet would
u not only be opposed by the fire from the caseruated \\ arks, but that powerful
"open batteries, and guns in tunets, sub-marine mines, floating obstructions,
"and moveable floating batteries would also be employed in aid of the defence."
While not disputing that works wholly plated with iron of sufficient thickness, will afford superior powers of resistance to granite works provided with
iron shields at the embrasures, the Deputy Director of \Yorks maintains that,
in many, if not in most cases, the latter construction is strong enough fo1· its
purpose. He concludes by saying that " the works constructed in England on
11 this principle (granite casemates strengthened by means of shields at the
"embrasures) are far superioL' in strength to the casemated forts of any other
"nation, and except in cases wh(:re a work is entirely isolated, and from its
"position specially liable to a concentrated fire, or where the nature of the
11 foundations may render an
iron structure advisable, there are no sufficient
1 ' reasons for incurring great additional expense by the general adoption of
n wholly iron-plated works."
Reviewing these experiments at the present time (1869-70) by the light of
the experience acquired since they took place, and taking into account the progress of events in the interval, it must be admitted that these general conclusions have been, in a great measure, justified.
The iutroduction of pointed projectiles has largely added to the dest~-uctive effect of the fire of heavy guns. Also the arming of ships of war
with guns of 18, 25 and 30 tons, in turrets, which in 1865-6 was regarded as a
probability only, is now actually taking place, and we cannot be blind to the
prospE>ct of still heavier ordnance being effectively worked in floating structures.
Yet for :ill this, well armed masonry forts, strengthened with iron shields at
the embrasures, will, with the improvements suggested by these trials, be generally sufficient for the purposes of inner-harbour def.mce for a great lenrYth of
tim:, while the iron-fr01~tccl forts, which, mainly as the fruit of these ve;y experiments, have been wisely adopted for the more prominent and important
positions of outer defence of our principal na.val arsenals aud dockyards, will
'
for centuries, :stand secure against any attack.
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Jr. OPEN BATTERY SillELD, KNOWN AS THE "GIBRALTAR SHIELD." PL. III.,

The trial of this shield fol'mcd the subject of an investigation, the proceedings
of which were publi::;hed in a R'ue Book, entitled, "Report of a Special
Committee on the Gibraltar Shields," with a separate appendix. This
report was afterwards discussed in a paper by the Deputy Director of ,vorks,
styled O Observations by Colonel Jervois, C.B., R.E., on the report of the
S11ecial Committee, &c.," which was also published. The present notice will,
therefore, be strictly confined to a technical description of the shield itself, and
to nn account of the practice during its trial.
Its construction, shewn in Plate III, may be described as follows:Tho front armour consisted of two .5¼ in. plates, running horizontally, each
12 ft. long and 4 ft. 1 in. wide, making together the face of the shield 12 ft. by
8 ft. 2 in. Out of these was cut a port 4 ft. by 2 ft. ,5 in , with the corners
rounded to a radius of 8 in.
Next to this came n ,5 in. thickness of armour, consisting of three plates,
standing vertically. The centre of these, called the" Port plate," was 5 ft. 6 in.
wide, and had a port cut in it, 4 ft. 1 in by 2 ft. 9 in., with the corners rounded
as before. The other two plates were 3 ft. 3 in. wide, and all were 8 ft. 2 in. in
length 01· height.
Behind this came al½ in. skin, composed of four plates; one on either side of
the port, 4 ft. 6½ in. wide and 8 ft. 2 in. high, one above the port 3 ft. 1 in. by
1 ft. 6½ in., and one below the port, 3 ft. 1 in. by 2 ft. 7 in. The port in this
thickness was 4 ft. O¼ in. by 3 ft. l in.
In reru.· of this skin, and riveted to it were seven rolled iron ,-..i girders,
running horizontally; they were 12 in. by 6 in. by 1 in., and weighed 70 lb.
per foot run. Three of them were in close order above the port. The other
four were below the port and were in pairs.
Twenty-nine 3 in. bolts with conical heads and shanks, reduced on Major
Palliser's principle, secured the front armour plates; fifteen of these passed
through to the rear of the ,-..i girders, the remainder to the back of the
skin. There were besides nineteen 2 iu. bolts, with conical heads to secure the
second thickness of armour, and these were nutted at the back of the skin.
India 1·ubber washers ¾in. thick were fitted under all the nuts.
The shield was supported by struts made of 1 in. plate, and angle irons 8 in.
by 6 in. by 1 in., and 6 in. by 5 in. by 1 in. The struts were further stiifencd
by 1-in. strips, and they had 8 in. by 6 in. angle irons set on their inner face, to
take the ends of the ,-..i girders, already described. AU the rivets of the struts
were 1 in. diameter, laid out at a 6•in. pitch.
The struts were held down to transverse sill-pieces, 8 ft. 9 in. long, and
11 in. by 6 in. in section, by means of 1½-in. screw bolts; there were 12 of these
bolts to each strut. The sill-pieces were notched out at the front ends, so that
the front a1·mour rested against a shoulder, 3 in. deep. The rear ends of these
sills were notched and bolted to a floor beam, 18 ft. G in. long, running parallel
to the front of the shield, and forming horns, as it were, which, in an actual
work, would be built into the masonry to secure the shield from movement.
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A mnntlct mndo of 3 in. rope, in 2 thickncsscs, was hung at the back of the
shield.
With regard to the quality of iron used in these shields, it may be stated that
nll the sample pieces of armour-plates })roved at Shoeburyness received the
highest figure of merit, A-1.
Specimens of the armour-plates, taken in tLe direction of their length, and
proved in test ma.chines, broke with an average tensile strain of 18·9 tons
per square inch of original section. their elasticity being overcome by 10·3 tons,
and the ultimate elongation per unit of length being ·155. Another average
gave an ultimate strain of 19·8 tons, 9·2 tons as the yielding strain, and
•23 ns the ultimate elongation per unit of length, in specimens taken longitudinally in the armour plates; while in specimens taken transversely, the
averages were 15·25 tons ultimate strain, and 9·35 tons yielding strain.
Specimens ta.ken through the thickness of the armour gave an average
ultimate tensile strain of 7·7 tons, the yielding point being at about 6 tons.
Specimens of the same armour plates tested by compression gave an average
permanent compression of •288 in. with a Wt-ight of 50 tons per square inch,
the specimens being ·533 in. in diameter, and l in. in length.
Specimens of the 1~-in. skin, taken longitudinally in the plates, gave, under
tensile strains, the following averages, namely : breaking strain, 20·8 tons;
yielding point, 11 ·3 tons; final elongation per unit of length, ·18. Transverse
specimemi of the skin gave a breaking strain of 14·7 5 tons, and a yielding
strain of 10·5 tons.
The iron for the 3-in. bolts, which was principally of Staffordshire crown
iron, broke, on the average, with a tensile strain of 23·5 tons, the yielding point
being at 11 ·5 tons, and the final elongation per unit of length, ·278. Another
specimen broke with 22·3 tons per inch of original section, with a. reduction of
sectional area at the point of fracture of 37·8 per cent., and elongation, ·294 per
unit of length. The rivet iron broke with 25 tons, yielded with 14 tons, and
elongated ·3 per unit of length.
The weight of the shield was as follows : Tons cwt11. qra. lbs.

5!-in. front plates ..•.•.
5-in. intermediate plates •••••.•...
1~-in. skin ....•...•.•.•.........
t--4 Girders ..............•......•
Struts ......••.......•..........
Sill and floor beans ............. .
Bolts, nuts, washers, &c. . ........ .

8

8
7 10
2
3
2
8
2
0
2
9
10

14
14
4
2 17
1 24
3 22
22

Total.. •••..••••••• 26 12

5

0

3
3

The shield was set up for trial in a temporary manner only, by weighting
the floor beams with some cast-iron blocks, and driving piles in rear to pre-rent
its driving backwards.
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The guns employed in the trial were as follows, and they wc1·e placed in
battery at 70 yards from the shield:The 9-in. rifled muzzle-loading gun of 12 tons, with a charge of 37 lbs, to
represent a full battering charge at 400 yards range; and also full battering
charge of 43 lb,.
The 10-in. rifled muzzle-loading gun of 18 tons, with a charge of 54 lbs., to
represent full battering charge at 400 yards.
The 15-inch Rodman smooth-bore gun, of 19¼ ton,, with a. charge of 501b.
of English powder, which is equivalent to 60 lbs. of American powder.
A preliminary trial took place on the 25th October, 1867, when two rounds
(Nos. 1469-1470), were fired from the 9-inch gun with 37lbs. chargos. An
account of these rounds will be found in Table I.
In consequence of the failure of so many bolts on this occasion, it was thought
desirable to institute a test that would l'cpresent, in some measure, the sudden
action to which bolts are subjected under the impact of heavy shot, instead of
relying as heretofore on the test of a gradually increasing strain as appJied in
ordinary test machines. For this purpose, the action of a falling weight
was preferred, and trials were set on foot to test by this means armour bolts,
made of different qualities of iron and steel, with heads formed in different
ways. 'fhese experiments were conducted in the manne1· described by Lieut.
English, R.E., in paper X of this volume.
It may be mentioned that the results obtained by this test have been found
to be so reliable a guide in judging as to the fitness of iron for armour bolts, and
the apparatus itself has been so successful, that it is now employed to a great
extent in testing the armour bolt iron for all contracts.
Speaking generally, it may be said that the 3-in. bolts of Staffordshire iron
tried in this way broke near the head with a crystalline fracture at the first
blow of the monkey, without any elongation; while the best of the bolts of
other iron of special make, broke fibrous in the shank at the third blow of
the monkey, and elongated 45 per cent. Some Bessemer and crucible steel
bolts stood three blows, and one of them elongated fairly, but the results were
uncertain.
The effect of these trials, therefore, was to show that the Staffordshire iron,
which had given satisfactory results in the test machine, would not develop a
fair amount of work under impact, and for the further trial of tl1e shield new
bolts were made of a soft fibrous iron manufactw·ed at the Cyclops Works; also,
to adopt more fully Mttjor Palliser's principle, the heads of the new bolts were
made by II drawing down" the entire bolt from a bar of the larger diameter of
the head, instead of forming it by u upsetting" the end of a bar of the full
diameter of the thread. It must be mentioned, however, that the experiments
just described did not, by any means, prove the disadvantage of the II upsetting."
A specimen of an upset head, which was cut in sections and subjected to
a chemical process to bl'ing out the texture of the iron, showed the fibre to
retain its longitudinal direction in perfect order, except, perhaps, at the Yery
top of the head, thus dispro1·ing the argument that the fibre in an upset head,
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if not altogether destroyed, must1 at any rate, be deranged throughout. Also,
in the new bolts the reduction of the shank to the lesser diameter of the thread
was continued throughout its entirt'l length, instead of confining it to a small
portion, as at first thought sufficient.
In addition to the above alteration of the bolts, it was found desirable to
enlarge the 3-in. bolt holes in the 5 in. a1·mom· and 11-in. skin plates of the
shield to 4 in. diameter, and to round the inner edges of the holes in the front
armour. The space thus left a.round tho bolts was filled with ash-wood tubes.
The enlargement of the holes was intended to obviate, as far as possible, the
injurious effect that iB produced when an armour bolt at the instant of its being
put under sudden tension is subjected also to a cross strain or "nip." The
edges were rounded to reduce the shearing action between the several layers of
plate. Emery also was put round the conical heads of all the 3-in. bolts to
prevent their drawing through the armour, this having been found very effecth·e in the experiments with falling weights.
,Vith the above exceptions, and the substitution of washers of a patent
cork material, and 1-in, elm for the iudia-rubber washers before used, the
shield, at the time of the second trial, was in the same state as at the conclusion
of the preliminary experiment.
The further trials took place on the 19th December, 1867, and the 16th and
22nd January, 1868, a special committee, composed mainly of the Members of the
Committee on Iron Plates, which had been disbanded in 1864, taking the place of
the Ordnance Select Committee, which conducted the preliminary experiment.
A report of these trials will be found in Tables I and II, and Plate III will
further assist in identifying the shot marks.
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TABLE !.-GIBRALTAR SHIELD.
Report of Practice on the 25th of October, 18G7.
l<'oot

Gun.

Htl:J

!I-inch M.L.
rifll'll gnn

of l:! tun11,
rn ynrdl!.

CllAR<iE,

PRO,lECTJLE.

Wt•ight
nntl Brnnil
of I>ow<lcr.

Nnturc,

lbs.
37
Rifle L, o.

Wt•~

Length,

\YciJ;l'ht, ond
Dl:illlekr.
Pnlliser shot.

Hen1l l D.

'l'ons
p<'r

Inch of
in I<'oot Rhot's
Tuns on Circurulm1mct. fer,.mcc .
:tr1

fcl-t.
l:?iti

27[l[l•O

09·92

18 lmi.

Observed Effects.

Stn1ck 3 ft. 6 in. from right,
l ft. 9 in. from !Jottom; shot

penetrated rn·~:? ln., linP-c 7 in.
out. most of liody dmppecl off
in frollt. In the bottum plnte
three t,olts aboYc hok, two on
leYel, arnl one below, gone;

24tl lhti.
8·[12 inf!,

hroken close to hcnd. In upper

plnto three J,olt11 Urokcn aUOYe
hole. The iuncr,or l½ in. plate,
forced uwa:rfmm riil1. plate ¼in.
In rear, the llhot struck fair
between two of the horizontal
ginlt-rs. the bottom one of
which it liroke through. The
upper giraer cracked in web
nnd outer tlnngc, nnd horizontallr 7 ~- 9in,three incbesfrom
iJmer side ; the third also
cracked through weL and outer
flange.
lllilide !'kin buckled
and cracked; five small J)latebolts broken, and ~CYCn ri\·ets
.!'henred. 'l'Jie mnntlet 8aved
the nuts from being drh-en to
the rC"ar. 'l'he bottom plate
bucklei.l l¼ ins. in its whole
length.
Nos. of bolts broken-28, 30,
33, 3G, 37, 40, 42, 44, and 47.
1470

l2ifi•0

279li·5

9!J-'76

Struck upper plate 3 ft. from
kft, 9£ in. from bOttom. Shot
J)enetrated IJ½in., and pm1ly
hroke up. Plute buckled 1·:2 in.
below ~llot. Bolts liroken on
left i;:ide, Nos. :27, 29, 31, 3-1, 38,
39. and 41.

In n:ar, the inner sldn-plato
crnckerl through, anU skin
hulged ahout G in. ; the
embn1znre plate about l in.
(the 8liot having struck 011 tlie
right edge of the fom1cr.) 'l'lle
left inner 1ibtc cracked through
to right edge in "·nkc of .!'hot;
opening of crack nl!f1t1t ~¼ in.
ou rc::11· foce ; the crack extending for a!Jout i¼ in. horizontally along Jilate. then dnwnwarllS for ::ilJout ; in., ending
nloont ll In. from right CL!ge.
Tl1c emhrnsure plate n11parcntly not crnckcU nt all. The
top fnmt plntcpu1ehl·U 8ldcwnra
in emhrasure, 110w 0Ycr1:t11ping
the loottnm one ahnnt one inch.
Tht' ]l(,riznntal crack in weh of
ginkr l,J)C-11(:11 out con~idernl.ily
Pll kft of (•lllhru.m.r(', the lower
annour plate n·pnrnted from
iuner l½in., and till' ll]'Jkr one
1 in. Ou ldt ,ii<Je theupJ•(•l' ln•
11(>1' nru1<,nr plate lmck.h.:'d forwnnl 1 in. nt to]', nml ½ia. at
l~ittom.
'l'he 011tcr :u·mourJ>lntc Jlin. at !op from inner,
11n1l outwards ~in. :it bottom.
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Report of P1·aotice on the 10th of December, 1867; 16th and 22nd of January, 18G8.
Observed Effects.

1477
Dec.19
1867

9-lnch
ll. L.

R. L,O,

gunot
l:l tons.
70 yards.

or 12 tons,
70 yard.a.

teet

1283

2836'5 101 ·22

18·0 lus.
248·,'> lbs.
8·92 ins.

rifled

14;9 9-inch it. L.
rifled gun

Pnllls('r ~hot
Head 1 D.

37
R . L. G.

Palllser shot, 1276
Head 1 D.
261 lbs.

Struck top plate 20incl1es from
proper rlght or shield. Plate
driven tu 1 inch, nnd buckled 7

Inches along its bottom edge, 7
inches on right edge, and l '4 in.

on edge ot indent.
On right side the 5-inch plate
1 Inch from skin at top, and
0·2 Inch at bOttom. The bottom
of top front plate 0·7 inch from

2833·7

5-inch plate. Shot remained In
plate, and penetrated 10 inches;
base broke off.
The shield moved bodily to the
tight about 1·5 inch, and turned
on its centre, right back, and left
forward.
In rear, the skin bulged and
cracked vertically from No. 30
bolt-hole up to top girder ; probably extending some distance
behind it. The width of the crack
itbout l½ inch. The 0-inch plate
also cracked, and bulged up to
girder ; one large and one small
bolt broken off at ekin plate ; the
nut of the large bolt made a deep
indent in the mantlet ; t,ho bulge
of skin plate about ~n.; inches.
101'12 Struck lower plate 3 ft. 6 ins.
from left, anti 1 ft. 11 ins, from
bottom. The plate horizontally
buckled along bottom, l ·6 inch
under shot, and 1·7 inch under
left edge of port, 0·7 Inch over 40
inches under shot hole, and O·G5
Inches over shot bole. Vertical
buckle o·s inch on left, and 1·2
lnch on right of shot hole. Shot
penetrated about 10 inches; base
broken off. (This shot a better
chilled one than the last.) The
left side of shield driven back 2•5
inches, and the bottom plate
started 0·6 inch at top, nnd 0·7 in.
at bottom, away from 5-in. plate.
'l'his shot was knocked out by
No. 1479; depth of indent found
to be 10·.; inches.
In rear, the 4 bott.om girders
broken through web, and rear
flange close to and in the line of
the two nnnow·-plate bolts, Nos.
44 and 48, on rlgl1t, and below indent. The upper girder of these
four also broken through web
and flange, in line with tight
edge of port; and in flange only,
In line with centre of port. The
skin plate bulged nnd crnckcd
verticall.r. for a distance of 3 feet

fni:;;!e:i~U:eg1~~i~'l:i. 0(i~
crack extended 6 luches aboye the
lower girders.) 'l'wo small armour bolts nnd 8 rivets br oken.
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Gun.

1480

PROJECTILE.

Nature,

-

of Powder.

.d

1479

CllAROE,

Weight
nnd Brnnd

1:.i-lnch
Rodman
gun of
1tl¼ tons.
70 yards.

9-inch lf.L,
l'iflcd gun
of 12 tons.
70 yard.a.

,.

-

Length,
Weight, and
Dlruuctcr.

n.

<3
L. G,

Spherical
cast-tron
(American)
461 lbs.
14'89 ins.

Wv•

1~~

29
i! '{~n;agrJj
§~

lu Foot~ o

feet

lbs.
R,L,O,

g·t,

·c-

1157

4186·3

89'49

Observed Effects,

Grazed 58feet short, and struck
target on bottom plate, 1 foot 11
inches from left, and 17·6 inches

from bottom.

Crack in face of

indent about l inch deep, nnd 11

inches long In lower halt.
Shield driven back 5 inches at
left, and 4 inches to the left. The
vertical buckle of plate C tru.
On left side, the front lower
,plate buckled away from 6-inch
'1>Iate, t ·3 inch at top, and o·G
Inch nt bottom; 5-inch plate

3066·8

Pnlliser shell, 1329
Head l·S D.
20ine.
260·4. lbs.
8·92 ins.
Bursti11g
charge
2·376 lbs.

I

buckled away from akin, 0·7
inch at top. 8 rivets broken in
11trut, and the angle iron of bend
at bottom cracked. The shield
shifted right, about 8 inches
ronvard, and 5 inches to the
left.
In rear, the skin plate cracked
and bulged, and another crack 6
inches to left of former, and 11
inches from left of shield, 1 foot
8 inches long. The 8 upper bottom girders broken away at inner
flange, up to Nos. 44 and48 bolts;
two pieces of which, meaBuring
2 feet 11 inches by 11 inchcs,(and
1 foot 10 inches by 9 inches,
weighing 1 cwt. and i cwt. respectively, driven 4 feet and 11
feet to the rear, the nut and
part of No. 45 bolt carried 58
feet to the rear, (These pieces
must have passed under the
mantlet.)
The lower girder broken through
its web longitudinally, and across
web and outer flange, close to No.
¼8 bolt. The crack In skin plate
made by No. 1478 extended Into
that made by No. 1470; 8 rivets
broken, and two small armour
plate bolts. The whole shield
driven back, and slewed about 5
inches. The 4 bolts fastening fnner bottom flange of strut to sill,
sheared off. Lower angle piece
of strut had s rivets broken :
angle piece bulged and cracked
in angle.
Shot rebounded from target,
and fell 10 feet In front of it,
partly broken. Diameter of shot
after firing 13'1 inches, striking
surface to base, and the ma:x.i.mum diameter 14'9 inches.
109·44. Struck top of lower plate 8 feet
6 inches from right, on edge of
plate. THROUGH, and burst in
doing so. A crack folns bottom
of hole with No. 1469,nnd a piece
of front plate carried through the
shield. The bolt on left of No.
l469 drawn in 0·3 inch. The
!bolt on edge of shell bole driv~n
in and lying in hole. A bolt m
hOttom row of upper plate abo,·e
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Gun.

Weight
nnd Brand

of Powder.

_

PROJEOTISE,

00

Din.meter.

feet.

lbs,

1480

I .s::::
"'"'

(~~}~:;~: E~r.Weight, and

contd.

wv~

,~~
~~

Observed Effects.

Woot ~]
'l'ons on g o
in

Impnct.

~,e

hole broken at neck (head of bolt
fell in front of shield) ; and a.

bolt in second row of bottom
plate, G Inches ti·om edge of h~le,
ulso broken at head. 'rhe 11h1cld

was driven back about 9 inches
below port.
In rear, the pieceof the 5½-inch

plate broken away was driYen 12

feet to the rear. The ii-inch port
plate, on right side of port,

broken

14.81

!}-inch M,L.
rifled gun of
12tons.
70 yards.

43
R.L.O,

Pallisersl1cll. 134.2
Head 1·5 D.
20 Ins.
247·G lbs.

Bursting
charge

~2'.562 lbs,

across

horizontally,

through bolt hole, 11 inches from
top of girder, and forced back.
A triangular piece of its rear
mould, 10 inches by 2½ lncbcs
thick, carried lb feet to the rear.
Tbo bolt on proper left of shell
hole found twisted, and bent in
bolt hole, 'l'ho l>•inch plate
n.lso cracked nearly through, from
leYel or po1t to No. 43 bolt. 'fbe
right edge of shell hole touched
nnd slightly indented rlgbt hand
5-in. plate, which nlso buckled
nbout 1 inch in 12 inches. The
skin plate broken ncross hori•
zontally, through bolt hole, and,
vertically, following the junction
line of the 6-inch plates up to 3
feet 6 inches from top of lower
girder, (and forced back) ; the
bottom of tbc crnck joined that
formed by No. 1469. The lowe1:
piece of the skin plnte 14 inches
by 16 inches next girder, broken
off, and can-icd 2 feet to tlle rear.
The head and large portion of
the shell found 20 feet in rear ;
three large and two small bolts,
and one riYct, broken; half the
mnntlct cnn-icd 1G yards to the
rear, over ear thwork, and a 6-ft.
Uy 6-ft. wood target, which was
resting against the shield, blown
to pieces.
8092·0 110·3-1 Struck top plate21 inches from
left, and 18 inches from top of
shield. Head of shell buried in
plate, remainder blown away.
~hell burst on face of plate.
The pl ate broken through from
top of indent to top of shield,
through No. 29 bolt bole, :md a.
crack G inclles long cxtendetl
from left of indent towards edge
of shield ; cracks developed
around No. 14.70, one from bottom
of hOle to bottom o! plate, and
one on upper right of indent 4
inches long. Tbe outer bolt (left
top) broken off at head, and the
p late appeared cracked inside the
bolt hole.
On top of shield, the break in .
the front plate 1 inch wide, and
27 inches from left. The 5-inch
plate cracked 2 inches deep in
its rear face, an<l 2 feet 3 inches
from left. 'l'hc upper girclC'r
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Oun.

CH.A.ROE.

PROJECTILE.

Wl'ight
and
Brand of

Nnhtr(',

-

Powder.

0.

Length,
Weight, and

Diameter.

'"'·

H.81

Contd.

1482 9-inch lI,L.
Jan. rifled gun
of 12 tons.
1868 70 yards.

37
R, L.G,

"·

1483

-

9-incb M.L,
rifled gun of
12tone..
70 yards.

43

t(I:..'.,

l5

ii

Wv 1

~~~

~§.I l:::

Ti
in Foot E'::"o~
'l'ona on
Impact.

Observed Effects.

ii~

feet

Pallisersbell. 1297
Head 1·r..D.
21 ins.
2.J.8•a lbs.
8·92 ins.
Bursting
charge
2·5 lbs.

Palliser shot,
Head 1•5 D.
18·9 ins.
24.8'0 lbs.
8·92 ins.

1348

cracked for 6 inches along Its
front flange, directly in the Un
of the shot. The skin plat
buck.led to the front 1½ inch, tb
5-inch plate 2J inches, and tb
front plate 2f mchcs; the latte
overlapping the 5-inch plate by I
inch on left edge.
Jn rear, the skin plate bulged
and cracked for a length of 5
inches, 11 inches from left, clos
under t.op girder. The lowest top
girder cracked across web diagonally, commencing at inner
flange, at 3 feet 3 inches from
left, to 4 feet GInches, and bulged
about ½inch. The bolt on left
top corner driven back 2 inches,
and rivets of upper angle iron
broken.
2899 103·44 Struck lower plate 2 feet 9
inches from left, 9 inches from
top, nnd burst, the pieces flying
back. No. 41 bolt sheared 5
inches from front, and showed in
shell hole. Bolt No. 39 e.heared
at 6·5 inches from front, but r~
mained in shield. Crack from
top to bottom of plate through
Nos. 1478 and 1479 indents. In
No. 1478 there was a crack about
3 inches broad through shield.
In rear, the crack in skin plate
made by No. 1470 opened out
to 6·5 inches in widest part, and
extended from top to bottom of
shielcl. A crack in skin, 21 ins.
below that by No. 1470, and up
from the bolt on left (No. 44) of
porthole, 6 inche~ long. The top
bottom girder now pushed back
at old fracture 19 inches, and
cracked diagonally across on
lPft 12 inches. A block of iron,
l¼ ton, which was touching the
bottom girder, driven back 2 feet
Ginches by the shock. The 5-in.
plate cracked nearly through, and
bulged ;u line with the shot.
opening of crack, 1; inch wldo on
rear face. The crack extended
11orizontally along the plate ap.
parently up to bolt No. 44,
3124.·8 lll·iil Struck upper plate 2Z inches
from right. 20 inches from top,
partly overlapping No. 14.77; the
hole now 15 inches in diameter
at widest part. Shot broke up,
and part remained in holo; when
removed, the indent was found
to be 13·86 lncbes. Piece of plato
about 2 feet square, and weighing
7 cwt. 3 qrs. 7 lbs., broken off top
corner, and thrown 9 yards to
proper right. Bolts Nos. 24 illld
30, broken off at distances of
6·/i inches and Giuche,1 from bead
respectively; Ii-Inch plate 2½ ins.
from skin at top corner.

'
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CEIARGE.

PROJ_ECTILE. 1~~
-~
;3°8
Nature,

"~8

Wtit

18_~

c

2g ~ill!,
Observed Effects,
lnFoot~~S
Weight.
Gun,
jo~
5
Tg~s
Br!:nU: of W~l~;~~~~d tJ~
oZµ;
-~--l-----1-Po_w_a_"_·-f--D_Ia_m_ot_,_"·- ___ _In_>Pac_t_. ~ ' - - - - - - - - - ]be.
feet
§'~..;

i~

1483

contd.

1484.t 10-lnch lf.L.

Jan. (~ft~of
22
1868

70 yards.

.

Palliser shell.
Head 1•:; D.
27·2
396 lbs,
9·92 ins.

(large
capacity),
Bursting

charge
10 lbs.

1211 •

4.027

In rear, thednmage Joined that
of No. 1477; a piece of skiu plate
about 14 Inches by 15 inches torn
off. The opening In 5-incb plate
now about 7 Inches wide; a
portion of the bottom Inner
flange of bottom top girder, 14
inches Jong, broken off (4 rivets
broken). The bottom top girder
also bulged and broken in web,
urn] cracked in the web, and inner flange in line with the edge
of port. The plates about 1
inch away from tbo skin plate.
The head of this shot rmd that
of No. 1477 about G Inches apart,
and both visible in the opening
ot the 6-inch plate. Portions
of No. 14.77 shot were driven
to the ren.r of the shield at this
round.
129.22 Struck 19 Inches below centre
of port, penetrated v½-i.n and 5inch 1>lates, and burst, fragments
flying principally backwards.
The shield driYCll back about
1 inch. Piece of 5½-inch plate
nearly broken off (only holding
by about 2 inches of front mould
at right bottom corner), Plato
cracked through from No. 1469
indent to No. 47 bolt; from No.
43 bolt to nearest point of fracture caused byNo.1480, and from
present shell hole to No. 44. bolt.
Remains of No. 1469 shot, whtch
were sticking in target, thrown
6 yards to front. Head of No.
34 bolt broken off and thrown Ii
yards to the front.
This wns the only large bolt
broken by this round. The 6½ineh plate also cracked from top
of indent to top of_ plate, and
from rear to within 2 h1ehes of
front, the crack being 1 inch wide
in rear,
In rear, the 5-inch plate at
10 inches from left edge of port,
split from top to bottom, and
opened out 3½ inches at widest
part. Behind shot hole there
was an H crnck in the inne!'
skin 12 inches by 12 inches, and
2 inches wide. All the bottom
girders cracked through woh and
flange, nnd t,vo pieces of centre
girder (each 24. inches long) carried one yard to rear. A piece
of the bottom girder, about the
same size, nlso broken off.

l

• Bore of gun wet from rain; gun was loaded about 20 minutes before being fired.
t A 10-inch Pallisc.r shell, head 1·5 D, weight 398 lbs., fired with a charge of 54 lbs., Jan. IG, 1868,
penetrated 23 feet of earthen parapet, and passing out in an upward direction, fell 300 yards beyond.
NoTE.-The p;irders on each side of the port we.re broken by preYious rounds. Crack in 6-inch
plate made by No. 1480, continued through plate. Small bolt between Nos. 34 and 38 Lroken off
in line with front of skin. No, 48 bolt bent to an angle of about 1.50 degrees.
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IIl.-lRON FRONTED CASEMATE REPRESENTING A PORTION OP PLYMOUTH

BREAKWATER FORT,

PLATll IV AND V.

The following description of this experimental structure is to.ken principally
from a pa11er printed by order of tho Director of 1Vorks, for the information of
the committee to which the conduct of the experiments was entrusted.
'!'he design of the actual Breakwater Fort was followed as closely ns circumstances would permit, the chief point of difference being this, namely: that, to
avoid useless expense, the experimental work was made with a straight face,
while the outline of the fort itself is an oval, made up of curves described with
rodii of 50 and 90 feet.
In so small a portion of the curve, the effect of the oval form would have been
lost, while there would have been more difficulty in placing the short experimental front on an equal footing with a simila1· portion of the continuous face
of the fort itself. It is certain, also, that the difference, as regards resistance,
would have been inappreciable.
Opportunity was taken of the occasion to introduce some improvements in the
constructive details which had suggested themselves during the progress of the
work on the fort; and in other instances, minor alterations were necessary to
make up for the want of continuity in the experimental structure. Also, as the
principle of construction adopted in the fort is favourable to the future addition
of armour in layers, a portion equal to nearly one-third of the experimental
front was covered with an extra Rl'mour-plate.
Plate IV illustrates the construction.
Proceeding with the description of the structm·e, it may be said to have been
composed of two main parts:1. The front wall ;
2. The structure carrying the roof.
One object of the construction was to make these two pa1·ts so far independent of each other, that until the front wall could be actually breached, the
structure carrying the roof would be little affected by horizontal fire.
First, with regard to the front wall.
This occupied a frontage of 21 ft. 9 in., the interval allowed between the guns
in Plymouth Breakwater Fort. It hod a batter of I in 11 to a height of 11 ft,
and from that it fell back in a curve to the outline of the roof. It contained a
port suitable for either an 18-ton, or 12-ton gun, mounted on a muzzle-pivoting
cru:riage. In either case the gun could train laterally through an arc of 70°.
The 18-ton gun could have 10° eleYation and 5° depression. The 12-ton could
baYe 15° elevation and 7° depression.
1 he wall was made up of three thicknesses, except at that portion where
there was the extra layer of 5 inches. In the first or front thickness the lower
armour plate measured 21 ft. 9 in. by 4 ft. 9¾ in.; the next was the _same length
and 4 ft. 1 ~ in. wide. AboYe this there were four plates, all 6 ft. 6 rn. long. and
5 ft. 1Hin., 6 ft. 6 in., 5 ft. 3 in., and 5 ft. 4 in. wide, respectively, standing vertioally with their upper part cul'\'cd back to form the olope of the roof,

cc
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The second thickness wns composed of a vertical plate 11 ft. long and 5 ft. 3 in.
wide, in which the port, 3 ft. 01 in. by 3 ft. O.i in., was cut, nnd on the right
side of this there ,vero seven vertical armour planks 16½ in. by 5 in. in section,
and on the left side five of the same ; all the same length ns the port plate.
'The inner or third thickness was composed of pieces running horizontally, as
follows :-Commencing at the floor level there was an armour plank 12 in. by
5in. in section, 21ft. 9 in. long. Next above this, an armour plate of the same
length, 4 ft. 2 in. wide, out of which the lower part of the port was cut. On
the right of the port there was one 16¼ in. by 5in, plank, 10ft. 9 in. long, and
another on the left 8 ft. long. Above these came three planks, each the length
of the entire front, out of the lower of which the top part of the port was cut.
The extra thickness on the front consisted of a 5 iu. vertical plate, 16 ft. 11 in.
long, with the upper part curved back to the slope of the roof. The width of
the lower part of this plate was 6 ft. 3 in., and of the upper part only 6 ft.;
this reduction in width was rendered necessary by the hydraulic press in which
the plate was bent being too narrow to take the full width of 6 ft. 3 in ..
The supports of the front wall consisted of five sets of uprights in rear, composed of 12 in. by 5 in. planks, 14 ft. long, placed in couples 6 in. apart, the pair
next to the port on either side being sfrengthened by an additional plank of the
same scantling. The 6 in. spaces between the uprights were filled in with oak
timber. 'l'he feet of the uprights passed through a baee plate 2 ft. 7 in. wide, 2¼
in. thick, and 22 ft. 9 in. long, sunk in the masonry floor; and they were run with
lead into the stonework. Between the back edge of the base-plate and the
granite of the floor an inch of oak was introduced.
All the uprights passed through a ¾-in. plate 1 ft. 10 in. wide and 21 ft. 9 in.
long, at a height of 10 ft. 8 in. above the floor level, and each set was bolted together by two 3-in. bolts, one above and one below the ¾-in. plate. The upper
ends of these uprights were shaped to suit the curve of the upper bent armour
plates before described.
Between the second and third thicknesses of armour, there was a layer of
hides about ! of an inch thick, and weighing, per foot superficial, about I¾ lbs.;
strips of the same material were inserted between the third thickness and the
uprights.
Generally the armour bolts were 3 in. diameter, with a conical head formed
by upsetting; the larger diameter of the head was 4 in.; the shank was reduced
for its whole length to the lesser diameter of the screwed part, or 2·8 in., according to l\Iajor Palliser's plan, and a rounded thread was cut for a length of
about 6 in. with 5! threads to the inch.
At the ends of the front there were eight and nine (17 in all) 3} in. armour
bolts, the increased diameter being intended to provide, in some measure, aoainst
the extra strains due to the want of continuity in the structure. These0 bolts
were formed with screwed heads having five threads to the inch, and the nut
end had the same thread ; the shank was reduced to the lesser diameter of the
thread, or 3·3 in.
'!'here were, besides, eight 2¾-in. bolts securing the second and third thicknessea of armour, and these were made on similar principles.
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The bolt holes were generally made 1 in. larger in diameter than the bolts
they received, except in the case of the planks in the third thickness, where the
holes were only half an inch larger, and in a few instances where they occuned
near the edges of armour plates in the third thickness. All the edges of the
bolt holes were rounded off, and the space around the bolt was filled with ash
tubing.
Where the armour bolts passed between the coupled uprights, clip washer
plates, I½ in. thick, were fitted to the backs of the uprights; these had flanges
to hold the edges of the uprights together, and they were bolted through the
timber to a small plate on the front side of the uprights, to bold them in their
plnces without the assistance of the armour bolts,
Each armour bolt was secured in the following manner on the inner side of
the wall.
Next to the armour there was a circular washer of well seasoned elm, and
on this a wrought-iron washer 1½ in. deep, having a slight dish on the side next
the elm, and a spherical segment-shaped cup on the reverse. Into this cup
fitted a screw-nut 2 iu. deep, with one face shaped to a portion of a sphere, and
next to this the main nut 3 in, deep. The ash tubing in the armour was con~
tinned through the elm and into the cup-washer.
By this arrangement of cup and ball, a certain amount of movement in the
parts of the front could take place without of neces•ity subjecting the bolts to
cross strains, The nuts and washers belonging to the 3½-in. and 2¼-in. bolts
were on precisely the same principle, but the dimensions were slightly altered.
The bolts connecting the coupled uprights were 3 in. in diameter screwed at
both ends, and their shanks were reduced to the lesser diameter of the screwed
part. The upper bolts passed through distance tubes 1 in. thick between the
upright~, and both were provided with elm washers, a plain iron washer, and
a 3-in. nut at each end.
11.'hose of the armour bolts which passed through from the front
to the 1¾-in,
stringer plate, to be hereafter described, were also provided with distance tubes,
wood washers, and dished washers and nuts as the other ru:mour bolts.
All the armour plates and planks used in the front, as well as the bolt iron,
were made by rolling. Samples of the armour plates and planks were proved
at Shoeburyness, and found to be very good; and the armour bolts, tested by
falling weights, also ga.ye very good results.
The foundation on which the front was erected was composed of the lower
course of the granite casemates of 1865, worked to correspond with the upper
courses of the granite work of Plymouth Breakwater Fort.
Next with regard to the structure carrying t/1,e roof.
This consisted mainly of two piers, two box girders, four single web girders
with arch plates between, and a continuous 16-in. stringer plate attached to the
front ends of these girders and arch plates.
The piers, which in plan differed somewhat from those in the actual work in
order to adapt them to the site, were made of t -in. boiler plate and angle iron,
the joints being covered by strips on both side,. They were filled with Portland
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cement concrete, and in one place, where the stone foundation under them was
faulty, short lengths of armour bru·s were inserted vertically to mnke up for the
defect. A portion also of the filling in of the Jeft pier consisted of stonework,
to meet in some degree the tendency of newly made concrete to compress under
a heavy load.
The two box girders were made of ?-in. webs and 3½ in. by 3} in. by i- in.
angle irons. with ~-in. plates in the top and bottom flanges. 'l'he front girder
was 18 in, deep, 25 ft. 9 in. long, the interval between the bearings being 14 ft.
The rear girder was 2 ft. deep, 28 ft. long, the interval between the bearing-s
being J 7 ft. The top tables of both were sloped transversely to suit the inclination of the girders resting on them, and the front girder was filled with Port•
land cement concrete.
The transverse single web girders rested upon the box girders and piers, and
were riveted to them. 'l'hey were 1 ft. 9 in. deep, 20 ft. 8 in. long, the interval between the bearings being 17 ft. 6 in. They were spaced at intervals corresponding, as nearly as possible, with the spaces in the actual work, but in
one instance it was necessary to have a half space.
To the top tables of these girders, near their front ends, were riveted knees
or brackets, through which the long bolts, holding back the upright supports of
the front wall, were nutted.
The arch plates between the girders were made of 1-inch plate for a distance
of 5 ft. 10 in, from the front, and the remainder was of ½-in. plate. They were
riveted to the girders, and in the case of the plate next to the large box girder of
the adjoining cascmate it was bolted to its lower flange through a block of wood
laid for the purpose of adjusting the different levels of the two girders.
On the under side of the transverse gh·ders tie bars, 4 in. by i in., were
riveted, to meet in some degree the want of continuity in the thrust of the
arches; and also against the outer girder forged knees were secured with the
same object.
The !½-in. plate attached to the front ends of the girders was strongly
riveted to them as well as to the angle irons on the ends of the arch plates
lately described. This plate was 21 ft. 9 in. long and 2 ft. deep.
The 4-in. plate, through which the upright coupled supports passed, as before
described, was attached to nn angle iron on the upper edge of this 1i-in. plate.
"Between the uprights and 1½-in. plate an inch of oak was inserted; and also
in the interval over the port, the space between the front wall and the l½-in plate
was filled with oak.
Wood was used in those parts only where it could be examined and replaced
in case of decay.
As regards the filling-in of the front part of the roof, this consisted mainly of a
concrete composed of cast-iron turnings, asphalte, bitumen, and pitch, of which
the weight, per cubic foot, was about 200 lbs., the iron weighing about three ..
quarters of the whole.
Between the upper part of the second thickness of the front wall and the up ..
ri~ht supports, as well as in the intervals between the supports themselves, somo
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railway rails were embedded in the iron concrete to compensate in some degree
for the want of solidity in the concrete, due to the short time allowed to it for
setting ; some railway 1·nils were also inserted in the iron concrete between the
transverse roof girders, nea1· their front ends, to hold down the washers through
which the upper tier of armour bolts were nutted; at this part also, as well
as at the rear ends of the girders, cross struttillg of railway 1·ails was introduced between the girders to compensate for the freshness of the concrete.
From a point about 2 ft. from the front ends of the transverse girders, to the
masonry in rear of the cnscmate, 14•in. brick arches, in Portland cement, were
turned in three rings over the arch plates before described. As the old brick
arch forming the reo.1· of the cnsemate did not correspond with or form a continuation to the new arches, a timber beam strengthened with an iron flitch
plate was thrown across to close the interval. Over the whole of the arching
of the new roof Portland cement concrete was filled in to a depth varying from
2 ft. 9 in. in front to 4 ft. 6 in. in rear to render it bomb proof.
Lastly, a rope mantlet, measuring 16 ft. long by 7 ft. 9 in. high, composed of
6•inch hempen rope worked round a 3-in. round iron bar at top and bottom,
with a port of the proper dimensions left in it, was suspended from eye.bolts
passing through the roof arch plates in such a position that the ends of the
mantlet were between the front wall and the piers. The object of this was to
answer the purpose of catching splinters or other fragments that might be
thrown off from the back of the wall under a heavy battering. In an actual
work it would be of essential use in deadening the sound of heavy blows, and
preventing injury to any person from contact with the front wall when struck.
Account of the Experiment8.
The trials took place on the 16th, 17th, and 18th J nne, and 7th and 8th
July, 1868.
The guns employed in the attack were as follows:
No.tw·e.

Weight.
Tons.

Powder
charge.
lbs.

Mean weight of

proJootile.
lbs.

600
76 pellet
400
60R.L.G.
450
100 American
19
83¼ English
The battery was placed at 200 yards from the work.
The committee in charge of the experiment consisted of the President and
Members of the Ordnance Select Committee, with an additional officer of the
Royal Navy, two additional officers of the Royal Engineers, and the Chemist to
ar Department, as associate members.
After weighing all the conditions under which an actual attack of the
Plymouth Breakwater Fort could take place, it was determined that these
trials should be made with charges to give effects equivalent to those due to full
battering charges at 500 and 1,000 yards; and a programme, based on that
arrangement, was prepared. But, at the last moment, this decision was reversed,
and, without regard to the di.stance at which ohips would be able to engngo
12-in. rifled, muzzle-loading
10-in. rifted, muzzle-loading
15-in. Rodman, smooth-bore

,v

2.5
18

=
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the fort, or the feasibility of defending the shoal water in its vicinity ?Y
a system of marine obstructions, or the effect of the fire of other batteries
in its support, it was decided that full battering charges should be used,
the attack thus partaking of the character of one made against an unarmed.
and, in all but the strength of its own wall, an unresisting work.
Accordingly, the following rounds were fired:No.

12-in. Palliser shot
shell
12-in.
shell
10-in.
shot
,,
9-in.
15-in. Rodman shot
,, at the granite base.
15-in. ,,
Making a total of 20 rounds, of which three were fired in sal¥o.
In addition to this, two 12-in. and six 10-in. Palliser shell were fired with
cbarges to represent ranges of 1,000 yards, and sometime afterwards three
more rounds were fired at the work from the 15•in. Rodman gun, making up.
31 rounds in all.
The accompanying tables give the detail of the practice, as well as an abridgment of the principal effects produced.
It was also decided on the eve of the trial that the rope mantlet should b&
removed, so that on the first day it was not in use at all, and subsequently it
wo.s only allowed to be hung temporarily from the roof at some distance from
the front wall, where, of course, it was quite out of place, and lost much of its
effectiYeness.
Of the 31 rounds fired altogether at the structure, there were2 12-inch shot •........... }
at the 20-inch portion.
,, shell . . . . . . . . • . .
2
4 Rodman shot ........... .
4 12-inch shot •...••••...•
shell •.•.•••.....
,,
4
at the 15-inch portion.
9 10-inch shell ........... ,
5 Rodman shot .......... ..
1 9-inch shot ............. .
But one of the Rodman shot aimed at the 15-inch portion, missed the iron target,
and struck the granite base, only glancing up against the iron front.
In the first three days firing, there were 21 rounds, exclusive of the Rodman
which missed. Of these 21 rounds12-inch shot ...•...•....
2
were at the 20-inch portion.
shell . . . • . • . . . . •
"
2
Rodman shot ....•..•.•. ,
•2
3 12-inch shot ............ }
h"".
,,shell ............
4
were at t e lo-rnch portion.
6 10-inch shell • • • • • • • • . . .
Rodman shot .....•.....•
~
6
4
3
I
6

f

J

• Ouc of the 1:?-lnch sholls stnick partly on the 11:i-inch portion
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The following is takeu from the report of the committee on the condition of the
structuro at tho close of the third day's firing:As regards the exterior, the extra 6•in. plate was broken through by four
large cracks connecting various shot holes, and a piece of 6 or 6 square feet at
its lower left hand corner was broken off. The right hand top curved plate, on the
16-in. portion, was broken in two, and one half of it swung round on to the top
of the roof, turning on one of the bolts as a pivot; an extent and form of damage
that probably was occasioned by the want of lateral support, a deficiency which
would not occur in the fort itself. The adjacent top plate had also considerable
pieces broken off its lower corners.
As regards the effects in rear, the report of the committee says, that the inner
plank above the port was cracked vertically and started; a piece of the inner
plate, about 3 ft. by 1 ft. 6 in., under the port had been detached in two pieces
by the effects of two separate blows, and a portion of it driven to the rear. A
fragment, measuring 14 in. by 16 in., of one of the inner planks in the next bay
to the proper left had been detached. A small portion of an inner plank in the
bay to the right of the port was detached, and near the bottom there was a
large starred fracture. In the next bay to the right, there were two complete
perforations through the front wall, the projectiles or the fragments carried in
by them having sufficient force to indent the ½-in. iron skin of the pier, and in
one case to crack it.
Twelve bolts in all were broken, and a few rivet heads knocked off. The
vertical uprights were more or less bulged, and in one instance an upright was
cracked across its whole depth and one half its width.
The committee consider it extremely improbable that such a weight of fire
would ever be delivered upon an area of this limited extent under the conditions
of an actual naval attack, and at this point the casemate was perfectly defensible.
Vlhen the practice was resumed ou. the 7th of July, six rounds were fired as
follows:)
10-in. shell..................
3
at the 15-inch
12-in. shot. .•.•••.•.•......
15-~n. shot . . . • • • • • • • • .. • . . . . in salvo. portion.
1
9-10. shot ........••••..•...
1
Of these, the three 10-in. shell struck either close to, or fair on, old wounds, and
increased the damage previously done. In One case, the shell striking fair on
an old mark, passed through, exploding in its passage, and carrying numerous
fragments into the cnsemate. It is probable, however, that had the mantlet
been in its place, many of these would have been stopped by it. One of these
shells struck close to the top right hand corner of the port, and broke away the
whole of the three 6-in.layers forming the top of the port; but it must be observed
that this portion of the work had been struck previously by four 10-in. shells,
all five being within an area represented by a triangle, with sides of ~ ft.
and a base of 2 feet 7 in., measuring from centre to centre of the holes. A
great many fragments (one a very large one) were carried into the casemate by
this round, some being thrown a considerable distance to the rear, either ovel'

J
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the mantlet, or through the port-opening in it. This shell burst inside the
cascmate and fillecl it with smoke. The mantlet was slightly ignited and a
good deal cut by the splinters.
After this the salvo was fired. It was intended that the shot from the 12-in,,
10-in., 9-in., nnd 15-in. guns should strike the target simultaneously, on a
limited area of the 15-in. portion, already a good deal damaged by previous
rounds. 'l'he guns were fired by means of the ebonite frictional machine,
but the tube failed to ignite the charge of the 10-in. gun, and, therefore, only
three shot struck the target; but these were planted, within less than 2 ft. of one
another, on a part previously shaken by one 12-in. shot, one 12-in. shell, one
10-in. shell, and one 15-in. shot. It is not surprising that a large opening was
formed in the wall. The casing of the pier which stood immediately in rear of
this injury was indented to a depth of 9 in., the concrete filling being exposed
over an area of about 2 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. 4 in., and it was thought the pier had
been slightly driven back at the top. A large number of fragments of shot and
small pieces of plate were found inside the casemate, but nothing passed through
the mantle(.
In addition to this direct fire at the front, the roof structure was tested by
vertical fire from 13-in. land service mortars at 900 yards range. The charges
yaried from 3 lbs. 1 oz. to 3 lbs. 5 oz., and the elevations from 58° 45' to
60° 45', except in a few rounds which were fired at 70° with 5 lbs. 6 oz. of
powder. Before commencing this practice the concrete roof was covered with
earth and sand bags to a depth of 5 ft. The shells that were fired were filled
with sand, but in two instances of these shells falling on the roof, they were dug
out, and live shells, with bursting charges of 10½ lbs., were inserted in their
place, and fired by magnetic tubes.
The first of these (5th round). struck on the roof and penetrated 3 ft. 3 in. into
the earth, or 4 ft. 4 in. measuring to the bottom of the shell. The crater formed
was 4 ft. by 4 ft. The live shell formed a crater 13 ft. 6 in. by 14 ft. 6 in., and
3 feet deep. The earth thrown up fell back again chiefly into the crater. The
explosion had no effect whatever on the roof structure, and scarcely bruised the
concrete.
The other shell (16 th round) fell on the roof, after one half the earth-coverin~
had been removed, leaving it 2 ft. 6 in. deep. It penetrated 1 ft. 1 in., or 2 ft. 2 i;.
measuring to the bottom of the shell. The live shell inserted in its place
formed a crater, 9 ft. by 10 ft. 6 iu., down to the concrete; but there was no
effect whatever observable on the structural parts of the roof, either from the
falling shell, or the ex1)losion of the live shell.
After this the whole of the earth covering and sand bags were removed from
the roof, but it was not until the 276th round that another hit was obtained;
the penetration then was only 8 inches. A live shell was fired, but it produced
so little effect that the firing was discontinued at the 298th 1·ound.
As regards the general effects of the attack, the following is an outline of the
conclusions drawn by the committee : lBt.-That the 15-in. structure was penetrated when hit direct between the
vertical struts by a 12-in. and a 10-in, shell (rouncls 1513-14) fired with bat-
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toring charges at 200 yards, and nearly penetrated between the struts by a
12-in. shell (round 1523) at 1,000 yards. They considered, therefore, that the
structure was deficient in strength in those spaces.
2nd.-That the employment of planks necessitates numerous joints and should
be avoided, and that the substitution of wide plates for the planks would have
greatly added to tho resistance of the structure.
3rd.-That greater equality of strength in the different parts of the structure
would have been obtained by the introduction of more uprights in rear of the
wall, and that more strength was required immediately round the port.
4th.-That the employment of the iron in three thicknesses compared very
favourably, in point of resistance, with that of the single solid plates of equal
thickness; and if the cost of the two systems wero the same, the effect of repeated blows on the solid structure was so much more destructive than on the
compound, that the solid could not be recommended.
5th.-That the Palliser through-bolts and the special washers answered
admirably.
6th.-That the wood casing round the bolts and in other parts, proved advantageous, and probably contributed, in an important degree, to the success of the
fastenings.
7th.-That the operation of curving the upper plates injured them, and
should not be practised.
Sth.-That the framework of the structure gave a very satisfactory degree of
resistance, and that the roof was proof against the fire of the mortar shells used.
9th.-That a mantlet is a necessary accessory to works of this nature, and
that had the one constructed for this experiment been fixed in its proper place
during the attack, few, if any, of the fragments which were thrown into the
casemate, except those passing through the port left in the mantlet, would
have injured the garrison.
As regards these general conclusions of the committee, it must be observed
that the main point kept in view in designing the iron work of Plymouth
Breakwater Fort was that of giving facility for future additions of strength in
the front wall.
For this purpose, the increase of the number of rear uprights was the firs.t
measure contemplated, as it was seen that not only could the general front thus
be uniformly strengthened to a very great extent, but also considerable additional support could be given to the sides of the ports.
The facility with which this method of strengthening has been carried out iu
the actual fort, proves these views to have been correct.
With regard to the next most obvious way of increasing the strength of such
a wall, that is, by putting additional armour on its face (which plan was tried
this means almost any
on part of the experimental front), it is _clear that
conceivable a.mount of strength can be given; and it should be remembered
that the extra plate thus put on for this trial did not fairly represent the case
of this method being adopted in an actual work, because the individual plate
used on this occasion was left without the support that the edges of a plate in
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a continuous layer would receive, which circumstance, no doubt, partly accounts
for its tendency to crack under the blows of the heavy shot which struck it.
The trials of this front. suggested to those engaged in its construction another
very important way of improving its resistance, which must be next noticed.
It will have been observed in the description of the structure given above,
that a layer of hides was inserted between the second and third thicknesses of
the front wall, and also some of the same material was used in front of the rear
uprights. Also, wherever it was possible to introduce small quantities of
wood, to act as a cushion, it was employed.
Circumstances prevented the use of more of this sort of material on this occasion, but it was clear that what little was done was in the right direction.
Accordingly, experiments were set on foot to ascertain the effect of separating
the armour, in a "plate upon plate" structure, by layers of other material in
somewhat thicker masses. The experiments will be found further on. The
general result, as bearing upon the Plymouth Breakwater construction, will
only be noticed now. This may be stated in a few words, as having proved
that the insertion of a heavy concrete, composed of iron borings and bitumen,
between armour plates, leads to highly favourable results, as regards both the
local effects of penetration by projectiles, and the general injury done to the
structure. So decided an improvement, in fact, was produced by it, that it could
not long remain a question whether it should be applied to the Plymouth Forti
and one great advantage resulting from these trials has been that of introducing
a 6-in. layer of iron-concrete between the :front armour and middle thickness of
the wall of this fort, as well as a thin layer of the same material between the
middle and third thicknesses.
The next point to notice is that of the ernploymen t of planks of iron in the
front wall itself.
No doubt, a wall composed entirely of broad plates will be superior to one
composed of an equal quantity of narrow plates or planks, but this is not the
question at issue. For a given sum of money a much greater quantity of iron
can be used in the shape of planks than as broad plates. The proportion, in
the case of moderately broad 5-in. plates and planks, is nearly as 5 : 3. Hence,
for the money that will build a 15-in. wall of 5-in. plates, one 25 in. thick
could be mn.de of planks. But this does not exactly state the case, because it is
not suggested that a wall intended to resist heavy shot shall be faced with
planks. The real question is whether a wall of three thicknesses of 5-in.
armour plates, supported in rear by uprights at close intervals, will be superior
to one made up of 5-in. front armour plates and three layers of 5¼-in. planks as
backing, with an equal number of uprights in rear; or, putting it another way
which would make the best protection, a wall composed of 11 inches of plate;
in two thicknesses, or one ma.de up of 5-in. front plates, backed by two layers
of 5-in. planks, that is, l 5 inches in all, for they would bot.h cost about the
same money? Moreover, the question is not thoroughly stated until it has been
explained that, from the mode of manufacture and the dimensions of these
planks, there is more opportunity of bringing the iron in them to the best con<l.ition for resisting shot than in ordinary armour plates.
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With regard to the advantages of the plate-upon-plate as compared with
the solid plate system, it is only necessary here to draw attention to rounds
1,512 and 1,616, from the 12-in. and 10-in. guns, at the part below the port of
this experimental work. 'fhese two rounds have been already noticed in Paper
XV of Inst year's volume, pages 203 and 204, and their effects were then compared with the practice, from the same guns, at two solid 15-in. plates. The
committee do not over-state the case in saying that the iron in three thicknesses
has compared " very favourably" in point of resistance with the single solid
plates.
As regards the fastenings, some valuable instruction came of this experiment.
In the first place, the bolts reduced in the shank to the lesser diameter of the
thread, on Major Palliser's principle, answered very well indeed; but it must be
mentioned that the results of this trial did not bear out the idea that a conicalheaded armour bolt should be made by drawing down the whole bolt (except
the head) from a bar of the largest diameter of the cone, instead of using a bar
of the proper diameter of the bolt, and" upsettingn the iron to form the head;
for the whole of the conical heads of the armour bolts in the front were formed
by O upsetting," and no disadvantage was observable in the results. It may be
stated that the decision to upset the heads of the bolts for this trial was arrived
at, after a careful consideration of the results obtained in some trials (with falling weights) of bolts formed both ways. 'l'he most noticeable point, however,
about the fastenings was the introduction of the "cup•and·ball" system, proposed by Lieut. English, R.E., for the nuts and washers.
'l'he great difficulty that the fastenings have to contend with, in compound
structures, is that of their being subjected to cross or oblique strains, at the
instant of their being placed under great tension in the direction of their length.
A bolt that will draw out more than 50 per cent. of its length, and ultimately
break fibrous under the fair blows of a falling weight, will, if subjected at the
same time to cross pressure, or an oblique strain, break off short, and show a
more or less crystalline fracture. 'l'he power of self-adjustment which the
" cup-and-ball,, principle allows, if it does not altogether free the bolt from the
injurious effects of cross strains, must at any 1·ate place it in a very much more
favourable condition than it can be in, if fixed at both ends. In this experimental work, the nut ends only were made capable of self-adjustment, but in
subsequent trials, the heads as well have been constructed on this principle, and
the best results ba.e been obtained thereby.
The Tables show the effects on the bolts in detail. Perhaps the most noticeable 1·esult was that where the 12•in. shot and 10-in. shell (rounds 1,.512 and
1,.51.5) struck within 2 feet of each other on the least supported portion of the
target, containing together an energy of upwards of 10,000 foot.tons, and not
one of the six bolts holding the armotu· together at this part was broken,
although three or four of them were a good deal bent.
Out of the total number of 76 armour bolts in the target, 21 were broken
in the course of the experiments.
Returning to the other general conclusions to be drawn from these experi-
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ments, there is the case of the somewhat unsatisfactory performance of the
upper curved plntcs. Whether the tendency in them to crack arose from injuries received in the process of bending, or whether it wns the natural result
of their peculiar form and position in the work, it is hard to say. At all events
they did not fully answer the purpose for which they were intended, and a
simple way of dispensing with them and substituting another ru.·rangement in
their place has been arrived· at.
Nothing could have been more satisfactory than the way in which the frame ..
work of the casemate, consisting of piers, roof girders, arch plates, &c., did their
work in supporting the front wall, and in nsisting the vertical fire.
As regards the mantlet, it is certainly unfortunate that it could not be allowed
to occupy its proper position during the trials, for, however desirable it might
have been that the effects of each round _on the iuner face of the iron work
should be noticed in detail, the mantlet belonged so essentially to the defensive
structure, that its absence altered to a great extent the character of the defence.
To show how important a part such a mantlet would play, if fairly placed, it is
only necessary to look at the report of round 1,515, where a great piece of
armour was hurled against the rope-work, and, only cutting the rope slightly
and bending the iron tube on which the bottom edge of the port opening had
been worked, it rebounded upwaTds of 5 ft. from the mantlet. In fact, throughout the trials, it showed itself to be admirably suited for stopping splinters.
\Vith regard to the three additional rounds fired some time afterwards at this
target from the 15-in. Rodman gun, the practice took place on the 31st March,
1869.
The gun was at 200 yards.
The shot weighed from 451 lbs. to 457 lbs., and being fired with 83¼ lbs.
charges, struck with a velocity varying from 1,360 to 1,384 ft. per second.
It was difficult to distinguish the effects of these rounds from those due to
the earlier battering, and as they were fired more for the sake of testing the
metal in the shot than to try the target, the results have not been tabulated
here.
The indent of one of the shot was 4·0 inches; parts of the other two remained
fixed in the plates, so that the indents could not be tnken.
One of them (No. 1,646), striking on the 15-in. portion, did, besides other
injuries, considerable damage in rear by breaking two of the uprights ; the
others, striking on the 20-in. portion, did more injury in front-cracking and
knocking off portions of the extra face-1llate, and otherwise extending the
•
effects of previous rounds.
Although the strict object of this Paper would be fulfilled if the present
notice were confined to a record of the trials at Shoeburyness, yet, as this
experi~ental structure was the ~epres~ntative of an actual work in progress,
the subJect would seem to be left m an mcomplete state without some account
of the extent to which these trials have affected the work upon the fort itself.
The following observations give the main points of improvement adopted
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since the experiments, and Plate V shows how the Plymouth fort is being
o.ctuall,.- carried out:Jst. The two lower tiers of front armour plates have been set out 6 in., in
order that the interval may be filled with concrete, composed of cast-iron
turnings and tar.
2nd. The upper bent front plates have been replaced by plain armour plates,
a layer of 1 in. of concrete being inserted between them and the next thickness;
an additional tier of planks has also been provided over the port in the third
thickness.
3rd. The number of upright bars in rear of the front wall has been increased
from 12 to 18 per' gun, those next to the embrasure being of a larger section.
The clip washer plates, fitted to the backs of the uprights, have been generally
replaced by plain plate washers, bolted to timber which has been inserted between the uprights.
4th. An additional thickness of armour plate has been provided at the port,
the extra plates used for this purpose being supported on their edges by the
uprights of large section just mentioned.
ath.-An alteration has been made in the armour bolts, by which the principle of the "cup-and-ball" has been more fully developed. Each armour bolt is
now a plain bolt with a thread at each end and a reduced shank, and is fitted
with a spherical nut at each end. The front nut sets into a cnp shaped hole in
the armour plate, that in rear into a cup washer, as shewn in the drawing.
The holes in the several thicknesses of the armour are made to admit of considerable movement of the parts without bending the bolt.
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STRUCTURE REPRESENTING PLYMOUTH BREAKWATER FORT.
Report of Practice on 1Gth1 17th, and 18th June, 1868.
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plank or No. 4 upright bulged
about 0·20 in., and clip washer
bent back 0·7.'i In. from it; bottom clip also bent back o·rn in.

1/'iO:.!

5G5G

on right.

lli0·7

Strnck extra 5-in. plate, Gft.
I½ in. from bottom, 2 ft. Gin, from
left edge. Indent 13·4 in, The

crack of illSt round extended up
to tbe shot hole, the plate also
crncked borizontnllyo n left, from
indent to cdgo; llcnd of bolt below No. 150-1 broken off 4·4 in. iu.
Total depth of indent 13·4 in,
In 1·car. - A piece of No. 2
plnuk, 14 in. long, broken away
aud carried 30 }'llS. to the real'
after passing through 2•in. wood
target. A piece of the 2nd layer
of pl::mk.9 (6in. by 7in. by 2•t.in.
thick) broken away and plank
st:1rretl. No. 3 plank bulged 3·6
ln. No. 48 bolt (out of upright)
broken 3 ft. 3 in. from rear, and
carried 9 ft. 6in. to rear, knock•
ing down wooden targets. Small
bolt on left of shot bent.
15-INCH PORTION,
Struck partly on the line of
151.0
strut, Gft. 6-½ in. from bottom of
target to centre of shot, 6 ft.Sin.
from proper right of target, Gin.
of circumference of shot hole on
upright strut: a bolt on right of
port came out 7·{) Jnchcs, this
was a stud bolt, and wns only
11crewed into the 2nd plate 1·.:. iu.
Front of shot penetrated up to
the rear of the front stud equal
12·6 in. Buckle of plate 2·4 in.
oYer all; exactly under shot hole,
plate was d.riYeu back 0·9 in.
Plate 11prung forward ne.'\'.t port
hole, 0·5 In. nn<l o·a in, on thu
opposite side. The adjacent br•lts
drawn in O·-t lo., 0·2 in., and 0·3 in.

l'Cspcctively.
In rcar.-Lcft plank of Nv. 2
upright bulged 2·75 in., wood
backing smashed, and top nnrl
middle clip washers bent back on
left. Shot struck on Joint of Nos.
3 and 4 horizontal plan.ks. both
of which were bulged antl No. :5
broken vertically through in linr
with No. 2 11J)right; No. 46 lJoltbl'Oken and loose in socket, No.
39 bent, small bolt noo,,e No. ;JG
broken and 12 in. of it 81:'llt ii ft.
totbercur. 'l'he horizontal ~tl'ingcr plate wos lmlged aUOut I iu.
•rop clip washer bent baek on left.
When tbe head of the 8lwt wos
removed, the vertical J)lnnl:s W<'n.i
found to bo lllllCh bnlg('(!, awl
tlo:,;light was visible through the
opening.
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PROJECTILE.

Gnn.

j:@]

cl~~~ge
Powder.

~:,;

~j

~~~:gi~i,t~~i• rot

I

Totnl

1~~1j,J~\~
Tons.

din.meter.

ii.

~;j

Nature,

gnn of
2a ton!!.

Obscn·ea Effects.

~=]~
~ 0

Pellet.

head I ·ii

B

beneath No. 150G, 18 in, from bot-

28·7 in. 601 lbs.
11 ·92 ins.

Burster
14'06 11.>3.

Pn.lllser shot,
head 1•2:;
2L·2 ins.

1166

5G7li

1177

5812

603 lbs.
11·92

li'il:.!

~~

~~ ~f

12-iuch --,,-~---,-P_a_\li_sc_c_,h_c_ll_:-~~-~\--.-.-,,-.- _1_4'_·0-~-S-tl-"1-ck--.-pa-,-tl-y-on-,-.,-u-t,-ex-,-,,-Iy
rifled M.L,

1;:;os

-~ -~

ins.

tom and ::, ft. 9 In. from right;
J>enetrntlon not quite up to stud.
Buckle under shot mark 2, 2 In,
head of bolt No. 46 came out to
the front. Diameter of hole 12 in.
Head of shell up to stml remained in, but wns shaken out by
No. Ifi08. Indent as measured
after bead was out, 14 in,
In rear. - Bottom of plate
bulged ; No. 2 upright bulged
about 3·5 in. and wood packing
splintered. Small bolt on upright of No. M broken and driYen
30 yds. to the rear; bolt No. G3
driven back about 2 in,; bottom
clip washer much bent.
lfit•5
Struck 2 ft. 11 in. from bottom,
Gft. l in. from proper right (G·5 in.
of body ot shot remained out);
the penetration was 19in. Thero
was 4•;:; in, between this shot nnd
No. 1507. Buckle to line of porthole 3 in. A crack Gft. 3·5 in.
from proper right ran dOl\'11 the
plate 1·5 in. from the top. Whole
plate driven back 1 in. clear of
lead.
In rear. - Plate very much
bulged and point of shot showing
in centre of star crack. Gape of
crack 3 in. in widest part. No. 2
upright very much bulged, and
left plank of it cracked horizontally across at 2 ft. 1 in. from the
ground, the crack e:-..'tending half
through plank in rear. Bolt No.
55 n.nd small bolt aboYe, much
distorted.
l.'.i/j'2
Struck below proper right corner of port, 2 ft . 3 in from bottom
of target and 11 ft. from right ;
the head or the shot up to front
stud remained buried in plate.
The horizontal buckle below shot
1·5 in. o,·er 40 in., and the vertical buckle 2 in. in 4 rt. A bolt
in left <lrawn through o·G In. and
one above on the right 0·3 in.
The whole plate appeared dri¥en
in, and cracked for a depth of
7 in. down from the right bottom
corner ot the port.
In 1·ear,-Long crack !!'71:I in,
wide and 10 in. deep. Bulge in
cent,re of crack 7·{>. Bolts Nos.
fil and 1>4, slightly Jxmt, nnd No•
.;9 much bent, WOO(l washers of
an these bolts crushed, and the
Iron washers of No. li9 distorted,
but the bolts were still holding
well. Left plank of No. 3 upright bulged 0•7fi in. :md clip
washer bent back about the same.

I
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f~~

I

GUN.

Chnrge
tmd

Powder.

t:

1613

I""'
f·-j

I~

:·i: •c 3

Weight, null / ,:,op,

'!'ons.

I~::~

feet.
Pnlllser shell 1168

MOl

Lo~Jtri<>tnl

~n;~~

Diameter.

12-lnch
riflC<lM,t,.
gun of

lbs.
16

Pellet.

2a tone.

i.:.-S

Tob.l

PROJECfl'ILE.

~i ~

w::l

O

~

Oltserved EtJccta.

----------Struck the centre plate between

119·6

llcnd 1'6
28·7 ln!!.
tl02·4 lbs.
11·t1i ins.

struts 6 ft. 8 in. from botton and
3 ~. 3 in. from proper right. Sholl
passed TRROUOII tho target and
bnr11t in doing so; a quantity of

1-l'H lbs,

in the bole: the shell nppellred to
have struck jttat on the intersoo-

Burster

rrugmente of the shell were found

!.Ion

}
i

~

of the junction of two

horizontal "'ith two vertical

planks and fair between the first
and second pail· of etruts, the
target wns Hi in. thick at the
1>lnce of perforation. The explosion and shock knocked out the
:1ead of No. lMG, and produced
radial cracks from itl indent,
10 in., 11 ·5 in., and 8 in. long,
daylight being vi11ible through
the target nt the bottom of the
indent. In the indent of No.
1,'Hl, it sepnratod, by a wide crack,
the dilic of m etal driven in by
that shot, nnd cracked the plato
radJally; n crack was also found
joining Nos. 1508 and 1.507.
Iii rear.-The point of the11hell
struck on the Junction of Nos. 2
and 3 horizontal pl:mka, passed
through and burst ; the h ead and
a great part of the shell wor e
picked up inside baxing been
~toppc<l by the pier. Nos. 2 and
3 planks bt'oken through at the
!Point of impact (which was be-

r•='- •......

w, ..

1~20

57'li

Rifle
L. O.

6001 ih~.
Burster
J4·0 lh~.

1084

4921

broken end of No. 2 plank drivm
against the pier, which it indented
considerably; No. 2 plank opened
out 11 in. at crack made by No.
1;-,06. through the indent of which
daylight ii. visible. No splintera
In working p11rt of cnsemate in
consequ ence of C\·erythiug ha \"ing
b£.>Cll .wtoppcd b,Y pier.
Struck l1igh I ft. 6 in. from
131·4
right erl t?:c of target and 3 ft. i in.
from bottmn of 1111per (Clll'\'e(l)
plate, nml ('arricd awnr a piece
of 11late (-lft. 3i n. by3fl. 8 in. by
!1 in. weighing a1>0ut :IO cwt ) l l7
fcrt to tlH' rrar; n 2¼•in. fl. nuour
plate bolt was still :ltta"hcrl to
plate when fnuntl ; n lar_,;e part.
o r the shell was found in rile hole.
'!'he plate strnck (l..rh·en back on
right I ·3 in. and proji.'cts on lrft
i in. from centre pbtc. 'l'hc nut
w:1s broken off No. l tic bolt, and
butt itself Ucnt and tlifrcn back
aUOttt6 inchr-s: cr o~~b·,ltof girder
flh£.>are<l , and left of l'ltrut deltl(·(·ted to right anol a !«:OOp tak('n
out of left of it by tllP l'lhC'U. 'l'hc

iroil C'onc1·l'tc sccme1I to stand
Vt·ry Wt'll.

I

Iii 1'(f'll',-:0:n

eff,•ct.

Ee

I
ii

,I.

;i

;j

~

,1

J
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Gun.

c~~J4~
Powder.

f

- --12-loch
rifledM. L.

Nature,

Length, totnl
Weight, and
Diameter.

Et
E~
,,,,.

.si:..s.
Totnl
Energy
in Foot
TOllB,

~;~s

76

Pellet.

gun of
23 tons.

~;)£

---feet

Palllser shell 11G9

0

20-INCH PORTION,
5G85

head 1·5
28·7

Observed Effects.

1:;:_gs~
"'

lbs.
Hi21

PROJECTILE,

l&l·S

tns.

602·4 lbs.
11 ·92 Ins.

Burster
13·937 lbs.

Struck 1 rt. 9 ln. from left of
extra 6-in. plate, 9 ft. from the
bottom. The shell penetrated tbe
extra plate, nod also the tront
layer of original structure at the
Junction of the upper and mtdclle
platea, the point of the 1bell Just
tndenting the vertical layer of
planks. The extra 5-ln. plate W!U!I
much broken ; a long vertical
crack extending from 2 feet above
Indent runs down into No. 1505
and from No. 160S to 1501 ; plate

Is also cracked from No. 1505 to

1504, where It jolna an old crack;
he plate is nlso cracked from lndent to left side, through bolt
10le, and from left side tor a
length ot 13 inches, 18 inches
lo,v last crack, the screw bolt
lose to Indent was cracked at
he end ot the screw thread and
wl11ted to the left. The shell
urst on striking, all the fragcnts falling to the front of the
argct.
Inrear.-No. 4 plank (from bot.
m) broken vertically through
bolt hole, 7½ inches from left
strut. No. 2a bolt drh'en in on
to horizontal stringer plate,
which it has bulged l ·6 in.; the
"distance" tube over bolt split
longitudinally nearly :Its wholo
length and its head set up and
the collar broken. Wooden wedgo
piece behind top of left strut
splintered, and the top clip washer
on same strut bent back on the
left. The wood-work of the strut
splintered;
rivets broken
off nrch angle piece, which l5
cracked at top.

,.

1523

m·;,

Rifle

J,.o.

'

15-INCH PORTION.

Du;Ster
14·0 Iba.

1081

4862

129·8

Struck on the lower right corner of 2nd curved plate, and
broke away a lnrge triangular
piece of it, measuring roughly 4
rt. 9 In. by 2 ft., the line ot tracture running through No. 1519.
On removing the bend after the
experiment, an opening measurIng roughly 8 in. by 4 in. was
Ylslblc right through lnto casemate; the two vertical beams ln
line with the shell bole were bent
back 4 in. trom front plate; the
bend ot tho bolt on right ot
hole was sheared off by the exploelon ; the rails that fill In be·
hind the vertical planks much
twisted and distorted, The 2nll
bolt from right along top of mid•
die plate broken off 8·5 In, in
The shell penetrated the vertical
beams, breaking up one of them
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t~~

~~ta

Gun.

Chnrgo
nnd

Powder.

;;;

I

PROJECTILE,

l

Nature,

~
gi,&
i;rs Total g,:; go

·~-~!

·c:.£

Lenf;th, totnl 00~
Weight, and
Diameter.

i;,nr~

~~ji

Tons. &j"o

Observed Effects.

c;i~

~

feet

lbs.

(or centre layer), and al.so broke
two in tbe horizontal planks, or
inner layer. The head and Po.rt
of the body of the shell remain eel
in bole. The explosion of the
shell blew tbe upper portion of
the right hand Cur\'Cdplntecompletely round on to the top of
the casematc, the 2¼ in. bolt at
the left corner of it acting as a
pivot, leaving vertical or 2nd
layer exposed over an area of
about s ft. by 2 ft. by a ft. deep.
In rear.-Nos, 4 and :; planks
(from bottom) broken vertically
across, 11 inches from No. 3
strut. Point of shell showing ln
hole. 'l'riangular piece of No, 4

1S23

conw.

plank (15 in, Uy 10 in. by 18 in)

1'14110-inch

riflcd}I. L,

of 18 tons.

60

n.1,, o.

Palliser shell. 1260
Head 1·6
27·3 ins.

4378

140·6

4407

l,U·4

397'7 lbs.

9·92 ins.
Burster
9·687 lbs.

15Hi

"

.

399,7 lbs.
Burster
9·626 lb1.

1261

dropped inside the work. No. 20
bolt much ctistorted and its iron
washe1·broken. 'l'hestringerplate
bulged and broken fi·om the bolt
hole to bottom, 3 rivets In bottom
flange of No. 2 girder, 2 in arch
angle plate, and 1 in piece brokenoJf.
At the conclusion of this day's
practice, daylight was visible
through an extensive gap in
this hole.
Stl"Uck on upper part of lower
plate, 3 ft. from proper right,
and 4 ft. 3 in. from bottom. 'l'he
shell pa£:sccl through target and
burst in doing so ; the place struck
had been weakened by No. lSll,
and tbe damage done by thie
round joins also that done Uy No.
11ill. (This round was purposely aimed at a damaged portion ot
the target in order to obtain the
necessary data tor the correct
elevation, no pre,ious practice
having taken place with the gun
at 200 yards.)
In t·car.-Shell passed through
and burst, point of it indenting
the pier 3 inches, breaking away
the Iron skin and exposing the concrete; there was another crack
in the skin of pier 8 inches long,
The
aleo exposing concrete,
greater partof the shell and largo
pieces or the target (including a
piece of No. 3 plank 32 in. long)
fell between target and pier.
'l'hc pier was thrust back about
0·25 inch.
Struck below poet ln lower
plate 3 ft. 4 in. from bottom o!
target and 11 In. from the sideot
the 20-inch thicknei;s, 'l'he shell
burst just after striking; the
whole effect of the burst being
outside, head of shell remained
In bole. Depth of indent 16·5

ln tho comer
l:lnehes; the ernek
produced by round

I

of the port
No. 1612 now joins its indent,
nnd a fresh crack from the indent
ext~nds lwrizont11Ily 7 in. ](Ing
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PROJECTILE.

.g,..,.,::;

tiC:§

,,~~~

-

Cbargo

Gun.

and

Powder.

Nature,

Length, total
Weight, and

Diameter.

'"

~t-

~!
"'>

EiL
Total
Enl'rgy

Observed Effects.

"0

feet.

lbs.

!;

in Foot &;'5
'l'ons. ~~

toward!! the present round. The
vertical lmckle of the plate Is 2·.'.i
inches un,Jer the port. '£ho bolt
below the port, prc,1ously drnwn
in 0·6 inch, Is i.lrnwu 0·3 lnch
further.

1516
contd.

In rear.-Picce of the rear

plate 89 in. by 16 in. broken
away, a portion of it 30 in. by

16 iu. was thrown against the

llHO

1524

I 10-lncb

48

rifledM,L.
of 18 toD.B.

R, L.O.

"

"

Palliser shell. 1162
Head 1•5,
27 ·3 in.s.
398·9 lbs.
Burster
9·875 lbs.

3735

1176

3823

398•7'1bs.

Burster

i\

9·687 lbs.

I

nmntlct (cutting the rope slightly
nnd bending the iron bar at bottom of port opening 6 inches out
of straight) and rebounded 5 ft.
'l'he point of the shell shows
through the second plate. No. 54
bolt very much bent and elongated; no bolts gone, nothing
through mantlet ; No. 1 plank
slightly bulged between struts,
On examining the shield at the
termination of the 3rtl day's
pl'actice, daylight was Visible
through No. 1612 shot hole.
Struck 2nd curved plate, 2 ft.
119'8
5 iu. from bottom, 13·5 in. from
its right ; diameter of the hole
11 in. by IO·ti in. The plate is
broken through to its edge on the
1ight of the hole and driven upwards 1·2 inch, and outwards 1
inch at the bottom. The shell
penetrated into the iron concrete,
taking an upward direction from
meeting the railway bars which
it forced aside nnd burst in entering, the distance it penetrated
being 2 ft. 4 in from top of hole
and 2 ft. 10 in. from the bottom.
The head of the shell remained
burled in the concrete; the iron
concrete in rear appean somewhat shaken.
In 1·ea1·.-No effect.
Struck Just above the port, on
122'7
the left bottom corner of 2nd
i~v~t£!a~e:fu1i~11 b~~~ orn:
vertically by 11 in, horizontally.
'l'he shell made a clean indent of
8 inch ea in diameter in the centre
port plate ; the total indent being
16 inches, and diameter in front
plnto 1! inches. The greater
pnrt of the fragments of the body
of the 11hell fell in front of the
target, the head and portion of
body being found lying in the
indent. 'l'hi:i round developed
star like cracks close to edge and
nboye a bolt in 3rd curved plate.
In rear.-The stringer plate
bulged about 2 inches, and the
wooden beam between it and
shield crushed nnd splintered.
No. 28 bolt bent and apparently
elongated, the iron wnshcr plate
on it being quite loose. Wooden
o~1
l~~i~l~egr

I

ii~p:~i !he'IT~\~l1I;i:~~
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Cllargo

::-110-lnch

n.

PROJECTILE.

.~

t• I 'l'otnl

·t~·; ~

aud
Nature,
~ is Energy • t r:::
ou~crvcd Effects.
!; ~ I G nn
Powder. Length, total .t; ~ IIn Foot ~,£,t: o
s~
W1.:lght,and VJ ►
'l'ons. ~ .... S~
~ ---lf-----:--D-ia_m_•_"_'·- 1-- ---1""-'_o_;;-t---- -----

rifledld.L.
gtmof 18
Wllil,

I

lbe.
GO
L.

feet

o.

Palliaer shell. 1261
head 1•r,
n·a inches

4380

140·5

3~!),i:~:·

Shell nppnrently grazeU the
granite base of the target, and
sLruck the bottom plate In a

~!~la~~••;/:~~ inboi~~-ri~_!:

1~

9·76 lbs.

granite block flaked und broken

9 in. deep.

In rear.-No effect.
Hi-lNCll PORTION.

48

1526

ll. L, G,

:rns·8 lbs.
9•92 Inches

1Hi9

ano

121•3

Bunitcr
9·7~ lbs.

Struck 2nU cun·ed plate 12
Inches from No. 1624, and 6
inches frolU bottom of plate; the
edge of the shell hit a bolt, which
it Ul"oYe in lf.i inches; tbc cff-..-ct
was apparently about the same
as No. Jb24. The head of tile
shell (a good deal broken) remained buried in the target, so
that the depth of the penetration could not be ascertained.
Iii rear,-No. 4 plank broken
vertically across, 3 inches from
No. 3 strut, on right of port.
No. 21 bolt driven against cro~::1
girder. 6 rivets broken in arch
angle piece, the wood work
crnshed and splintered,
20-!NCH PORTION.

1603

Hi-inch

smoothbored
Rodman

gunot

83·25
R, L. G.

Spherical
Not
cast iron shot 1obsvd.
(American),
452"t, lbs.

14·89 inches.

19:ttons.

1504

t::ii"n)8.

1385

5999

1386

G027

Grazed 106 rard short of target. Struck target en ricochet
on extra 6-in. plate, I ft. 3 in.
frolU bottom, 4 ft. I in, from
right edge. Indent 4'0 inches;
diameter 13 inches. The bottom
of I the plate was driven in,
slightly l0080ning the lead filling
in.
In rear.-Tbe bottom plank is
bulged about 2 inches between
struts and bottom of plate
above, about 1 inch. No. 67 bolt
driven back 4 inches; granite at
base of structure slightly fractured.
Struck extra 6-incb plate r; ft.
128"2
from bottom, 1 ft, 7 in. from
right edge. Indent 4'5 inches.
Plate cracked through from right
edge of indent to right edge of
plate. Knocked out head of shot
No. 1502.
In rear.-Centre clip wal3her
of No. 4 strut bent back
slightly on both sides ; the two
planks on right of same stmt
bulgc(l 1·25 inch in centre. The
centre of stmt is now 1 inch
from plate in front of it. The
left, port plauk is 1·5 inch from
the plate in front of it (in port).
15-!NCII PORTION.

11:.11

128·8

Struck lower plate 4 feet from
bott.om, 4 ft. 5 in. from l'igl1t,
and partly on jnnctiou hctwcc·n
the Jowcl' :me! midrllt· plnt(•a; tlH:'

.g

§'o -d

Si , §

j~~

PROJECTILE,

Gun.

Charge
and

Powder,

tl:I

~

~!
¾~~fg\~{,ti~~l

·~ ·~

Q....

Totnl ~-"'
Energy ~c":

wr-

l~,:i~.t

Naturo,

Observed Effects.

g:

~

Dlomcter.

P-l

o

- -1----1--,bs-.- 1- - - - -,..
-,-. - - C C ....::...-1---------·centre of indent ls fair on one

Ull

of the struts ; the indcut on
lower plate 16·6 In. by 16·:u; In.

cont<l.

wldo, and on middle plate 11 ln.
long by l ·6 ln,; depth of indc11t
7 In. Indent and buckle 8·2 in.

over 40 in. A crack was formtXl
in face of plnto running round
the bottom of the indent, at n
rJistance of 3 lnchc11 from it, for

a length of 3 inches. The shot
rebounded 13 feet,
In rear.-No. 2 strut is now
bulged 7't, Inches at 6 feet from

bottom. 'rho plato is 2 Inches
from strut at top, and projects
2·2 inelies beyond No. 2 plank,
which is 4"5 inches at bottom and
8·2 inches nt top from strut,
No. 3 plank is 3 inches from
1strut.
Bolt No. 45 is pushed
'back about 1 Inch, and the clip
washer more bent, 'l'hero has
been no apparent motion of bolt
No. 68, nor of the small bolts
above and below it.
Struck the right curved plate
126·6
8 ft. 11 In. from right, 19 lncbea
from bottom. Centro of indent
fair on a bolt hole, depth of indent 7 inches ; broke the plate
diagonally across, and vertically
through a bolt hole. The upper
portion of the plate is started
forward about 7 inches at No,
15221 and 4·6 inches at le~ bottom. The second through 2}-ln.
bolt broken at head, leaving the
upper portion of the plate, measuring about 6 ft. by 3 ft, 2 in,
banging by the one 2¼-inch bolt.
In reai·.-No effect iruiide cnac-

l

15-inch

smooth-

83·2/.i
R, L.O,

I

Sphei·icnl

cast-iron shot,

boced

(American)

Rodman
gun ot

14·89ine.

1373

5921

4h3 lbs.

19¼ tons.

l

l~~icthaitt:v
~~e!~sit~ :i~fir
plate disclosed the fact

1curved

i

the 3rd vertical plank bad
lthat
been broken in two through the

1373

4:,s'ibs,

li9Zl

126·6

bolt bole, uni.l driven in about 5
nches by this round.)
Missed iron fort and struck the
6th block from right of b'Tanite
oundatlon ; the block was completely broken up to the face of
he target. 'l'ho dimensions of
he block being 6 feet wide by 4
cet. The 4th block is nlso fissured horizontally. '1'1.tc shot,
atter strlkl_og the granite, gl:mced up agamst target and broke
the fragments fa!Ung l!omc dis:
tancc around.
In 1·car.-No effect.

l

CASEMATE AND SIIIELD EXPERIMENTS.

223

State of thefro11t ofthestructure repreae11ting the Plymouth Breakwater Fort,
at the conclusion of the first three days' practice.

Beginning from the left.-The bottom front plate of the original structure is
buckled forward 1 in. at top and 0·5 in. at the bottom, the centre plate 0·5 in.
nt bottom, and 1·25 in, at the top, The left curved plate is cracked, apparently through, horizontally along a line 3 ft. from bottom, the crack running
under the extra plate (not observed during the experiment.) The extra 5•in.
plate is touching on its left edge at the bottom and up to No. 1501, above that
it is away from the front about 2·5 in. to 3 in. up to the curYe, from this to
its top the space between a,·erages l ·5 in., the lead being about 0·7 in. thick.
At 21 in. from the top this plate is cracked through, horizontally, for a length of
about 2 feet; the crack is about 2 in. from a bolt, and to which a short crack
runs from the longer one. (Not observed during the experiment.) This plate is
also broken up by fissures into a number of detached pieces, principally by No.
1621, though the fissures themselves radiate chiefly from No, 150.5. Beginning
on left, the principal one starts from the right of No. loOI, passes through No.
ao5 (with a maximum opening of I in.) joins this last with No. 1521 (maximum opening of 2 in.); from No. 1521 it runs up 2 ft. 6 in., and to within
9 in. from left side of plate; from No. 1505 radiate four others, one on
the left to edge, one on right to edge through top of No, 1504, one about 20 in.
long towards right top, and one on left side from angle towards No. 1505, 9 in.
long. The portion of plate actually broken away on left bottom measures 5 ft.
6 in. up by 2 ft. at No. 1501, 1 ft. 8 in. at No. 1503, and 10 in, at bottom-on
its right edge the plate is away from face of target 1 in, at bottom, ~-6 in. at 2 ft.
up, 2 ft. at 4 ft. up; from this point to 8 ft. 6 in. up, the plate is much broken
and touches in places. Taking the lower plate between the extra 5 in. plate
and end of target, under the port, it is buckled yertically 2·6 in. in centre. The
bolt beneath the port is driven in about 0·8 in., and ovalled by No. 1515, the
head of which remains in. On right lower corner of port, a crack runs down
through the plate to No, 1512, the edge of which is 7 in. from a strut; at the
bottom of the port the front plate is separated from centre plate 1·5 in.; below
No. 1515 the bolt stands out from the plate about 0·5 in., from the latter having
been driven iu away from it; the bolt above No. 1512 is driven in about 0·3 in.
At 11 ft. 6 in. from the proper left, the vertical buckle of the plate is l ·3 in.
in line with No. 1512; at 13 ft. the vertical buckle is 0·5 in. No. 65 bolt stands
out 0·2 in ; the plate has been penetrated by Nos. 1508 and 1507, the head of
the shot still remaining in the former. Cracks join No. 1508 to 1507, and to
1511, and 1507 with the bolt below it, which is driven in 0·5 in. Above No.
1.508 there is a small crack from edge of plate l ·5 in. long, and another upwards
from No. 1508, 4·5 in. long. There appears to be a complete separation of the
front lamina 1 in. thick, extending O\'er the area occupied by Nos, 1514, 1511,
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and 1508, down to 1507; No. 1511 has driven a disc 0· 13 in. in diameter 8 in.
in , the bolt on its left top has been driven away ; the plate, behind where the
bolt was, is completely broken up; the bolt below No. 1511 is drawn in 1 in,
No.1514, which perforated the target, broke off a large flake 10 in. X 9 in. X 1 in.
thick of front lamina between Noa. 1511 and 1514; the top of the plate above
the latter is also broken away. Below No. 1514 is the head of No. 1526, still
remaining in plate in a splash; horizontal buckle of plate 2 in. under No. 1525.
Centre front plate: commencing from proper right, Vertical buckle at 2 ft.
from end 0·6 in.; No. 1513 perforated the target; at 4 ft. from end buckle is
2 in. in line with No. 1513, the plate is also driven in somewhat all round;
above No, 1506 buckle is 1·2 in. and 1·8 in. below. The plate is cracked above
and below the indent 12 inches, and horizontally on the right for 5 in. between
the two indents, and on the upper half of the plate the through bolt is broken
off 9 in., the corresponding bolt in bottom of plate is drawn in 0·2 in. ; at 6 ft.
from end the plate is 0·7 in. back from the bottom. No. 36 bolt, in centre of
plate, is drawn in about 0·2 in. ; near the port the plate projects ·9 in. from
bottom, and in port 1·1 in. ; the horizontal buckle of lower edge of plate between
right edge of target and port is at 2 ft, from end 1 in., at 4 ft.-2 in., at 6 ft.-1 ·9 in.,
at 8 ft.-1 in., and at 10 ft.-0·3 in. The two plates are 1 in. apart at right, and
touching at port.
Top row, The right top corner of plate is broken through nearly diagonally
from half way up right edge down to left corner, the upper half being
turned half round on its left top bolt as a pivot, and resting on the roof proper;
the plate is also broken through below No. 1522, through a bolt bole; the vertical planks are much bent and broken especially in rear of No, 1522; the plate
projects 2·5 in. on left, and is drawn in 2 in. on right. 'l'he second curved plate
has hnd a triangular piece 4 ft. 6 in. X 2 ft. broken off its right bottom corner,
and the left corner 2 ft. 9 in. X I ft. also broken off; this plate projects 2·4 in,
at bottom, the whole plate is away from the next layer about the same, and
2·5 in. from No. 3 curved plate. No. 3 curved plate is cracked through star-wise
above its lower right hand bolt.
On tnp of casemate. The concrete is cracked through horizontally about 9 ft.
from rear edge, just at the junction of old with new part. The bolts in the
top rbw of 2nd curved plate have started up o. little ; the iron concrete appears
to have held well. The condition of the rails, planks, &c., behind curved plates
cannot be ascertained, from the iron concrete having fallen in among them.
State of the rear of the structut·e 1·eprese11ti·1lg the Plymouth Breakwater Fort
at conclusion offirst th1'ee days' practice.
Commencing on the left. No. 37 bolt broken off 16 in. from the rear. No. 2
plank is projecting l ·8 in. beyond the plate below it in reor, and l in. on the left.
Nu , 5 strut. Left plank slightly bulged and separated from No. 1 plank
1·8 in., from plate l ·5 in. at bottom, and l in. at top, from 2 and 3 planks
slightly. Right plank bulged about l ·5 in. in centre, and not touching shield,
except above tie bolt. Wood packing splintered below centre clip. Top clip
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washer bent back about 1 in. on the right. Iron washer of No. 30 bolt broken,
a.nd wooden wnsher smashed ; arch angle piece bent back about I in. and cracked
from bottom to rivet hole; 2 rivets gone. ].Iiddle clip washer bent back about
1 in. on left and 2 in. on right. No. 49 bolt loose, and wooden washer gone.
Lower clip washer bent back about 1 in. on each side, and No. 67 bolt driven
back about 3 in. For space between Nos. 5 and 4 struts, vide reports on
rounds Nos. 1501, 1503, 1505, and 1521. The gape of the crack in No. 4 plank,
caused by No. 1521, is 1 in., and the plank is bulged 1 in. between uprights.
No. 4 strut. Left plank slightly bulged and indented by No. 1505. Right
plank slightly bulged. Wood packing splintered below top clip washer. All
the clip washers are bent back at their sides. \Vooden wedge piece above the
top clip washer smashed, No. 48 bolt gone. For space between N os. 3 and 4
struts, vid, rounds Noa. 1502, 1512, 1515, 1524 and 1526. Daylight is now
visible through No. 1512.
No. 3 strut. Left plank bulged about l ·5 in. Left centre plank slightly
bulged. Right plank bulged about 1 in. Top clip washer much bent back on
both sides, and wooden wedge above it smashed. Centre clip also much bent.
Bottom clip slightly bent. The wooden washers of all the bolts crushed, but
the bolts themselves are all right.
Space between 3 and 2 struts, vide, rounds, 1506, 1507, 1508, and 1523.
Daylight now shows through 1523 and 1506.
No. 2 stt·ut. The left plank is about 7 in. out of straight, and is much
bulged and indented by Noa. 1506 and 1507. It i, cracked horizontally at
2·2 in. from floor right across and half through. The wood packing is destroyed.
The right plank is bulged about the same as left. No. 26 bolt is touching the
pier, No. 46 bolt is 1 in. from pier, which has been indented by it to the depth
of about 1 in. The centre clip washer has disappeared and the other clips are
much bent. No, 63 bolt is touching the wooden slip between granite floor and
iron foot plate. The wooden washers of all the bolts are destroyed.
Between No,. 1 and 2 struts. The front layer of plates is exposed for a distance of about 5 ft. vertical and, 2 ft. horizontal. The space between Nos. 1 and
2 struts is almost choked up with the debris of the two rear layers of planks,
broken away by rounds Nos. 1513 and 1514, rendering it impossible to take any
accurate observations of the state of the shield beyond No. 2 strut.
ltlo. 1 strut. Left plank much bulged in centre. Nos. 38 and 45 llolts
nearly touching pier. The centre cJip washer is loose, and about 4 inches from
strut. The top clip is loose nud about 4 inches from strut, and is much bent
back on left. The layer of hides, has, where exposed to blows, become disintegrated, and, in many cases, fallen to pieces, leaving a vacant space.
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Report of Praotice on the 7th and 8th J uly, 1868.
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PROJEO'l'lLE,

Gun.
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if
-1562 10-mch
rlfled M L
of 18 tons.

I

I

Charge
nna
P!)wder.

-

Nature,

/n;
en;..

Dlo.meter.

lbs.
48
Rifle L. o.

.si!,,9

Total

Energy
ill Foot

Tone.

8882

1171

3802

27·3 Im,
898·7 lbii.
9·92 ins.

Burster

,,

399·9 ros.
Burster
9·876 lbs.

Observed Effects.

15-lYCH PORTION.

1186

head 1·6

9·6S7 lbs,

lli6:l

f~~8

~~~r.t

feet.
Pnlliaershell,

•

~~~!

Struck the 2nd curved plate
Just abOYC No. l!i2G, 9 ft, 7 in.
from l'if:ht, 1 ft. 3 lu , above the
upper edge of centre plate, and
increased the damage done by
rounds Nos. 1524 and 1626. Shell
burst in target. The t>late Is
cracked from the right of the
hole upwnrds for a length of 2 ft.
7 in. The shot Btmck on the
junction of the port plate (centre
layer) and 1st vertical plank on
tts right. Diameter of indent on
tills layer 8 inche~. The point of
the shell forced its way between
the plank and plate, and indent•
ed a plank of the inner or horizontal layer, breaking it in halves
through the indent; the point of
the shell remained in the hole,
but was afterwards knocked out,
when the total penetration was
found to be 1 ft. G in.
In rear. -- P iece of the Io,,-er
flange of the roof girder (5•5 in.
by li in.) and piece of the arch
angle iron, 12 inches long, broken
ott. The stringer plate is bulged
and has crumpled the arch plate
slightly. No. 21 bolt ls now
touching girder.
122•0
Struck on No. 1526, making a
slight scoop on top edge or centre plate, 10 inches long, 1·5 inch
deep; shell passed into target and
burst in doing so.
The 2nd
curl"ed plate bad been previously
broken away at this place by No.
lli:26, so that tbisshell struek fair
on the already damaged part of
the vertical layer (target being
only 10 inches thick at the place
of impact). 'l'he explosion blew
the bottom of tho cm.,.eJ plate
9 inches out from the front of
the target. The port plate (centre lnyer) nppeara broken from
the indent of No. 1!.i:24 down to
No. lli02, and upwards to the
left, the crack running behind
the 3rd cnned plate and n
longer portion of the r'l~ht side
broken away 12 inches wide and
20 inches long.
I O,i top.-No. 5 bolt (the middle
top one of the plate) is sheared
off li inches in. being call8ed
probably by the shifting of the
)Plato to the right (it having
mow1l l ·75 inch), the bolt being
hehl between two uprights.
In_ 1·car. - Shell penetrated,
dayhght being visible through
target, numerous fi•agruents of
shell nnd small pieces ot plate
fell 1nsid_ethc nmntlet. Apiece of
plate weighing about4 lbs. driven
I O yarJs to the rear. The crack
12!'6

I

:
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PROJECTILE,

Chnrge
Gun,

RIHt

Powller.

NntUl'O,

bO •

~-1

Obscrycd Eff'ect11,

feet.

in No. 4 plnnk (OllUBt'd by No.

Lmgth, total .b c:i
Wl'ight, nnd v..~
Diameter,

]6f,;'3

lL:W) has opened out to 3 Inches.

Contd.

The wooden beam in front of

the stringer plate ls destroyed,
nnd No. 21 bolt and the vertical
bolt near it more distorted than

ll:>G-i

Pollisherehell, 1168
48
10-inch
bcwl 1·5
rifled u. L. Rifle L. a.
2i•3 lne.
of 10 tons,
89Milbs,
Bm·!,!ter
O·G2ti lbs.

3761

120·7

before.

Struck nboYe right top corner
of port, bottom of tho hole 4
inche8 nl,ove it, 'l'his round
broke away the whole of the
three 6-ln. layers forming the
top of the port. In the front
plate, the portion carried away
C"-"tCnded from No. 1684 on the
right to No. 1502 on the left,
the line or frncture on the left
being determined by the old
fissures caused by No. 1502. In
the centre layer the lines of
fracture were from No. 15'.?4
dO\nl to No. 15U2 on the left,
and from No. Ia24 through No.

!I•

16ti3 down to No. lli64 on right,
all Lut the lust being old. It
will Le observed that rounds
Noa, 1524, 1520, 1562, 1563, and
lJ64 all struck in an area repre.
sented by a triangle, of which
tbe sides am 2 feet and tbe bruic
2 ft. i in., measuring from centre
to cclltre of holes. '!'he breaking
away of this large mass of tbe
two front thicknesses uncovert'd
the 5th inner horizontal plank.
which wns found to have been
hroken thr ougb by both :Kos.
1524 and 11:>03,

In rear.~Shell passed through
shield anu burst inside, filling
the cascmate with smoke, and
!letting mantlet slightly on fire.
~ large jnggcd hole, about 3 feet
aqunre, was for med by the break.
·ng away ot the whole of the
armour plates aboYo the port.
and a large piece of hide wa.s
!hanging down in the gap. A
large fragment of the shield,
!consisting of threo thickneim.•a of
>late held together by No. 28
lxllt fell inside the manth:t.
Size of frngment :-Outer plate
2i in. by :!2 in. ancl :!8 in. Ly 'l:2 in. ;
centre plate lt:l in. Ly 42 in; inner J)lil.te Hi in. by 48 in.
A piece of the bnse of shell
was fotm<l lying on sill of port,
also a piece of plnte. No. 3 bori•
zontal plnn.k (which hnd been
previow.ly Lroken u way between
Nos. I and 2 struts) shil't<:d 12
inches to the right, Ltltwcen Nos.
2 and 3 str uts.
'l'bo rope mantlet was much
cut by splinters, nud one of the
ba ulks supporting it cut in twC'.
'l.'he tloor of caioemute, both In
front and rear of mantlct, w::is
, r
covere<l with frnunwnt
~!lllll' Ul

\;jijd,

_ __1___:_____:______________.c'~""~'i_d_e,_nl_,k_•di.,~•
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Gun.

I

C1u1.l'ge
nml
Powder.

PROJ ECTILE,

to>,

Nutllr0,

.E.<:::
.:.: g

Observed Effect~.

~~~fii~f,t~~~ ~ ~
Dl amotor.

SALVO,

fcot.

lbs.

All struck t h e r ight aide be-

11.57-i

S. B,

1iii7

R. L . 0,

Solid shot,
453 ·2 lbs.

43 lbs.

P alLiaer shot,

R . L , O.

head 1·25
261 lbs.

83¼ lbs.

15-incb

Rodmnn.
l .'i76

9-ln ch
riflcdH,L.

12-lnch \
ri fled 1,1, L.
I

7G1h3,

Pellet.

Goo'ibs.

1
!

6000

128

2900

10!

5680

1[,2

t ween port and end of target.
making a clean breach through
target .
On the lower plate, 3 ft . 8 in.
from bottom, 4 ft. 3 in. from
righ t .

On t h e middle plat e , 5 ft. 2 in.

trom bottom, 4 ft. 3 in. fro m
r igh t .

On the same plate, 7 ft. 5 in.
from bottom , 2 ft. 6 in. from

r ight.

Looking at the target from the front, the effect of the salvo was to break off
an in·egular piece of the right end of the middle plate, measuring about
4 ft. 1½ in. x 4 ft. 8 in., which fell in front divided into two by No. 1577, the line
of fracture 1·unning through No. 1513. On top 1·ow of curved plates, the
triangular piece in No. 1 between Nos. 1520 and 1522, and separated from the
rest of the plate by fissures, was shaken out and also fell in front. In the lower
front plate, the top edge from No. 45 to 46 bolt, and down to bottom of the
indents Nos. 1575 and 1511, measuring about 4 ft. X 1 ft. 9 in. and 1 ft. 2 in.
was now broken away and driven in, and that portion previously separated
by No. 1511 turned nearly half round behind the rest of the plate by the
combined force ofNos . 1575 and 1576. In the vertical layer, No. 4 plank was
broken through at No. 46 bolt, and an irregular piece carried away from its
right side 1 ft. 6in. long by 12 in. deep (this plank had been previously injured
by No. 1506). No. 3 vertical plank (previously injured by Nos. 1513 and 1514)
was broken away from about 4 ft. up to 9 ft. from bottom, the 4 ft. length being
bulged back 7 in. No. 2 plank was broken in half at junction of lower and
middle front plates, the bottom of the upper portion projecting 5 in, to front.
The plank was also broken through at No. 25 bolt, at the upper edge of No. 1577,
and a large scoop taken out of its left side 15 in. X 11 in. In the third or hori•
zo ntal layer, the 5th plate was broken away on its upper edge over a space of
about 1 ft. by 3 ft. No. 2 horizontal plank was broken off for a length of 4 ft.,
2 ft 3 in. from right, and bulged back considerably on each side of the fracture.
No. 3 horizontal plank was broken away between Nos. 1 and 2 struts No. 4 ~
hori zontal plank had a piece broken out of it between the struts (and only
han ging by No. 18 bolt) 13 in. long by the depth of the plank. No. 5 horizont al plank had a similar piece 1 ft. 6 in. long broken out of it in line with
No. I strut, the piece broken off resting on No. 18 bolt and the stringer
})late. The horizontal stringer ptate was fractured and driven back against the
box girder by the piece of No. 5 plank.
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The screw boltsNos. 25, 31, and 35 were broken at the screw thread, and No.
68 bolt drawn in l ·5 in.
The concussion jarred out the head of No. 1525 shell. Indent found to be
1·5 in.
It1 rear.-The pier seemed to have moved slightly at the top. It was indented
to a depth of 9 in., and the concrete (with pieces of chilled shot embedded)
exposed over an area of about 28 in. by 30 in. The damage had chiefly been
caused by the 12-in. shot. The top flange (angle iron) of side of pier next shield
was cracked for a length of 8 in. and 0·3 in. wide, and was slightly driven up. The
skin plate along the left edge had opened slightly at joint, and was broken through
9 in. below box girder. 'l'he casing in front of the box girder was driven in
against it; area of bulge 12 in. by 10 in.
No. 2 strttt. The left plank was broken through at former crack (27 in. from
ground) and the upper portion projected 1·5 inch over the lower on left and l in.
in rear. The whole of the centre part of the strut had shifted to the left.
1 he distances of the left plank from the pier before and after the salvo,
wereHeight above Floor.

Before.

After.

6 inches.
39
U
76

16 inches.
9·5 ,,
7
7

17 inches.
10
&5 ,,
8

88

"

7·5

,,

9·5

,,

The right plank was broken through at about 7 ft. from ground, the lower
portion projecting 2·5 in. beyond upper. There was an interYal of about 2 in.
(in rear) between the two portions of plank, in which a large portion of shot
was jammed, partly supported by the pier which it had deeply indented. This
fragment of shot had also scooped out the lower portion of plank 2 in. by 4 iu.
Neither Nos. 1 nor 3 struts were much affected by the salvo; the heads of the
bolts in No. 1 were nearly touching the pier before, and any further bulge in
the strut was thereby prevented. The maximum bulge in its left plank was
now 6 in., just above centre clip washer. A large number of fragments of shot
and small pieces of plate were found inside the mantlet, chiefly on the left of
port. A piece of plate 15 in. by 12 in. was shaken out from above port and fell
just inside.
Nothing passed through mantlet (which was about 7 ft. from rear face of
shield),
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Report of vertical fire from 13-inch land service l\lorta.rs, at 900 y:nds, oo the
2ml of July, 1868.

Ji

I

~

IIElovntlon.

Charge.

Penetration
In onrth.

lbs. 0Z9, drmB. deg. min.

ft,
135059302

3

2

b8

45

4

3

•

3

8

I"

15

3

ill8,

Points stmck by the shell.

44 yds. oYcr cnsematc, 14 ft. west.

O

33 yds. shOrt, 45 ft. west.

3

25 yds. short, I ft. G in. oai;t.

3

3

Struck on the root, G ft. from proper

'

20 yds. OYcr, G3 ft. west.

I

' "
"

27

I

45

2

58

47

3

'

3

9

60

21

3 yds. short, 18 ft. east. Hit the brick- I
work in rear of cramp wall 4 ft . from
eastern pier, breaking a11·ay the edgcl
3 ft. by 1 ft. G in. ; shell reboundcll
31 yds.

68

45

Hit face of the adjacent ca!'.ematc 9 ft. up(
and 1 ft. east of centre line on 21 bolt;
shell broke up.

8

10

ins.

3

I
I

I

I

right, and 7 ft. from fmnt. Crater -1 ft.
by 4 ft., 24 ft. cast of line.

3

I

ft..

Hit iron fnce of tile adjacent Ca8Cmate
Hi ft. wcHt 3 ft. from prnper ll'ft, -l ft.
8 in. from bottom ; shell br..>kc up;
mado no indent,

1

G

I

shell.

0

I

'l'otal
11cnetratlon
to bottom of.

G
G

19 yde, short, 20 yds. east.

2

18 yds. short, 27 ft. cast.

I
2

43 yds, over, 73 ft. cast.

4

3

41 ft. short, on line,

I

•

G

44 ft, short, 44 ft. east.

I

4

6

2.1 ft, short, 14 ft, east.

0

23 yds. over, 4. ft. east.

11

13

69

"

15

14

59

0

"

30

3

45

I

12

15

3

JG

3

•

10

'

59

0

2

4

I '

Struck on the roof 14 ft. from right, 10 ft.
!rom front.
I

2

7

I

I

I

Two live ahells, with a bursting charge of 10'5 lbs. of powder, were used as follows:No. 5 shell wns dug out and a liYe shell inserted in Its place, 11 foct Ginches from right, 10 feet
from front, and fired by magnetic tube. Crater 13 feet Ginches cast and west, 14 feet 6 inches
south-west. Depth 3 feet. Edge of crater 6 feet from front and 6 feet from right. The s11lintcr~
did not range any distance. The earth thrown up fell back again chiefly into the crater and on
the roof. The burst had no etrect on the interior of the cMemate.
No. 16 shell was clug out and a live shell inserted in its place, and fired by magnetic tube.
Crater 0 feet em>t to west by 10 feet 6 inches north to i;.outh down to concrete, laying it bnre for an
area ot 3 feet ti inches. Depth of crater 2 feet 6 incbe!l. Several pieces of shell in hole; centre of
crater 13 feet 0 inchc;; to right, 11 feet to front. Pieces of shell had a spread of not more than 300
yards. Insii.J.e cnsemate no effect whateyer.
Rounds 1 to .'J.-The roof covered with earth and filled sand bag;;, 5 feet deep over concrete •
., li to 16.-2 feet Ginches of earth nnd enncl .bags remoYed.
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STRUCTURE REl'B.ESRKTING PLYMOUTH BREAKWATER FORT.

R,~port of vertical fire frou1 13-inch land service mortar3t at 900 yards, between the
7th of Jnly and the 2nd of September, 1868.
Shells

Rounds.I

flllc<l
with

Elevation.

Chnrgc.

REMARKS.

11aud.

1Weight.

,.

lbs,
207

lbs, oz~. ilrs.
9
a 3

to

3

•

207

20

207

22

18

'.!0

201

207

207

207

3

H

•

2

3

3

3

20

30

,o

207

207

20

207

11=!

207

:tv
3

to

J.I

Cl

13

" to
•• to

30

10

60

18

0

co

9

1

•

1

1

0

4

0

3

8

3

4

0

3

2

11

3

3

10

3

•to

2

3

3

0

to

60

I

Shell broke up.

Granite slightly

splintered.

60

1 round (195) grazed right edge of strttc•
ture, slightly damaging iron on that
side.

60

1 round (228) struck granite foundation,

1 round (2G7) struck roof, shell penctrntcu 8 incbee, and rebounded.
1 round ('176) etruck cnsemate and sand
bags.

lG

2

3

a

2

0

60

5

G

0

"

I

--

l round (159) struck gl'antte foundation.

co

1

to

36

GO

8

3

80

60

3

to

30

60

3

to

udJacent cnsemate.

10

G

to

to

to

Note.-Rounds Nos. 6, 7, 45, 75, 97, 133,
169, 187, 242, 256 struck the top of the

30

2

3

3

207

18
30

8

to

8

3

207

to
60

3

3

3

3
H

.,

deg. min.

"
"
" to .,
"

'
3

08

"

H

I
'"
A. live shell "·as explodf'd afterw:uds m the spot struck by No. 267, and had no
effect whatever on the interior of the casemnte.
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IV.-CASEMATE WITH IRON FRONT OF CELLULAR CONSTRUCTION .-Pl.

VI.

This work differed in one or two essential features from that last dealt with.
In the first place, it did not represent any particular Fort of our defences, but
was designed with the view of deciding certain disputed questions as to the best
disposal of armour in a plated wall.
It also had these distinctive features, that the main structural parts of the
casemate itself formed generally the backing to the front wall, and that it
was a masonry casemate of nearly the ordinary form and dimensions1 with an
iron instead of a atone facing, rather than a portion of an iron fort.
The drawing, Plate VI, shows all the detail of the construction.
The iron work occupied a frontage of 28 ft., and was 12 ft. in height. The
face of the work was vertical. It stood upon the granite that formed the lower
courses of the experimental casemates tried in 1865.
The intervals between the guns of a work after this design would be 24 ft.;
12 ft. of this being occupied by the pier.
It contained a port suitable for guns mounted on ordinary casemate carriages.
The dimensions of the port admitted of a 9-in. 12-ton gun being elevated 9°
and depressed 5°, or of a 10-in. 18-ton gun being elevated 6° and depressed 5°;
while the former gun could be traversed 67° laterally, and the latter 66°.
The structure will be best described by commencing with the interior of the
work, and proceeding outwards to the front wall.
The main pier, measuring 12 ft. across, 8 ft. in depth, and 7 ft. 9 in. in
height, with the rear angles cut off diagonally to give room for the lateral
training of the gun, was composed of brickwork in Portland cement to a height
of 3 ft. 9 in. above the floor level, and of Portland cement concrete above that i
all being enclosed on the sides and rear in a casing of !-in. iron plate.
The other pier, which, to suit the site and adjacent work, was of irregular
form and half size, was similarly constituted as to masonry filling, but the
casing was of ½-in. boiler plate.
FL·om the main pier to the old brick pier in rear, which formed part of the
original experimental casemates, a very strong box girder of special form and
construction was thrown at a slight incline upwards to the rear, and from this
sprang the 18-in. brick arch, with a span of 20 ft., which, with the concrete
filling to an average depth of 3 ft. over the crown, formed the roof of the
casemate. The other springing of this main arch would, in an actual work, be
from a similar girder, but in this particular case it sprang from a brick wall
forming the other side of the casemate.
The front of the main arch was gradually reduced to a span of 12 ft., the
crown loweriag from 11 ft. to 9 ft. above the floor. It was lined with a strong
hood, formed of ¾-in. plate, springing from the top of the sides of the piers, and
the hood was stiffened with T and L irons on its upper side.
In rear of the left-hand pier a powder lift was formed through the arching
and roof, to represent nearly the arrangement that would exist in an actual
work.
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The c_ellular structu_re forming the ba~king of the front wall in the space
12 ft. wide and 9 ft. high between the piers, and in the centre of which the
?ort wa~ made, was compo~ed of vertical built-up ribs and i,-t irons, occupymg a tluckness of about 14 m., attached to a 2-in. plate (more fully described
hereafter) on the front side, and a '¾-in. skin plate on the rear side; this cellular
space, 14 in. through, was filled with Portland cement concrete.
At a distance of about 5 in. in rear of the above ¾-in. skin, another skin i-in.
thick was secured to the rear flanges of the vertical ribs of the cellular structure, for the pw-pose of covering the nuts of all armour bolts and generally
catching splinters.
In the heart of the cellular structure over the port, at 7 ft. 6 in. above the
ftoor, there was inserted a horizontal beam of solid ,vrought iron, 6} in. by 6! in.
in section and 15 ft. long. In the floor, immediately under the cellular struc•
ture, there was another wrought-iron beam, 12 in. by 3 in. in section and 8 ft.
long.
To these beams were secured, by means of turned ends or feet, two massive
uprights of wrought-iron, in section 13 in. by 9 in., and 9 ft. high, standing
2 ft. 6 in. apart, and forming , for a part of their height, the two sides of the
port. Into and between these, again, were framed two horizontal pieces, 6 in.
by 7 in. in section, and 2 ft. 8 in. long, to form the sill and lintel of the port.
Pt·oceeding now to the composition of the compound armour over the entire
front, it may be thus described:Over the whole front, next to the brickwork and concrete filling of the piers
and the cellular structure about the port, and broken only by the port stiffeners
lately described, there was a 2-in. skin, composed of lal'ge plates running horizontally, and making up the height of the front in four widths. Qyer a portion
of its upper part, as shown in the drawing.3, this skin received further support
from behind by means of wrought-iron brackets or struts; and immediately
behind its top edge it was further supported by a plate, 16 in. by 2 in., laying
flat on the tops of the struts with its edge against the skin.
Commencing at the proper right end of tb.e front, there was an 8-in. plate
standing vertically, 12 ft . 3 in. high and 4 ft. 3 in. wide, secured in front of aud
immediately in contact with the 2-in. skin, by means of 10 long 3.¼•in. armour
bolts passing through tubes in the pier to the rear side, where they were nutted.
The object or the tubes just mentioned was to admit of the front armour being
applied at any time subsequent to the erection of the pier, if necessary. It may
be mentioned, by the way, that those bolts that came opposite to the back of
the pier were catTied quite through the casing, the nuts nn<l washers being
enclosed by an extra l-in. plate in r,H\l'. Those that came opposite I he diagonal
sides stopped short inside the casing, and there were hand holes formed to get
at the nuts. This solid 8-in. plate may be considered as the standard, in regard
to weight, for the armour and cellular backing of the rest of the front, as in all
cases the front plate and its immediate iron backing were made together equal
to 320 lbs. per foot superficial, which was the weight of the 8-in. solid armour.
Next to the solid 8-in. plate there was a 4!-in. ,•ertical plate, 12 ft. 3 in. high
and 4 ft. 3 in wide, backed by channel irons strongly riveted to the 2-in. skin
on the solid pier, ancl so dispo::;ed as to give an equivalent in weight to a. solid
3!-iu. p!ate. Thus the •H -in, armour, with its backing, made up the weight of
0

[I
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metnl in the 8-in. solid plate, In this part there were 10 2¼•in. armour bolts
.
.
nrrnngcd much as before.
Next to this came three 6-in. armour plates, all 10 ft. 4 m. long and 4 ft. 1 m.
wide, placed horizontally, backed by heavy bridge rails, called sometimes
u hollow stringers," placed ,•crtically. These rails equalled in weight a. solid
2-in. plate, and, therefore, with the 6-in. armour, were equivalent to 1he beforementioned standard 8-in. solid plate. O,•er a portion of these plates the 2-in.
skin was backed either by the pier or the concrete filling of the roof. Over the
remainder it was backed by the cellular structure filled with concrete as before
described. These ])1ntes also at one end were backed by the solid port
stiffeners. They were held by 2¾-in. armom· bolts.
To the left of the port there wns a 4-in. vertical plate, 12 ft. 3 in. by 3 ft. 4 in.,
backed by chnnnel-irons of the same description ns before, only placed closer
together, so as to £>qua1 in weight a solid 4-in. lJ]ate i they, therefore, with the
front armour, equalled the standard as before. One edge of this plate was on
the port stiffener. The armour bolts were 2¾ in. in diameter. The lower part
of the plate was on the cellular structure; the upper part on the concrete
filling.
On the left of all there was a 4-in-plate standing- vertically, measuring 12 ft.
3 in. by 5 ft. 2 in., and held by 2f-in. bolts. About 2 ft. of the right-hand side
of this plate w·as backed by channel-irons, arranged exactly as in the last ease,
and vart of this 2 ft. was on the cellular structure, part on the pier; for the
remainder of the plate there was nothiug but Portland cement concrete between
it and the 2-in. skin, which was backed by the pier. This part was scarcely
intended to compare with the remainder of the front, but it was useful as it
turned out.
As regards the armour bolts, there were about 87 in all, of which about 46
were reduced for a part of the shank to the lesser diameter of the screwed
part, on i\Iajor Palliser's plan. The remainder were not so reduced, and were
of the ordinary make. The heads of all were made by upsetting.
All the ordinary bolts that passed through the cellular structure were fitted
with hexagonal cups and elastic washers under the nuts; the rest had simple
plate washers.
The cellular spaces between the irons at the back of the armour plates, over
the entire front, were filled with Trinidad pitch.
In ordt:r to distinguish between all the varieties of construction adopted in
the front of this work, its surface was, for the purposes of the experiment,
subdivided into vertical sections, marked A, B, C 1 , C', D, and E respectively,
which lettering will be found on Plate VI.
They were as follows:Backed by the Piers.
A. 8 inches of iron as a solid plate.
B. 4½ inches as plate on channel irons, equivalent to 3t inches of solid iron.
C1 • 6 inches as plate on bridge railsi equi ,·alent to 2 inches of solid iron.

Backerl by the Cellular Wall.
C • 6 inches as plate on bridge rails, equivalent to 2 inches solid.
D. 4 inches as plate on channel irons, equivalent to 4 inches solid.
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Backed partly by C,llular Wall and partly by Pier.
E. 4j inches as plate on channel irons, equivalent to 4 inches solid.
The left-hand part of E section, for a width of 2 ft. 9 ins., was backed by
Portland cement concrete only in the 7-in. space between it and the 2•in. skin.
The glllls selected for the trial were as follows :Nntm·e.

7.in. rifled, muzzle-loading
9-in. rifled, muzzle-loading
10-in. rifled, muzzle-loading

weight.

Charge.

Tons.

lbs,

Mean
Weight.of
Projectile.
lbs,

7
12
18

22 R.L.G.
115
43 R.L.G.
250
60 R.L.G.
400
48 R.L.G.
400
"
IJ
"
Occasion was also taken
to fire one round
from the 12-in. gun, and two rounds
from the 15-in. Rodman gun, with full charges, as given before, in the trial of
the structm·e representing Plymouth Breakwater Fol't.
The guns were all placed at 200 yards. Full battering charges were generally
used.
The Committee was composed of the same members as in the case of the
trial of Plymo~th Breakwater structure.
According to the programme, it was decided to commence the experiment
with a round from each nature of rifled gun at each section of the front; then
to follow with a series of solid shot from the same guns ; afterwards to repeat
such rounds as had not given definite results; and lastly, to fire such additional
rounds as in the course of the trials should appear desirable.
'l'he rounds fired were as follows:Gun.

Shot.

7-inch

Shell.

5

7
7
7

9 "
10 ,,
12 H
15 ,,

7
6

1
2

21
21
Total ............. ............. 42
Table VIII shows the entire practice during the experiment.
Table IX gives an abridgement of the practice.
Table X gives at one view the penetration of the ·various projectiles in
different parts of the froct.
It is almost unnecessary to add anything to the information contained in these
Tables and the Plate, but, adopting in a great measure the Report of the
Commtttee, the following observations may be useful:Exterior of tlie Front after Practice.
At the conclusion of the practice, the appearance of the front of the work
was not much altered, except at the shot holes and their immediate vicinity.
•1 he armour plates were of yery good quality, and bad suffered but slightly from
cracks, distortion, or bulging, and the bolts of all kinds stood well. Only 10 of
the latter were broken out of a total of 87,
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111/erio,· of the Work after Practice.

lo the interior of the work the piers were considerably shaken, chiefly from
the explosions of the 10-in. shells inside them. They were bulged, and the
rivets of their joint coverings sheared off on the sides next the port. The joiots
of the left pier had also opened out, and the concrete it contained was driven,
.
through the opening, into the casemate in a pulverised state.
The cellular wall containing concrete between tbe piers was destroyed m rear
of the parts struck by rounds 1539, 1545, 15-16, 1558, and 1061; and the back•
ing, with fragments of the projectiles, was driven destructively to the rear.
The inside skin or mantlet of ~th•inch iron being found very objectionable,
from the numerous rivets driven from it by each round, the greater part of it
was removed before the completion of the prnctice.
The power of the Rodman gun was so insignificant, merely producing indentations 4·3 and 7·7 inches deep and about 17 inches in diameter on the face of
the work, without exerting any noticeable racking effect, that only two rounds
were fired from this gun.
F1·om the Tables it will be found that the penetrations of the projectiles of
all natures were less on the A section than on any other part of the front; and
this superiority of resistance on the part of the work faced with the solid
armour was more marked in the case of the 10-in. shells than in the cases of
the smaller projectiles.
Comparison between the Two Systems of Stringers.

Sections C1 and C11 appeared to have a slight advantage over the B and D
sections in resistance to projectiles from the 7-in. and 9-in. guns; that is, to
resist these guns, the arrangement of 6-in. armour on 2 inches as stringers was
better than 4! inches as armour on 3§ inches as stringers. But in the case of
the pier supporting these two systems, the B arrangement was superior to the
others in resisting the penetration of the 10-in. shot and shell.
Resistance of the Wall betu·een tlie Piers.

In the case of the wall, the differences of penetration of the 7-in. and 9-in. projectiles was not great, and both systems may be considered as affording sufficient
protection against these two natnresof projectiles; for though one 9-in.shot (round
1559), striking the D section where the backing was injured by a previous
round (1546), passed through the wall, yet two other 9-in. shot (rounds 1555-6),
striking on the wall at C2 section, close to the junction of the wall and pier,
and two 9-in. shells (rounds 1540-1550), striking fairly on the wall (at D and
C" respectively), failed to perforate it.
The 10-in. shot and shell, however, passed readily through the wall at both
sections.
Relati1Je Resistance of Wall and Pier to 7 and 9 inch Projectiles.

On a comparison of the relative resistances given by the wall and piers to the
penetration of 7-in. and 9-in. projectiles, it will be found that, generally speaking, they penetrated deeper in the structure supported by the piers than in the
wall,
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Relative Value of Brick in Cetne,it, and Concrete in Cement a• filling
for the Piers.
The lower portions of the iron-cased piers of the work were composed of
brick in cement, the remainder of concrete in cement. The resistances of these
portions to penetration were very nearly alike. Thus, on E and B sections
(nearly similar):Penetration.
No. of Round
nnJ

Projectile.

1537 9-in. shell . •
1541

Do.

Brick
Backing.

Concrete
Backing.

Ins,
21 ·3

Ins.
22·3

Port Stiffeners.
Two row1ds (10-inch shot battering charge and 12-inch shot battering charge)
were fired at the port stiffeners. One only struck, and glanced off without
taking full effect on the position intended; so that the resistance of these
stiffeners cannot yet be stated.
Effect• on the Arch of the Casemate.
The brick arch of the roof of the casemate was slightly shaken at the conclusion of the practice, but was otherwise uninjured. Little direct fire had, however, been sustained by the portion of the front against which t.he arch abutted.
Effects of Vertical Fire on the Roof of the Casemate.
'l'he roof of-the casemate was covered with earth to a depth of 4 feet over and
above the concrete-filling over the crown of the brick arch, and was subjected
to the test of vertical fire from a 13-inch mortar at 900 yards range, fired at
60° and 70° elevation.
The roof was struck nine times.
The shells, which were fired, weighted up with sand and plugged, owing to
the danger attending the use of live shell, penetrated in every instance to the
concrete, which in some cases appears to have been slightly indented. The
earth was, however1 loose, and partially filled in the crater formed by the shells,
as soon as made.
Comparison of the Part without Strin!fe1·s witli that Portion having Stringer,.
The proper left of the front, for a width of 2 feet 9 inches, had no stringers
between the 4§:-inch armour and the 2-inch skin, the interval between these il·on
surfaces being filled with concrete only. Two 10-inch shells were fired at this
portion, One penetrated 58 inches and bulged, but did not open, the casing of the
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pier in rear. The second penetrated about 72 i!)ches, and split open the ·¼-inch
iron casing of the pier, and drove out the concrete.
About the same clepth of penetration was attained by a similar shell in the
C 1 section of the east pier, where there were stringers between the 6-inch
armour nnd the 2-inch skin; the pier itself, which had a ¾-inch iron casing,
was bulged, but not opened enough to let out the concrete. In this case
it would appear that the stringers did not add much to the resistance to
penetration.
General Conclusions.
The fo1lowing conclusions were drawn by the Committee, from the result of
the practice against the cnsemate :That 8-inch solid plates on a 2-inch skin and concrete backing, offered better
resistance to projectiles of all calibres than the same quantity of iron arranged
partly as plates and partly as stringers in rear of the plates, supported by a
similar backing.
That of the two systems of stringers experimented upon, neither form exhibited any decided relative advantage.
That Portland cement concrete, when used in large masses, as in the case of
piers, should be subdivided iuto compartments, so as to localise and limit the
destructive effects caused by the explosion of shells. As a material for backing,
concrete may be considered sufficiently yielding to afford relief to the bolts, and
to protect the armour plates from the distortion and buckling usually observable
in rigid structures.
'!'hat, although the cellular construction adopted in this casemate did not
sufficiently develop the advantages that may be derived from the employment
of concrete as a backing, the Committee were not satisfied that such a combination will be found at all preferable to one of iron with wood backing for the
thin walls between the piers of such casemates.
'l'hat a fixed iron screen or mantlet is a source of danger, anQi, should not be
employed.
That the system of building in tubes in the concrete backing for the reception
of bolts is apparently satisfactory.

Results of the Experiment.
Speaking generally, it may be said that this experiment decided three main
questions :lst.-That the compound construction of plate and stringer offers no advantage, as regards penetration, oyer the solid plate-upon-plate system.
2nd.-That a given quantity of iron in a cellular wall, does not afford greater
resistance to pointed shot than the same quantity of material disposed in heavier
masses; also that the cellular construction has no adtantage as regards cost to
compensate for the inconvenience of its greater bulk.
3rd.-That if the piers forming part of the main structure of the cascmnte be
employed also as backing to the front armour, they must be made thorougbJy
sccm·e against the action of shells.
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Report of Practice on the 23rd and 24th June, ::tnd 7th and 8th July, 1868.
Charge
and

Powder.

I

PROJECTILE,

Nature

Length, tl>tal
WL•lght, and

~i,'..

I

·~f~ ~

~ :g : in~\?;Y ~i ~ ~
i:; ~ in FoOt g~ .t: <;
r.r..~

Dimoeter.

1

Tom¼. :~ ....
~

ObscrycJ Effect!:'.

S~

c §

- - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - •!-- - - - - - - - - - - - - • l - 11,;;,
1S30

i-lnrh
rifh:,lM. L.
gun of

7 ton11.
13 6 ti8

"

R, L. G.

Pallifier &lH.'11
hn1tl 1 •r, D,

fret.
1-Ua

1598

73 5

16S2

ri~~:.•

H cadnf shell rebounded

aiJOut 14 ft. A.ug-lu of pcnctration 88 deg.

2•37 lb~.

l l!'i·li lbs.
Burl:iter
2-25 lbe.

Struck on the 8-in. plate (A)
1 ft. 10 in, from proper right,

17·:!i; in,

Bur~tcr

1581

I

1 ft. 4 in. from bottom. Indent
s-4:; in. Diamekr 7·2r. iu. by

lthl illfi.
l lf,•4 llJ~.
t,·92 lns.

1410

1589

1382

1527

\ {t~-~~t~-;;~~l(J 4½-in, plate (B)
1 ft. 3 in. from right of plate, 'J ft.
G in. from right of targC't, 2 ft.
from bottom. Head of !lbell remail1cU in hole. It appeared that
the shell penetrated about -t·J iu.
'i;traightand tht'U turncJ. to right.
Total J)('nctration to point 1 ft.
I·O iu.
In rear .-Nil.
Struck ou the junction of the
70·2!
7)-1

~ /)i11~~Js, ~1.

1

}}.~~1 {~:e~~t~~~
of the target, and 8 ft. 6 in. frnm
pr oper right; head of shell r ...mained in hole. Total penetration 8·75 In. on B (the head of
the shell was knocked out by No.
1637). This shell had a low

,~ifJ s1';;t€i~~~ un:i~~~!)}/ft~
In rcar.-Nil.
tbe lower 6-inch plate
i(C~Struck
2) ft. from bottom, 13ft. 9 in.
1

1533

1534

l/i3li

1396

1M3

71 •4

114·9 lbs.
Burster,
2·37 lbs.

1Hi·4 Its.

from right of target, 5 ft. 4 in.
froru right of plate; bead of shell
remained in hole. Total penetration 10•2.; in., point of shell
slightly turned to right.
In ,·ear.-6 tap screws broken
off mantlet skin-plate next tbo
pier, the screw headl3 seem not
to have reached tlle wooden targets which were placed about 10

1

1398•

1564

71 ·9

ft.J;:.1!:~1ihe

4-iu. plate (D) 2 ft.

!1~~~~1~o~J t~eftl~5ti~~~~~ht:
tom. Ilead of the shell remained
in hole and slightly turned to
the left. Diameter 7 iu. by 7·2 in.
Total penetration 1 ft. l ·25 in ,
with a. depression of the plate all
round the holo for a dietance of
about 8 inches. Maxi.mum depth
of depression 0·2;> inch.
In rear.-The mantlet, skin
pln.tc bulged about 0·,5 in ; 7 tap
screws broken near point of impact.

~~s~~~.•

1402

15i3

Bur'Stcr ,
2·37 lbs.

* CRlc\lTated.

72·3

t!~~~.p~~t

2~~
r, ~~l~l~~. i~~
from right of plate, 2 ft. 5 in.
from bottom; bead of shell re-
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t~1 ;~
s:il~ !~-~

:a

~I 1!

PROJEC'l'ILE.

Chnrge
nnd

Powdor.

Nature,
Length, totnl
Wclgbt, and
Dimneter.

5 s=~ §_
I Totnl i·;:
e::
Energy
i;rn~t f!i!
~05

mnlncd In bole. Diameter 7 in.
by 7·2[, in. Total penetration 1 ~2 in No. 71 bolt started forward
O·G in., but apparently unbroken.

22
R. L. O,

contd

ObserYcd Effects.

i--.~

1_ _

tcet

lbs.
1685

g>t,
;§·g
~~

Jn rcar.-Onc tap screw from

16G9

7-inch
rifledll.L.
gun ot
7

8

tons.
7

GS

Palllser shell, 1398•
head t·S D,

1664

71 ·9

16 4 Inches
1Hi'4 lbs.

I'·"';

6·92 inches,

Burster,
2 44 lbs.

'''"

24 ;;· GS

Palllser shot,
head 1'26 D,
14 7 ina.
110 lbs.
6·92 ins.

l:i51

left crlgo of mantlct skin-plate
broken. No other damage.
Struck on G-inch plate (C I)
G ft. 7 in. from bottom, 2 tt. ,:; in.
from right oJ plate, lower edge

1395

1552

71·4.

14.17

1601

73·6

of hole on upper edge of No.
ow;ng to the plnto being
weakened by Nos. 15,U and lli65,
the shell took a dowuwurd direction. Depth 17 ln. t-0 insido of
head ; point of shell must hM·e
broken off,asarodcould bcpa.ssed
through into the concrete,
In ret'lr.-Nll.
Struck the 8-inch plate (A) 2 ft.
6 in, from bottom, a rt. 7·5 in.
from right edge, 7'5 in. from left.
Penetrated 8·7 in. Diameter of
hole 8 in. by 7·5 in. Bead of
shot remained in hole. No. 60
bolt started fonmrd o·a in.
In rear.-Nil.
Struck tbo centre G-inch plato
(C2) 6 ft. 10 in. from bottom of
target, 4. ft. 6 in. from right of
plate. Indf'ntJ2·6 in. Diameter
of bole 7'25 in. by 7·25 in. Head
1,hot remained in plate.
In real'. - Vertical stringer
plate and angle iron slightly
!bulged. No other effect.
Struck the 4-inch plate (D)
10·5 in. from right edge, l ft.
8 in. from bottom. Penetrated
11 ·3 in. Diameter of bole 7·25 in,
by 7·25 in. Head of shot remained in plate.
In reor.-No. 48 b-Olt driven
back 5 in. Skin plate bulged
about l'.'i in., and angle iron
round port bulged by No. 68 bolt.
Struck the 4j-inch plate (B)
5ft. from bottom, 2 ft. 6 in. from
proper right. Diameter of hole
7'2 in by 7·4 in.; s!lotpenetratcd
1into the target, and turned to
left partly broken up ; the base

j°f

1653

1397

1066

i1·6

I
1570
8

i'

1395•

68

1552

71,4

it!c~ cit~~~~~~ T~~~r ~~5n~~r!~o~

1571
113·5 Ib~.

1410

15G5

• Calculated.

I"

1

In
in.
18 rear.-Ni1.
72·0
Struck the upper G-inch plate
(Cl) 2 in. from right of plate,
G·S in. from bottom of plate.
Shot broke up, llut head re~.
lmnlned In hole , In. to ;n,ide of
llead. Plate buckled 0·6 in. below hole.
In rear.-Nil.
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Cbnrge
nud
Powder.

,.

!.l-inch
rifled ir. L.

gun of

n. L.

12 tone.
23 G GS

PROJECYflLE.

~t-

~~

Nature,
I,engtb, total
Weight, nnd "'I>
Diameter.

.5 i.:,-!:!
Total
Energy
ln Foot

Tone.

G.

t~~
ti"o ~

2871

102·5

head l ·5 D,
21 5 lne.

"

Burster

"

290G

1290
201

Struck the 8 in. plate (A) 2 ft.
6 in. from right, 4 ft 7 in. from

bottom. Head of shell remained
in hole. Diameter of bole 9·2 In.
by 9 2 In. Total penetration l!t.
l in.

249 G lbs.
8 92 ins.

b·66 lbs.

lli37

Observed Etrects.

~:a

l:Qog

feet
Pnlllser shell, 1288

lbe.
1636

I

Inrrnr.-Nil.
103'7

8Jbs.

Struck the 4½-inch plate (B)

~ ft. ~ In. from right of plate,
nncl 3 ru. from bottom. Head of

Burster

shell remained in hole. Diameter

6·81 lbs.

of bole 9 in. by 9 in Total penetrution 21 ·3 in, Pla.te buckled
horizontally about 0-2 in. Thie

1538

"

"

24S··i-' lbs.

1274

2i99

1291

2S38

)287

2866

Burste1·
5·69 lbs.

lli39

"

..

24.:;•6Ibs,
Burster
:; 66 lbs.

!MO

"

,.

249 b'tbs,
Burster
,H9 lbs,

round knocked out the head or
No. 1532.
Inrear.-One tap screw in pier
broken.
99·9
Struck the lower 6-incb plate
rc1) 9 ~ in. from top of plnte.
and 11 in. from its rlght edge.
Diameter of bole 9 in. by 9·6 in.
Indent 18·3 in. The bottom of
the shell took a scoop out or No.
63 bolt, and droye it in.
In rear.-Nil.
101·3
Struck on the 6-inch plate (Cl)
3 ft. 4 in. from right of C•, I ft.
J in from bottom, and partly on
No 78 bolt. Head of shell remained in hole 9 in by 9·25 in.
The bolt
!Penetrated 14·.S in.
stands 2 25 in. out from the plate,
and is OYalled from the pressure.
Jn rear.-Skin of pier slightly
Lulgcd (about -y\ inch) on left
plank, and 5 tap screws broken
102'3

off

Struck the 4-inch plate (D) 2
ft. 3 in. from port, 2 ft. 4 in.
from bottom and ll in. from No.
l.J34.. Diameter of hole 9 ln. by
9 in. llcad of shell remained in
hole. Total penetration 19·8 in.
The plate ,vas buckled vet'tically
on its right edge 0·25 in. and o·.s
in. on its left,, both over Gft. and

i~!:r!~ll:~

h~~o

l;r~~/ggi!

~~:

lci:p~~ t~.~ sli~~l
plate lJas also 11prung forward
lat the port O2!) in.
In rear.-Mantlet skin-plate
bulged sllghtlr and driven back
on tile left of port, from in line

I
1641

"

"

129;

290G

249 i'lb.<:.
Burster
~·44.lbs.

I

ra'c1i: 3t~ll~~~d
!port it has separated on left. A
bolt near shell hole driven in
'lguinst skin. 'l'he casing in slll
,1nd on left of port has separated
.3ltght1r from the solid port forging; 22 rivets, &c ,. were broken
off, some ot which wdcuted targets.
103·7
Struck on the 4½-inch plate (E)
1 ft. 2 in trom rightot the plate,
6 ft . from bottom. Head Of shell
remained in hole. Diameter of
bole 9·5 in, by 9·26 in. 'l'otal
penetration 22-a ill, The ehell

H

h
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Charge
nnd

Powder.

PROJECTILE.

Total

Nature,

[H

Wt•igllt, nnd

Tons.

Diamet er.

--l·---+---+-------1---,- - -

9-lnch
riflcdM. L.
gun of 12

toru.
24. G 68

.

R, L. 0,

-~!

~o

tect.

lbs.

)541

contd.

1550

Obsen•cd Effects.

f;tF':!{ ~~

Length, totnl

Pnlllser shell, 129.5

2906

head l ·.5 D,
21·5 ins,

249 9 lbs.
8·92 ins.

Burster
5·87 lbs.

Pallieer shot,
head 1·25 D,
18·8 ins.

1271

2812

1289

2892

251 lbs.
8·92 ins.

struck half on and half eff the
pier, and drovo up two ot the
channel irons 0·20 in. above top
of plate.
J,t 1·ear.-Nll.
On mantlet skin-plate being
blown off by No 104'6, the skin
was found to he bulged l in.,nnd
c1·ackcd Ycrtlcalty for 7·5 in.
Washers of Nos. 5G and 85 bolt:1
broken.
103·7
Struck on the lower 6-inch
plnte (Ci) 3 ft 10 in. from right
!of plate, I ft 9 in. from bottom,
Penetrated 1G·3 in. The plate
was buckled horizontally 1 ·2 in;
rtbe centres ot thls and No. 1509
are 10 in. apart, and the thin
wall of metal between was crushed down on the latter .
Inrew·.-13 rivets found broken,
After this round the mnntlet
skin plate on rightot, and under,
port was remoYed. The inner
skin was found to be bulged
slightly in rear of last round,
and the Baskcomb washer of No.
79 bolt broken.
100·3
Struck the 8-inch plate (A) 2 ft.
10 in. from right, 5 ft. 10 in.
from bottom, Penetrated 15·6
in. Plate cracked through between Nos. 153G and 1649, and
the crack above No. 1536 increased 3 in,
In rear - Nil.
103·2
Struck centre 6-in. plate on
junction of C I and Ci (halt on
and half off the pier) 5 ft, 9 in.
from hottom, 2 ft. 8 in. from
right of plate. Penetrated 1 5 in.
The centre of shot was l ft. 3 in.
from centre of No. 1544. No. 50
bolt on side of hole was much
squeezed. Nearly all the shot
remained in target partly broken
up.

Ui56

15,)9

2au lbs.

129G

2923

1288

28761

In rcar.-Five rh·ets broken
off in Joint plate of pier casing·
he latter was a. little morJ
bulged. The India-rubber washer
of No. 50 bolt was squeezed out.
104.·3
Struck near upper edge of
lower G-inch plate on Juncltion of (Cl) and (02) 3 ft. from
right of plate, 3 ft. 6 in. from
bott-0m, Penetrated 19·3 in. No.
G4 bolt was just at the lower
edge of indent. Shot broke up
and llend rerualned in target
slightly turned to right. The
top edge of the plate was driven
in 1·21n. aboYe indent.
In rcar.-lron washer of No,
5G bolt broken.
102•8
Struck on the 4 inch plate (D)
1 foot 11 inches from port, 4 feet
4 in. from bottom. Diameter of
hole 9·D in. by 9 in. Shot passed
THROUGH the target. The plate

1
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PROJECTILE,

Charge
nnu
Powder.

Observed Effects.

Nature,
Length, totnl
Weight, untl

Diameter.

feet.

lbs.

1659

depressed round tho bole about

o·u, in.

contd.

Inrear.-Sbot passed through
between two vertlcnl cell platea.
'l'ho 2 ln. skin plate below shot
hole bent bnck about 19 in.

ancl driven back about 2 in, at
floor lino ; 13 In. of skin plate
nbovc shot hole bent back at right
anglc11. Angle iron of cell plato
bulged, Bolts No. 55 and 69
broken and skin plato behind
J::i72

43

9-inch

r,, gun
or 12 tons.
M.

8

7

n.

L.

o.

GS

them bulged.
~'truck on the top edge of centre
0-iu. plate (C 1) 7 in. from right;
top corner of plate bulged out 1 ·2
in. Diameter of hole !)·4 in. by
9·7 in. Shot penetrated into target and turned to rlght, 7 in. to
base. Total penetration 25·8 iu.
The front lamina 2 in. thick
separated away for a length of
17 in. on r ight top. No effect on

P11lliscr shot, 1288•
lleao.I 1·25 D,
18·8 lru.
!![,0 lbs.
8·92 ins.

2876

102·0

1288•

2876

102·0

2876

ltio~i'\~~t-~ ~:e1~Z~nnel iron on
left of tbat pushed up by No.
154.3 now pushed up l fin.
1 In rear.- Nil.
Struck 4½-in. plate (B) 2 ft. 3 in.
102·0
from proper right of p late, 2 ft.
11 in. from top. Diameter of hole
9·2 in. by 9·4 in. Penetration into
concrete 2 ft. 5 in. to base.

U.73

1288•

top.
In rea:r.-Nil.
Struck 4½-in. plat-0 (B) 7 ft.
from bottomonNo.1643, 2 ft. l in.
from proper right. 'l'ho dmuage
done joined that of No. I 543, and
ran into tho concrete, the ilirec-

lir~! u~i:;b;-~~r;::e ;tr!n~ht,~~i~
those moved by rounds Nos. 1543
and 1573,

1542

10-inch
rifled M. L.

gun or

IS tons.
23 6 GS

60
n. L. c.

4382

Paille.er shell, 12liG
27·3 lns.
400·G lbs.
!:1·92 ins.

UO·G

Burster
9·62 lbs.

rear.-Nil.
! InStruck
on the 8-tn. plate (A)

1 ft. 6 in. from right, Oft. 4 in.
from !Jottom. Head of shell remained in bole. Dlmneter of
bole 10·2,-; in. by lO·J in, Penetration 3'.l"l in. (into the concrete
of the pier). No. 29 bolt on right
top edge of hole started fon,ard
1·s in. 'l'lle plate buckled Yertically 0·6 io. at leYel of shell
Anglo of penetration 88
hole
dcg. 'l'he plate nlso buckled
0·2 in. on its right edge, and tile
supportiug nnglo il·on 11tartcJ
away 0·3 in. from the edge of tho
Six angle iron riYet.-,
plate.
sheared.

l
la4'3

400•5 lbs.

Burster
1.N.ilbs.

439,)

1258

I
• talC'ulatctl.

141 •o

111, 1·cm·.-Ni l.
I Struck
the 4½-in. plate (B) 1 ft.

P~~trit~
l~ti~. f~n ig!~tbuckled
4 It. !l·2.', in,

i~tt1
P l ate

on Us
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Charge
nnd
Powder.
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PROJECTILC, t:l,I • 1
.:!~ 'l'otal ~ ... '-'
Energy f;i .._, 2:
:.i '-'
Nature,
Foot
Length, total E~

lin

____ !""'_';,_t_•1.~-•~_•t~_;~_a1 _00_,._

'!'ons.

feet.

lbs,

~

rlght edge0·2 In. In whole length .
A channel Iron In lino with the
shot forced up t ·5 in. above the
top ot plate. 'l'hls round cracked
the extrn Iarcr of concrete on the
root horizontally about 9 ft, back
and loosened a large triangular
piece ot it over right top. The
bitumen fl.lHng came oozing out

1

16-13

contd.

ObserYCd Effect~.

i...i~

~"o

through the shot bole.

rn,u

Pnlliscrshell. 124G
GO
10.inch
27·3 Ins.
rifled M, L. Rifle L, G. ·
399·8 lbs.
or 18 tons.
23 6 68

164./i

4304

Burst<>r
!Vi5_lbs.

a9n''1os.
Burster
9·69 lbs.

1268

444/.i

Inrear.-Skin plate In rear or
pier separated slightly, and angle
Iron forming pier and hood plate
cracked through at a rivet hole.
1as·1
Struck the ccntro 6-ln. plate
(Cl) l ft. 6 ln. from right of
plate, :; ft. 9 in. froni bottom,
•, angle of penetration 86 deg.
Penetrated 6 feet (into concrete
The plnto driven in
pier).
nbout 0·3 in. above the hole, and
bolt hole of Palliser bolt No. 49
Is ovaled. Tho right top corner
of the plate started forward
0·4in.
In rear.-Lett skin plate in
flank of pier bulged at A; coYering angle piece bent back from
top to within 3 ft. 6 In. of ground,
and nll rivets in it sheared. Left
face plate of pier also bulged at
angle. On Iron plate covering of
,nut No. 49 bolt being removed,
the point of No. 1544 @hell was
found close to, and a little above
the opening.
Struck the centre 6-ln. plate
(C 2 )::, ft . 6 in. from right of plate
7 feet from bottom. Diameter of
hole lOin. byl0ln. Shell passed
THROUGH the target. A Pall1.se1
bolt No. 36 in the left bottom of
hole was broken off 9 in. in from
face of target through its head,
which, as well as that of an old
pattern bolt No. 23 (broken off
4'5 in.), fell in front of the target.
The plate cracked in t,he right
upJ>er coruer of port and driven
down on to the lower one ,,ith suflficicnt force to indent the latter.
In rear.-Shell penetrated and
lburst., filling the cascmate wiUl
smoke; a great part of shell fell
into the sea 150 yards in rear,
and some pieces were picked up
Inside casemate. The mantlet
skin plate was torn open am.l
bent back on eitllcr side and at
top and bottom of hole. The
shell passed between two upright
girders, the concrete between
which, for a d('ptb of 3 ft. below
hole, wiis broken away. Palliser
bolt, No. SG, with the exception
o! 9 in. of its bead, was drh-en
24 ft . to the tear, and the iron
washer of No. 62 bolt catTicd

l

Charge
nnd

Powder.

...

PROJEC'l'lt.,R, 1 ....

.:.1:::·

-

1

Nature, j ~ ~
Length, total !:: ~
Weight, und rn~

I

Jb,.

60
10-inch
rifled M. L. Rl.flc L. o.
of 18 tons.
23 6 68

1·~~;

Ii~
I . ., j"

Total .8. ...:~
f
Energy
in Foot
Tons. r=l~

1

foot.

Pallisei· shell, 12G2
27•3 illl!.

away. Numoroua rivet11 an(l tap

4424

400·6 lbs.
9'92 inches,
Burster

Bu~~ter

screws broken off and lying
about the cascmate, The bitumen between tho stringers melted and dropped down into shell
hole.
Struck the 4-in, plate (D} l ft.
8 in, trom left of port, 7 ft. 3 in.

from bottom or target.

9·(i2 lbs,

1'47

Observed Effeete.

_ _ .,,c._o...:"-f-------- -

Diameter.

,
contd.
1646

I

1256

4382

9"lt6 Iba.

The

shell passed THROUGH the target, bursting in doing so. Diameter of bole 10·6 in. by 10·5
in. No. 40 bolt had started 0·7
in. to the front. Angle of penetro.tion 80 deg. (shell turned t-0
left). The plate was buckled
vertically on right edge 0·7 in.
and 0·4 in. on left In line With
shot, and 1 in. nt4 ft. from bottom.
Bitumen oozed out of the hole.
In rear. - Shell burst inside
cascmate after penetration. Almost all the mantlet skin-plate
on left of port (9 ft. 6 in. by 3 ft.
6 ln,) carried 36 ft. to rear. General damage very similar to
that caused by In.at round. No. 40
bolt broken 6 in, from rear, and
point of shell picked up 70 yardB
to rear.
Struck on the 4½-in, plate (E)
140·6
2 ft. 7 in. from proper Jett, 7 ft.
8 in. from bottom. Diameter of
1ole in:; in. by 10·15 in. Penetrated 5 ft. 8 in. into concrete of
pier. It started the plate forward
about o·:u, tu. next the

~~J~;.~i~.

In rear.-Pier sllghtiy shaken,
and brickwork round edges sepa!rated from skin plate. Skin of
bulged, and 2
~!~t~~r~~c~ 0
Struck ~-in. plate (E) 4 ft.
146·8
from bottom, 2 ft. 5 in. from proleft of plate. Shell passed
through into pier. Diameter of
hole 10·2 in. by 10'6 in.
Iri reai· .-Skin-plate of face and
lttankof pier much bulged,opened
out at angle 10·:;; In. at 4 ft. from
ground, 11 in. at 2 ft. from ground
and 5 tn. at 6 ft. high; Joint cover
fractured through line of rivet
holes for 3 ft. 9 in. from ground;
skin plate fractured for a length
of 4 in. :;; ft. from ground. Nearly
all concrete in pier apparently
running
and
disintegrated
through opening in pier.
Struck the 8-in plate (A) 7 ft,
139•8
a in. from bottom, 2 ft. 10'5 in.
from right, and 1 ft. s in. from
left, Penetrated 8 ft. 6 in. Diomcter of hole 10·2 in. by 10 in No.
80 bolt at right bottom edge of
Indent started forward I in. The
plate dri,•cn in on tbo left O·L In,

r;~e

Hi65

7

f

68

399"1bs,

1286

4676

1261

,a57

wer

Burster

9·87 lbs,

1557

24

f

68

Palliser shot,
head 1·5 D
~4•5 inches,
401•5 lbs.
9·92 inches.
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PROJJ::OTILE,

Chnrge
and

Powder.

tc.fi,

lg
\;~~1~t.~~11 ~~
Nnture,

Total
Ene1·gy
in Foot
Tons.

Dlnmetcr.
--l·-----t-c:lb -,.--1------ feet.
1S57

~
~-~!
f5.::;

~S

--1~-::::::-~
1rlvcts sheared in angle iron sup-

contd.
1558

Obser\'Cd Effocts.

tl,8 ~~

Ji]~

10-lnch

60

Pnlllser shot, 1269

gnn of

head 1·5 D,
24·5 ins.

24 G 68

0·92 Ins.

rifled ll.L.

R, L, G.

IS tons.

4483

401·5 lbs.

143·9

lpoi~;

rea,-.-Nil.

Struck on the junction 01' centre and lower 6-tu. plates cc~)
12 tt. S in, from port, 4 ft. 3 in.
1
from bottom, and between two

!~~ci~°rr 5f1!ndtgtgetllotJg_ss~
bolt only separated from the
hole by 0·5 in . of metal, No. GJ

(,o.}~t ~-~~Jr~~it~~1 1~~~U through

~l1~t(:
I~!~~;~~~ ~~:ia;o~ti~l~!c~1

lptatc; 10 in, of No. 61 bolt, with
•Baskcomb washer ntt:1chcd, found
of No.
to the rear; 2 ft.
·21
1G5 bolt found 7G ft. to the rear,
Head of shot went out to sea.
Interior of cnsematestrewed with
pieces of skin plate, rh'ets, &c.

Gin.

in,

I

1560

12G8

lliGG
7

f

68

48
R. L, O,

401

'ibs.

1187

4459

3918

~;.;~•~:L~/h! ~:
l~~~~n~l;,ncc~i~~3~u~:i}~~\:J
in. deep, and

143'1 led~~r~~k

lout of it only
causing a crack 7 in, long in right
hand inner corner.
Iii rem·.-Struck on right edge
of port, glanced otr and grazed
sill, and broke up; the splinters
deeply mnrkiug and breaking
a way the brickwork of arch on
left of casemate, and knocking
down two 7-in. plates, which had
been placed in the open archway
to close it. The angle iron at
right bottom corner of port started back, seYeral rivet& broken
and sheared in port hole.
~}~~ 1~
125·7 IOl:!i~~c,1~0
from right edge; shot penetrated
4·6 in. to base from face of plate.
Diameter of hole 10·6 ins. by 10·25
in. Total penetration 28·9 in,
No. 74 ordinary bolt broken off
4·6 in. from head, and plate
cracked from indent to Nos.1,54-9.
1551, and through the bolt hole
of No. 14. to bottom of plate. 'l'ho
plate much cracked about the
indent of No. 1549, and buckled;
It forced the nngle iron 2·25 in,
away at the bottom, ;;inU sheared
otl sixteen riYets; the bottom of
the plate 2· 6 in. from face of
B, at bottom, and 1 in. behind
the same at level of No. 15.Sl.
Shot buried in target, IJasc eruck•
ed iu tJu·cc.
/ lnrear-2 or 3 rin•ts in pier
broken off, nnd brickwork foundation rather more shaken tbau
before.

:/~tr~~~

i~:
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PROJECTILE.

Charge
and

Powder.

10-lnch
rifled :.-.r. L.
gun or
18 lOD!I,
7 7 68

Observed Effeets.

Weight, und

Diamdcr.
11,~.

156i

Nnturc,
LPngtb, totnl

48
R, I.. G.

feet.
Pnllis(>r shot, 11 73

3816

bend I 5 D,
2.J.•5ins.
400 lbs.
9·02 ins.

1170

1568

8797

Struck 4½-ln. plnto (B) l ft;. ii in.
from bottQIU, 1 ft. 6 In. from proper left of plate. Diameter of
hole 10·25 in. by 10·5 in. Penetration 23 in. t-0 inside of core.
Shot turned to right. Total penetration about 31·4G in. 'l'he plate
slightly cracked down on right
from No. 163:.!.
In 1·e,i1·.-.A. few moro rivets
In pier broken, and brickwork
slightly more shaken.
Struck {;-in. plate (C1) 2 ft.
121•8
from bottom, 1 ft. 7 in. from right
edge. Diameterof bole 10·2 in. by
10·4 in. Plate cracked through
on right, and from No. 64
bolt hole to No. l[lliO. Total
penetration 3lH, in. Shot broke

122'5

up • .

15Gl

12-inch
rifl.<'dM.L.

76

pellet.

gun of
23 tons.
24 6 68

1548

15-inch
S. B.

Rodman

n..

83¼
L. G,

Palliser shot, 1171

5696

bead 1·25 D.
25'2 ins.
559 lbs.
11.92 ins,

Solid
Cast-iron
(American)

of 19 tons.

spherical shot,

23 6 68

451 lbs.,
14·89 inches,

1376

5921

In 1·ear. - Iron washer plate
(lowest) in left face of pier
thrown 4 yards to rear Brickwork. &c., inside pier broken up
Base of skin plate
slightly.
bulged 2 in.
Struck 4-iu. plate (D) between
152·1
Nos. lb-10 and 15;;3, Shot Pll@.Sed
THROUGH the target. The plate
was cracked between No. 1540
nnd left edge of plate, nud also
between No. 1563 and right edge.
Nos. 15Gl and 154.0 formed one
hole, but a skin of metal remained between Nos. 1653 and
1061, probably due to the fact
that nearly all the head of No.
1553 remained in the bole. The
concws.ion on the target broke
off large fragments of the granite
base, cracked in previous experiments. The pieces broken off
measured about 2 ft. by 2 ft. by
1 ft. 4 in., and 1 ft. 4 in. b.}' 3 ft.
9 in. by 1 ft. I in,, both 21 in.
deep.
In -rear.-Passed through target below No. 1569 ; cell plate
driven back, and only holding
by about 6 in. of 1ts top. The
cell plate on the left of shot hole
was also bulged and broken.
Left check of port bulged about
0·5 in. nt bottom, and 7 rivet.a
broken in it. No. 84 bolt, pieces
of plate, &c., carried to the rear,
The hend nnd grent part of shot
buried itself iu bank about liO
yards to the rear.
Struck the junction of the up126•6
per and ecntL-e 6-in. plate (Ct}
2 tt. 6 in, nboYe port, and I ft.
n in. from the left edge of the
plates. Indent M in. Diameter 17 in. by 17 in. The upper
plate sprung forward at ~he
top 1 ·S in. nnd forced up 0·5m,,

24S

lbs.
1548

contd.

1549

15-incb

s.n.

I

,
1
1236681
Rodman
19 tons,

I

83¼

R,L.O.

1381
Solid
Cast-Iron
(American)
Spherical shot,
452'5 lbs.,
14•89 inches.

thus shenring No. lG Pnlllser
bolt G 2 inches In. 'fho centre
plate sprung forward also l '5 in.
at pore, and downwards l in.
on left of port. The plate
was crncked in indent up to No.
25 bolt, and a disc of metal about
10 in. in diameter was partly detached In centre of indent. The
shot rebounded about 20 ft. Diameter of shot nfter firing 12·61
in. by U·GI in.
In rear. - Mantlct skin plate
aboYe port bent bnck 9 In. at
bottom, and angle iron over port
bulged 3 in, Stringer plate over
port cracked through, washer
of No. 25 bolt broken. Nearly
nil rivets, &c., over port broken.
127·9
Struck 8-in. plate (A) 2 ft.
from right, 2 ft. 8 in. from bottom. Indent 4·85 in, Diameter
!Of hole 17-5 in, by 17 tn. The
plate was buckled 1 in. in its
length. The supporting angle
iron driven off edge ot plate for
a. length of about 8 ft., nnd 10
of it.s rivets sheared.
In rear. - Eight tap screws
from right face of pier driven
out, brickwork at base of pier
cracked, and pier shaken at its
Junction with the Plymouth
Breakwater pler.
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CASEMATE WITH IRON FRONT OF CELLt'LAR CONSTR't'CTION.

Penetro.tion of the various Projectiles in different Parts of the Front.
Sections supported by the Piers.

Nature ot Sections.

A. 8-lu, (sulid plate) .••.

7-inch.

9-inch.

200 Y::i.rds.

200 Yurds.

10-inch,

I

l

200

Yards.

Shell.

Shot.

Shell.

Shot.

! Shell.

Ins.

Ins.

Ins.

Ins.

I Ins.

8·45

8·75
IIHiM

18·0

1/j•Q

111536

1116/">4

11Hi30

32'1
111542

1000

Remarks.

Yards.

-•Shot.
Ins.
29·96

111.566

Penetration 42 in.
for 10-in. shot
with full charge,
round No. 1667.

B. do. (4j-ln. ni;1plateon
3!-iu. as l:ltriugcr.)

13·5
111631

JG·lS
11Hi70

21·3

111.537

t29 to 42
111574

67·25

31·46

111643

111667

t

29 in. to base of

shot.

~

C 1. do. (C-in. as plate on t22·0
2-in. U!j stringer.)
llla69

E. Part snroe as B.....
(nearly)

E. 4½-in. plate, without
stringers.

14·0
!11635

-

11·0

111011

18·3
111638

§25·8

72·0

39·0

11Hi72

111,';44

111568

22·3
111541
- - ---68·0
- 111547

-

- -- -

tNear other Indents.
Vide plan;
greater strength
than normal.

§

-

72·0
!llb65

• Charge reduced.

Sections supported by the Wall between the Piers.

I

I

10-inch.

9-incb.

7-inch,

Nature of Section,
Shell.

Shot.

Shell.

Ins.

In,.

I

I

IDB,

, c1.ffl:;i~~ef;.ate on 2-in.

''
\ D.

4-in. plate

on 4 In.I

as !trlngers.

-

-

*14·5
111639

11rnaa

10·5

12·6
1116.:>2

16·3
1115.:,0

13·25
111634

11 ·3
111.'.i68

1115¼0

19·8

Shot.

Shell.

Shot.

Ins.

Ins.
Through

Ins.

19·3
111656

-

111645

tThrough Through
!11M6
111.::.w

Range 200 Yards.

Remarks.

-

• Close together.

-

t Backing Injured
by round 164.6.

Those Figures prefixed by a II denote the Photog1nphic Numbe s of the Rounds.

'
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FRONT OF CELLULAR CONSTRUCTION.

CASEUATE WJTII IRON

Abridgmentof Results of Practice, 23rd, 24th June, and 7th, 8th July, 1868.

I I3 I

."

EFFECT.

Target.
Pa,tof

I Ij I
Indent

RElUl\KS.

S

" I

In Rear.

On Bolts.

On Washers.

7-IN. SIIELir-113 lbs. Charge 22 lbs,

.

1530
1531

11>:J:?
15~3
153-1
].')3[,

l.:i69

1:;,n
lfi70
1571

l!,
-~

1':;..

t!

"

11)3(;

1.;:n

1538
IMO

1540
1<>41
11,39

l-5M

l.';H
1673
1572

1Mb
1.556

'"''

in.

in.

8•4/j
14
8·75

7•25
7·25
n!5
7·25
7·20

in.

....

;..
-:,

Nil.

Do.
Do.

: : 6 tap-screws off mantlct.

c•

10-,
13·25
14
22

A
B
Cl

8·75
16·2
ll

c•

12·6

••

. • Inne, skin bulged 0-6 in.

D

n·s

..

..

E

7·25

•• 7

•2 l

..

r'TMTrTr
:g

"" I ~
Ii.i63

A
B
B&C 1
c•
D

7'5
•.
••

..
••
..

Do•

Do.

Do.
Do.
Nil,

No.11 starU:d 0-6in. :1t head.

"'""0

Nil.
Do.
Do.

9-IN. SUELU--244 lbs. Charge, 43 lbs.
in. in.
in.
.
Nil.
!J·2
A
1 tnp-screw off mantlct.
9
21'3
B
Nil.
18·3
c•
muntlet.
off
tnp-scrcws
13
:
:
c,
16"3
mnntlet Burst.
Do .
•• '.W
19·8
D
Nil.
22·3
E
QI &C~
: : 4 tap-screws otr mnntlet.
14·6

:=,.-,

"

~"

""

,.,

·;,.,

]~

"

.,.;
~

A
B
B
Cl
D

.

Nil.
•.
•.
Do.
••
••
• • In bole of 1543.
••
?
••
••
25·8
9.2 •• brivetaoff pie,.
3
Opened out 1nner skin trom l.'AG to
Through.
bottom.

15
394

£ g: tg! ;;
'l::l

plate separated
................ Front
from port frame.

2 in.

:2

. . ~-.,. r•··,~·
..

No. 84 broken.

···························· ............... . Vertical stringer plate cracked.
················ Pier slightly buckled.

No. 78 driven out 2 in.

1······•·············•••··•·· No. 6G broken.

TAB L E

I ~i I I
Pn,t of
'l.'argct.

i.i

10-IN,

156G

1567

On Bolts.

In Rear.

SHELir--390

i~'.· IC!i~'."'i1~o lbs.
·o

10•25

10

. • Top band of pier cracked.

~:

Cl

72

10

•• Bulged skin of pier, split band, 15

.S: i

c2

~ =:

I

stringeril
Do.
Do.
Through.
•• Bulged pier, broke 2 rivets.
••
59
Split pier, and let out concrete.
j 10·2
?

\Do.

'29t::
';:1·"1· SllOT--4010
A
~

B

~

c1

31 ·4.G

39·5

1II

REVARKS.

On Washers.

I

Channel iron backing pushed
up 1•5 in.

c:i~;:~s i!~Y rear skin, &c, between,Nos. 36 sheared, 23 broken. INo. 52 broken.

Through.

D
E
E

i:::i

I

INo. 29 driven out 1 ft.

Nil.

32-l!i

57·25

1544

1568

11

B

tri

154G
15-1.7
1565

EFFEOTS

Indent.

A

15,1.2

1543

1545

(Continued,)

X.

I ..
Clb1i. f•.'•1 f~.lb1
• . •·

Nil.

Do.

Nos. 40 and 84. broken.

INo. 74 broken.

••

••

.•

.• Bulged pier, 2-in. driven off, cover1

plate.

10-IN, SnoT-400 lbs. Charge, 60 lbs,

11r

~

1

I ·-~· 1 :'.· \Skl.n broken overNH.
A
" " \ -d \
5 ft. by 3 ft. 4.1n. jNos. 51 and 65 broken.
Through.
C•
1558
•• I . • I •• Glanced on side of port.
Cs
II::
15G0
12-IN. SnOT--600 lbs. Charge, 76 lbs.
l••·········•·······•••••·······•··••!Nos. 55 and 69 curried away.
Through.
I
D
1561 IH.l ·:?51

l.~-IN . SnoT--4011},~:
15:18
15-19

I

•

~

A
____ C•

1

1

4·35
7'7

Clh;;l''•i•;J. libs.
17
_ 17

•.
•• Mantlctstorted.

Hole in mantlet 3 rt. by 2 ft.

Nos. 54 & 85 do. IDo.

1········•···•······•······•·]No.25brokcn.

Do.

3 ft. byl ft.

~
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CASEMATE AND SHIELD EXPERIMENTS.

V.-GUN SHIELD MADE AT THE MILLWALL !RON WORKS.-PL. VI!.

Before commencing the technical description of this shield1 it may be well to
give some account of its origin and gradual development.
As originally designed by the Millwall Iron Company, in 1864, it was to
consist of 61-in. front armour plates, backed by horizontal bridge rails 7 in.
deep, attached to a double skin composed of two ~-in. plates, to the rear one of
which were to be riveted vertical bridge rails of smaller section than the others.
The shield was to be supported by struts similar, in principle, to the War Office
pattern. The material thus intended for the shielJ front would have been equal,
in weight, to about 11 inches of solid iron.
'This design was afterwards altered, and the shield, as first made, had a 9-in.
front plate on the lower half, and a 6-in. plate on the upper half; but the lattel'
was faced, over the larger part of its surface, with three layers of I-in. plate.
The 7-in. stringers, immediately behind the armour, and the two !-in. skins
were retained; but the rear bridge rails, which before were shown only 3 inches
deep, were now replaced by 7-in. rails, their ends being supported by a top and
bottom horizontal flat plate attached to the struts. The struts were much the
same as before, but heaYier. Thus, that portion of the shield which was faced
with 9 inc~es of armour contained an equivalent to 15 inches of iron. The
portion faced with 6 inches of armour had about 12 inches of iron altogether.
The weight of the shield, as thus made, was 30 tons 1 cwt. 2 qrs.
In carrying out the work an error was made in the position and dimensions
of the port, by which the space necessary for the training and elevation of the
gun was seriously encroached upon.
After it had been thus completed, and when the trials of the shield called
the " Gibraltar Shield." already detailed, had taken place, the Mill wall Iron
Company asked for permission to strengthen their shield. This was granted,
and additions, which will be found included in the following description,
were made to it. The total weight of the shield was now made up to 37 tons
10 cwt.; the material in the lower portion being equivalent to 23·8 inches of
iron, while that in the 6-in. portion of the upper half was equivalent to 20·6 in.
of iron. By these additions the space for the gun was still further restricted .
. A description of the shield as set up at Shoeburyness for trial, will now be
given:Plate VII may also be 1·eferred to.
The front was of the usual dimensions, 12 ft. 2 in. by 8 ft. It contained a
port 3 ft. high by 2 ft. in width, the lower sill of it being 2 ft. from the bottom
of the shield.
The shield and port were so laid out that a 9-in. 12-ton gun ,vould train
1aterally 33°, elevate 1! 0 , and depress 5~. A 10-in. 18-ton gun would train
31", and depress 6°, but would not tllevate at all.
However, by lowering the racers on which the gun trained a little below tha
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bottom of the shield, a. degree or two more elevation might have been obtained
'
nt the sacrifice of depression.
Commencing with tbe front, there were two principal armour 11lates, each
12 ft. 2 in. long and 4 ft. wide, running horizontally, half the port being taken
out of each. 'l'he lower plate was 9 inches thick, the upper 6 inches. Over a.
portion of the face of the upper plate there was a covering composed of three
single 1-inch plates slightly riveted together. This covering occupied the proper right hand upper qua.\'tcr of the front, a.nd was continued over the port and
a little beyond it. By this arrangement it was intended to ascertain the power
of resistance of a 6-inch plate on the principle adopted in this shield, as compared with that of n 9•inch plate under similar circumstances, and also to show .
the effect of adding the laminated plates on the face of the 6-inch armour.
Immediately behind the !I.lain armour plo.tes there were bridge rails or "hollow
stringers," as the patentees call them, 7 inches deep, running horizontally,
with their bends to the front, and their feet riveted to a. double skin composed
of two ¾•inch plates. The spaces between these rails were filled with timber,
and each bad a T iron bedded in the wood, with its top member to the front,
so as to be in contact with the back of the front armour. To form the sides
of the port there wero two forged pieces about 3l inches thick, tongued into the
back of the front armour plates, and secured to the backing of the shield as
shown in the dra1ving. At either end of this compound mass, and at the top
and bottom of the port, there were angle irons fitted and riveted to close in the
whole.
In rear of the double ¾•inch skin before mentioned, and on either side of the
port, there were three vertical bridge rai1s riveted to the skin, with their feet to
the front, and above as well as below the port there were others running horizontally. The hollows of the two vertical rails next to the port were filled up
solid with wrought-iron bars.
'l'he struts forming the supports to the shield were, as usual, at either end of
it, and of the usual outline. They were composed of q.inch webs, stiffened
,vith 7¾-in. by 6.in. by l•in. angle irons. They were protected on the front by
2_¼-in. plates, 21 in. wide, and were strongly riveted to sill pieces, 17 in. by 2~ in.,
in the floor, running to the front under the shield, and to the rear abutting
against, and connected by plates with, a. cross beam in the floor, 12i in. by 2~ in.,
and 13 ft. long.
At the top and bottom of the shield in rear, there were two 2 in. plates, laid
flat-ways, with their edges bearing against the skin. The lower of these was 20
inches, the upper one 16 inches wide, and to them were riveted angle irons,
bearing against the back of the skin and against the bridge rails. 'l'hese plates
were attached at their ends to the struts.
Taken thus far, this account describes the shield as first completed and sent
to Shoeburyness. The subsequent additions, already referred to, were as
follows:-
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In rear of the inner set of bridge rails a plate 1¼ inch thick was added to all
the centre part of the shield, with nn opening left in it for the port; attached to
this, both above and below the port, nnd stretching from strut to strut, there
was a sort of double-box girder, about 13¼ in. deep, made up of a,-,t girders
with one or more of their front flanges cut off, as shown in the plate, and l¼ in.
plates riveted to their back flanges.
On either side of the port there were vertical single-box ghders, similarly
composed, and framed into the double boxes. On the back of these there was
au additional 1 in. plate riveted, and this overlapped the Hin. plate on the
back of the horizontal box girders. On either side of the port, and between it
and the vertical boxes, there was a sort of washer piece, about 12 in, wide and
2½ in. thick.
All these bo:s: girders, as well as the spaces between the rear set of bridge rails,
were filled with timber.
The total weight of the shield as before stated was 37½ tons.
The armour bolts were 34 in number. The greater part of them were made
under the patent of a Mr. Parsons. Their outside diameter was 3½ inches, and
they had conical heads, the larger diameter of which was 5 inches. The head
and shank were bored out to within a short distance of the thread. the cross
section of the bore being made equal to the ring of metal cut away bt'twecn
the threads of the screw. The end of the bore at the head was plugged to
make it solid again.
The object of this construction was the same as that of Major Palliser in
reducing the shank of his bolt externally; Mr. Parsons, however, expected that
the strength of his bolt to resist transverse, and shearing, strains would be less
diminished than in Major Palliser's plan.
On either side of the port there was one hammer-headed bolt, which did not
come through the front armour.
It was originally intended that, at that part where the three layers of 1-in.
plate were added on the face of the shiel<l, bolts, hollow all through, should be
used' to secure the 6-in. plate, and that through these tubular bolts should pass
the lesser bolts to hold on the three 1-in. plates. The object of this was to test
a method by which it was thought that au iron front could be at any time
strengthened by adding fresh layers of armour, without any great outlay in
alterations to the fastenings. But this plan had to be abandoned, except in
the case of two bolts, because Mr. Parsons' principle would not admit of the
bolts being made hollow throughout.
The bolts generally were provided both with wood-washers fitted to shallow
iron cups, and hexagonal cups with india-rubber washers in them.
The trials took place at Shoeburyness, on 16th July and 22nd September,
1868.
The guns used were the 9-in., 10-in., and 12-in. rifled muzzle-loading guns,
and the 15-in. smooth-bore Rodman gun.
They were placed in battery at 70 yards from the shield.
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The 9-in. gun fired 5 rounds, with charges reduced to represent full battering
charges at a range of 400 yards, and 3 rounds with full battering charges.
The 10-in. gun fired 1 round with a charge to represent 400 yards, and 2
rounds with full battering charges.
The 12-in. gun fired 4 rounds with charges to represent full battering
charges at 200 yards.
The Rodman fired 1 round with a charge of 60 lbs. English powder to represent 60 lbs. American powder, and I round with 83¼ lbs. English to represent
I 00 lbs. American powder.
There were thus 17 rounds in all, not counting a 10-in. shell and a 9-in. shell
which broke up in the guns, fragments only striking the shield.
Putting, for the present, out of the question altogether the radical defects in
the laying out of the shield, and dealing only with the actual resistance it
offered in the trial, it must be admitted that it was more than a match for the
guns.
The Committee, composed as for the iron casemate trials, said in their rt::port,
that at the end of the first day's firing, that is, after 13 rounds from the 9-in.,
10-in., and 15-in. guns, the shield was in a perfectly serviceable condition, and
complete penetration had not been effected. After the second day's practice,
when the 4 rounds from the 12-in. gun had been fired, they said that on the whole
the resistance of the shield, even against the 12-in. gun, had been satisfactory.
Speaking of the front of the shield, after the first day's firing, it was found
that the greatest penetration effected on a sound spot was 22 in. (Round 1694.)
At this round the 9-in. armour plate, which at a previous round had commenced
to separate into two 4¼ in. plates, was now split into halves for the greater
pa.rt of its length, these halves separating again in places into 2¼ in. plates.
In rear, the damage was described as follows : One bolt (No. 5) driven out and projected 10 yards to the rear. Two hammerheaded bolts driven back; several of the cup washers broken; the angle iron
of the strut on the right side, and of the base plate, cracked; the plate below
the port slightly bulged, and several rivet heads sheared off.
The hollow bolts gave the Committee entire satisfaction, the unusual weight
and solidity of the shield being, however, in their opinion, greatly in favour of
the fastenings.
After the second day's practice, the Committee reported that the object of
this further trial was to test the resistance of the construction against the 12-in.
gun of 23 tons, especially in the neighbourhood of the ports; and, with this
view, two 12-in. Palliser shot were fired, one at each side of the port, and so
directed as to hit at about 12 in. from the edges, where, owing to the splay of
the port necessary to allow for traversing, the structure did not derive immediate support from the iron hollow stringers in rear. Although the first round
(No. 1596), which struck so close to the proper left edge of the port, di~ considerable damage, the effect was not greater than was to have been anticipated
under such circumstances.
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The injU1·ies produced by this day's practice will be seen in the detailed
report ofl'ounds 1596, 1597, 1598, and 1599,
As the results of a trial of this nature are intelligible only when put in comparison with others obtained under similar circumstances, reference should be
made to the report of the trial of the target representing H.M.S. 11 Hercules,"
at her water line, particularly the third round, with chilled shot from the 13-inch
gun, (p. 125, Volume XVI of these Papers); remembering that that target contained by weight, per foot superficial, only about two-thirds of the present one.
Also, the effects may be compared with those produced on the 20-inch portion of
the Plymouth Breakwater target already reported in this pa11er, the greater
part of the present shield exceeding by weight the strengthened portion of that
target. There has been as yet no other shield tried in this country which,
either in respect of cost or quantity of material employed, can, with any fairness,
be compared with the present one.
Speaking of the defects in the laying out of this shield, as already noticed,
the Committee cousidered that the port did not admit of a sufficient amount of
training and elevation for practical purposes.
To correct this, it would be necessary to enlarge the port, place it higher up
in the shield, alter its splay, a~d otherwise modify the central parts of the shield,
as well as the struts; in doing which a somewhat extensive departure fl'Om
the present design would be involved.
In this view of the matter, and looking to the quantity of perishable material
used in the construction of this shield, it is to be feRred that the experiment will
not of itself afford the means of determining the beat construction for the gun
shields of the future,
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Gun Shield ma.de at Millw:ill Iron ,vorks.-Report of practice on 16th July, 1868.
rn.OJECTILE.

to~

.!:!.'!::
Chnrge \
~~
Nature,
am\
Powder. Ltingth, 'fotnl t, -z;
Wl'lght, nnd

v.t;,.

Totnl
J~uerg:v

9-lnch
rlfted ll,L.
gun or
12

tons.

lbs.
87

Pnlliser shot,

R. L, G.

heniJ. 1·25
lS·l-i ind1cs,
:!-19 lhs.

i:Z .... 'E.~

Observed Effects.

,:l Q .!3

DiuIUdcr.

1581

1~cZ itE-4~

in Fou't ~ c ~ 8
'1'0111:1. -~ i! 1::: ~

feet.

125-1

Stm~k on low~r plate (9-in,)

2715

3 ft. Gm. from right, l ft. 7 in,
from bottom. Head of shot re,
malned in target. Total penctrntion 10 inches, Diameter of
bolo 0·2 In. lly o·o in., rlpple

8·9:? inches.

round hole averaging I·S in.,
with outer lamina flnkcd away
In places. Horizontal Luck.le 0·5
in. below shot hole. Wholestruc1tur~ cl.riven lluck 1·4 in. on right,
0·6 m. on left.

\ei:r 0I~~~\l~e:; '~~;

158~

Not

2715

96·9

obsvd.

trie
Ice{,~
1squcezed out of tlle Baakcomb
i~\~~~v~~l\~~~~/he Lolt11 near the
Struck upper plate (6 In.) 3 ft.
2 in. from left, :! ft, 11 in. from

I

i~i~~tl~~~-o~::1~~~c%a~! p~~fffc~~
ing. Total penetration 14:3 in,,
plate buckled horizontally o•;; in.
llctwecn port and left side below
und uboYetheindent, The buckling of this plate left a space
between it and the cheek plate
on left side of port, Tho target
moYed back 0·4 in. on left, and
forward o·o in. on right.

l

!o/ 1 ~6~';5-:◊~t~i~~~~P ;~t~

plates of :Kos. 7, 8, 10, and 12
lliolts bent; lndia-rulibersqueezed
out of nll llolts on left of sllicld.

1583

2713

9£·8

l

Struck upper right corner {on
the G-in. plate faced b,rthree 1-in.
plates) :11·5 in. from top, 1 ft.Gin.
from right., 'l'he shot struck
partly on No. 5 bolt, which broke
off 10 in. in, the head of the bolt
was thrown to the front about 7;:;
v:mls, 011ened out to 9 In., the rcinninJcr of tile bolt was yil;iLle
in J oiut of indent. Penetration
1::·i:; in. A rnrnll bolt (I.e., one
of tl1o~c nttaclliug the 1-in.
plnlL<') wn~ brokl'll off at head,
ju.~t ati<J\'e the in1k11t. The trout
1-in. 11\:,h' llrokrn through, all
ruund No. 1 bolt, ptekd up
.from the others nearly up to
jNu. 9 Lult, nnd. crnckc_d. horitontally for n length of 11) in. from
left of tllat Lolt. On the right of
tlle targl't, the front 1-ln. plate
wns cracked horizontally at 6 ln.
nnd l:! in. Jrom top. 'file 2nd

I

~~~· i~~. i~~ii1 ~~1n~ 11 T1~~~-fl~. ~i1:ia
ti:ul •l'rnng forwnrd O·i in. from
stringer hnckJng, on the top
!'the
of target. The 6-i11. plate was

Kk

2,,8

Charge

I Po~?lcr.

PRO~ll,E.

E.~
E%

Lt'11~~1~~1~iOtal
"'eight, and 00 :-Dlnmcter.
______________
Gun.

Obscn·ed Effects.

, _ ---1----------

feet.

lb.!I.

buckled o·s in. on its whole

15S3

length, and there was a .1:1cparatlon of 0·25 In, between right

contd.

strut and top plate.

The shot

rebounded () ft., with half of the

I
I
1584

158G

37
. 9-incb \
rifled ll. L, R. L, G.
gun or
12 tons.

Palliser shot,

43
R. L. o.

Palliscr sholl,
head 1 ·5
20 inches,
250"75 lUs.
S•[U inches,

1234

2650

1310

29&1

Not
obsvd.

2:J84

head 1 •25

18·8 Inches,
21H lbs.

Burster
2·75 lbs.

l,JSi

248·6' lbs.

Burster
2·625 lbs.

cylindrical portion broken longitndlnally.
Tn rcai·. - No. 5 bolt drh·cn
back t.i in. Rin:it head on le~ of
No. 5 bolt sheared and thrown 6
ynnls to rear, the heads of the
rivets below No. 17, and aboYe
No, 10 bolts, also sheared. Baskcomb cup washers of Nos. 19 and
29 bolts broken, and the Indiaruhber squeezed out of all bolts
near shot.
94:G
Struck the 9-in. plate 3 ft. 9 in.
from le~, and 2 ft. 2 In. from
bottom. Pcntrated :n in. Shot
rcbonndcd 10 in. from target
with the bol1y broken. Diameter
of hole 9·4 in. by 9·2 in., and
plate buckled in 0'5 in. rountl it,
and consequently bolts No. 21
unil 24 stood away that much
from plate. The target was now
hack 1·5 in. on left and 1·2 in. on
right fromits original position.
hirear.-Baskcombcupwa.sher;.
of Nos. 18 and 24 bolts broken. A
piece of one of t,hem was projected 40 yards to right rear.
India-rubbei· squeezed out of all
bolts near shot hole.
Struck the top of the 9-in. plate
106·5
2 ft. 10 in. from right, and 3 ft.
7 in. from bottom of target,
Diameter 9 in. by 9·4 in. Indent
12 in. The stringer backing wa3
\•isible at the Joint of the 1-in.
plate, owing to the 9-in. plate
Ueing broken away there. The
plate was driven up l½ in. abo,·o
the indent, and cracked through
to the top edge. 'l'his drhing up
of the 9-in- plate had rippled up
the front 1-in. plato. Horizontal
buckle of 9-ln. plate 0·7 in. below
indent . The shell burst, and
head flew back on the right side
of the target, The target was
now 2·3 in. on left, and 1·3 in, on
right back from original position.
/It i·eai·.-Hammer-hcaded bolt
drh·en back about 1·5 in.; slight
shaking at Joints of shield; no
other effects.
Struck the G-in. plate 2 ft.Gin.
106·5
from left, l ft. 7 in. from top.
Head of shell remained in target,
Total penetration 10·4 in. Plate
driven in 0·5 in. all round the
indent. The COllCUliSion brokeolI
the heads of 2 more small bolts
fastening the three 1-ln. plate<!.
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Powll.cr.

PROJECTILE.

Nature,
Length, Total
Wl'ight, and

Diameter.

.S.~

E~
wi,,-

Total

!~

I

~i !

~0i~~ ~<>
Tons.

.;

~

Obsen-ed Effects.

l.:l

- - -:- --1----------- - - - - - -lbs.- - - - - - feet.

On top, the upper horizontal
stringer was cracked ln web for a
length of about 10 in.
bi rem·.-Nil.
Shell Uurst in gun. The fragments indented the target in
places.

1587
contd.

1588

9-lnch
rlfled M. L,
gun of

n.

87
L. G.

Pa11l~er shell, Not
head 1·5

20 inches,

12 tons.

Obl!Yd.

248·6 lbs.

Burster
8·92 Inches,
'.hi25 lbs.

1589

2715

Bu;Ster
2·ti87 lbs.

1590

4.3
R, L. O.

Palliscr shot,
head 1-25

18·8 inches,
251 lbs.

s -92 inches.

2984

Struck on thr Junction ot the
6-in. nud 9-iu. plates, 3 ft. from
left. and 3 ft. 11 In. from bottom.
Diameter 1J In. by 10 iu.,of wliich
li'5 in. was on the 9-in. plate. Indent 12 in. ; horizontal buckle
below indent 1·2 in. The 6-in.
plnte was bulged up and out, with
a lip projecting 1 in. Tile 9-in.
plate was scparntcd into two
4:5 ln. thicknes:ocs, the separation
extending from left l!ide of port
up to nnd for 1 ft. 1 in. beyond
the indent, namely, for a lt:ngth
of about 3 ft . 6 in. On the le~
check of the port, the front mould
bad slipped 0'4 in. to right of
rear mould. On the left of the
target the plates had buckled
away from backing.
Jn reai•,-.Hammer-headcd bolt
driYen back about l ln. No other
apparent effect.
Struck on the G In. plate fnced
106·5
with the three I in, plates on the
left edge of No. 158:i, 21 in. from
right and 21 in. from top; the
two indents formed into one
with a horizontal diameter of 1 ft.
3 Jn. Shot buried in the target,
6 in. in to base, making a total
penetration of 24·8 in. 'l'hefront
1 in. plate a great deal bulged,
and the cracks from No. 9 bolt
extended to 21 in. The Bhot, on
entering the backing, broke and
forced out a piece 12 in. long of
the 3rd horizontal stringer, and
drove it, together with a T iron,
20 yards to the right; and in
doing w broke nway, on the right,
the side plnte for a length of 3 ft,
10 in, down the angle Iron, the
strip broken off standing out
from target. 'l'he top horizontal
stringer was forced up about 1 in.
in 2 ft ., and buckled fonvarcl 2 in,
in 3 tt. 6 In., and broken thl'ough
at the lower flange. The 2nd
horizontal stringer wa!I also
forced up and cmcked longitudinally in both flange nnd we1,,
and one of its rh·ets sheared.
;The 4th stringer and T fron was
somewhat jammed down, nnd tlli
wood packing t<plint('rccl_:___
9G·9

l
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Po~,~d~r.

Len~f1;~~0tal
Wdg-ht, and

Diameter.

.E,~
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/~i !!

Obser\'ed Effects.

E~ If;ti~r~o]g
Tons. '~ 'E t: ~

00 ~
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I,i reai·.-No. 5 bolt driven out
anJ carried 10 yards to the rear,
pa&alng . through 2-in, woo(len
It was found behind the
"Snmutla" targtit, with its head
target.

broken otr, and the wnahcrshiftcd

to the front. Bal!kcomb cup wash-

ers of Nos. 9, 11, and 19, and i:;mall
bolt aboYe No. 9 broken, and the
wood packing on the right or the
snmll bolt splintered. On the
right sWe, the angle iron or
strut broken in half Just above

No. 1 bolt, and c1·ackcd through
at opposite angle, nt a rivet. The
strut had moved back 2 In. from
the vertical 2-in. plate between
it ancl tbe shield, Angle iron

1591

10-lnch
rifledM. L.
glln of
18 tons,

5'
R, L, O,

Pallisershell,
h ead 1'5,

27·8 inches,
399 lbs.
9·92 inches,
Burster
10 lbs.

Not
obsvd.

4027

129·2

bulgccl 0·5 In,
Struck the bottom c<lgc of the

9-ln. plate 4 ft. 9 in. from right;
It cut a scoop out of tho plate.
Shell, after striking, was deflected
down and pa~~ed out under target, The target was now back
I ·5 in. on both sides from original
position.
In rear.- Shell pns~ed under
shield, and burst in doing so, excavating a hole 5 ft. by 2 ft. 6 in.
by 14 in. deep, in which were
fragments of the shell, ancl of
the wood packing between string.
ers. The chilled iron block resting on foot plate of left strut wne
thrown over, and the wooden
target in rear shield blown to
pieces, and thrown about 15 yards
to rear. The angle iron of base
plate was cracked through a.
rh·et hole, and one rivet head
sheared off.
Struck on the junction of the
145'0
9-in. with the 6-iu. faced with
the three I-in. plates, 3 ft . l in.
from right, 4 ft. from bottom,
and on upper half of indent No.
1586. The head of the shell remaitled in target. Totnl penetration 19in. 'l'hetwoholeswere
knocked into one, with a major
diameter of l ft. 3 in., 3 in. of
which was on the upper plate
and the plates wero then 1·2 in.
apart; the9-in. plate wascraeked
rolind the hole. 'l'he head of the
shell remained in hole. In the
port. the 9-in, plate was buckled
forward 0·5 in. from stringer

I

1592

60
R. L. O,

397·75 lbs.
9·92 inches.
Burster
9·75 llls.

4519

I

lbaf~1!1•. - Hammer-beaded bolt
wns now driYeu back G·Z5 in.
Baskcomb washer~ of Nos. 12 and
2:3 bolts broken; a rivet head on
left of No. 25 bolt sheared off.
The additional backing piece
(YiZ., that added to the shield
Fince Its nrriYal nt Shoebtlryness)
seem&! to have stnrted slightly
to lhe renr.
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1

10-lnch
rifled M. L,
gnn of
ltl tnn~.

Go
n. L. o.

Pallls('r shell, Not
bend l ·5
obsYd.
2i•a inches,
S!II·Gtt lbs.

ShcU burst In gun. Hcadf!truck
target with a "splni-h., on lower

cJgc of fl-iu, plate 6 ft. 9 in. from
right ; sp\/u;h lnt'll!<Ul"Cd 14 in. by

9·92 inC'IW~.

12 in., nrnl about 4 in. deep. The
~hock lirukc olf the left bnnd
tnp ,nnall Wit of the three 1-in,
plates.

Bur,.;ter
9·69 llJs.
1594

4:;19

89!H2 lbs.
Burster
9·G2 lbs.

1585

15-iuch
Rodman
s, B. gun.

00
R, L, G,

S11hericnl
solid i;hot
(American)
4,H·lilbs.
14·89 inches.

1156

4182

/11 ,w1r.-Nil.

Stn1ck the 9-in. plate below
tlle port G ft. l in. from right,
l:l in. from bottom. Penetrated
:n in. The i-hock broke off a
piece of the front 4'5 in, mould
on bottom right of indent. The
separation of the front 4·5 in.
moulcl wa.i now continued along
the bottom anll right side of port
and on top of plate up to No.
1586, and along the bottom from
bolt No. 30 nearly to No. 31, a
length of about 6 ft. In sill of
port this front mould was 0·5 in.
aboYe the rear one. In addition
to the sepnration of the 9-in.
plate into distinct 4·5-in. plates,
each of these latter was separated into two 2·25-in. plates,
visible on the top of the plate on
each side of the indents Nos.
158(; and 1592; these separations
did not extend for more than n.
few inches in each case. The
head of the shell remained in
target. Horizontal buckleof9-ln.
plate 2·2 in. on right ~md 2 in. on
left of indent. 'l'be target was
now 3·5 in. on left and 3 in. on
right back from original position.
In rear. - Plate below port
bulged between Nos. 26 and 27
bolts, and a. rivet head sheared
off'. Baskcom b cup washer of
No. 27 bolt broken ; 7 rivets
broken out ot angle iron of base
plate, whieh is era.eked in two
places through rivet holes.
Struck tho 9-in. plate 2 ft. 6 in.
from left, and 1 ft. 7 in. from bottom, taking a scoop 4·5 in. wide
out of No. 24 bolt, and making an
indent of 3 in. Indeutand buckle
3,9 in. over 40 in., buckle in
whole length of plate 1·2 in.
Target now back 2·8 in. on left
and 1·2 in. on right from its
original position. Nos. 24, 28,
and 31 bolts stood out from plate
1·1 in ., 0·5 in., and l in. respectively, in consequence of the
latter having been driYen ln
round the indent. 'l'he shot rebounded 6 rt., partly broken and
set up to 12'4 in.
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Charge
Gun.

and

Powder.

PROJEOI'ILE.

~ _b

Leif
Jt'.rt~tnl ~ j
Weight, and u..

Observed Etrects.

~

Diameter.

feet.

Iba.

bi 1·cm·.-Shicld driven back
on left, overturning ehlllcd Iron
block which was rcs.tlng on strut

1586

contd.

foot pl nte, and breaki11gbolthofd-

Hi9S

Hi-Inch

Rodman

s. B. gun.

83¼

:n. L. o.

Spherical
solid shot
(American).
455 l bs.

14·89 In.

Not
obsvd .

6542

139·9

ingdown the iron. Baskcomb cup
wasl1cr o! boltabo,·cNo.18 hroken.
Strnck the proper right top
corner of port on the G-ln. platG
faced with the three 1-in. 11latcs.
The shot was partly on the target and pnrtly on the open port.
'l'ho shot glanced down wurds,
after striking, and broke up. The
front 1-in. plate stood out from
target about 2 In. at bottom and
1 in. at top; the other 1-in. plates
were turned back In the indent
on to tbe 6-in. plates, which were
broken through upwards from
proper right of port. A rod could
be passed nbout 10 Jn. up the
crnck. The shot, in passing In,
broke away the angle Iron lining
from the top inside of the port,
and did some damage to the
backing. The port stiffener had
been driven bnck, so tllnt the
dovetailing pieces were quite out
of the 9-in. plate on the right,
and neuly so on the left.
In rear.-Sbot broke up and
grazed lower port sill, deeply
scoring it (over a Iengthot about
2 ft .), and cracking it in 3 places.
Lamina of 1-in. plates, and pieces
of shot reJJ?-ained in port sill.
The ground m rear of shield was
strewn with piece.!! of shot, some
lot which went out to sea. The
upper port liner was dri,en down
about 6 in. on the right, and the
wood packing over it splintered.
Both the foot plates of struts
were bent up, showing that the
shield must have commenced to
rernlve round the rear beam. The
foundations of the shield were
much shaken.

2G3

TABLE XII.
Gun Shield made at the MiHwall fron Works.-Report of practice on 22nd Sept., 18GB.

Gun.

C'hnrgo
nnd
Pi.H\'ltcr.

PROJECT! LE,

gi Jj

Lc~~tl'.!i;Otal

!)

( Pallh1ei· shot,

reel.
1171

and
\ Weight,
Diameter.

---!--->----1L9G

It-Inch
rlflcdM. l,.
of 23 tons.

lbs.

74·/i

Pdlet.

ObserYcd Effects.

~

I

:;714,5

cored.

Head l•:?.:,
2;,•2 ins.
i,illl lbs.
11·02 ins.

152·60

Struck O½ in. to the proper left
of port, and 1a in. from tbe bottom of the upper G-inch plate.
Shot deflected to the left, and
Uroko away the edge of port, the
greatei;t thickness of the shield

being there about 18 in.

]597

1154

5503·8

The

shot pa~scd through, breaking
up into Yery small langridgc,
some of which was thrown some
di.stance to the rear.
In um-.-The sill of pott was
filled with the tleb1•is of the shot
and plate. 'l'ho nngle iron in top
of port, loosened by round lf,95,
fell down into the port. 'l'bc le~
port stillencr for a length of 18 in.
from the top was b1·okcu o.lf and
thrown to rear. Vertical hollow
stringer on left of port exposed
and bulged about 3 in. Tbe inner
top part of tbe strengthening
girder box crocked across at 19-i
inches from the left.
146'97
Struck 15 in. to the right of
port, and 16~ in. from the top of
the lower 9-mch plate. Portion
of the shot remaining in the bole.
Penetration lfi½ln, A 4-½in. lami•
na of the 9-in. plate broken away
iover the indent. A portion of it,
4-½ in. by 20 in. by lG in. thrown
26 yar<fa to the front. Rear lamina spilt into two. The lam.inn.
tion of 9-in. plate in sill of port
(dde. round No. lt.94) opened out
somewhat. The rear lamina in
sill of port 2 in, from the backing,
and at the side of port a gape of
6½ ln. between 9-ln. plate ancl
backing. The right port stltfencr
much bulged, and eight rivets in
It broken. The backing in rear
of @bot bole seemed disintegrated.
In reai-.-No. 20 bolt driven
back 7 in. 'l'he shot struck Ye1-y
nearly on this bolt. The ver•
tical washer plate in rear of the
strengthening piece separated
about 2 in. from shield at bot•
tom. Back vertical and horizontal girders bulged at right
bottom corner, and cracked in
two places ; the cracks running
from the edgo to the nearest
rivet bole. 9 riYets broken,chidly in strengthening piece. Ba;;kcomb washer of one bolt broken.
Whulc shield driven back 9 in.
on the right.
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lbfl,

1598

12-incb
rifled ll. L.
23 tons.

ot

7,1•5

Pellet.

Pnllisc-r shot,

fl'et.
llil

[>i05'1

cored,

Ilea<l l·~.J
25·'2 inchefl,
600 lb.~.

I l ·!.12 inches,

1599

1181
59G 1ibs.

5iG4•2

102·3[1

Struck 20 in. from the left, and

27 in, from the top of the upper
(U-ln.) plntc. Loft top edge of

lmlt•nt touches No. Fi87. Jndent
33 iu. Tlie head of the ehot renrnined In hole, and made daylight Ylslble througb the l!hicld
ovu· the top of tlw i,Ltot, Cracks
dcYclopcd from No. 1•,87 to top
of plate, from Kos. l-J87 to lf182
through bolt bole, and from No.
l.1R2 to bottom of JJlnte. The
plate buckled 1½ In., and projectcU beyond the 9-in. plate below
I½ in, on tho r lght, and l½ in. in
port ; on left side, tlie skin
plate clrin-n hack 18 inches at
the top (but holding at the centt·e). 'l'he backing exposed. It
nppearcd to be destroyed in the
viciuily of the t>hot hole, tbe hollow ~ir,lers being broken and the
wood ismashcd. 'fhe left strut
much distorted, and the angle
iron cracked through In two
places at top.
bi rea1·.-Inner nnglc iron of
left strut broken away for a space
of 4 ft. 3 in. by 8 In., nnU thrown
about 8 yards to the rear, carrying with it 2 ft. 6 in. of No.
S bolt with nut and washer.
Rear strengthening girder box
driven back 6 in. at left top corner, and much damaged; 7 rivets
In it broken. No. lu bolt llJlparently stretched about 4 in.
Struck 28½ in. from right, and
l .':>3·93
I$½ in. from hOttom of9-in. plate.
Shot remained in plate, base projei.:ting aOOut l! in.; indent 23·2
in. 'l'he shield d.riwn bodily
Lack Gft. on the right, and forward 1 ft. on the left. The top
of tbe shield overlianging the
bottom on the right side 10½ in.
Crack 1·3 in, wide, from No.
1599 to bolt hole ; the crack between Nos. 1581 and 15::11 opened
ont to 3 in. Front lamina of
!I-in. plate nearly broken off between Nos. 1581 and 1.5!>9. The
skin plate on the right side
(looi;ened by No. 1590) thrown
about 3 yards to the right.
Jn rear.-'fhe whole of the
foundation disarranged; one ot
the chilled iron blocks rei,;ting on
founlliltion plate, thrown 5 yartls
to the r~ar. Tllo right foundation plate bent up nearly at right
angles, split across the angle,
and all tbe rinits in it sheared.
'file angle iron in front of right
~trut crackeU Ycrtkally for about
2 in.
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TARGETS WITH IRON CONCRETE BACKING,

26G

VL-lRON CONCRETE AS A BACKING COMPARED WITH OTHER SUBSTANCES.

Soon after the experiments with the Plymouth Fort structure, already
described, the want of more information than we then possessed, ns to the
1·elative value of different materials for the purposes of backing to armour
plates, came to be strongly felt i and this necessity was the more apparent as
the great adYantage of introducing other substances behveen the layers of
armour in the "plate-upon-plate" construction was brought to notice.
Accordingly, after some preliminary trials on a miniature scale, it was determined to have an experiment to settle the matter completely.
To avoid the delay and expense of erecting an entirely new target, advantage
was taken of an iron-plated wall which had been set up at Shoebnryness, in
186-:l-5, but which, for one reason or another, had been very little used.
'l'his sfructure may be thus described:A masonry wall, 12 ft. long, 10 ft. 6 in. high, and 10 ft. thick, was built of
six courses of granite blocks, 7 ft. and 5 ft. deep alternately, backed by brickwork in Portland cement.
Into this wall were built some long 2j-in. tie bolts, which, by the way, were
so contrived that, so long as they were not wanted, they could remain entirely
embedded in the masonry, but, when occasion might require, they could be drawn
out to the front for a length of 12 inches.
Against the face of this wall, and about 4 in. from it, were set up, vertically,
four box girders, 3 ft. 9 in. apart from centre to centre, each 11 ft. 6 in. Jong,
7 in. deep, and 10 in. wide. They were strongly made of ¾•in. plate and
angle-irons.
Eu.ch girder was held back by three of the 2¼•in, tie bolts already mentioned,
which, being drawn out from the wa11 and passed through the girders, were
nutted on their front side.
In front of these girders, and at a distance of 4 inches from them, were set
up three tiers of 4~•in. armour plates, each 12 ft. long and S-ft. 6 in. wide, thus
making the front 12 ft. long and 10 ft.Gin. high.
Each plate was held by eight 2~-in. bolts, which had conical heads in the
armour, and these, passing through the vertical box girders, were nutted at the
back of them, that is, between the girders and the masonry.
Thus the armour was secured by a set of short bolts to the box girders,
which were themselves held to the masonry by the long tie bolts.
Lastly, the 15-in. space between the armour and the granite wall was, at the
time of erection, filled with Portland cement concrete.
To prepare this target for the experiment now in question, the Portland
cement concrete backinrr was removed from behind the two upper al'mour plates,
and in this space wer: introduced, as separate backings, the following subst~:~~~on concrete, composed of 112 parts by weight of iron borings, 42 of
asphalte stone, 42 of bitumen, and 7 of pitch.
2nd.-Teak in two layers,
3rd,-Stafford blue bricks set in asphalte.
L

l
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4th.-Stock brickwork set in Portland cem,.mt.
The old Portland cement concrete left behind the lower armour plate formed
the fifth substance for comparison.
The practice took place on the 15th January, 1869.
The gun used was the 7.-in. l\I. L. rifled gun at 70 yards, with 9 lh. 15 lb., and
22 lb. charges. Table XIU shows the rcsultsi. An examination of tLe effects will
show that the Portland cement concrete hacking gave rather the best support to
the armour in this tl'ial; but, then, it must be remcmber('d that this concrete
had had four years to set, and the other materials were quite fresh. The iron
concrete resisted nearly as well as the POltland cement concrete as regards
penetration, and was very little disturbecl by foul' shots in n small spnce.
The resistance of the Staffordshire blue bricks in asphalte was very nearly equal
to the iron concrete, and it was not much broken.
No reliable result was obtained with the stock brickwork in Portland cement,
and the teak was decidedly inferior to the Staffordshire blue bricks in asphalte,
and, therefore, to the iron concrete and the Portland cement concrete.
The result also showed that this method of protecting masonry walls by
means of armour plates, with an interval behind them filled with some moderately
hard substance, is likely to prove very successful.
The effect upon the fastenings was very satisfactory, not a single bolt having
been broken during the trials. The plates also stood Yery well. It may be
mentioned that on a subsequent occasion the Portland cement concrete was removed from behind the lower plc1,te, and a backing of iron concrete made with
gas tar only instead of asphalte, for cheapness sake, was inserted in its place,
and nearly ns good a result was obtained as with the asphaltc and iron. On
this occasion the 7-in. shot, fired at 70 yards with a 15 lb. charge, penetrated in
one round (1,704) 15·2 in., and in another round (1,705) 22 in., against the penetrations of 13·5 in. and 18·5 in. in rounds 1,608 and 1,613, and the gas tar concrete
was not much separated or cracked in either round.
Targets on the " Warrior" and " Chalmers:, princi'ples, and fron concrete
as backitig.
The next opportunity of trying the effect of iron concrete as a backing to
armour phttes occurred, somewhat indirectly, in connection with two large
targets set up at Shoeburyness, in the beginning of 1869.
The original intention of these targets was to afford the means of deciding
some questions affecting the manufacture of Palliser chilled projectiles, but
the opportunity was taken to institute a comparison between the late Mr.
Chalmers' principle of construction, and that of an ordinary armour-clad ship
with simple timber backing.
The entire front to be experimented upon was 40 ft. long and 9 ft.. high. Of
this, a 25 ft. length was the counterpart of the target, set up ia 1866, to test
the Yalue of the Palliser projectiles, It is described nt p. 131, volume XVI of
these Papers, as being composed of 8-in. armour plates, backed by 18 in. of teak,
on a skin and framing similar to that of "H. M.S. "'anior," except that the
1·ibs were placed a.t closer intervals.
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It is this tnrget which on the former occasion proved to be, ns intended, so
nearly a match for the projectiles from the 9-in. gun of 12 tons, at 200 yards,
with battering chnrges, as it just let through the shells and stopped the shot of
this gun, when fired direct.
The present target has }Jroved to be of the same strength, as nearly as possible.
1'he remaining 15 ft. of the front was devoted to the ''Chalmers" construction.
'!'his may be described as composed of 41-in. front armour plates, with a corn•
pound backing, on one half of the target 10 in. thick, and on the other half
13½ iu. thick, made up of horit:ontal ~th-in. iron and steel plates, 3¾ in. apart,
with teak between them. The layers of this backing were held together by
vertical 1¼-in, rivets, about 14 in. long. Behind this compound backing came
the intermediate armour pl~te, 2 in. thick, the alternate plates of this being
made of steel and iron. Behind this was a cushion, in one part 6 in. deep, in
the other 9¼ in. deep, composed of timber planks and ½·in. angle irons and bars,
running hm·izoutally. The angle irons of the cushion were riveted to the ¼-in.
skin, which was supported by ribs, 7-in. deep, at 1 ft. 9 in. intervals. Thus,
,vhat with the difference in the depth of the compound backing, and the use of
steel for some of the plates of this backing and for half of the 2-in. inner armour,
this target really presented 8 different constructions.
However, there really was not so very much difference between them as regards strength, and very little indeed as regards weight; it having been specially
pr°'·ided that this target. should weigh per foot superficial the same as the 2.5 ft.
length already described. The weight of both was as nearly as possible 510 lbs.
per ft. superficial of the front presented.
It has been already stated that the 8-in. "Warrior" portion was nearly a match
for the 9-in. projectiles at 200 yards.
It is not intended to give the detail of the practice against these targets.
It will be sufficient to say that on the first day's tria1-4th February, 1869-tbe
inferiority of the Chalmers' construction was shown in so unmistakeable a
manner as to render further comparison quite unnecessary. The shot and shell,
(rounds 1,619, 1,620, 1,640, 1,641, 1,642, and 1,644,) that could barely get their
points through the skin of the one, passed completely through and through the
other, in whatever part they hit, (rounds 1,616, 1,617, 1,621, and 1,622.)
As the" Chalmers" target was thus proved to be useless for further comparison
in its own proper condition, it was proposed to turn it to some useful account in
testing the qualities of iron nsphalte as backing. Accordingly the lower plate of
this target, which had not been fired at, was taken off, the comp~und _backing,
10 in. thick on one half and 13j in. on the other, was removed bodily; iron concrete, composed of 46 per cent. of cast-iron turnings, 46 per ceot. of nsphaltc,
and 8 per cent. of tar, was inserted in its place; and the armour plate bolted on
again.
.
The result was that the portion of the target which had the deeper mass
(13~ in.) of iron concrete successfully resisted both th~ shot and shell (rounds
1 660 and I 665) from the 9-in. gun at 200 yards, which before had passed so
c~sily throu~h the target, the shell just showing it~ point th~ough the sk~n, the
shot stopping 2 in. short of the skin. The portion on which the backrng of
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iron concrete wns only 10 in. deep let both shot and shell, (rounds 1,662 and
1,667) through the target; but it must be observed that the velocities were on
this occasion higher, in the proportion of 1,300 and 11304 to 1,282 and 1,283,
than when the "Chalmers" backing was tried. Some shells we1·e aimed to s:rike
the target obliquely, but they hit where no 1·elinblc result could be obtained.
However, the experiment conclusively prayed the iron concrete to be ve1·y much
superior to timber nnd plates combined as n backing in one instance, and quite
equal to, if not better than it, in the other instance.
TARGETS COMPOSED OF THREE .5-IN, PLATES, WITil IRON
CONCRETE BETWEEN TIIEill.

Finl Target,
In paper XV. of last year's volume (1869) an acconnt wns given of the experiments bearing upon the use of "plate-upon-plate" construction for armour, as
disti11guish<'d from the u solid plate" system. On that occasion, as well as in
the description of the trials of the Plymouth Breakwater Fort structure, in an
earlier part of the present paper, it was shown that three 5-in. plates in contact
are capable of offering better resistance than a solid 15-in. plate. It was also
said that much ad,•antage was to be expected from the separation of such
plates, and the introduction of some sort of concrete between them. To determine this point, the following experiments were set on foot:First, a small target was made out of three pieces of 5-in. armour plate, measuring repectively 5 ft. by 3 ft. 9 in., 5 ft. by 3 ft. 3 in., nnd 7ft. 6 in. by 4 ft. 3 in.
'l'hese were set up, one behind the other, in the order in which they are mentioned {the last named being the front plate), with intervals of 6 in. between
them.
They were held together by six armour bolts, each 32 in. long, screwed at
both ends. The outside diameter of the thread of these bolts was 3 in., and
their shanks were reduced to 2·8 in.
The front end of each bolt was provided with a spl:ierical nut, which fitted
into a cup-shaped hole in the face of the armour plate.
'fhe bolt holes in the middle and rear plates were 4 in. in diameter. Those
in the rear platt: tapered towards the nar to 3} in. The back part of the holes
in the front plate also tapered. The edges of all the bolt holes were rounded.
The rear end also of each bolt had a spherical nut, fitting into a cup-shaped
washer, formed by coiling and welding a lf-in. by }-in bar, the interior of the
coil being bored out to s11it the spherical form of the nut. This welded washer
was further strengthened, on its outside edge, by means of another coil made out
of a similar bar, but in this case the coil was left unwelded. The outside of the
welded coil was chased with a thread, pitched quicker than the inclination at
which the coils were round, and the interior of this unwelded coil being similarly
threaded, the two were screwed together. There was a :i-in. elm washer under
each of the iron cup washers.
This arrangement of nut and washc1· is one which was proposed by Lieutenant
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English, R.E., and is merely a development of the plan adopted, at his suggestion, in the Plymouth Breakwater Fort experimental structure. The construction of the washers being novel and peculiar, some explanation may be useful.
The object of the outer coil is of course to strengthen the inner one ngainst
the bursting strains brought into play when the nut is drawn po,verfully into
it; and the reason of its being made without welding is that, in this condition,
there is strong reason to believe the iron is better able to resist sudden strains
than if it had been subjected to the welding p1·ocess. The coil, in this state, is
also more free to expand, and so, although the inner coil may burst, the outer
will hold its walls together till it has itself been stretched to the utmost. This
gradual action, too, is intended to relieve the bolt in much the same way as it
would be if a mass of elastic material were interposed.
'l'he thread by which the two coils are screwed together is made of quicker
pitch than their own winding, in order that, when the outer coil is strained from
the inside, and so made to unwind itself' from both ends, its several turns are
obliged to follow the thread of the screw, by which, as a little consideration ,vill
show, they become squeezed closer and closer together as the expansion proceeds.
'l'his action has rea1ly taken place, to a greater or less extent, both in experiments with falling weights at comparatively low velocities, and in the trial of
the target now under notice, as well as on other occasions.
Returning to the description of the target itself, the 6~in. intervals between
the armour plates were filled with a compound made up of cast-iron borings,
asphalte, bitumen, aud pitch, mixed together hot, in much the same way as that
used in the front part of the roof of the structure representing Plymouth
Breakwater Fort, and other targets, already described.
The target was set u11 so that the ends of the front plate rested against the
edges of two armour plates standing end on to the front, with their rear edges
bearing against the face of an old ship's side. These plates formed the only
support of the target, if indeed we except, as for all practical purposes we
may, a packing of loose timber logs inserted behind the target, merely to prevent the rear plate from being thrown down altogether in the event of the
armour bolts not doing all expected of them. This method of supporting the
target by its front plate only was expressly arranged with the view of throwing the greatest possible strain upon the bolts. It also had the effect of
confining the concrete at the ends of the target. A mass of old iron was placed
on the top of the target, to pre,·ent the iron concrete being driven out in that
direction.
The trial took place on the 4th February, 1869. The gun used for the
occasion was the 12-in. rifled muzzle-loading 600-pounder, placed at 20 yards,
with a charge reduced to represent full batterillg charge at 200 yards ..
The object was to get a round at this target that would compare with round
No. 1512, on the three-plate portion of the Plymouth Breakwater struct_ure, as
well as with rounds 1517 and 15091 against 15-in. solid plates, reported m last
year's volume, at pages 204 and 205.
.
.
On reference to the Table of practice against the Plymouth target, it. will be
seen that the 12-in. shot on that occasion buried itself to a depth of 12 rn., that
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is, up to the front stud, and in rear produced a long crack 21 in. wido, o.nd
10 in. deep.
On the present occasion the shot haviag a I ·5 diameter head, struck with
a slightly reduced velocity-that is, 1,165 ft. per second (agaiust 1,177 ft. on the
former occasion)-representing an energy equal to 5,694 foot tons, or 152 foot
tons per inch of shot's girth. The number of the round was 550. The shot
buried itself in the target, until its base projected H in. beyond the face of the
front plate. The front plate was cracked from the shot hole to the bottom of
the plate, and it was buckled 4·1 in. In rear no effect whatever was observable on
the back plate beyond a slight general bulge of about 2·3 inches. No bolts were
broken. The inner welded coils of all the washers were cracked, and the un..
welded outer coils had unwound themselves a little. The wood washers were
crushed.
'fhe old armour plate, against which the proper right end of the target
rested was thrown down, and the load of loose iron on the top was displaced.
On taking the target to pieces it was found that the shot, in passing through
the front plate had broken away the back of it, over an area of about 2 ft. in
diameter, and to a depth of 2·5 in. in the deepest part ; that it had raised up
a remarkable bulge, or rather a truncated cone, 6 in. in height, on the back of the
middle plate, the area of its base being about 20 in. in diameter, and that of
its top, which pressed against the front of the rear plate, about .10½ in. by
7½in. Through the centre of the iron concrete, forming the flat top of this
bulge, the point of the shot protruded sufficiently to produce an impression in
the face of the rear plate, ¼in. deep, and of exactly the size of a sixpence. The
middle plate was also buckled about 4·5 in.
With regard to the bolts, they were found to be reduced in diameter from
2·8 in. to 2·7, 2·6, 2·62, 2·75, 2·25, and 2·75 in. respectively, and they were
elongated from 32 in. to 34·375, 34·5, 34, 33, 32·625, and 33·5 in. They were
bent from ·3 to ·9 in. in their length. The bolt holes in the middle plate were
drawn into an oyal form, measuring 5 in. by 4 in.
As to the iron concrete, this answered very well indeed. So large a shot
entering so small a target could not fail to break up and displace the greater
part of the filling material, but that which did remain in front of the shot was
extremely bard and solid, and forming a good support to the middle plate extended the effect upon the rear plate over a large surface, and so produced
results, which compared with those obtained in the other instances above mentioned, that is, with 15 in. of plates in one and three thicknesses, cannot but
be regarded as highly satisfactory.
The other results obtained with the concrete, through its giving the bolts a
better opportunity of drawing out than they can have in a structure where the
iron surfaces are directly in contact, and nlso from its relieving the plates of
much of their tendency to crack when so placed, are of much importance.
Altogether, this experiment was a highly successful one,
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Second Target.

It will readily be understood that at the parts about the embrasure in an iron
wall, the object is to get the necessary strength in the least possible compass.
'£he next step taken, therefore, in this matter was to set on foot an experiment
to ascertain whether equally satisfactory results could be obtained with a less
thickness of iron concrete than was used in the last target. Also, as the d;stri•
bution of the material in that target had been arbitrarily settled, it was desirable
to know whether that could be improved upon ; and, further, it became neces.
sa1·y to consider the best means of retaining in its place the concrete immediately
about the embrasure in iron fronts and shields.
To settle these three points a new target was made, which may be described
as follows:lt presented a front measuring 6 ft. in length by 5 ft. in height. The armour
plates were all 5 in. thick. The target may be divided into two parts. The
proper right half of it was thus arranged. First came the front plate, then l j- in.
of iron concrete; next the second plate, then 6½ in. of concrete; and, lastly, the
rear plate. The proper left half was made up of the front plate, 6~ in. of concrete, the second plate, l½ in. of concrete, and the rear plate. Thus the one
hnlf wns the reverse of the other. The entire thickness was every where 1 ft.
11 in., the aggregate thickness of concrete used being 8 in. The front and rear
plates were each in one piece. The intermediate armour was necessarily in two
pieces.
1 he target was held together by eight through-bolts.
The upper four
were screwed all their length. The lower four bad plus threads at either end,
the outside diameter of ,vhicb was 3 in.; their shanks were reduced to 2·8 in.
On their front ends all were provided with spherical nuts fitting into cupshaped holes in the front plate, and in rear they had spherical nuts and coiled
washers of 'fery nearly the same pattern as in the last target. Between the
coiled ,•rnshers and the armour there were elm washers, bound round on their
outer edge with hemp, so that the hemp was between the outer unwelded coil
and the plate. The holes in the middle thickness of armour were 4 in. in dia•
meter. Those in the front plate tapered towards the front from 3! in. to 3¼ in. ;
those in the rear plate tapered towards the rear from 4 iu. to 3! in. The edges
of all the bolt holes were r0110ded.
As to the means of retaining the concrete on the sides of the target, representing as it were the sides of an embrasure, two methods were tried.
That to retain the 6~ inches of concrete on the proper right end of the target
consisted of two vertical channel-irons, of section 5 in. by 2 in. by ½ in., placed
back to back, ancl so making an i,,,,,,t. This was set in so as to be flush with the
edge of the target; the ends of the channels passed through old plates laid under and on top of the target, and were keyed there.
'!'hat to retain the 6l inches of concrete on the proper left end of the target
consisted of a piece of 2 in. plate, 12 in. wide, standing vertically against the
end of the target, with its edge to the front. It was held by three 2-in. bolts,
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3 ft. 6 in. lone,, running horizontally into the concrete behind the front armour.
The inner ends of the bolts ,vere screwed into flat washer pieces, 3~ in. thick;
the outer ends were provided with spherical nuts, fitting into cup.shaped holes,
in tho 12 in. by 2 in. plate.
The target was set up for experiment a short distnnce in front of an old ship's
target, from which it was blocked out, by means of ,·erticnl iron planks on edge,
against which the rear plate of the target rested at each end. There was
also a "Vertical block of timber, 18 in. by 6 in., supporting the centre of the rear
plate, to make up, in some degree, for the intermediate armour being in two
pieces.

There was an old piece of 3& in. plate laid under the target, and another
piece on the top of it, and these were bolted together by some vertical bolts, the
upper ends of which were held back by eye.bolts to the ship's side, to prevent
the target falling forwards when struck.
The experiment took place on the 4th and 14th June, 1869. The gun, the
range, charges, and projectiles, were all the same as in the other three-plate
target experiment last describt:!d, excepting only that in the second round, the
shot bad a 1·25 instead of l ·5 diameter head.
The first round No. 1,664 was fired at the proper left portion of the target.
The shot struck direct, 21 in. from the proper left, and 23 in. from the top, but
turned, on penetrating, towards the left side of the target 1 at an angle of 35°. The
shot hole in the front plate was oval, measuring 16¼ in. by 12¼ in., and was
very much bruised on one side by the after part of the shot. The front plate
was buckled 21; in. horizontally, and 1¼ in. vertically. The rear of the front
plate was broken a.way, at the shot hole, over an area of 29 in. by 20. in. The
front of the centre plate was indented 4½ in., the impression being oval, and
measuring 10 in. by 9 in. There were cracks in this impression; and on the
nar of the plate a forked crack, 12 in. long, running horizontally. There was
no impression made on the fi·ont of the rear plate, but at the back of it there
was a horizontal crack 8 in. long, on a bulge 3½ in. high. The total penetration was 1 ft. 9 in., measurir.g along the axis of the shot. The 12•in. by
2-in. piece on the side of the target to retain the concrete was forced out 3;} in.
at the top, 2½ in. at t!J.e centre, and 1 in. at the bottom, and it let some of the
concrete out. The 2-in. bolts holding this retaining piece were slightly elongated, and the centre one, which was very nearly in the path of the shot, was
bent 6 inches. The two through bolts just above the shot were broken.
The other round (No. 1679) was directed at the proper right portion of the
target, and struck direct, 22 in. from the top, and 22 in. from the right. It
turned up at an angle of 20°, and also inclined about 6° towards the proper
right of the target. The shot hole in the face of the front plate wns 12½ in, by
124 in., and no cracks were observable. 'l'he shot remained sticking in the
target; and at the l'ear of the front plate a cone, 24 in. in diameter at the base
formed round it. There was a shallow crack on the back, extending to th~
right edge of plate. The indent in the centre plate was about 18 in. by 18 in.,
and the plate split hol'izontally across, through the shot mark. The point of the
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shot protruded through nn opening of nbout 4 in. in the shot mark. The back
of the centre plate wns bulged over an area 24 in. in diameter. The face of the
rear plate was indented 2½ in. by 3½ in., and 1 in. deep. On its back there
were no effects observable. The total penetration was 1 ft. 8 in. The cbannelirons, intended to hold in the concrete between the centre and rear armour
plates, were bulged out about 6 inches, and twisted. The two armour bolts
above the shot were broken.
The total buckle of the rear plate, from the effect of the two rounds, was
about 4} in. taken horizontally, and 3 in. vertically. The flat plate laid along
the top of the tnrget was bulged upwards about 3 in. in the centre. The four
upper nrmom· bolts were broken, as already stated, apparently by cross strains,
the fractures being crystalline; one of them was bent about 4 in. Two of the
front nuts were cracked; the outer coils in the upper washers were slightly
stretched and unwound, but well closed up; the lower coils were quite unaltered ; all the wood washers were crushed up,
It cannot be said that the results obtained in this experiment were so entirely
satisfactory and conclusive, as in the first three-plate target, for the deflection of
the shot, after entering the target on this occasion, makes it difficult to compare
their effects with each other, and with previous results. On the whole, however,
although the loss of 4 in. of iron concrete had probably somewhat reduced
the resisting powers of this arrangement of plates, yet there was sufficient left
to gh'e very good resistance in both rounds.
As regards the two methods of placing the concrete, there was not much to
choose between them. It is probable, however, that by placing the greater
mass between the second and third plates, the best result will be obtained, so far
as the rear plate is concerned, although there will be more tendency to crack in
the front plate, than if the greater mass of concrete were placed immediately
behind it. Perhaps, after all, it will be generally best to divide the concrete
into equal masses.
As to the two plans of retaining the iron concrete, enormous strains had to
be met in each case, and neither of them acted its part completely. Probably,
something answering to the channel-irons, but of much stronger section, will
make the best frame for keeping the concrete in place around an embrasure.
The experiment was, altogether, a n•ry instructive one, and the fact of
two rounds from the 23-tou gun, with battering charges, at 200 yards, having
been fired with good account at so small a target, makes it a very remarkable
trial.
A MASONRY WALL STRENGTHENED BY MEANS OF IRON CRAMPS AND BOLTS,

This experiment, though less important than others recorded in this paper,
will be briefly noticed in order to dispose of the only remaining piece of construction of the group of experimental works in masonry and iron set up at Shoeburyness in the year 1864-.5,
.
']'he object of the trial was to ascertain whether, for works of secondary importance, a masonry wall of cheap construction, that is to say, one composed of such
M1"
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material as concrete and brickwork, can be so combined with iron in the oheaper
forms 1 such as flat bar and railway rails, as to give resistance to artillery fire
superior to that gained by the same amount of money laid out on a wall chiefly
composed of harder masonry, such as granite, protected by armour plates.
For this purpose £5 10s. was fixed upon as the sum to be laid out on each
portion of the wall consisting of one square foot of front face with all behind
it; and this, by the way, is about the cost of a single 8!-in. plate without any
backing or support.
The granite wall faced with armour plates, elsewhere described in this paper,
was calculated to cost a like sum.
The following may be taken as a description of the cramp wall :Its entire thickness was 11 ft. 2 in., and its height 7 ft. 8 iu. Its length was
14 ft. 3 in.
It was made up of 5 tiers in height, each 1 ft 6:} in. high. There were 19
cramps of ym·ious sorts as described below, in each tier. The width of each
cramp was 9 in,, and they were all made of 2 iu. iron.
Taking one tier by itself it might be said to consist of a 14-in. by 5-in. rolled
armour plank laid horizontally on its edge, backed by a pile of six double-headed
railway rails, laid flatways, and running horizontally the whole length of the
plank. The small hollows between the rails were filled with bars of suitable
section.
The plank with its backing of rails was then wrapped round, as it were, by
the cramps in succession in the following manner : Starting with the lower end of a cramp, which turned up a few inches behind
the railway rails, it passed from thence under the rails and under the plank,
1·ound in front of it, over its upper edge, and over the top of the pile of rails.
From this point one sort of cramp had its end turned down a short distance
behind the rails. Another sort tailed a distance of about a foot into the wall,
and then had its end turned up a few inches. Another tailed about 2 ft. into
the wall, and was also turned up.
Immediately behind the cramps of the description first mentioned there were
vertical railway rails in couples 9 in. apart, the intervals between the pairs being
about 14 iu. These uprights extended the full height of the wall, and had slots
in them at intervals of 18 in. in their height, through which iron keys passed;
the lower key passed under the tail of the cramp of the lowest tier; the
1·emainder over the tail parts of the cramps of the successive tiers, so tying the
whole together from top to bottom of the wall.
'l'he turned up ends of the other cramps held horizontal railway rails that ran
longitudinally the wh?le leng~h of the wall, and these again were grasped by
the turne~ ends of rails runnmg from front to rear and acting as ties; some
of these ties extended to the very back of the wall, others went back a long
distance into it, and all had turned down ends.
The front part of the masonry wall itself wa.s composed of Portland cement
concrete for a thickness varying from 2 ft. 6 in. to 5 ft. ; the remainder was of
bl'ickwo1'k in Portland cement.
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Very little use having been made of this wall since its erection, it was decide~ :o make its trial serve another important purpose, viz., that of testing the
quahties of a number of Palliser projectiles, made in the Royal Laboratory Department, of various mixtures of iron, and by different modes of manufacture.
As an e~act analysis of this practice would not lead to any good, the present
account will be confined to a general description.
The trial took place on 16th February, 1869. The 7-inch gun was used at 70
yards range. Nine shot were fired with 9 lbs. charges, and eight with 18 lbs.
charges, making, with two previous shot, 19 rounds in all. The penetrations of
t~e sh~t fired with 9 lbs. charges varied from 5·4 to 6·8 in. giving an average
of 0·9 mches. The penetra.tions of those fired with 18 lbs. charges varied from
8·.5 to 12·.5 in., giving an average of 10·3 in.
The cramps cracked a good deal at the welds in their bends, and in some ia•
stances the entire front end of the cramp broke off. The planks also were broken
in some places, and the cramps started out more or less wherever hit. Otherwise the penetration was not great, and the general stability of the wall not
much disturbed. Still the construction involves too many parts, and is not to
be recommended.
An instance of the remarkable qualities, that the Palliser chilled projectiles may
possess, occurred in the course of this practice, when a shot £red with a 9 lbs,
charge, entered the iron of the wall to a depth of 6 in., and, bounding back a
distance of 25 feet, was found to be so perfectly uninjured, and unaltered in
form, that it was fired a second time, with the same charge, against the same
wall, and again did excellent work, penetrating this time to a depth of 5·4 in.
MANUFACTURE OF BROAD ARMOUR PLATES.

As the construction of iron fronts and shields, especially the latter, came to
be thoroughly considered, it was felt that much advantage would be gained if
armour plates could be made of greater widths, than had hitherto been found
practicable; in fact, if they could be produced of dimensions large enough for
one single plate to occupy the entire face of a shield.
Practically the width of armour plates had been limited to about 6 ft., in
consequence of the difficulty of dealing with wider masses of iron in the furnace;
and so great was this difficulty, that although the leading armour-plate makers
were really anxious to undertake the manufacture of broad plates, and were
prepared to set up rolls of the necessary size, the appliances with which they
were already provided being ample in almost all other respects, yet the uncertainty and waste attending the treatment of broad plates in the furnace seemed
to place an insuperable obstacle in their way.
So the question might have remained for o. long time to come, but for a way
of solving the difficulty which fortunately occurred to Lieut. English, R.E.
Up to that time, the moulds made for the last rolling of an armour }llate were
necessarily of about the width required in the finished plate, the extension
produted in the process ofpnssing through the rolls being almost altogether in
a longitudinal direction. Under this system, therefore, the moulds to make a
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finished plate, 8 ft. broad, would have been themselves 8 ft. broad, and it was
the diffi culty of getting up the 11roper heat throughout a pile of such wide
moulds, without excessive burning of the metal on the outer parts, that constituted the sole obstacle above alluded to.
The plan suggested by Lieutenant English was to keep the moulds within
the width hithel'to found practicable, that is 1 about 6 ft., and on bringing the
pile out of the furnace, first to roll it out for width by passing it through the
rolls in the direction of its width, and then turning it half l'Ound to roll it as
usual for length. This simple expedient, if not affording the only way of meeting the difficulty, has at any rate proved very successful. The first plate made
in this way wns rolled by Sir J. Brown and Co., at the Atlas Works, Sheffield,
on the I 0th February, 1869, out of a pile of five moulds, each 6 ft. by 7 ft., by
3} in. They were first passed through the rolls in the direction of the 7 ft.
dimension 1 until this was increased to 8 ft. Then the plate was swung round,
and the rolling continued in the other direction, until it was reduced to a plate
16 ft. long, 8 ft. wide, and 5 in, thick. The weight of metal in this mass was
about IO:l- tons. Out of this was afterwards cut a plate 12 ft. long and 8 ft.
wide, that is, of the size required to cover the entire face of an ordinary gun
shield.
To give some idea of the magnitude of the operations involved in the manu.
facture of such a plate, it may be stated that the rolls used were 18 ft. in length
over all 1 11 ft. between the standards, and 34 in. in diameter, and that each roll
weighed about 19 tons.
The plate produced on this occasion ,vas purchased by the War Department,
and sent to Shoeburyness for proof.
Although the results given, when the plate was hung entire in a swinging
frame and struck by 7•in. Palliser shot, were somewhat contradictory, yet this
was evidently caused by the plate being improperly held at first, for, subsequently, a sample was cut from it of the dimensions of an ordinary proof plate,
and this, being subjected to the usual proof, was classed A 1, that being the highest
of the 9 figures of merit awarded in the Shoeburyness proof. Other broad plates
have since been made by the same company on this plan, and have been equally
well classed in proof.
In conclusion, it may be stated that there is now in course of construction an
experimental co.semate•shield, which is based u11on the principles that have
given the best results in the foregoing tdals, and otherwise embodies all that the
most recent experience recommends.
'l'he trial of this may be expected to take place at Shoeburyness 1 early in the
year 1870.
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TABLE XIII.
Iron concrete as a backing, compared with other substances.
Report of practice on 15th January, 1869,
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Impact.
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ObscrYe<l Effects,

Stn1ck centre plate (il'On conci-ete backing), cdgo of bole 8 in.

from top of plate, 5 ft, 2 iu. from
proper left of target, and 7 in.
from edge of girder.
Indent
5·6 in. deep, diameter 7 in. by
7·25 in.; bottom of Indent crackcd ; plnte bulged 0·7 in. ; slight
crack fi-om old shot bole (ll5'1.) ;
concrete squeezed up 0·5 in. at
top of target ; shot broke up,
head rebounded 12 yards from
target.
At the back of plate a bulge
11 in. by 12 in., with star crack
showing daylight. Iron concrete
indented 2 in. over an area lt in.
byl2 in.
Struck bottom plate (Portland
cement concrete backing) G·5 in.
from top of plate, 5 ft. 4 in. from
proper left of target, nnd 9 in.
from edge of girder. Depth of
indent 4·85 in., diameter 7 in. by
7 in.; small crack.a at bottom of
indent; plate buckled 0·4 in. ;
shot broke up, bead rebounded
14 yards.
At the back of plate a bulge
of 1-in., over Hi in. by 10 in.,
and a crack.
Struck centre plate (teak backing) 5 in. from top of plate, and
2 ft.Gin. from proper left. Depth
of indent 7'8 in,, diameter 7·5 in.
by 7•5 il1,; plate broken through
and wood •visible at bottom of
indent; indent ,•cry much crackf!t~ 8
p~~e~~- Shot broke
Area of damage at the back of
plate 14 in. by U in. Rear mould
broken away over lower portiou,
and nearly so over upper portion.
Hole through centre. Wood indented 5 in. and much splintered.
Struck centre plate (backing
of bi·ic1work in asphaltc) 13·5 in.
from top of plate, and 10 in.from
proper right, on e_clge of outs_ide
girder. Depth of mdent 5·G m.,
diameter 7 iu. by 7 in. ; indent
much cracked, nnd plate broken
through, showing backing; buc.
kle 0·2 in. horizontally, 0·5 fn.
vertically; plate cracked through
its thickness from indent to right
edge; fi·ont plate ?f girder
crnckc<l through a. t'!Yct bole.
Bacldng forced out at side .. Rot
afai1' te# of resistance owmg to

~~-~1:;~

IGo.5

ns·0'1bs.

048

717

::::a·o

u·ant of latCl'al s11pport.
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in Foot
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Impact.
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716
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Observed Ell'ects,

33·0

Last 1·010ul repeated.-Struck
the plate 23 ln. from tllC top, and
2 ft. l In. from proper right.
Depth of indent 5·9 in., diameter
7 ln. by 7·25 in., crncks In indent;
buckle 0·9 in.; edge ot indent
5·5 in. from 1154, and 10·5 in,
from last round; cracks in 1605
much opened, and fresh cmck,
6 in. long, from 1605 towards
JGOG; two rJ,·cts in girder broken,
and rear nnglc iron nud plnto
cracked in rivet hole ; brick

~l .a

114'/'J lbs.

14·68 inches
6·92 inches

pushed up at top.
At the back of the plato a

1G07

1608

115·0 lb,!!,

15

1609

lGl0
114·s'Ibs,

948

717

33·0

1275

129G

53·G

1275

129G

59·6

1276

1233

59·5

horizontal crack 10 in. long, in
a bulge 12 in. by 10 in., and a
vertical crack Gin. long. Brickwork indented 1'5 in. over an
area 12 in. by 12 in., but otherwise little disturbed.
Struck top plate (backing o/
brickwork in cement) 11 in. from
top, and 1 ft. 11 in. from proper
rigb.t. Depth of indent 9 in . from
front of plote to inner lip, dinmeter 7·25 in . by 7'5 in. ; bucklo
0·3 in.; plate completely broken
through, and backing broken up.
Brickwork not set, and result
scarcely reliable, as the backing
was forced out at the top.
Struck centre plate (backing o/
iron concrete) 11·5 in. from bot•
tom, and 5 ft. from proper right,
3 in . from edge of girder. Penctrntion 13·5 in., diameter 7·5 in.
by 7·:25 in. ; edge of hole 5 in,
from 1155; buckle 0·2 in. H ead
of shot deflected upwards 10 deg.
and to left in the direction of
1155. The result does not give
reliable information regarding
strength of backing, as the part
struck was weak.
'l 'he shot's point projected 9 in.
beyond the buck of the plate,
and indented the iron concrete
to that depth, driving into it a
piece of plate 5 in. by 5 in. by
2½in.
Struck bottom plate ( Portland
ccme,tt concrete backin{JJ 12 in.
from top, and 21 in. from proper
right, buckle 0·2 in. Penetration
13·3 In. Shot in target broken
up, 1·38 in. of base projecting in
front of plate, and point 7 in. berond back of plnte.
Area of danrn.gc on the back ot
the J)lato lG in. by 15 in.
Struck centre plate {teak backing) 12 in. from bottom of plate,
2 ft. 4·5 in. from proper left; edge
of hole 10 in. from edge of girdcr. and to in. from 1604. Penc-

2i9

Charge

Nature. Length,
Weight, ond

Powder.

1610
contd.

1611

Date
28 O 67

2g
in Foot

Observed EffectB.

1GG2

t.ration 22 in., diameter 8 in. by
1·5 il1 .. buckle 0·2 in. Shot broke
up in hole. The 2nd, 3rd, and
4th tiers of granite in rear of
target were cracked through
diagonally across the blocks.
Point of shot passed through
the wood, and indcntrd the
granite. Hole in wood 13 in. by
13 in., and pieces of the plate
driven in. Wood a good deali.plit.
Struck bottom plate ( Portland

Tons on
lmpe.ct.

Diameter.

feet.

lbs.

22
R, L. G.

Wt•2

PROJECTILE,

nnd

Ilrnndof

Palllscr cored
shot, 1·% D.

14W

cement conaete bockiny) l ft.

4.·a in. from top, and 1 ft. 10·5 in.
from proper left. Penetration

11.,1,0 Ill$,
14·68 inches
6·92 inches

20 ln., diameter 7'5 io. by i•S in.,
buck.lo 0·l in, Shot broke up,

head in hole.

Arca of damnge on the back
of the ple.t.e 13 in . by 13 in.

1Gl2

1613

lG14

11s·0'1bs.

"

22

1445

1665

76"6

1278

1291

59'4

114.·()lbs.

1'46
115•Q'1bs.

1665

Struck top plate ( iron concrete
backing) l ft. 7·5 in. from top,
and 5 ft. 5 in . from left. Penetration 24.'5 in., diameter 7·5 in.
by 7 in. ; shot broke up in hole ; a
large quantity of concrete driven
out at top of target. Lower tier
of granite cracked through its
thickness diagonally at 4 ft. 6 in,
from [root.
Result scarcely reliable, as tho
concrete was not enough confined
at the top.

For comparison 1nith 1608.

Struck centre plate( iro;i cu11c1·cie
back'ing) 5·5 in. from bottom,5 ft.
from proper left, and 5 in. from
a girder. Penetration 18'5 in.,
diameter 7·5 in . by 7·25 in., buck le 0·2 in. Four shots had struck
this plate in a space ot 2 ft, 6 in.
by2 ft. 6 in.
Area of damage·at the back ot
plate 13 in. by 13 in., and holo of
that size in the iron concrete.
Struck top plate (teak backing)
15 in. from bottom, and 18 in.
from left. Penetration 25 in.,

t~f1!~te~,~ ~nc~g1th~~ ~!
0

at top 7 in.
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